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Preface 

We are honored to present to the reader a special issue of Research in Computing 

Science dedicated to a rapidly developing area of computational linguistics, at the 

crossroads of computer science, artificial intelligence, and linguistics. 

Computational linguistics, also known as natural language processing, plays an 

important role in the development of modern computer science and has numerous 

industrial applications. Such industrial giants as Microsoft, Google, and Apple view it 

as a crucial area of development of user interfaces and numerous information 

services. 

Traditional application areas of natural language processing include machine 

translation and information retrieval. Nowadays, these areas come in many flavor and 

with far-reaching extensions. The classical machine translation has evolved into 

multilingual and cross-lingual natural language processing. Modern state of 

computational linguistics is characterized by serious attention to world’s languages, 

both minor languages as well as major but under-resourced languages. Accordingly, 

this volume includes a selection of papers devoted to various aspects of Arabic, 

Amazigh, Chinese, Romanian, Turkish, Yoruba, and various Indian languages, among 

others.  

On the other hand, information retrieval has evolved into many application areas 

such as question answering or text summarization. These areas are also represented in 

this special issue. 

In addition, new applications of natural language processing constantly arise. One 

of such new application fields is sentiment analysis and opinion mining, which 

leverages the power of social networking and user-generated content for large-scale 

analysis of opinions the people express in Internet. Such analysis improves the 

income of companies by suggesting insights into users’ acceptance of their products, 

improves democracy by providing the governments and political parties with real-

time feedback from the citizens, and improves ordinary people’s quality of life by 

fueling collaborative recommender systems and providing the consumers with 

statistics of experience of other consumers with products and services of interest. This 

volume includes a number of papers on sentiment analysis and opinion mining.  

The papers included in this special issue were selected basing on a double-blind 

review procedure, with participation of 132 leading experts in the topic from 37 

countries, listed at the end of this volume. 

This special issue will be useful to researchers, students, and engineers working in 

natural language processing, human language technologies, and computational 

linguistics. 

Alexander Gelbukh, 

Research Professor, Instituto Politécnico Nacional, Mexico 

Samhaa R. El-Beltagy, 

Professor, Nile University, Egypt 

Guest Editors 

May 2015 
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Expectation Maximization Algorithm for
Domain Specific Ontology Extraction

Brijesh Bhatt and Pushpak Bhattacharyya

Center for Indian Language Technology
Department of Computer Science and Engineering

Indian Institute of Technology Bombay
Mumbai, India

brij.s.bhatt@gmail.com pb@cse.iitb.ac.in

Abstract. Learning ontology from unstructured text is a challenging
task. Over the years, a lot of research has been done to predict onto-
logical relation between a pair of concepts. However all these measures
predict relation with a varying degree of accuracy. There has also been
work on learning ontology by combining evidences from heterogeneous
sources, but most of these algorithms are ad hoc in nature. In this pa-
per we investigate wide range of evidences to predict relation between a
pair of concepts and propose a standardized Expectation Maximization
algorithm to construct domain specific ontology. The proposed approach
is completely unsupervised and does not require any seed terms or hu-
man intervention. In addition, the proposed approach can also be easily
adopted for any language. We have conducted our experiments for two
languages Hindi and English and for two domains Health and Tourism.
The average F-Score observed in all experiments is above 0.60.

1 Introduction

Ontology is defined as ‘Explicit specification of conceptualization’ [13]. As a
knowledge representation formalism, ontologies have found a wide range of ap-
plications in the areas like knowledge management, information retrieval and
information extraction. Domain and application specific ontologies play a cru-
cial role in semantic web applications.

As manual construction of ontology is a cumbersome task, a lot of research
is being done to automatically construct ontology from the unstructured text.
In general, ontology learning process involves two basic tasks- domain specific
concept identification and construction of concept hierarchy. Most of the exist-
ing algorithms extract relevant terms from the documents using various term
extraction methods [19, 23, 10, 11] and then construct ontology by identifying
subsumption relations between terms.

Detection of subsumption relation is a core task of ontology extraction. Over
the years, a number of approaches have been proposed to detect subsumption be-
tween a pair of concepts. These approaches can be divided into three categories:
Pattern based, Knowledge based, and statistical. Pattern based approaches rely
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on seminal work of [15] who outlined a variety of lexico-syntactic patterns that
can be used to find out ‘IS-A’ from a text. Statistical approaches are based on
distributional hypothesis that is ‘similar terms appear in the similar context’ [14].
Availability of general purpose lexical resources like, WordNet [9], Wikipedia etc.
gave rise to knowledge based approach. Many researchers have used Hypernymy
relation of WordNet and category pages of Wikipedia to detect subsumption
relation between a pair of concepts [8].

While all these approaches detect subsumption relation with a reasonable
precision, they are quite different and have their own strengths and weaknesses.
Pattern based approach relies on language specific patterns and hence does not
cater to different languages. Patterns are also not very frequent so this approach
may not work well for a small corpus. Statistical approaches primarily detects
‘semantic relatedness’ between a pair of concept but detection of relation still
remains a challenging task. Besides, the result of these approaches are often
contradictory.

There has been efforts to learn domain ontology by combining different ap-
proaches but these methods are mostly ad hoc. In addition, most of the existing
work in ontology learning is done for English language and often uses sophis-
ticated Natural Language Processing (NLP) tools and resources. In absence of
such tools and resources, it becomes difficult to adopt these methods for resources
constrained languages.

The key challenges in the task of ontology learning are as follows,

– Development of a standardized approach to combine different subsumption
detection technique for better ontology extraction

– Development of an approach which can be easily adopted for different lan-
guages; particularly resource constrained languages

In order to address the above mentioned challenges, we propose an ontology
extraction framework which learns ontology from heterogeneous sources and does
not rely on sophisticated NLP tools and resources. In this paper, we first analyze
various techniques for subsumption detection and then propose an Expectation-
Maximization algorithm to learn ontology. The key contributions of our work
are as follows,

– The proposed system is completely unsupervised and does not require any
labeled data or human intervention

– The proposed approach does not rely on any language specific technique or
resource and hence can be adopted for any language

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows, section 2 presents a survey
of existing work, section 3 describe the algorithm to learn ontology, section 4
describes experiments and observations and section 5 provides.

2 Related Work

Ontology learning approaches can be divided into three categories: heuristic
based, statistical and hybrid techniques. Heuristic approach [15, 2, 12] primarily
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relies on the fact that ontological relations are typically expressed in language
via a set of linguistic patterns. [15] outlined a variety of lexico-syntactic patterns
that can be used to find out ontological relations from a text. She described a
syntagmatic technique for identifying hyponymy relations in free text by using
frequently occurring patterns like ‘NP0 such as NP1, NP2, ,NPn’. [2] used a
pattern-based approach to find out part-whole relationships (such as between
car and door, or car and engine) in a text. Heuristic approaches rely on language-
specific rules which cannot be transferred from one language to another.

Statistical approaches model ontology learning as a classification or clustering
problem. Statistical methods relate concepts based on distributional hypothesis
[14], that is ‘similar terms appear in the similar context.’ [17] performed semantic
clustering to find semantically similar nouns. They calculated the co-occurrence
weight for each verb-subject and verb-object pair. Verb-wise similarity of two
nouns is calculated as the minimum shared weight and the similarity of two
nouns is the sum of all verb-wise similarities. [21] proposed a divisive clustering
method to induce noun hierarchy from an encyclopedia.

Hybrid approaches leverage the strengths of both statistical and heuristic
based approaches and often use evidences from existing knowledge bases such as
WordNet, Wikipedia, etc. [3] combined the lexico-syntactic patterns and distri-
butional similarity based methods to construct ontology. Similarity between two
nouns is calculated by computing the cosine between their respective vectors and
used for hierarchical bottom-up clustering. Hearst-patterns are used to detect
hypernymy relation between similar nouns. In a similar approach, [5] clustered
nouns based on distributional similarity and used Hearst-patterns, WordNet [9]
and patterns on the web as a hypernymy oracle for constructing a hierarchy.
Unlike [3], the hypernymy sources are directly integrated into the clustering,
deciding for each pair of nouns how they should be arranged into the hierarchy.
[8] used Wikipedia to extract ontology for different languages.

Most of the hybrid approaches which combine pattern based approach and
statistical approach, are ad-hoc in nature. They first use the statistical clustering
to group the terms and then uses knowledge base (e.g. WordNet) and patterns
to identify relation. In this work, we are proposing a starndardized Expectation
Maximization algorithm that merges evidences from different sources. We treat
each measure as a feature to detect relation ship. Apart from these, the pro-
posed algorithm detects three relations, synonymy, hypernymy (subsumption)
and neighbor (co-hyponymy).

3 Algorithm

Most of the existing algorithms to learn ontology from heterogeneous sources of
evidences are ad hoc in nature and use languages specific measures (e.g. lexical
patterns for English, English WordNet etc) to detect relation between a pair of
concepts. We also follow hybrid approach where we combine statistical, pattern
based and knowledge based methods to learn ontology; but unlike other existing
systems we choose evidences which can be adopted for any languages and we
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use a standardized Expectation-Maximization based algorithm which can be
adopted for different sets of evidences. More specifically, we use evidences from
different sources as features and use Expectation-Maximization algorithm to
learn relation between a pair of concepts. The process of ontology learning is as
described in Fig 1

Fig. 1: Ontology Learning Process

3.1 Pre-Processing

The input text is processed using POS tagger and morph analyzer. The stop
words and junk words are removed. The output of pre-processing step is pos
tagged, stop word less corpus. For English we have used morpha [20] morph
analyzer and Stanford POS tagger 1, for Hindi we have used morph analyzer
and pos tagger developed at IITB 2.

3.2 Context Vector Construction

Key terms from the corpus are extracted using pattern based method. Lexical
pattern (NP )∗(NP ) is applied to extract key phrases from the corpus. Relevance
of the key term is calculated by counting the frequency of the term. Terms are
filtered out using weirdness measure [1].

In order to compare concepts, we construct the context for a word using bag of
word approach. Feature vector for each term is created by including co-occurring
nouns, verbs and adjectives. Co-occurrence is calculated using Point-wise Mutual
Information [4] measure.

3.3 Feature Construction

Features are the indicator of semantic relation between a pair of words. In order
to construct concept hierarchy we detect subsumption (hypernymy), synonymy
and co-hyponymy relations. Various measures we used to detect these relations
are as shown in Table 1.
1 http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/tagger.shtml
2 http://www.cfilt.iitb.ac.in/Tools.html
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Table 1: Features for ontology Learning

feature Description formula

f1 Cosine
Similarity

Cosine similarity between
word w1 and w2 is
calculated by comparing
the vectors of words.

cosine(w1, w2) =
−→
V (w1) ·

−→
V (w2)

|
−→
V (w1)||

−→
V (w2)|

f2 Weeds
Precision

This measure quantifies the
weighted inclusion of the
features of a term w1

within the features of a
term w2. [24, 18].

WeedsPrec(w1, w2) =∑
f∈F (w1)

⋂
F (w2)

w1(f)∑
f∈F (w1)

w1(f)

f3 cosWeeds This measure corresponds
to the geometrical average
of Weeds Precision and
cosine similarity between
words w1 and w2

cosWeeds =√
cosine(w1, w2).WeedsPrec(w1, w2)

f4 ClarkeDE This measure is a close
variation of Weeds
Precision, proposed by [6].

ClarkeDE(w1, w2) =∑
f∈F (w1)

⋂
F (w2)

min(w1(f), w2(f))∑
f∈F (w1)

w1(f)

f5 Frequency
Ratio

We use frequency ratio to
measure degree of
generality of a word. The
measure is based on
following hypothesis, ‘A
more general term appears
more frequently in the
corpus, while a more
specific term appears less
frequently’ [22]

fratio(w1, w2) =
f(w1)

f(w2)

f6 Head
Word
heuristic
Pattern

This pattern finds
hypernymy relation from
noun phrase. e.g. “Heritage
Hotel” is a “Hotel”

(NP)*NP is hyponym of
(NP)

f7 Neighbor
Pattern

This pattern detects
neighbor (Co-hyponymy)
relation. e.g. Delhi,
Mumbai, Calcutta are
cities.

((NP )∗(NP )(CC|, ))∗(NP )

f8 WordNet
hypernym

This formula calculates
probability of hypernymy
by consulting WordNet

hypernym(w1, w2)

totalRelation(w1, w2)

f9 WordNet
Synonym

This formula calculates
probability of synonymy by
consulting WordNet

synonym(w1, w2)

totalRelation(w1, w2)

f10WordNet
Neighbor

This formula calculates
probability of co-hyponymy
by consulting WordNet

co− hyponym(w1, w2)

totalRelation(w1, w2)
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3.4 Ontology Learning

Output of feature construction step is as shown in Table 2. As shown in Table 2,
the output of different features does not match and they often contradict. Our
aim is to predict the correct relation between the pair of words using the ob-
served values of features. Each of this feature gives a hint about possible relation
between a pair of words. We assume that the relation y is the common cause
that triggers one or more features. We model a Bayesian network as shown in
the figure 2. The random variable Y corresponds to the relation between the pair
of words and X1...Xd correspond to the feature vector components f1, f2, ..., fd.
X1...Xd are observed variables and Y is the hidden variable e.g. the relation that
we want to predict.

Table 2: Example DataSet

i Word Pair f1 f2 f3 f4 f5 f6 f7 f8 f9 f10 f11 f12 y1 y2 y3

1 haemorrhagic
fever - dengue
haemorrhagic
fever

1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 ? ? ?

2 leptospirosis-
kalaazar

2 0.39 0.24 0.24 0.30 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 ? ? ?

3 transplant -
transplanta-
tion

1.91 0.20 0.14 0.14 0.17 0 0 0 0.33 0 0 0 ? ? ?

. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .... ? ? ?
n cannabis -

marijuana
1.6 0.18 0.14 0.14 0.16 0 0 0 0.25 0 0.25 0 ? ? ?

Fig. 2: Bayesian Model for Predicting Relation
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The problem of predicting correct relation between a pair of word can now
be posed as a Bayesian network learning problem. Given the observed variables
X (features) our aim is to predict the hidden variable Y (relation e.g. synonymy,
hypernymy, co-hyponymy).

Joint probability of the network can be expressed as shown in equation 1.

P (Y = y,X1 = x1, X2 = x2, ...Xd = xd) = P (Y = y)

d∏
j=1

P (Xj = xj |Y = y)

(1)
Here, P (Y = y) and P (Xj = xj |Y = y) for j = 1, 2..., d are network pa-

rameters. Let’s define parameter vector θ as a vector consisting values of these
parameters.

Likelihood Since the value of hidden variable Y (relation between word pair)
is not known, probability of an example can be calculated by marginalizing over
all possible values of label Y , as shown in the following equation 2.

P (x) =

k∑
y=1

P (Y = y)

d∏
j=1

P (Xj = x|Y = y) (2)

For the complete training set containing n examples, likelihood can be cal-
culated using the equation 3.

L(θ) =

n∑
i=1

log

k∑
y=1

(P (Y (i) = y)

d∏
j=1

P (X
(i)
j = x|Y (i) = y)) (3)

Our goal is to predict the network parameters θ that maximize likelihood of
the data.

EM Algorithm Since the relation label is not known, we use Expectation-
Maximization algorithm to iteratively estimate the value of parameters θ that
maximizes the likelihood. For the training set consisting of vectors of observed
variable x(i) and hidden variables y(i) for i = 1...n and the parameter vector
θ, the EM algorithm starts by randomly choosing the initial parameter values
θ0. At each iteration value of hidden variable Y (i) is calculated as a function of
the training set and the previous parameter values θt−1; and the new parameter
values θt are updated using the observed variables and previously estimated
hidden variables. [16, 7].

E-Step For the given value of θ, E-Step calculates probability of hidden variable
for each example Xi using equation 5.
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δ(y|i) = p(Y (i) = y|X(i); θt−1) (4)

p(Y (i) = y|x(i); θt−1) =
P (Y (i) = y)

∏d
j=1 P (X

(i)
j = xj/Y

(i) = y)∑k
y=1

(
P (Y (i) = y)

∏d
j=1 P (X

(i)
j = xj/Y (i) = y)

)
(5)

Expectation of hidden variable Y is then calculated using equation 6

E(Y = y) =

n∑
i=1

δ(y|i) (6)

M-Step Based on the value of hidden variable estimated in E-Step, M-Step
calculates new parameter values as shown in equation 7 and 9.

P (Y = y)t =

∑n
i=1 δ(y|i)
n

(7)

where, n = totalnumberofexamples (8)

p(Xj = x|Y = y)t =

∑n
i=1:Xi

j=x δ(y|i)∑n
i=1 δ(y|i)

(9)

4 Experiments and Observations

We have carried out our experiments for two domains, health and tourism and
for two languages, English and Hindi. We choose English to compare results
against benchmark and We choose Hindi as a resource constrained language. We
have used untagged text corpus for both domains Health and Tourism 3. Table 3
shows the details of the corpora.

We preprocessed the English corpus using Stanford POS tagger and Morpha
morph analyzer and Hindi corpus with CFILT POS Tagger. After extracting key
terms and building context vector the features are extracted as described earlier.

In order to measure performance of Individual features we measure precision
of top 100 word pair for each measures. Table 4 summarizes the results. As
shown in the table pattern based and Knowledge based measures perform much
better than the statistical measures. However, the relation tuple detected by all
these measures are often different. WordNet based measures detect subsumption
between more frequent and general terms while pattern based and statistical
measures detect relation between low frequency terms.

3 The corpora are available at http : //www.cfilt.iitb.ac.in/wsd/annotated corpus/
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Table 3: corpus details

Domain Language Total Sentences Words

Health
Hindi 25000 61000
English 25000 69000

Tourism
Hindi 48000 89000
English 59000 121000

Table 4: precision@100 for Individual features

Corpus Weeds Precision cosWeeds clarkeDE Pattern WordNet

English Health 0.36 0.39 0.32 .67 .72
English Tourism 0.42 0.48 0.48 .69 .70
Hindi Health 0.34 0.40 0.38 .70 .68
Hindi Tourism 0.40 0.38 0.36 0.65 0.68

The quality of the ontology constructed is evaluated by comparing it with
the hand crafted ontology. The lexical precision and recall is calculated using
following formula,

Recall = |yr1
⋂
yr2|/yr2 and Precision = |yr1

⋂
yr2|/yr1

where yr1 is the set of relation r detected in automatically constructed ontol-
ogy and yr2 is the set of relation r detected in hand crafted gold standard. We
have run experiments to detect four relations i.e. hypernymy, synonymy, neigh-
bors (co-hyponymy) and no relation. The precision (P), recall (R) and F-Score
(F) for each domain and for each language are summarized in the table 5

Table 5: Experiment Results

Domain Language
Hypernymy Neighbor Synonym No Relation Average
P R F P R F P R F P R F P R F

Health
Hindi 0.59 0.84 0.69 0.66 0.65 0.66 0.42 0.81 0.55 0.82 0.46 0.59 0.62 0.69 0.66
English 0.62 0.85 0.72 0.61 0.70 0.65 0.58 0.75 0.66 0.81 0.50 0.62 0.66 0.70 0.68

Tourism
Hindi 0.54 0.85 0.66 0.62 0.60 0.61 0.3 0.63 0.41 0.8 0.43 0.55 0.57 0.63 0.6
English 0.56 0.79 0.65 0.54 0.65 0.59 0.63 0.75 0.68 0.76 0.47 0.58 0.62 0.66 0.64

As shown in table 5, the average F-Score observed for both languages and
both domains is between 0.60 to 0.70. The performance is reasonably good con-
sidering the fact that the algorithm is completely unsupervised and does not rely
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on language specific evidences. Synonymy detection does not perform very well
for Hindi language as resources for Hindi are not as rich as that of English.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we have presented an unsupervised algorithm for domain ontology
extraction. The proposed approach does not rely on language specific resources
or tools and can be easily adopted for any language. The proposed algorithm
consults evidences from different sources e.g. statistical measures, knowledge
based measures and pattern based measures and predicts relation between a pair
of words. While most of the existing ontology learning algorithms focuses only on
hypernymy / IS-A relation detection, our algorithm also detects synonymy and
co-hyponymy, thus it provides a more refined ontology by merging words that
represent similar concepts. The proposed Expectation-Maximization framework
is general enough to accommodate other measures as features or to detect more
relations (e.g. whole-part etc). We have conducted experiments for two languages
and two domains and average precision and recall was higher than 0.60.
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Abstract. The development of editors, analyzers, translators and other NLP 

system types can involve several representation languages. The heterogeneity of 

representation languages induces the interoperability issue at different levels 

and in different contexts. In language technology, interoperability proved very 

crucial nowadays since its lack costs the translation industry a fortune where it 

is paid primarily for adjusting data formats. With this regard, we consider that 

representing LMF (Lexical Markup Framework: ISO-24613) lexica in OWL-

DL (Web Ontology Language Description Logic) can be a serious attempt to 

achieve these goals. In this paper, we study the requirements of this proposal. 

We formulate an OWL ontology variant by explaining LMF mapping process to 

OWL version. The evaluation of the OWL variant construction of the LMF pro-

cess is measured using the instantiation of the OWL-DL ontology. 

Keywords: Interoperability, LMF, OWL-DL, LMF-JAPE patterns. 

1 Introduction 

The reusability notion in the past has evolved nowadays into interoperability. “This 

notion means the ability of information and communication systems to exchange data 

and to enable the sharing of information and knowledge” (Francopoulo, 2013).  

Projects today require such a strategy, and to play the role of the keystone in many 

domains must rely on interoperability, otherwise they are out of business. A new arti-

cle by TAUS (TAU, 2011) declares that: “The lack of interoperability costs the trans-

lation industry a fortune”. In fact, this fortune is compensated mostly in order to ad-

just data formats. Interoperability concept can solve sharing problems based on in-

volved elements semantics. For example, in the web field, the links between pages 

have no direct bearing managed by machines. "The Semantic Web is an extension of 
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the current Web in which information is given well-defined meaning, better enabling 

computers and people to work in cooperation" (Berners-Lee et al., 2001). 

Unlike other areas, the NLP has not recognized an expansion of interoperability 

concept. The first serious attempts to this notion were after the development of LMF. 

In fact, standards facilitate greatly the construction of a powerful interoperability 

strategy. In fact, it provides well-structured lexical resources that are able to be open 

and shared after relevant mapping. Ontologies are one of the very recognized map-

ping activities. Indeed, these activities have proven their interest through many aca-

demic researches: WordNet or FrameNet are developed to disambiguate the semantic 

side of the terms or incorporate them into other ontology (Assem et al., 2006).  

In this paper, we propose a rigorous method strictly founded to manage the projec-

tion from LMF to OWL format as a serious attempt to succeed interoperability be-

tween existing data formats particularly LTAG, HPSG, TEI and LMF1. This method 

can be used further in order to operate the transitivity between different existing data 

formats. In fact, there are several works proposing the mapping LTAG-HPSG 2 , 

HPSG-LMF. So, by this projection LMF-OWL and using the transitivity notion be-

tween all the mentioned formats, the mapping between LTAG-OWL and HPSG-OWL 

will be operational. 

We present in this paper an ontological OWL variant detailing the process of trans-

forming the XML to OWL and we can prove its usefulness in NLP field by illustrat-

ing a reflection of morphosyntactic annotation. 

2 Related Works and General Context 

The ontologies construction requires the presence of well-structured methods. Gener-

ally, these construction methods are divided on statistical and linguistic approaches 

(Buitelaar et al., 2005). However, the two approach kinds require two extraction 

types: concepts and relations. 

   Statistically, concepts extraction requires analysis of co-occurring terms by stud-

ying their distribution or with probability determination. In a second step, relations 

extraction is the second key step in the construction process that can be determined 

using similarities between concepts (Grefenstette, 1994). Another method for predict-

ing relations can also be identified using Bayesian networks (Weissenbacher and 

Nazarenko, 2007) or Text Mining techniques (Grcar et al., 2007). 

   In order to enrich ontologies, linguistic approaches were designed to collect as-

sociation rules which are able to identify concepts and relations. Parsers are used in 

this case (Bourigault, 2002). Other methods may also be used to extract linguistic 

fingerprints of semantic relations to determine lexical and syntactic patterns. Other 

recent studies are leaded to enrich classic methods in order to separate content from 

structure. Therefore, recent attempts lead first to build the ontology core, then to de-

velop them taking advantage from external resources through a preliminary analysis. 

                                                           
1  LTAG : Lexicalized Tree Adjoint Grammar, HPSG : Head-driven Phrase Structure Gram-

mar, TEI: Text Encoding Initiative 
2  From LTAG to HPSG 
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In the other side, nowadays, many works consisting on mapping from one format 

to another have been done. We can mention the mapping process already done by 

(Wilcock, 2007). This work presents an OWL ontology for HPSG. Another mapping 

process consists on projecting HPSG syntactic lexica towards LMF (Haddar et al., 

2012). In the same context, a rule-based system has been created in order to translate 

LMF syntactic lexicon into TDL within the LKB3 platform (Loukil et al., 2010). Fur-

thermore, an owl-DL ontology has been conceived from an LMF input lexicon 

(Lhioui et al., 2014). 

Until now, there are very few standards dedicated to the construction of normalized 

lexicons if we compare them with standards available for the manipulation of linguis-

tic resources in general. However, the necessity of the construction of normalized 

lexicons is until now a hard task to be achieved. In fact, the normalization requires 

particular time resources with no left of human ones which are able to certify compat-

ibility with chosen standards. LMF, which is conceived as a NLP standard, aims at 

covering large range of many languages. Consequently, having conformity to this 

standard makes our work in comparison with similar works on a global scale. 

Because of its importance, we propose an initiative able to transform lexicon com-

pliant LMF into an ontological OWL-DL variant. This allows supporting the devel-

opment of reusable lexical data bases and then searching in the field of interoperabil-

ity in future works. 

Since the normalization identify necessary an information common coverage for all 

lexicons, the built coverage will be fundamental for many tools aiming the exchange 

and sharing of lexical resources and therefore provide the basis for developing an 

interoperable framework for with this type of ontological variant, the concept of in-

teroperability: with this kind of ontological variant, interoperability notion  will be 

able to be applied to exchange data and to enable knowledge sharing (Francopoulo, 

2013). It will be a mixture of standards and guidelines such as the TEI (Sperberg-

McQeen and Burnard, 2014). Thus, the standards will be systematically correlated 

and guidelines will explain the specification of these standards. Nowadays, having 

transformation prototype from LMF to OWL is very advisable. This prototype must 

have a big number of features, which will be explained thereafter. 

3 Formalization of the Transformation Process 

The transformation process requires a formalization step before its development. In 

order, to build a rigorous method allowing the transformation from LMF to OWL, a 

set of steps have to be formalized before any development process.  

We start by giving an overview concerning LMF. Then, we present the conceptual-

ization phase. Finally, we motivate this section by representing the construction phase 

describing the suitable formalisms used in this step. 

                                                           
3  TDL: Type Description Language, LKB: Language Knowledge Builder 
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3.1 LMF Overview 

After serious activities developed on building lexicons in teamworks, a group of 60 

researchers was behind LMF standard creation (Francopoulo, 2013). LMF is an ISO 

standard which includes monolingual and multilingual lexica. LMF specification 

follows UML modeling Object Management Group (OMG). LMF is arranged on two 

big parts: core model and extensions packages. The LMF modelling principles take up 

the ISO committee TC 37 principles and let a lexical database designer to mix any 

component of the LMF meta-model with data-categories (Ide and Romary, 2004) in 

order to create an appropriate model. Data categories behave as UML attribute-value 

pairs in the diagrams. The core model contains the backbone of a lexical entry. It 

identifies critical concepts of vocabulary, word, form and sense. LMF core model is 

characterized by a hierarchical structure involving on several components.  

3.2 Conceptualization Phase 

In order to move from the source schema for a diagram source (whatever its nature: 

text, XML, etc.) to the ontology, the majority of construction methods design a con-

ceptualization step in order to ensure the passage from the first plan to the second. 

The source in this article includes XML files. Conceptualization requires an analysis 

of the source tags. This preliminary analysis will show its interest in building the ba-

ses of ontology concepts and relations. For this reason, all classes of LMF package 

must be provided in advance an XML form. 

Conceptualization requires prior analysis of properties and relations between LMF 

classes. This explains the creation of an XML file containing properties in the LMF 

classes that must be offered first. 

3.3 Construction Phase 

In order to develop the construction phase and after studying the feasibility of the 

constructed ontology and analyzing knowledge sources, we formally define the ontol-

ogy as following. 

Formal Definition of constructed ontology. The ontology O will be defined in this 

form: O=(C, R, Hc, Rel, A). C and R are defined as disjoint sets dedicated for con-

cepts and relations respectively. Hc is the hierarchy of concepts which is represented 

as Hc ⊂ C × C. The Rel set define the semantic and non-taxonomic relations with two 

associated functions. It is represented as Rel: R → C × C with the domain is defined 

as dom: R→C, dom(R) = ∏1 (Rel (R)) and the range is represented as range: R→C, 

range(R) = ∏2 (rel (R)) co-domain. 

The instantiation of the formal definition of ontology constructed can be represent-

ed as shown in Fig. 1: 

This light fragment represented in figure 1 contains the set of concepts C= {C1 : 

lexicalEntry, C2 : form, C3 : form Representation, C4 : representation}, a set of 
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relations R={r1 : hasForm, r2 : hasFormRepresentation} and a set of concept hierar-

chy Hc={H1c}. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

Fig. 1. Representation of LMF core 

In order to instantiate the ontology, we have to define the KB4 set as: KB= (O, I, 

Inst, Instr): With O = (C, R, HC, Rel, A) is the LMF ontology defines formally 

above, I is the instances set, inst : C → 2I  translated the instantiation function of con-

cepts and instr : R→2 I × I is the instantiation function of relation. 

4 Ontology construction 

The ontology construction is an important step in the whole process of mapping LMF-

OWL. The target for the development of ontological version is the establishment of 

an interoperable environment enabling the management of lexical resources. For this 

reason, construction such framework requires the presence of applications that can 

make possible the exchange of un-formal and unstructured data across the web.  

  Thus, the prototype is described in five steps: LMF Entities, Namespaces, LMF 

classes, LMF subclasses and properties as follows. 

4.1 LMF Entities 

LMF entities are considered as assertion in the new ontology. To automate the con-

struction of this task, we need to define a new pattern following the JAPE5 syntax: 

Pattern1: ({Entity.name=="lmf"}) : NewOWLEntiy 

- - > : NewOWLEntiy = {value= "http://www.lexicalmarkupframework.org#", rule = R1p} 

When defining a new entity named "lmf", a new one has to be defined in OWL. 

This entity will have as value = "http: //www.lexicalmarkupframework.org#." The set 

is described under the name NewOWLEntity, and therefore, a specific process must 

be associated as well.  

                                                           
4  KB : Knowledge Base 
5  JAPE : Java Annotation Pattern Engine 
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4.2 Namespaces 

Automating the construction of namespaces in the OWL-DL variant requires the defi-

nition of a new pattern using the same syntax JAPE: 

Pattern 2: ({Input.var=="URI"}) : NewOWLUsedNamespace 

- - > : NewOWLUsedNamespace = {xmlns = "URI#", rule = R2p} 

The definition of a new namespace is designed by the pattern presented. The new 

namespace will have as value = "# URI." The set is described under the name 

NewOWLUsedNamespace. 

4.3 Entities and LMF classes  

A set of assertions have to be made after the namespaces accuracy. This set enriches 

the output with comments, labels, version etc. Automating the construction of OWL-

DL headers requires the following pattern: 

Pattern 3: ({Input.var1=="URI"}{Input.var2=="label"}) : NewOWLHeader 

- - > : NewOWLHeader = {element = "owl:Ontology", rule = R3p} 

   The pattern defined has as an entry, an URI and a label and provides as an output a 

new OWL element noted owl: Ontology.  

   OWL classes are considered as basic components in the resulted ontology. All these 

classes will be members of the class Thing. 

Pattern 4: ({Input.var1=="URI"}{Input.var2=="class"} {"class" ∈ LMFClasses}) : 

NewOWLClass 

- - > : NewOWLClass = {element = "owl:Class", rule = R4p} 

The pattern requires an URI and the class name to produce a new element noted 

owl: Class. However, one condition must be fulfilled before developing any process. 

It is mandatory to verify the belonging of the new class to the set of LMFClasses 

defined in LMF and conceived in the previous section.  

4.4 LMF SubClasses 

The restrictions list may also contain sub-classes. The subclasses construction mecha-

nism conceived in OWL-DL is defined using the following new pattern: 

Pattern 5: ({Input.var1=="Entity"} 

{Input.var2=="Class"}{var2 ∈ LMFClasses} 

{Input.var3=="SubClass"}{var3 ∈ LMFSubC}) : NewOWLSubClass 

- - > : NewOWLSubClass = {element = "rdfs:subClassOf", rule = R5p} 

     LMF subClass definition is represented by the pattern defined. The Subclass re-

quires three variables: the entity, the subclass and the class to which it belongs. Two 

conditions must be fulfilled: the class value of variable 2 and the subclass value of the 
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variable 3 must belong respectively to class and subclass set predefined in LMF. This 

pattern will be described under the name of NewOWLSubClass.  

4.5 LMF Properties 

Many informations are interpreted as attributes in either the core or extensions of 

LMF packages. 

Pattern 6: ({Input.var1=="Entity"} 

{Input.var2=="Property"}{var2 ∈ LMFProperties} 

{Input.var3=="range"} 

{Input.var4=="domain"} 

{Input.var5=="rangeEntity"}) : NewOWLProperty 

- - > : NewOWLProperty = {element = "owl:datatypeProperty", rule = R6p} 

The accuracy of a LMF property is represented by the previous pattern. The prop-

erty requires three key variables which are "property", "range" and "domain", other 

ones are optional.  

5 General architecture of the method 

After conceiving the method for the automatic construction of ontology, we have now 

to describe the implementation of the complete method to validate our prototype. In 

this section, we will describe the general architecture of our prototype. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. General Architecture of the methods 
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Mapping process input is a serialized LMF lexicon into an XML file which may con-

tains all LMF components or simply restraint set of these constituents. In further sec-

tion we will explain different methods used to extract the XML component, identifi-

cation of suitable JAPE pattern and the mapping process using the appropriate rules. 

5.1 Extraction of LMF component 

The first step of the mapping process is to extract the LMF constituent represented by 

an XML tag in the LMF lexicon. This is an important step in the mapping process. 

Figure 3 illustrates this module. 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<lexicalRessource dtdVersion="16"> 

    <globalInformation> 

        <feat att="languageCoding" val="ISO 639-3"/> 

        <feat att="scriptCoding" val="ISO 15 924"/> 

    </globalInformation> 

    <lexicon> 

        <feat att="language" val="arab"/> 

        <lexicalEntry morphologicalPatterns="intransitifVerb"> 

            <feat att="partOfSpeech" val="verb"/> 

            <feat att="root" val="س_ل_ج"/> 

            <feat att="scheme" val="ََفََعل"/> 

            <lemma> 

                <feat att="writtenForm" val="َََجلَس"/> 

                <feat att="writtenForm" val="-"/> 

                <feat att="type" val="صحيح"/> 

            </lemma> 

        </lexicalEntry> 

    </lexicon> 

</lexicalRessource> 

Fig. 3. Extraction of LMF component 

The example in figure 3 concerns the verb jalasa جلس (to sit). The different charac-

teristics related to the verb are compliant to the LMF standard (ISO-24613). 

Lexical Resource 
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5.2 Identification of the JAPE pattern 

The development of the JAPE pattern identification requires a set of tests in order to 

verify the coincidence of LMF extracted component with the selected JAPE pattern. 

Figure 4 illustrates all these tests. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. JAPE pattern identification Schema 

Figure 4 indicates that the process of identifying the JAPE pattern consists first on 

verifying compliance in number and value of the component extracted with inputs 

from each pattern. This verification ends either by the choice of the associated rule or 

by a proposed correction of the lexical error. 

5.3 Mapping from LMF component to the new ontology 

The mapping module of LMF component to an ontology using the JAPE pattern is 

a key phase in the general architecture. This module consists on creating the suitable 

concept or relation by applying the associated rule. Figure 5 illustrates this mapping. 

Figure 5 indicates that the mapping process of the previous fragment detected the 

presence of the entities (rdf, rdfs, xsd and owl), a label, a commentary and the two 

concepts: lexicalRessource and globalInformation. 

6 Discussion 

The evaluation of the OWL variant construction of the LMF process can be measured 

using the instantiation of the OWL-DL ontology already constructed. Thus, in this 

section we choose the morphological package extension. This choice is explained by 

the fact that this extension is considered crucial in most NLP and Semantic Web ap-

plications. This extension is described by two different ways in LMF. The first ex-

posed explicitly inflected forms. The second uses flexion paradigms in order to gener-
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ate various forms derived from the lexical entry. The following built prototype instan-

tiation represents inflectional description of the verb "أكل" (to eat). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5. LMF fragment Mapping 

The above example reveals one possible inflected form from a set of 56 possible 

inflected forms that might have a verb. 

Table 1. LMF components Evaluation  

JAPE patterns / 

Number of lexica 

LMF 

Entities 
Namespaces 

LMF 

Classes 

LMF 

subclasses 
Properties 

170 170 680 10710 510 3400 

We have applied the constructed prototype for a set of 170 Arabic lexica. The 

choice of the Arabic language is justified by the availability of these XML files, the 

necessity of our team work and finally to improve researches in this language. 

    Mapping rules 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<Ontology> 

  <Prefix name="rdf" IRI="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#" /> 

  <Prefix name="rdfs" IRI="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#" /> 

  <Prefix name="xsd" xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#" /> 

  <Prefix name="owl" owl="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#" /> 

  <Annotation> 

    <AnnotationProperty abbreviatedIRI="rdfs:comment" /> 

    <Literal datatypeIRI="&amp;rdf;PlainLiteral">LMF Ontology in 

OWL</Literal> 

  </Annotation> 

  <Annotation> 

    <AnnotationProperty abbreviatedIRI="rdfs:label" /> 

    <Literal datatypeIRI="&amp;rdf;PlainLiteral">LMF Ontology</Literal> 

  </Annotation> 

  <Declaration> 

    <Class IRI="#lexicalRessource" /> 

  </Declaration> 

  <Declaration> 

    <Class IRI="#globalInformation" /> 

  </Declaration> 

</Ontology> 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-

8"?> 
<lexicalRessource dtdVersion="16"> 

    <globalInformation> 

        <feat att="languageCoding" val="ISO 639-3"/> 

        <feat att="scriptCoding" val="ISO 15 924"/> 

    </globalInformation> 

</lexicalRessource> 

 Mapping module 
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7 Conclusion 

We examined the structure of the LMF standard in order to conceive the OWL-DL 

ontology core. This ontology may be used for example in a morphosyntactic annota-

tion application. This annotation will play the role of a GATE plugin allowing the 

disposition of LMF serialization. The underlying idea is to create an interoperable 

environment evoking dynamism between standards and guidelines. The condition 

must fulfill these environments is the internal consistency without neglecting the up-

date of modeling involved standards and their serialization. We have proposed a rig-

orous method based on LMF-JAPE pattern to manage the projection from LMF to 

OWL format as a serious attempt to succeed interoperability between existing data 

formats. This method can be used in advance for operating the transitivity between 

different existing data formats. Consequently, the mapping between LTAG-OWL and 

HPSG-OWL will be easily operational. 
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Abstract. Most words in natural languages are polysemous in nature
that is they have multiple possible meanings or senses. The sense in
which the word is used determines the translation of the word. We show
that incorporating a sense-based translation model into statistical ma-
chine translation model consistently improves translation quality across
all different test sets of five different language-pairs, according to all eight
most commonly used evaluation metrics. This paper is an investigation
on how to initiate research in word sense disambiguation and statisti-
cal machine translation for under-resourced languages by applying Word
Sense Induction.

1 Introduction

Word Sense Disambiguation or WSD is the ability to identify the meaning of
words in context in a computational manner [1]. A wide variety of approaches
ranging from supervised to unsupervised algorithms have been proposed. Super-
vised approaches ([2] and [3]) which rely on sense annotated corpora have proven
to be more successful, and they substantially outperform knowledge-based and
unsupervised approaches ([4] and [5]). However, creation of sense annotated cor-
pora is always costly and time-consuming, especially for the resource scarce
languages.

1.1 Use of WSD models in SMT

WSD is often assumed to be an intermediate task, which should then help higher
level applications such as Machine Translation or Information Retrieval. How-
ever, WSD is usually performed and evaluated as a standalone task but there
have been very few efforts to integrate the learned WSD models into full SMT
systems. Some of the reasons are:

– Most of the WSD approaches assign senses with the aid of dictionaries, or
other lexical resources such as WordNet; it is difficult to adapt them to new
domains or to languages where such resources are scarce.
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– A related problem concerns the granularity of the sense distinctions which
is fixed, and may not be entirely suitable for different applications [6].

– There is a risk that an important sense will be missed, or an irrelevant sense
will influence the results.

– In many cases, lexical resources like WordNet is very precise, defining senses
which are similar and hard to distinguish.

1.2 Why WSI for SMT?

Initially, WSD was mainly applied and developed on English texts, because of
the broad availability and the prevalence of lexical resources compared to other
languages. Due to the lack of availability of large lexical resources i.e. sense inven-
tories (dictionaries, lexical databases, WordNets, etc.) and parallel sense-tagged
corpora it is difficult to start working on WSD for under-resourced languages
(Tamil, Konkani, Telugu, etc.). To account for under-resourced languages, one
can easily adopt techniques aimed at the automatic discovery of word senses
from text, a task called Word Sense Induction.

Word Sense Induction (WSI) is a task of automatically inducing the underly-
ing senses of word tokens given the surrounding contexts where the word tokens
occur. The biggest difference from word sense disambiguation lies in that WSI
does not rely on a predefined sense inventory.

Recent work in Machine Translation ([7] and [8]) and Information Retrieval
[9] indicates that induced senses can lead to substantial improvement in perfor-
mance where methods based on a fixed sense inventory such as HowNet have
previously failed ([10] and [11]). Therefore, We adopt the similar approach of
Xiong and Zhang [8] by resorting to Word Sense Induction (WSI) that is related
to but different from WSD.

The advantages of using WSI are:

– It actually performs word sense disambiguation.
– Aims to divide the occurrence of a word into a number of classes.
– Makes objective evaluation easy if it is domain-specific.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the Related
work. In Section 3, we describe the SMT system and its essential components.
In Section 4, we provide details about the experiments conducted and results
obtained. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Related Work

2.1 Standard WSD for SMT

Carpuat and Wu [10] integrated the translation predictions from a state-of-the-
art Chinese WSD system [12] into a Chinese-English word-based SMT system
using the ISI ReWrite decoder [13]. They used the WSD model predictions either
to substitute for translation candidates of their translation model or to post edit
the output of their SMT system. The authors reported that WSD does not yield
significantly better translation quality than the SMT system alone.
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2.2 Redefined WSD for SMT

Vickrey et al., [7], redefined the standard WSD problem for SMT as a word
translation task - predicting possible target translations rather than senses for
ambiguous source words. The translation choices for a word w were defined
as the set of words or phrases aligned to w, as gathered from a word-aligned
parallel corpus. The authors reported that they were able to improve their models
accuracy on a simplified word translation task.

Chan et al., [14], successfully integrated a state-of-the-art WSD system into
a state-of-the-art Hierarchical phrase-based system, Hiero [15]. They introduced
two WSD-related additional features into the log-linear model of SMT. Carpuat
and Wu [10] also used the redefined WSD for SMT and further adapted it for
multi-word phrasal disambiguation. They both reported that redefined WSD
system improves the performance of a state-of-the-art SMT system on actual
translation task.

Although the redefined WSD has proved helpful for SMT, recently, Xiong and
Zhang [8] re-investigated the question of whether pure senses are useful for SMT
by using WSI. They proposed a sense-based translation model to integrate word
senses into SMT which enables the decoder to select appropriate translations for
the source words according to the inferred senses for these words using Maximum
Entropy classifiers. The authors reported that the proposed model substantially
outperforms not only baseline but also the previously redefined WSD.

3 The SMT system

To build a representative baseline SMT system, we restricted ourselves to making
use of freely available tools. Since our focus is not on a specific SMT architecture,
we used the cdec3 [16] toolkit trained in a standard fashion for our experiments.
The detailed architecture of the SMT system is shown in Figure 1.

3.1 Data Preprocessing

We preprocess the source side of our bilingual training data as well as develop-
ment and test set by removing stop words and rare words. From the preprocessed
training data, we extract all possible pseudo documents for each source word
type. The collection of these extracted pseudo documents is used as a corpus to
train a HDP-based WSI model for the source word type. In this way, we can
train as many HDP-based WSI models as the number of word types kept after
preprocessing.

3.2 Sense Annotation

To obtain word senses for any source words, we build a sense tagger that relies
on the nonparametric Bayesian model based word sense induction ([17], [18])
similar to Xiong and Zhang [8]. We used HDP-based WSI4 [19] to predict sense

3 http://www.cdec-decoder.org/
4 http://www.cs.cmu.edu/\~chongw/resource.html
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Fig. 1. Architecture of SMT system

clusters and to annotate source words in our training/development/test sets
with these sense clusters. We individually build a HDP-based WSI model per
word type and train these models on the training data. The sense for a word
token is defined as the most probable sense according to the per-document sense
distribution estimated for the corresponding pseudo document that represents
the surrounding context of the word token.

3.3 Alignment Model

The alignment model was trained with fast-align alignment tool which is a
variant of the aligner proposed by Dyer et al., [20]. The alignment algorithm is
trained in either direction and are symmetrized using grow-diag-final heuristics.

3.4 Language Model

The Hindi language model is a five gram model trained on the Hindi side of
the parallel corpora using a publicly available software, the KenLM5 [21] toolkit.
We used additional monolingual corpora6 [22] of ≈45 million lines and included
more Hindi monolingual corpora7 for language model training.

3.5 Sense-based Translation Model

The sense-based translation model estimates the probability that a source word c
is translated into a target phrase e given contextual information, i.e. word senses
that are obtained using the HDP-based WSI. We adopt the same approach of
Xiong and Zhang [8] to build the sense-based Translation Model.

5 https://kheafield.com/code/kenlm/
6 https://lindat.mff.cuni.cz/repository/xmlui/browse?value=hin\&type=

language
7 http://www.cfilt.iitb.ac.in/wsd/annotated\_corpus/
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Table 1. WSI-based SMT improves BLEU, GTM-3, NIST, WER, PER, TER, ME-
TEOR and ROUGE-L across all language-pair datasets.

Lang-pair Expts BLEU GTM-3 NIST WER PER TER METEOR ROUGE

Eng-Hin SMT 0.2619 0.3253 5.8787 0.649 0.5155 0.6346 0.2581 0.0727

WSI+SMT 0.2747 0.3394 6.1792 0.62 0.4873 0.6021 0.2665 0.0771

Ben-Hin SMT 0.3674 0.4063 7.4327 0.4424 0.3918 0.4537 0.315 0.1008

WSI+SMT 0.3761 0.4151 7.5075 0.4347 0.3856 0.4479 0.3184 0.1004

Mar-Hin SMT 0.4096 0.4231 7.8353 0.4211 0.3866 0.4265 0.3335 0.1172

WSI+SMT 0.4156 0.4319 7.5009 0.4581 0.4262 0.4475 0.3526 0.118

Tam-Hin SMT 0.2057 0.2386 5.1119 0.671 0.5334 0.6544 0.223 0.0967

WSI+SMT 0.2157 0.2529 4.8329 0.7222 0.5843 0.7067 0.2386 0.096

Tel-Hin SMT 0.2822 0.3415 5.8713 0.606 0.556 0.592 0.288 0.1215

WSI+SMT 0.2976 0.3556 6.4549 0.5088 0.4666 0.5208 0.273 0.1218

4 Experimental Details

4.1 Datasets and Resources Used

We used five different language pairs in our experiments - representing a wide
range of diversities, such as language family (Indo-Aryan: Hindi, Bengali and
Marathi, Dravidian: Tamil and Telugu and West Germanic: English), languages
with high structural divergence and morphological manifestations (English is
structurally classified as a Subject-Verb-Object (SVO) language with poor mor-
phology whereas Hindi is a morphologically rich, Subject-Object-Verb (SOV)
language), etc. The target language for all the languages is Hindi.

The datasets belonged to the tourism and health domains (25,000+25,000
sentences) from the ILCI corpora. We normalized the corpus to solve issues
related to incorrect characters, redundant Unicode representation of some Indic
characters, etc. The English corpus was tokenized using the Stanford tokenizer8

[23] and for Indian languages, we used NLP Indic Library9 [24].

For every language pair, the corpus was split up as follows: training set of
48000 sentences, development test set of 1000 sentences and test set of 1000
sentences. The training, development test and test splits are completely parallel
across the five language-pairs involved.

8 http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/
9 https://github.com/anoopkunchukuttan/indic\_nlp\_library
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Table 2. Examples of translations drawn from the English-Hindi test set.

Example 1 Input
in Delhi many types of food of India
and abroad are served

Sense-based SMT output /

Reference

EdllF m�\ BArt aOr Evd�fo�\ k� an�k
prkAr k� Bojn pros� jAt� h{ ।

Example 2 Input
this medicine is mainly used for ul-
cer , asthma and bronchitis.

Sense-based SMT output /

Reference

is aOqED kA Evf�q !p s� pryog
aSsr , dmA aOr b}o�\kAEVs k� Ely�
EkyA jAtA h{ ।

Example 3 Input
the journey of namdapha is easy
and also inexpensive .

Baseline nmdPA kA sPr BF aAsAn aOr
s-tA h{ ।

Sense-based SMT output /

Reference
nmdPA kF yA/A aAsAn h{ aOr s-tF
BF ।

Example 4 Input
along with sunrise the stir of the
devotees start at the ramghat .

Baseline

s� yody k� sAT hF rAmGAV pr
sr�Al� ao kF hlcl f� ! ho jAtA
h{ ।

Sense-based SMT output /

Reference

s� yody k� sAT hF rAmGAV p�
sr�Al� ao kF hlcl aAr\B ho jAtF
h{

Example 5 Input shampoo a little while after the
massage .

Baseline msAj k� ToXF d�r bAd f�Mp� ।
Sense-based SMT output /

Reference
msAj k� ToXF d�r bAd f�Mp� kr l� ।

Table 3. Number of translations which exactly matched with the reference sentences.

Language-pair
Baseline

SMT

WSI-based

SMT

Overlap between

Baseline & WSI-based SMT

English-Hindi 39 44 11

Bengali-Hindi 63 66 23

Marathi-Hindi 57 59 38

Tamil-Hindi 16 19 9

Telugu-Hindi 29 29 19
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4.2 Results and Analysis

As mentioned, our experiments were on Indian language (Bengali, Marathi,
Tamil, Telugu) to Hindi translation and English to Hindi translation. To mea-
sure the impact of using sense-based Translation Model on translation quality,
we used the most commonly used automatic evaluation metrics to evaluate the
translations obtained. Apart from the widely used BLEU [25] and NIST [26],
we also evaluate translation quality with METEOR [27] without using Word-
Net synonyms to match translation candidates and references, General Text
Matcher (GTM-3), Word Error Rate (WER), Position-independent word Error
Rate (PER), Translation Edit Rate (TER) [28] and ROUGE. These metrics have
proved to relate well with both adequacy and fluency. The results are shown in
Table 1.

Using sense-based Translation Model in SMT yields better translation quality
on all language-pair test sets, as measured by all eight commonly used automatic
evaluation metrics.

Table 2 show examples of translations drawn from the English-Hindi test
set. Analysis says that WSI-based translation model helps decoder to give bet-
ter rankings and lexical choices then the baseline translation probabilities (see
Example 3 and 4). Examples 1-5 are the translations which exactly matched
with reference sentences. We came across many such examples where the lexical
item proposed by the WSI-based translation model was better than the baseline
system which resulted in increase in performance of the MT system.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

We have shown that sense-based Translation Model improves the translation
performance of an Indian language SMT system and its improvement is statis-
tically significant in terms of all eight evaluation metrics. Word senses induced
automatically by the HDP-based WSI are very useful for Machine Translation
for under-resourced languages. The sense-based Translation Model in SMT is
effective at choosing the correct and appropriate lexical choice for an ambiguous
word.

Our future work will be to build a sense-based Hindi language model by
inducing sense clusters for words in the target language. We would also like
to explore whether integrating learned WSD Model in SMT for same Indian
language-pairs improves translation quality or not and perform a comparative
study.
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Abstract. This paper describes a study based on exploration of relations be-

tween geographical entities. We suggested a new tool for training and evalua-

tion required by related annotation experiments. It relates to an annotator used 

for semi-automatic annotation, starting with the geography manual. We define 

fifteen types of entities: location, geo_position, geology, landform, clime, wa-

ter, dimension, person, organization, URL, Timex, resource, industry, cultural, 

unknown with their specific subtypes. Moreover, we present the annotation 

conventions for three semantic relations: referential, structural and spatial, 

considered to be optimal operators in understanding a geographical manual. A 

part of the annotation is done manually, while the other part is done automati-

cally, such as the token, lemma, part-of-speech. The study is intended to create 

a tool for the automatic detection of semantic relations in texts on geographic 

issues such as geography manuals, travel guides, geography atlases, etc., in or-

der to help children, professors, guides, PR specialists and to be useful for tour-

ists, generally to discover the complexity and the beauty of the nature. 

Keywords: geography manual, entities, annotation conventions, semantic rela-

tion, annotator 

1 Introduction 

Starting with the NAACL 2003 Workshop on the Analysis of Geographic Refer-

ences1, a new community of NLP researchers and engineers focused on different as-

pects of the geographic text analysis task. The motivation for our study relies on the 

need for objectivity in the interpretation of semantic relations between geographical 

entities. We present a new tool, called RelAnn (Relations Annotator) used for annota-

tion and semi-automatic extraction of entities and for manual annotation of semantic 

relations on corpora on geographical topics. We establish annotation conventions for 

the semantic relations that will be the ground of defining patterns which contain in-

formation at lexical and syntactic level for the automatic recognition of those relations 

from all kinds of geographical texts (geography manuals, tourist guides, atlases) and 

to extract their functionality (e.g. natural resources from Apuseni Mountains). 

Our corpus is a Romanian Geography manual containing about 160 pages of geo-

graphical entities and semantic relations between two arguments (entities). Moreover, 

                                                           
1 http://www.kornai.com/NAACL/WS9/orig.html 
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we create a Gold Corpus for Romanian language based on geographical issues. The 

annotation process was a long one, preceded by the following modules: POS tagger 

[17], NP-Chunking [18], NER (Name Entity Recognizer) [5] and RARE (Robust 

Anaphora Resolution Engine) [6]. 

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 briefly describes the background re-

lated to annotating entities and semantic relations, Section 3 discusses the annotation 

process using the RelAnn tool, Section 4 presents some results and statistics interpre-

tation and finally, Section 5 depicts some conclusions and directions for future work. 

2 Background 

RelAnn is an annotator inspired by RECON [9] for automatic entity recognition. 

ANNIE tool, included in GATE [4] is well-known for this task. Until now, we used 

PALinkA2 for annotating corpora in several similar projects, for purposes including: 

anaphoric and co-referential links in a parallel French-English corpus, summarization, 

different versions of the Centering Theory, co-references in email messages and web 

pages, or for Romanian entities. A relevant example is the annotation of the “Quo 

Vadis” novel [3]. 

The most common annotation tools are the web-based ones. One of them, called 

BRAT, is an annotation tool used in many research papers, which aims at the extrac-

tion of biomedical events [7], co-references in scientific papers [14], entity annotation 

on medical corpus [15], etc.  

Another tool, WORDFREAK [11], is used in active-learning for human correction 

of automatically annotated data. Others like CAT, CELCT Annotation Tool3 [1], sug-

gest a multi-layer annotation concept, and give annotators the ability to create labels 

and relations with multiple properties such as font size, color, type of relation, and so 

on.  

In order to avoid issues such as local storage, cross-platform deployment, we found 

Anaphora tool [2], where annotations are divided into Entity and Relation types, both 

stored in XML files. This methodology is similar to what we suggest in our study. 

Similar to Anaphora is eHost/ChartReader [19] made for multiple annotators sharing 

the same text, but also relies on a remote installation of ChartReader. It offers only 

basic relations between annotations (primarily for co-reference) and stores them in 

XML files. 

3 Annotation process. Tools and conventions 

In this section we will describe the entire annotation process including the annotation 

tool corpora and the annotation methodology, with many similarities found in 

SpaceML[10]. 

                                                           
2 PALinkA was created by Constantin Orășan in the Research Group in Computational Linguis-

tics, at the School of Law, Social Sciences and Communications, Wolverhampton. 
3 CELCT Annotation Tool developed by Centre for the Evaluation of Language and Communi-

cation Technologies (CELCT) - http://www.celct.it/. 
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3.1 RelAnn Tool 

As mentioned before, RelAnn (Fig. 1.) was inspired by the RECON tool, but there are 

major differences between them. RECON gives the possibility to create n-ary rela-

tions and marks-up text spans without any relation definition. It allows annotators to 

create long-chain co-reference with import / export for XML standoff format. RelAnn 

is a new semi-automatic tool that creates and annotates entities and semantic relations. 

The main course was to create a user-friendly, easy-to-use application, but also with 

fewer restrictions as possible and so far it seems very efficient in doing our tasks.  

First, we check the recognized entities. Then we define relations with argument 

range and add types of entities. Our tool is not restrictive to predefined features, but 

gives the possibility to create any kind of relations and add different types of entities 

with their particular color. At each step, we identify in the text entities that have se-

mantic relations between them, a trigger that signals the relation, a direction from one 

argument to another and save them as a RELATION entry in the XML file. This tool 

can be used to annotate entities from different domains, such as: biology, computer 

science, literature, astronomy, physics and so on. Another important feature is that 

each text has relations and entities stored separately, and after upload, it shows your 

progress on that particular file.  

 

 

Fig. 1. RelAnn interface working session  

3.2 Corpora 

While preparing the preliminary conclusions in the configuration model, we decided 

to include in our corpora a geography manual [12] containing 160 pages and almost 

37.000 tokens. At first, the text was edited in PDF, so we applied the boiling-plate 

technology to obtain raw text in txt format and then we made corrections to the raw 
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text. We intend to enlarge our corpora with numerous texts from the geographical 

field and thus improving discovering rates and information extraction patterns.  

3.3 Methodology 

This work is based on a set of principles for relation inventories found in Vivi 

Năstase’s book [12], which cites Levi [8] and Ó Séaghdha and Copestake [16]. We 

followed some guidelines such as: inventory relations should give a good coverage, 

provide useful semantic information, and entity classes should be well defined, with 

no overlapping.  

The research consists in: pre-processing the Corpus; annotating entities; annotat-

ing semantic relations; and evaluation. 

3.3.1 Pre-processing the Corpus 

 

The Romanian automatic pre-processing chain applied on raw texts of the book con-

sists of the following tasks, executed in sequence: 

– Segmentation (splitting the text in sentences).   

– Tokenization (demarcates words or word compounds, but also numbers, punc-

tuation marks, abbreviations, etc.). 

– Lemmatization (determines lemmas of words). 

– Part-of-speech tagging (identifies POS categories and morpho-syntactic infor-

mation of tokens). 

This is a part from the sentence segmentation annotation in XML standoff format: 

.... 

<S ID="s9" offsetStart="1441" offsetStop="1492"/> 

.... 

The tokenization, lemmatization and POS tagging are realized in one step.  

For instance: România … o țară europeană / (EN) Romania … an European coun-

try.  

<W Case="direct" Definiteness="yes" Gender="feminine" 

ID="w10.134" LEMMA="românie" MSD="Ncfsry" Num-

ber="singular" POS="NOUN" Type="common" off-

setStart="2256" offsetStop="2263" text="România"/> 

... 

<W Case="direct" Gender="feminine" ID="w10.136" 

LEMMA="un" MSD="Tifsr" Number="singular" POS="ARTICLE" 

Type="indefinite" offsetStart="2269" offsetStop="2270" 

text="o"/> 

<W Case="direct" Definiteness="no" Gender="feminine" 

ID="w10.137" LEMMA="ț ară" MSD="Ncfsrn" Number="singular" 

POS="NOUN" Type="common" offsetStart="2271" off-

setStop="2275" text="ț ară"/> 
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<W Case="direct" Definiteness="no" Gender="feminine" 

ID="w10.138" LEMMA="european" MSD="Afpfsrn" Num-

ber="singular" POS="ADJECTIVE" offsetStart="2276" off-

setStop="2285" text="europeană"/> 
 

 Noun phrase chunking [16] (recognizing the chunks that consist of noun 

phrases (NPs)). We provide the word POS tagging information to observe the id ref-

erences between NP chunks and words that form that chunk.  

Ex: Suprafața țării noastre. / (EN) Our country area. 

<W Case="direct" Definiteness="yes" Gender="feminine" 

ID="w11.1" LEMMA="suprafaț ă" MSD="Ncfsry" Num-

ber="singular" POS="NOUN" Type="common" off-

setStart="2400" offsetStop="2409" text="Suprafaț a"/> 
<W Case="oblique" Definiteness="yes" Gender="feminine" 

ID="w11.2" LEMMA="ț ară" MSD="Ncfsoy" Number="singular" 

POS="NOUN" Type="common" offsetStart="2410" off-

setStop="2415" text="ț ării"/> 
<W Case="oblique" Gender="feminine" ID="w11.3" 

LEMMA="meu" MSD="Ds1fsop" Number="singular" 

POS="DETERMINER" Person="first" Possessor_number="plural" 

Type="possessive" offsetStart="2416" offsetStop="2423" 

text="noastre"/> 

<NP HEADID="11.1" ID="n106" WORDSID="w11.1, w11.2" off-

setStart="2400" offsetStop="2415"/> 

<NP HEADID="11.2" ID="n107" WORDSID="w11.2" off-

setStart="2410" offsetStop="2415"/> 

 

– Named Entity Recognizer (NER – identifies and classifies the entities): 

<S ID="s10" offsetStart="1493" offsetStop="2399"/> 

<W Case="direct" Definiteness="yes" Gender="feminine" 

ID="w10.134" LEMMA="românie" MSD="Ncfsry" Num-

ber="singular" POS="NOUN" Type="common" off-

setStart="2256" offsetStop="2263" text="România"/> 

<W EXTRA="intranzitiv" ID="w10.135" LEMMA="fi" 

MSD="Vmip3s" Mood="indicative" Number="singular" 

POS="VERB" Person="third" Tense="present" 

Type="predicative" offsetStart="2264" offsetStop="2268" 

text="este"/> 

<W Case="direct" Gender="feminine" ID="w10.136" 

LEMMA="un" MSD="Tifsr" Number="singular" POS="ARTICLE" 

Type="indefinite" offsetStart="2269" offsetStop="2270" 

text="o"/> 

<W Case="direct" Definiteness="no" Gender="feminine" 

ID="w10.137" LEMMA="ț ară" MSD="Ncfsrn" Number="singular" 
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POS="NOUN" Type="common" offsetStart="2271" off-

setStop="2275" text="ț ară"/> 
<W Case="direct" Definiteness="no" Gender="feminine" 

ID="w10.138" LEMMA="european" MSD="Afpfsrn" Num-

ber="singular" POS="ADJECTIVE" offsetStart="2276" off-

setStop="2285" text="europeană"/> 
<ENTITY ID="e1" TYPE="location" SUBTYPE="country" 

DIMENSION="one" WORDSID="w10.134," offsetStart="2256" 

offsetStop="2263" Color="Chocolate" /> 

<ENTITY ID="e2" TYPE="location" SUBTYPE="country" 

DIMENSION="one" WORDSID="w10.137, w10.138" off-

setStart="2271" offsetStop="2285" Color="Chocolate"/> 

 

– Anaphora Resolution (RARE - extract co-reference chains). For instance: 

 

  

România este o țară europeană de mărime mijlocie. Suprafața țării noastre este de  

238 391 km 2. 

 

Romania is a medium size European country. Our country area is 238 391 km 2. 

3.3.2 Annotating entities 

 

Our intention was to markup entities (15 types and 89 subtypes)4 as mentioned in a 

geography manual (see Table 1). Below we mention all entity types with one subtype 

examples for each. Let’s note that we have too many entity subtypes in order to illus-

trate all. 

Table 1. Entity classification with examples 

Type Subtype Example (RO/EN) 

location county seat Iași 

geo_position cardinal direction Est / East 

geology rock Granite / granit 

landform hill Dealurile de Vest / Western Hills 

clime climate type temperate 

water river Olt / Olt 

dimension latitude 45o N 

                                                           
4 Let’s note that at this moment we have a too large range of entities, the statistical data clearly 

showing that we have to rethink the classification of entity subtypes. 
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person person Simion Mehedinți 

organization organization O.N.U 

url - www.geografie.ro 

timex - Iulie 2004 / July 2004 

resource coal basin bazinul Petroșani / basin Petroșani 

industry thermopower Termocentrala Borzești / Thermal power plant Borzesti 

cultural palace Peleș 

unknown - - 

3.3.3 Annotating semantic relations 

 

In this paper we introduce three types of semantic relations with their particular sub-

types. Each relation holds between two arguments, called poles. The part that signals 

the type of relation, which can be one word or expression, is called trigger. Our nota-

tions are expressed in XML. We use <S></S> for marking sentences with attributes id 

and start/stop offset, and <W></W> for words with attributes like ids, lemmas, mor-

phosyntatic analysis, start/stop offset and text. Also, the <NP></NP> annotation for 

NP chunks with specific ids and references to words that form them and start/stop 

offset, and <ENTITY></ENTITY> to mark entities with attributes like id, type, sub-

type, reference to word, colour and start/stop offset. Finally we added to the file the 

<RELATION></RELATION> with id, type, subtype, from, to and trigger attributes. 

The XML standoff format is easier to make any modifications to the file without 

changing the structure. 

 In the following we give examples for each type of relation, and an XML for one 

of them.  

I. Referential relations with two subtypes are listed and illustrated below: 

- coref (anaphora). 

1:[Romania]... 2:[țării noastre ]... / (EN) (1:[Romania]... 2:[our country]...) ⇒ [2] 

coref [1]; 

- isa (a relation from element to class (concept)). 

1:[România] este o 2:[țară europeană] / (EN) (1:[Romania] is a 2:[European coun-

try]). ⇒ [1] isa [2];  

<S ID="s10" offsetStart="1493" offsetStop="2399"/> 

<W Case="direct" Definiteness="yes" Gender="feminine" 

ID="w10.134" LEMMA="românie" MSD="Ncfsry" Num-

ber="singular" POS="NOUN" Type="common" off-

setStart="2256" offsetStop="2263" text="România"/> 

<W EXTRA="intranzitiv" ID="w10.135" LEMMA="fi" 

MSD="Vmip3s" Mood="indicative" Number="singular" 

POS="VERB" Person="third" Tense="present" 
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Type="predicative" offsetStart="2264" offsetStop="2268" 

text="este"/> 

<W Case="direct" Gender="feminine" ID="w10.136" 

LEMMA="un" MSD="Tifsr" Number="singular" POS="ARTICLE" 

Type="indefinite" offsetStart="2269" offsetStop="2270" 

text="o"/> 

<W Case="direct" Definiteness="no" Gender="feminine" 

ID="w10.137" LEMMA="ț ară" MSD="Ncfsrn" Number="singular" 

POS="NOUN" Type="common" offsetStart="2271" off-

setStop="2275" text="ț ară"/> 
<W Case="direct" Definiteness="no" Gender="feminine" 

ID="w10.138" LEMMA="european" MSD="Afpfsrn" Num-

ber="singular" POS="ADJECTIVE" offsetStart="2276" off-

setStop="2285" text="europeană"/> 
<ENTITY ID="e1" TYPE="location" SUBTYPE="country" 

DIMENSION="one" WORDSID="w10.134," offsetStart="2256" 

offsetStop="2263" Color="Chocolate" /> 

<ENTITY ID="e2" TYPE="location" SUBTYPE="country" 

DIMENSION="one" WORDSID="w10.137, w10.138" off-

setStart="2271" offsetStop="2285" Color="Chocolate"/> 

<RELATION ID="r1" TYPE="referential" SUBTYPE="isa" 

TRIGGER="w10.135, w10.136" FROM="e1" TO="e2"/> 

II. Spatial relations with three subtypes are listed and illustrated below: 

-  near (express closeness between entities); 

Lângă 1:[Moineşti] se află localitatea 2:[Comăneşti]. / (EN) (Near 1:[Moinesti] is 

situated 2:[Comanesti].) ⇒ [1] near [2]; 

-  far (express distance between entities); 

1:[Ţara noastră] … decât de 2:[Oceanul Arctic] / (EN) (1:[Our country] ... than the 

2:[Artic Ocean]) ⇒ [1] far [2]; 

- position (position between entities involving cardinal point). 

1:[Munţii Parâng]… se află la estul 2:[Munţilor Retezat] / (EN) (1:[Parâng Moun-

tains] … are located east of 2:[Retezat Mountains]) ⇒ [1] position [2]; 

 

<W Case="direct" Definiteness="yes" Gender="masculine" 

ID="w158.5" LEMMA="munte" MSD="Ncmpry" Number="plural" 

POS="NOUN" Type="common" offsetStart="21084" off-

setStop="21090" text="Munț ii"/> 
<W ID="w158.6" LEMMA="parîng" MSD="Np" POS="NOUN" 

Type="proper" offsetStart="21091" offsetStop="21097" 

text="Parâng"/> 

 ... 

<W Case="direct" ID="w158.12" LEMMA="sine" MSD="Px3--r" 

POS="PRONOUN" Person="third" Type="reflexive" off-

setStart="21148" offsetStop="21150" text="se"> 
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<W EXTRA="tranzitiv" ID="w158.13" LEMMA="afla" 

MSD="Vmis3s" Mood="indicative" Number="singular" 

POS="VERB" Person="third" Tense="past" Type="predicative" 

offsetStart="2151" offsetStop="21155" text="află"> 
<W Case="direct" Definiteness="yes" Gender="masculine" 

ID="w158.16" LEMMA="munte" MSD="Ncmpry" Number="plural" 

POS="NOUN" Type="common" offsetStart="21165" off-

setStop="21172" text="Munț ii" />  
<W Case="direct" Definiteness="no" 

EXTRA="ParticipleLemma:reteza(tranzitiv)" Gen-

der="masculine" ID="w158.17" LEMMA="retezat" 

MSD="Afpmsrn" Number="singular" POS="ADJECTIVE" off-

setStart="21173" offsetStop="21180" text="Retezat"/> 

<ENTITY ID="e60" TYPE="landform" SUBTYPE="mountain" 

DIMENSION="many" WORDSID="w158.5, 156.6" off-

setStart="21084" offsetStop="21097" color="DimGray"/>  

<ENTITY ID="e61" TYPE="landform" SUBTYPE="mountain" 

DIMENSION="many" WORDSID="w158.16, 156.17" off-

setStart="21145" offsetStop="21160" color="DimGray"/> 

<RELATION ID="r43" TYPE="spatial" SUBTYPE="position" 

TRIGGER="w158.12, w158.13" CARDINAL="EST" FROM="e60" 

TO="e61"/>  

III. Structural relations with four subtypes are listed and illustrated below: 

-  vicinity (neighbors).  

1:[România] are o deschidere de 234 km la 2:[Marea Neagră] / (EN) (1:[Romania] 

has an opening of 234 km to 2:[Black Sea]) ⇒ [1] vicinity [2]; 

-  part-of (one entity is part of another). 

1:[România] concentrează pe teritoriul său două treimi din lanţul 2:[Munţilor Carpaţi] 

/ (EN) (1:[Romania] concentrates on its territory two thirds of the 2:[Carpathian 

Mountains] ) ⇒ [2] part-of [1]; 

-  confluent-of (branch for rivers). 

Bazinul 1:[Mureşului]… 2:[Târnava], cel mai important affluent. / (EN) (1:[Mures] 

Bay ... 2:[Tarnava], most important confluent.” ) ⇒ [2] confluent-of [1]; 

-  source  (root of rivers) 

1:[Târnava Mică], cu izvoare în 2:[Munţii Gurghiu] / (EN) ([Târnava Mică], with 

source in 2: [Gurghiu Mountains].) ⇒ [1] source [2]; 

 

<W ID="w668.15" LEMMA="târnava" MSD="Np" POS="NOUN" 

Type="proper" offsetStart="84349" offsetStop="84356" 

text="Târnava"/> 

<W Case="direct" Definiteness="no" Gender="feminine" 

ID="w668.16" LEMMA="mic" MSD="Afpfsrn" Number="singular" 

POS="ADJECTIVE" offsetStart="84357" offsetStop="84361" 

text="Mică"/> 
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<W ID="w668.17" LEMMA="," MSD="COMMA" POS="" off-

setStart="84361" offsetStop="84362" text=","/> 

<W ID="w668.18" LEMMA="cu" MSD="Sp" POS="ADPOSITION" off-

setStart="84363" offsetStop="84365" text="cu"/> 

<W Case="direct" Definiteness="no" Gender="feminine" 

ID="w668.19" LEMMA="izvor" MSD="Ncfprn" Number="plural" 

POS="NOUN" Type="common" offsetStart="84366" off-

setStop="84373" text="izvoare"/> 

<W ID="w668.20" LEMMA="în" MSD="Sp" POS="ADPOSITION" off-

setStart="84374" offsetStop="84376" text="în"/> 

<W Case="direct" Definiteness="yes" Gender="masculine" 

ID="w668.21" LEMMA="munte" MSD="Ncmpry" Number="plural" 

POS="NOUN" Type="common" offsetStart="84377" off-

setStop="84383" text="Munț ii"/> 
<W ID="w668.22" LEMMA="gurghiu" MSD="Np" POS="NOUN" 

Type="proper" offsetStart="84384" offsetStop="84391" 

text="Gurghiu"/>   

<ENTITY ID="e135" TYPE="water" SUBTYPE="river" 

DIMENSION="one" WORDSID="w668.15, 668.16" off-

setStart="84349" offsetStop="84361" color="DarkGreen"/>  

<ENTITY ID="e136" TYPE="landform" SUBTYPE="mountain" 

DIMENSION="many" WORDSID="w668.21, 668.22" off-

setStart="84377" offsetStop="84391" color="DimGray"/> 

<RELATION ID="r90" TYPE="structural" SUBTYPE="source" 

TRIGGER="w668.18, w668.19" FROM="e135" TO="e136"/>. 

4 Statistics and interpretation 

From the entire set of entities presented above, our Corpus highlights the values for 

the 20 entity types. Because it doesn’t have yet an explicit notation entirely accepted 

by the annotators’ group, we will restrict to these partial results (see table 2), for two 

reasons: first, because we relied on the high precision of accepted types of entity (per-

son, location, organization) and on the high precision of resulted tags from the process 

with POS-Tagger [20] and the second reason is that we wanted to accelerate the man-

ual annotation process, which certainly resulted in many errors as well (e.g. insignifi-

cant difference between cultural and tourism entities, etc.).  

Table 2 compares the automatic detection of the most general types of entities 

which the annotator easily discovers in the manually annotated corpus. With these 

results, Precision, Recall and F-Measure, we could calculate the corresponding val-

ues, after a new check of annotation for the other types. At this moment, the empirical 

results for automatic detection of the mentioned types of entity are significant. This 

shows that a classification of geographical entities not resulting in subjective interpre-

tations will be necessary.  
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Table 2. Automatic and manual entities annotation results 

Type Precision Recall F-measure 

location 81.25% 83.25% 82.24% 

geo_position 83.50% 85.00% 84.24% 

person 82.50% 84.00% 83.24% 

organization 87.00% 90.25% 88.60% 

5 Conclusions and Future Work 

This research is a preliminary study in semi-automatic recognition of geographical 

entities representing the basis for defining the semantic relationships between them. 

Classification and annotation of entities has meant a long process which is leading to 

promising results.  

The described analysis is a statistic method which proved efficient, and combines 

the empirical results obtained from manual and automatic annotation. Our current 

corpus is now Gold Corpus, this kind of study being intended for the automatic 

recognition of entities for any kind of text with geographical topic. Moreover, the 

NER was extended in respect of entity diversity, as well as database in existing gazet-

teers. So far we identified three types of semantic relations for a geographical text, 

which had been manually annotated. In the future, we aim at defining patterns con-

taining information at lexical and syntactic level to discover these semantic relations 

and why not, define other types of semantic relation. Besides the presented semantic 

annotation, the following remain to be discussed: negative relations (e.g. România…, 

nu face parte din Peninsula Balcanică / (EN) Romania..., is not part of the Balkan 

Peninsula) or position in the past of some toponyms (e.g. Generația orașelor antice… 

Histria, Tomis, Callatis, Apulum, Ampelum, Napoca, Potaissa, Sucidava / (EN) Antic 

city generation … Histria, Tomis, Callatis, Apulum, Ampelum, Napoca, Potaissa, 

Sucidava), etc. 
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Abstract. The text alignment is an important process of different Machine 

Translation systems. This task consists in identifying correspondences between 

words, sentences or paragraphs of a source text and their translation (parallel 

corpus). There are two main approaches to perform parallel corpus alignment: 

the statistical-based methods and lexical-based methods. In this paper, the main 

statistical-based methods for align parallel corpus are presented.  

Keywords: Statistical Corpus Alignment, Parallel Corpus, Machine Transla-

tion, Natural Language Processing. 

1 Introduction 

Natural Language Processing (NLP, also known as Computational Linguistics) is a 

field of Computer Science which aims to create and understand the language that 

human beings use to communicate. NLP has a lot of important tasks and applications; 

one of them is Machine Translation, which aims to automatically translate a text from 

one language to another one.   

To make Machine Translation possible, there are several techniques based on dic-

tionaries, statistics or examples. Even though these techniques have their own ad-

vantages and disadvantages, they share some methods like text alignment process [3].  

Text alignment process consists in organize parallel corpus in order to establish a 

correspondence between paragraphs, sentences and/or words [16] of the source texts 

and their translations. Parallel corpus can be defined as two sets of texts in different 

languages where one of these sets is the source text and the other one is their transla-

tion. 

There are two main approaches to perform parallel corpus alignment: the statisti-

cal-based methods and lexical-based methods. Lexical-based approaches rely on  

existing lexical knowledge such as antonyms and synonyms, translations of a word, 

etc.; while Statistical-based approaches rely on non-lexical  information,  such  as  

sentence length,  sentence  position,  co-occurrence  frequency,  sentence  length  ratio  

in  two  languages,  etc. [13]. 

In this paper, it will be addressed some algorithms which use statistical information 

to align parallel corpora; from algorithms which can be considered the first in their 

field such as Gale and Church, Brown, and K-vec algorithm, their upgrades like Va-
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nilla, Moore’s Association-based algorithm, and DK-vec algorithm. And, some recent 

algorithms like Bleualign and its Iterative version. 

2 Machine Translation 

Translation is an ancient human activity that consists on communicates a message 

from an “original” language into a “terminal” language always taking care of not 

change the idea meaning. At late 1940s, once the digital computers were developed, 

Warren Weaver had the idea that, the computers could perform automatic translation; 

he conceives the problem of automatic translation as cryptography problem [30]. 

Since then, many efforts were made on this new task both in hardware, by improving 

memory and access store resources, as in software with the dictionary-based transla-

tion as its principal approach [29].  

By 1966, a publication of the ALPAC reported, as a result of an investigation, that 

machine translation had no future but, the computational linguistic, and machine-

aided translation look promising; the later resulted on a low investments on former 

task [25]. 

In despite of ALPAC report, many researchers kept their effort on developing ma-

chine translation systems, looking for the best translation arguing that, a post-edition 

was economically viable [29]. As a result, many system were developed during this 

period of time, most of them categorized as the Rule-based Machine Translate ap-

proach (RBMT), giving rise to the resurgence of machine translation task, during 

1980, and beginning with the development of two new approaches, known as Exam-

ple-based machine translation (EBMT) [22], and statistical machine translation 

(SMT) [1], the latter based on Weaver's very first ideas on machine translation. 

2.1 Machine Translation Paradigms 

2.1.1 Ruled-based 

The Rule-based machine translation strategy has an explicit linguistic knowledge 

base, i.e. a linguistic expert builds the necessary grammatical rules to perform a better 

translation, however, the translation effectiveness vary depending on the deepness of 

the logical representation of the sentences. The deeper the rule abstraction, the more 

complex the task of mapping a sentence to its translation [29]. 

2.1.2 Example-based 

This approach is based on tagged corpus used as an example-database. A sentence to 

be translated is compared with a database of examples to identify the similar sentenc-

es. In order to achieve this, a sentence is aligned against several examples-templates, 

then, the more similar template, based on the alignments, is used to retrieve the possi-

ble translations [29].  
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2.1.3 Statistical 

As the Example-based, the Statistical approach use corpora in order to achieve the 

translation but instead of compute the similarity among sentences, this approach em-

ploy two process: training and decoding. As all the supervised algorithms, this one 

use a set of examples in order to create a statistical model that represents the target 

language, then, when a translation is requested, the correct translation is search in the 

space of all the possible translation learned in the statistical model, until find the one 

with the better probability [29]. 

3 Text Alignment 

To make the text alignment process possible, we need to use a written corpus
1
 [17]. 

This can be defined as a collection of texts or a huge text that is used for research, 

especially for developing translation software and natural language processing [3]. 

Corpora can be labeled or unlabeled. On one hand, labeled corpora are annotated to 

identify various attributes or linguistic information such as the topics or themes of the 

documents contained in the corpora, or the part of speech of the words, among others. 

For example, the labeled attributes in a corpus for the word “roses” could be noun, 

plural, etc. Linguistic information that could be labeled would be its lemma
2
, the cor-

rect sense of the word according to a specific dictionary, etc.; and, in other languages 

like Spanish, labels like feminine noun or masculine noun could be added. Figure 1 

shows a sample of the SemEval-2015 task 13 corpus [20] which consists in four doc-

uments taken of European Medicines Agency documents, the KDE manual corpus 

and the EU bookshop corpus.  

 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?> 

 <corpus lang="en"> 

 <text id="d001"> 

 <sentence id="d001.s001"> 

 <wf id="d001.s001.t001" pos="X">This</wf> 

 <wf id="d001.s001.t002" lemma="document" pos="N">document</wf> 

 <wf id="d001.s001.t003" lemma="be" pos="V">is</wf> 

 <wf id="d001.s001.t004" pos="X">a</wf> 

 <wf id="d001.s001.t005" lemma="summary" pos="N">summary</wf> 

 <wf id="d001.s001.t006" pos="X">of</wf> 

 <wf id="d001.s001.t007" pos="X">the</wf> 

 <wf id="d001.s001.t008" lemma="european" pos="J">European</wf> 

 <wf id="d001.s001.t009" lemma="public" pos="J">Public</wf> 

 <wf id="d001.s001.t010" lemma="assessment" pos="N">Assessment</wf> 

 <wf id="d001.s001.t011" lemma="report" pos="N">Report</wf> 

 <wf id="d001.s001.t012" pos="X">(</wf> 

 <wf id="d001.s001.t013" lemma="epar" pos="N">EPAR</wf> 

 <wf id="d001.s001.t014" pos="X">)</wf> 

 <wf id="d001.s001.t015" pos="X">.</wf> 

 </sentence> 

Figure 1. A sample of the corpus used for the task 13 in SemEval-2015. 

                                                           
1 From now on, written corpus will be addressed as corpus or corpora 
2 Is the canonical form, dictionary form, or citation form of a word 
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This corpus has been tagged with a special notation that identifies 

/sentence/word/lemma/pos/id. On the other hand, unlabeled corpora have no linguistic 

information and do not have a defined structure; it is often user-generated information 

such as email or instant messages, documents or social media postings. 

There are different types of corpus (see Figure 2). In the field of machine transla-

tion, the classification of monolingual and multilingual corpus is important:  

1. Monolingual corpora are texts in only one language.  

2. Multilingual corpora are texts in multiple languages, and they can be divided 

in the following sub-categories: 

a. Parallel corpus can be defined as two sets of texts in different languages 

where one of these sets is the source texts and the other one is their trans-

lations. Each of these set of texts can be known as bitexts [11]. Parallel 

corpora can be uni-directional, bi-directional, or multi-directional [15]. 

For example, the Bible and its copies in different languages can be con-

sidered parallel corpus. 

b. On the other hand, a comparable corpus is a set of texts in different lan-

guages that share the same main topic but they differ in the way they ad-

dress it. It means that a comparable corpus is not a source text and their 

translation. According to Simões Branão [28] “a set of new articles, from 

journals or news broadcast systems, as they refer the same event in dif-

ferent languages can be considered Comparable Corpora”. 

 

Figure 2. Corpora Classification  

Corpus alignment consists in organize parallel corpus in order to establish a corre-

spondence between paragraphs, sentences and/or words [16] of the source texts and 

their translations. Yet the automatic alignment of parallel corpora is not a trivial task 

for some language pairs [24].   

E. Macklovitch [16], recognized 4 levels of alignments (see Figure 3): 

 1st level alignment: this level addresses the alignment of the whole text when 

the text is not long enough. 

Corpora 
Classification 

Monolingual Corpus Multilingual Corpus 

Comparable 
Corpus 

Parallel Corpus 
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 2nd level alignment: this level recounts the alignment of paragraphs. 

 3rd level alignment: this level describes the alignment of sentences. 

 4th level alignment: this level relates the alignment of words between bitexts. 

 

 

Figure 3. Alignment levels.  

3.1 Corpus Alignment Approaches 

There are two main approaches to perform parallel corpus alignment: one approach  is  

based  on  statistical  data,  while  the  other  one  applies  additional linguistic 

knowledge. The basis of this distinction is related with the kind of data being pro-

cessed independently of the methods of processing [10]. Several techniques have been 

developed based on these approaches, each with their own advantages and disad-

vantages.  

Lexical-based approaches rely on existing lexical resources, such as large-scale bi-

lingual dictionaries and glossaries [13], to obtain information about the languages, 

such as antonyms and synonyms, translations of a word, etc. Some of these tech-

niques are presented in [10][4][12][14][18][13]. These techniques tend to be slower 

than the techniques based on statistic information and are dependent language.  The 

main disadvantage of these techniques is that their performance depends heavily on 

the lexical information used on the alignment process. However, many of these meth-

ods are being developed because are expected to generate better results than the statis-

tical ones [6]. 

Statistical-based approaches, which are the basis of this study, rely on non-lexical  

information,  such  as  sentence length,  sentence  position,  co-occurrence  frequency,  

sentence  length  ratio  in  two  languages,  etc. [13]. These techniques make the 

alignment process faster, and are, generally, independent language. However, the 

main disadvantage of these techniques is that their performance depends heavily on 

the structural similarity between target text and source text of the bitexts. According 

to [13] “the attraction of these resource-poor approaches arises from the sharp con-

trast between their poor resources and their rich outcomes”.  

Figure 4 shows the statistical-based methods discussed in this survey and some lex-

ical-based methods as a reference. 
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Figure 4. Some of the Statistical- and Lexical-based methods for parallel corpus alignment 

4 Statistical-based Methods for Parallel Corpus Alignment 

4.1 Gale and Church Algorithm 

The main idea behind this sentence level aligner is “longer sentences in one language 

tend to be translated into longer sentences in the other language, and shorter sentences 

tend to be translated into shorter sentences” [9]. A parallel corpus already aligned in 

paragraphs is required by this algorithm.  

Corpus Alignment 
Approaches 

Statistical-based 

Gale and Church Algorithm [9] 

Brown Algorithm [1] 

K-Vec Algorithm [7] 

Vanilla Aligner [5] 

DK-Vec [8] 

Moore’s Association-based  
Algorithm [20] 

Bleualign [26] 

Iterative Bleualign [27]  

Lexical-based 

Aligning sentences in bilingual corpora 
using lexical information [4] 

Text-translation alignment [12] 

A multilingual procedure for dictionary-
based sentence alignment [19] 

A bilingual corpus of novels aligned at 
paragraph leve [10] 
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This algorithm considers the length of the sentences (in characters) to align them. 

These are used to calculate a value called distance measure for each pair of sentences 

(one of the source texts and one of the target texts). The lower the distance measure, 

the higher the probability that the sentences correspond themselves. The algorithm 

considers the following alignment categories [3]: 

1. 1-to-1 alignment: this is the best possible scenario, where one sentence of a 

language (source text) is translated into exactly one sentence in the other lan-

guage (target text). 

2. 1-to-2 alignment: one sentence in the source text is divided into two sentenc-

es in its translation. 

3. 1-to-0 alignment: one sentence in the source text is not translated in the tar-

get text. 

4. 0-to-1 alignment:  one sentence in the target text was added by the translator. 

5. 2-to-2 alignment: two sentences in the source text correspond with two sen-

tences in its translation.  

6. 2-to-1 alignment: two sentences in the source text correspond with only one 

sentence in its translation. This is because the two sentences were merged by 

the translator. 

Each alignment is considered to find the correspondence of each sentence. For in-

stance, as Figure 5 shows, the length of the sentence s1 (15 characters) is not similar 

than the length of t1 (45 characters) nor the length of the combination t1 y t2 (84 

characters). However, the length of the combination s1 y s1 (47 characters) and the 

length of t1 (45 characters) are more alike. Therefore, the best option, is this case, is 

the 2-to-1 alignment. 

 

   Target text 

   t1 t2 t3 

   Mi nombre es Guiller-

mo y puedo leer en 

inglés y español 

Sin embargo quiero 

aprender otros  

idiomas 

Esto es un texto 

en inglés 

S

o

u

r

c

e

 

t

e

x

t 

s

1 

My name is 

William 

   

s

2 

I can read 

English and 

Spanish texts 

   

s

3 

This is an  

English text 

   

Figure 5. Alignment example using Gale and Church Algorithm 
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Even though the number of characters in a sentence is used as distance measure in 

the example, the algorithm uses the following distance measure (𝐷) [9]: 

𝐷 = −100 ∗ log(2 ∗ (1 − 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏(𝛿))) (1) 

 

Where 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏(𝛿) is defined as: 

𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏(𝛿) =
1

√2𝜋
 ∫ 𝑒

𝑧2

2

𝛿

−∞

𝑑𝑧 (2) 

And 𝛿 is defined as: 

𝛿 =
𝑙2 − 𝑙1𝑐

√𝑙1𝑠2
 

 

(3) 

Where:  

 𝑙2 and 𝑙1 are the lengths of the portions of text 
 𝑐  also known as mean, is the expected number of characters in 

𝑙2  per character in 𝑙1. This value is equal to 1 to simplify the 
algorithm. 

 𝑠2 is the variance of the number of characters in 𝑙2  per charac-
ter in 𝑙1.  This value is equal to 6.8.  

The values of mean and variance are estimated to European languages (English, 

French, German, Spanish, and etcetera). They could change in other pairs of lan-

guages that are not alike, for example, Spanish and Japanese. 

4.2 Brown Algorithm 

This sentence level aligner was developed by Brown et. al. [1]. Similar to Gale and 

Church, this algorithm considers the length of the sentences to align them, but the 

difference is that the measure sentence length is in words. They use the tags included 

in the TEX format of the Canadian Hansard corpus as anchor points to help in the 

alignment process. The algorithm considers major and minor anchor points and per-

forms the alignment in two steps:  

1. Aligning the major anchors:  

(a) To each possible section alignment, a cost is assigned, rewarding the ex-

act matchings and penalizing omissions and inexact matchings. 

(b) Determine the alignment with the least total cost, using dynamic pro-

gramming. The output is an aligned sequence of sections. 

(c) Sections that not contains the same number of minor anchors in the same 

order for each corpus are eliminated 

2. Aligning the minor anchors: 

(a) Divide the remaining sections (not accepted in the previous step) into 

subsections. 
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(b) The algorithm aligns the sentences using a Hidden Markov Model based 

on the number of words.  

4.3 K-vec Algorithm 

This algorithm is a word level aligner developed by Pascale Fung and Kenneth Ward 

Church [7]. K-vec has a very important characteristic; it does not depend on sentence 

boundaries (for example, periods “.” are boundaries in European languages). Using 

this feature, the algorithm aims to align languages that are not alike; for example, 

English and Japanese, as well as European languages. The main idea of this algorithm 

is “if two words are translations of each other, they are more likely to occur in the 

same segments than two words which are not” [8]. 

    In order to determine if a word is the translation of another one in a bitexts, this 

algorithm focuses on the similarity of their distributions in the corresponding text. 

First, the algorithm splits the parallel texts into k number of segments. For each word 

in the text, a K-dimensional binary vector is created and it indicates the presence (val-

ue 1) or absence (value 0) of that word in each segment. Note that the first position of 

the vector corresponds to the first segment of the text, the second position to the sec-

ond segment, and so on; also, the frecuency or position of the word in each segment is 

not important. For example, Figure 6 shows parallel texts (Spanish and English) di-

vided into 3 segments (k=3). In this case, the Spanish text has the words "casa" and 

"computadora", while English text has "house" and "computer".  The word “casa” 

appears in segments 1 and 3 of the Spanish corpus, so the corresponding vector would 

be Vspanish-casa = <1, 0, 1>. The word “computadora” appears in segment 2 of the 

Spanish corpus, so the corresponding vector would be Vspanish-computadora = <0, 

1, 0>. The word “house” appears in segments 1 and 3 of the English corpus, so the 

corresponding vector would be Venglish-house = <1, 0, 1>. The word “computer” 

appears in segment 2 of the English corpus, so the corresponding vector would be 

Venglish-computer = <0, 1, 0>. 

The resulting vectors represent the distribution of each word in their corresponding 

corpus. 

Once the distributions of the words have been calculated, the algorithm computes 

the similarity for each pair of vectors (one of the source text and one of the target 

text). The higher the similarity, the higher the probability that the words correspond 

themselves. 

In the previous example the vectors Vspanish-casa and Venglish-house are identi-

cal so it can be considering that the word “house” is the English translation of the 

Spanish word “casa”, and vice-verse. On the other hand, the vectors corresponding to 

"casa" and "computer" are different, therefore it can be determined that “computer” is 

not the translation of “casa”.  Nevertheless, calculating the similarity of pairs of vec-

tors goes far beyond simply identifying whether they are equal or not. In the original 

algorithm Pointwise Mutual Information and T-Score are used as measures of associa-

tion in order to compute the similarity between pair of vectors (words) [7]. 
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Spanish Corpus English Corpus 

Figure 6. Example of the K-vec algorithm. 

4.4 Vanilla Aligner 

Vanilla aligner was presented by Pernilla Danielson and Daniel Ridings in 1997 [5], 

and is an upgrade of Gale and Church algorithm [9]. The same way that its predeces-

sor this is a sentence level aligner and dependent on sentences boundaries. The main 

contribution of this aligner is the compatibility to work with bitexts in SGML format. 

One of the benefits to using bitexts in SGML format is that a standard form or struc-

ture can be settled. Therefore it will help to identify sentence boundaries more easily.  

Even though Vanilla aligner is based on the Gale and Church aligner using the sen-

tences length (character count) to find correspondences between them, this algorithm 

implements some modifications to the alignment process: 

1. Parsing the bitexts in SGML format: Searches for all spaces and replaces 

them with an end of line character. 

2. Reading through a normalized SGML file and creates input files for the 

aligner:  

(a) Concatenates all the lines of a paragraph within a <BODY> element to 

one single line 

(b) Looks for sentence ending punctuation marks and stick an “end of sen-

tence” after each one 

(c) Removes the SGML labels and the double spaces resulting 

(d) Adds the “end of paragraph” code. 

3. Finally two files are created. One per language. The words are separated by 

line and contain labels to point out the sentence and paragraph ending. 

The two files generated are the input for the aligner. The Gale and Church aligner 

used the same input data. Vanilla Aligner also uses the same sentence alignment cate-

gories: 1-to-1, 1-to-2, 1-to-0, 0-to-1, 2-to-2, and 2-to-1. 

    Besides the pre-processing to work with SGML format, another difference be-

tween Vanilla aligner and Gale and Church algorithm is the output file, post-

segment 1 

segment 2 

segment 3 

casa 

casa 

computadora 

segment 1 

segment 2 

segment 3 

house 

computer 

house 

computer 
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processing and the access to the results. First, Vanilla aligner generates only one out-

put file while Gale and Church algorithm creates two output files. According to Dan-

ielsson and Ridings [5] "having two separate files to work with instead of only one, 

makes it slightly more inconvenient to check the results and look for possible errors". 

Second, they address some ways of dealing with results. For example, the use of some 

labeled text indicating the correspondence between sentences, or the use of databases 

like mSQL. 

4.5 Association-based Bilingual Word Alignment 

There are two main motivations in this work: first, they strongly believed that word-

based alignment could be a good startup for phrase-based alignment; second, the algo-

rithms presented until then, for example, Brown et. al.[1] presents the disadvantage of 

high computational complexity, and that it was able to find low computational com-

plexity strategies, but with a proportional good accuracy. 

Moore [20] presents three different strategies for word alignment: 1) 1-to-1 word 

type alignment, 2) n-to-1 alignment, and 3) Token alignment selection. Each strategy 

has two or more methods to overcome several problems. And all of them are based on 

Log-Likelihood-Ratio (LLR) association measure which has been used in construct-

ing lexicon translation. 

1. 1-to-1 word alignment: The following methods only permit one-to-one 

alignment and do not take position into account. 

 

(a) Method 1 

It used the Competitive linking algorithm [18] and use the LLR score as a 

measure. The algorithm consists in three steps: 

i. Find the word type pair that have the highest association score (LLR) of 

any pair of words type have not been linked. 

ii. Add one to the count of linked occurrences of this pair of word types, and 

subtracts one to the unlinked count instances. 

iii. Repeat while words can be linked 

(b) Method 2 

The problem with the later method is that the sentence alignment decision, 

given a pair of words, is taken independently for the same pair of word in 

different sentences. This method considers this, and to solve this problem, a 

second alignment is applied using the conditional probability of a pair of 

words as an alignment score. The new alignment is defined as follows: 

i. Count the number of links in the training corpus for each pair of words 

linked in any sentence pair. 

ii. Count the number of co-occurrences in the training corpus for each pair 

of words linked in any sentence pair by Method 1 

iii. Compute the link probability score [20] for each pair of words linked in 

any sentence pair by Method 1. 
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iv. Align sentences pairs by competitive linking using link probability score. 

(c) Method 3 

The method 2 fails to display monotonic relationships between precision and 

recall. So, a discounted link probability (LPd) [20] is applied. The algorithm 

is the same that the one in method 2 but using LPd. 

2. n-to-1 alignment: This technique is based on the method 3 of the One-to-one 

alignment. It is shown that iterative application of such a method could cre-

ate Many-to-One clusters by building of clusters, incrementally. 

 

3. Token alignment selection methods: This method is a complement to the 1-

to-1 and n-to-1 alignment. This addresses the problem of selecting the best 

word token alignment for a given word type alignment, i.e., the incorporation 

of positional information into associated-based word alignment. 

(a) Method A 

Make a random choice (without replacement) for each word type, in the 

alignment, from among tokens of that type. 

(b) Method B 

A word token alignment consisted with a given word type alignment that is 

the most monotonic is found, by minimizing the degree of no monotonicity 

of such alignment. If there is more than one word token with the less degree 

of no monotonicity, then it is picked arbitrarily. 

4.6 DK-vec Algorithm 

The Dynamic K-vec algorithm, DK-vec for now on, is based on its ancestor, the  

K-vec algorithm, which works under the assumption that two words are more likely to 

appear in the same segment if they are translations of each other. However, it usually 

does not happen with languages that are not alike. In addition, k-vec algorithm does 

not consider a priori information from the language or corpus characteristics reducing 

its performance [8]. 

To overcome those disadvantages, the authors propose the DK-vec algorithm, 

which includes two important characteristics. First, they define the concept of arrival 

interval, which is the difference between the initial position of a word in a segment 

and the next appearance of the same word. The set of arrival intervals is known as 

recency information. Second, a pattern matching technique is proposed to gives the 

algorithm the capability of align vectors of different lengths. 

The algorithm works as follow, first, it is necessary to define the position of a 

word, defined as the number of characters counted from the beginning of the docu-

ment until the first character of the intended word. For example, if we have the text 

“This is an example” the position of the word “an” is the ninth given that there are 

nine characters between the first character in the text, which is “t”, and the first char-
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acter of the word “an” which is “a”, see Figure 7. It is worth knowing that, when the 

length of a text is computed, each blank character is counted as one. Then, the recen-

cy information is calculated using the position vector computed before.  

Text: T h i s  i s  a n  E x a m p l e 

No. Character: 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

Word Position: ✓     ✓   ✓   ✓       

Figure 7. Position of the words (DK-vec algorithm). 

Now, suppose that we want to compute the arrival vector for the word “example” 

of a given corpus. First, it is necessary to build the position vector of the word which 

is [12, 100, 250, 500, 700, 800], i.e., the first character of the word “example” appears 

in the positions 12 of the corpus, the second in position 100 and so on. Then, the re-

cency information vector is built based on the position vector computed before ob-

taining the following vector [88, 150, 250, 200, 100]. The length of the first vector is 

equal to the number of times that the word appears in the whole corpus, and the length 

of the second vector is the length of the first vector minus 1, see Figure 8. 

 

Figure 8. Vector positions and Vector recency of the word “example” 

To analyze the information it is possible to represent the two vectors, position vec-

tor and arrival vector, as a signal creating a graph where the vertical axe is the recency 

information and the horizontal axe is the word position information.  

Now suppose there are three pairs of vectors corresponding to three different 

words, being two of them its corresponding translation. Their vectors and graphical 

representation are seen as follows. 

1. Word “example” 

(a) VPositions =< 12,100,250,500,700,800 > 

(b) VRecency =< 88,150,250,200,100 > 

2. Word “ejemplo” 

(a) VPositions =< 50,140,280,520,710,805,860 > 

(b) VRecency =< 90,140,240,190,95,55 > 

3. Word “ver” 

(a) VPositions =< 10,100,540,900,1500 > 

(b) VRecency =< 90,440,360,600 > 
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Figure 9. Graphs of the words “example”, “ejemplo” and “ver”  
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In the graphical representation (Figure 9), it is visually clear that two of them are 

more alike, the ones corresponding to the words “example” and “ejemplo”, while they 

are very different from the graph representing the “ver” word. In order to make a 

quantitative representation, the Dynamic Time Warping algorithm is used [8]. 

4.7 Bleualign 

This sentence aligner was created by Rico Sennrich and Martin Volk [26]. Its main 

idea is to use a Machine Translation (MT) system and a translation evaluator (BLEU, 

hence its name) to help in the alignment process.  

In order to better understand the aligner, it is necessary to know about BLEU. 

BLEU is an algorithm which evaluates the quality of an MT output. For the purpose 

of measure that quality, BLEU obtains a score by comparing the MT output against 

one or more reference human translations. “The closer a machine translation is to a 

professional human translation, the better it is” [23]. The BLEU score goes from 0 to 

1. A score 1 means that the MT output is identical to its reference. 

This alignment algorithm receives the following input data: source text and target 

text. The input data have delimiters to divide the text. The algorithm performs the 

following steps [26]: 

1. Translate the source text to the corresponding target language using an MT 

system. 

2. Based on the BLEU algorithm, each sentence of the translated source text is 

compared to each sentence of the target text to determine the similarity score 

between pair of sentences. 

3. The algorithm keeps the 3 best-scoring alignment candidates for each source 

sentence. 

4. Choose the combination of 1-to-1 alignments that maximizes the BLEU 

score, using dynamic programming. The result is an ordered list of 1-to-1 

alignments.   

In the last steps 1-to-1 alignments are made, therefore there may be sentences in 

both texts (source and target) that remained unaligned. In order to align those sen-

tences, the algorithm does the following: 

5. Determine if the 1-to-1 alignments are n-to-1 alignments: For each pair of 

aligned sentences (i, j), the  sentence of the translated source text (i) is con-

catenated with its nearest unaligned sentences neighbors (according to the 

ordered list obtained in step 4, the all possible 1-, 2- or 3- sentence sequenc-

es). Then, those sentence sequences are compared with the target sentence 

(j). If one of those comparisons obtains a best BLEU score against the (i, j) 

score, the algorithm chooses a new n-to-1 alignment (instead of 1-to-1 

alignment). Else, the process is performed, analogous, with the sentence of 

the target source text (j) against the sentence sequences (concatenations with 

sentences neighbors) of the translated source text. The latter determines the 

1-to-n alignments. 
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6. As final resource, the algorithm tries to align the remaining sentences using 

the Gale and Church algorithm [9]. The input to this algorithm is the auto-

matic translation of the source text and the target text because "this gives 

slightly better results, and should be more robust for unrelated language 

pairs, for which a length-based comparison is less suited" [26]. 

4.8 Iterative Bleualign 

This sentence-aligner algorithm was created in 2011 by Rico Sennrich and Martin 

Volk [27] as a result of a deeper analysis of the disadvantage on using machine trans-

lating system in the process of alignments. Sennrich and Volk established that MT-

based alignments strongly depends on the correct translation of the source text, and 

given that MT systems are generally fed with aligned texts, then it is evident the    

existence of a circular dependency.  

In order to overcome this dependency, this algorithm presents a bootstrapping ap-

proach to do the alignment. The sentence alignment consists on the following steps: 

1. Align parallel text. 

(a) First iteration: An implementation of any sentence alignment tool that 

does not require additional source is used. This work uses the Gale and 

Church algorithm [9]. 

(b) Subsequent iteration:  

(i) The translation of the source text is made using the alignment of the 

previous step and a SMT system, 

(ii) Then, with the later translation, Bleualign is used for the alignment. 

2. Train the SMT system on the sentences-aligned corpus 

In SMT, it is common that the alignment algorithms produce several misaligned 

sentence pairs, however, it is not a big problem given that wrong phrases translation 

tends to be less probable than the corrects ones. Nevertheless, the latter is not true for 

an iterative approach where the training test is also the to-be-translated text. In order 

to overcome this problem, a pruning strategy was implemented. It consist on compu-

ting whether the occurrence frequency of phrase pairs in the SMT is statistically sig-

nificant, or to be expected by chance 

5 Discussion 

As it was mentioned before, the algorithms presented through this work use statistical 

information to perform corpus alignment. During the next section, the main idea, the 

input and output parameters, and the assumptions of each algorithm, will be analyzed. 

The Gale and Church algorithm and Brown algorithm were ones of the first corpus 

aligners that used statistical information. The simplistic idea was used both, as a plat-

form for posterior algorithms or as an alternative to others. To assess their perfor-

mance, Gale and Church algorithm uses a trilingual corpus of the Union Bank of 

Switzerland of economic results. Gale and Church reported the following results us-
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ing a character sentence-length: “there was a 4.2% error rate on 1316 alignments, 

averaged over both English-French and English-German data”. In addition, an alter-

native test was performed using a word sentence-length; however, the results were not 

good enough showing a 6.5% error rate against the 4.2% of the ones of character sen-

tence-length. In regard to the initial condition and parameters, the algorithm requires 

some probabilistic values that were assigned based on Canadian Hansard bitexts but 

these values didn’t change a lot on others kind of corpus, so they remain as constants. 

Moreover, the input data used in this algorithm requires a very specific structure, so it 

needs some pre-processing step on the parallel corpus. 

On the other hand, Brown uses the Canadian Hansard corpus to evaluate its algo-

rithm. Similar to Gale and Church, Brown algorithm have achieved remarkably  good  

outputs  for  language  pairs  like  English-French  with  error  rates  of  4%  on  an  

average. However, these algorithms are not robust with respect to non-literal transla-

tions and deletions; and they depend heavily on the delimiters (paragraphs or anchor 

points). Also, the algorithms present bad performance with languages that are not 

alike.  

The Vanilla aligner is very similar to the Gale and Church aligner; in fact, it is used 

as a base with some adjustments. The main differences were the compatibility with a 

labeled or formatted text and the way the output data is presented. The former differ-

ence refers to the pre-processing step in which labels are removed, allowing to the 

algorithm have more parallel corpus to work with. The second refers to the way the 

algorithm presents the output information. The Gale and Church aligner creates two 

files with the alignment results while in Vanilla aligner one file is generated. Accord-

ing to [5] “this algorithm gets it right more than 95% of the time. When it does go 

wrong, it is usually when it tries to find a 0-1 alignment (or a 1-0) that should be 3-1 

or 1-3, for example.”  

The basic idea of Gale and Church aligner works when the parallel corpus to be 

aligned are European languages, for example; English, Spanish French, among others. 

Nevertheless, it appears to be false when we want to align languages like English 

against Chinese, i.e., from different language familiy. Several important characteris-

tics have been identified, for example, their alphabet, which makes the sentence-

length be different; the sentence boundaries, like the linguistic boundaries and so on.  

All these reasons may lead to other researchers to create new aligner algorithms, for 

example, Moore’s Association-based algorithm, K-vec and DK-vec algorithm. 

Moore made two main contributions, the first was the development of faster algo-

rithm, and second, he used word-association statistics for sentence alignment. In addi-

tion, Moore claims that, even though he cannot ensure that the word-association heu-

ristics are better than the well-funded alignment approaches, this work give an insight 

on that word-association heuristics is still a good research opportunity. 

The K-vec algorithm is a word level aligner that is not dependent to linguistic 

boundaries. It aims to align texts with different language ancestor, for instance, Japa-

nese and Spanish. In fact, this aligner creates its own boundaries in the bitexts called 

segments. These K segments are the information vectors representing each word in 

the text, i.e., one vector per word. The corpus used to assess the performance of the 

algorithm was Canadian Hansards in order to have a previous comparison reference. 
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Finally, as the authors say, one of the principal contributions of this work is that 

"could be used as a starting point for more detailed alignment algorithm…" given that 

it generates “a quick-and-dirty estimate of a bilingual lexicon”[7]. 

Shortly afterwards, a new algorithm was developed, called DK-vec, which is based 

on the K-vec algorithm and its principal contribution is the addition of statistical in-

formation, as a new vector known as arrival vector, in order to improve the parallel 

corpus alignment. Unlike the K-vec algorithm, DK-vec divides the bitexts into K 

pieces and for each word, two vectors are computed, the vector position and the arri-

val vector, with a dimension k and k-1, respectively. These vectors are treated as sig-

nals and used to measure the signal similarity using dynamic time warping. As a re-

sult, it presents a better performance on corpus alignment of different root languages 

like Japanese against English corpora. 

On 2010, the Bleualign does two main contributions: First, a new approach, known 

as MT-based sentence alignment, is created and consists of the use of an MT system 

to improve the sentence alignment. Second, Bleualign first uses the BLEU score as a 

similarity measure for sentence alignment. However, this new approach has a high 

dependency on the MT-System used for the translation. Problems such as dependency 

rise when the MT-System cannot translate the pair of languages resulting in worst 

performance (from 50% to 61% of accuracy) than Gale and Church algorithm (from 

68% to 80% of accuracy) over the Text+Berg corpus. However, if it is used a reliable 

MT-System, the performance of this aligner is about 81% to 95% of accuracy in the 

same bitexts. Also, it has been shown that if we try to align a translation made by MT-

System and the target text in Gale and Church aligner, the performance gets better 

from 68% - 80% to 72% - 83% of accuracy [26]. 

One year later, the same authors of the Bleualing algorithm created a new version 

of the algorithm. In this case, the authors point out that Bleualing is not 100% reliable 

with a pair of languages that does not have a good MT-System and they tried to solve 

it with this new algorithm. In this case, they use the same three elements of the previ-

ous algorithm; MT-System, BLEU-score and Gale and Church aligner. However, they 

change the order of these elements to solve this dependency problem. The authors did 

the experiments over the same bitexts (Text+Berg corpus). This new aligner had a 

performance of 69.5% to 94.4% accurate [27] and overcome the problem of use an 

MT system for sentence alignment problem, which is a basic tool of almost every MT 

system. 

6 Conclusion 

In this paper, some of the most representative statistical-based algorithms to parallel 

corpus alignment were described and a discussion about their results, advantages and 

disadvantages was presented. 

There is not one statistical-based approach that works for all kinds of languages in 

the scope of parallel corpus alignment, i.e., some methods perform better when the 

languages to be alignment share a common ancestor, but others are more robust under 

this condition.   
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Even though these approaches have achieved remarkably good results, considering 

the poor resources used, there is much to improve. More recent works suggest using 

the lexical and statistical information to improve the performance of the parallel cor-

pus alignment.   
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Abstract. Linguistic resources are very important to any natural language pro-

cessing task. Unfortunately, the manual construction of these resources is labo-

rious and time-consuming. The use of annotated corpora as a knowledge data-

base might be a solution to a fast construction of a grammar for a given lan-

guage. In this paper, we present our method to automatically induce a syntactic 

grammar from an Arabic annotated corpus (The Penn Arabic TreeBank), a 

probabilistic context free grammar in our case. To construct our resource, we 

first induce context free rules from the annotated corpus trees as a first step and 

then we calculate a specific probability for each induced rule. Finally, we pre-

sent and discuss the obtained grammar. 

Keywords: Linguistic Resource Construction, Syntactic Grammar, PCFG, Ar-

abic language, PATB corpus. 

1 Introduction 

The development of effective NLP applications requires the use of reliable and large 

linguistic resources (knowledge) such as lexicons or grammars. For example, the 

parsing task requires, in addition to the input sentence, some knowledge about the 

kind of syntactic analysis that should be produced as output. One method to provide 

such knowledge to the parser is to write down manually a grammar of the language. 

However, manual construction of such linguistic resources is a difficult task to un-

dertake, and it is time consuming. Unlike a programming language, natural language 

is far too complex to simply list all the syntactic rules. Moreover, it is difficult to 

exhaustively list lexical properties of words in addition to validate the written gram-

mar by some linguists of the treated language.  

In this regard, describing the Arabic language needs special attention given its 

greater ambiguity when compared to other natural languages (especially the Indo-

Europeans languages). Indeed, Arabic has several characteristics among which we 

mention the following: 
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 Vocalic ambiguity: the oversight of the vocalization marks increases the ambiguity 

of words’ comprehension; 

 Grammatical ambiguity: several words may have the same grammatical interpreta-

tion; 

 Agglutination: articles, prepositions, pronouns, etc. can be affixed to adjectives, 

nouns, verbs and particles to which they are related; 

 Problems related to the segmentation of texts into sentences; 

 Abundant use of recursive structures in the Arabic texts; 

 Elliptic and anaphoric structures. 

An alternative method to build linguistic resources is to use treebanks as source of 

knowledge. Indeed, treebanks, as rich corpora with annotations, provide an easy way 

to build other linguistic resources, such as extensional and intentional lexicons, syn-

tactic grammars, bilingual dictionaries, etc. This promotes their reuse as well as 

makes explicit their implicit information. Furthermore, treebanks have many ad-

vantages: they are not only developed and validated by linguists, but also submitted to 

consensus, which promotes their reliability. Having such resource makes it possible to 

generate automatically and in a very controlled basis, new and wide coverage re-

sources on other formalisms. These resources inherit the original treebank qualities, 

while reducing construction time. Since we have access to the PATB corpus, current-

ly, the largest Arabic corpus in modern standard Arabic, we have decided to use it in 

order to build our syntactic grammar. 

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 is devoted to presenting related works 

on the construction of grammars for Arabic language. Section 3 gives the probabilistic 

context free grammar’s (PCFG) basic definitions. Section 4 explains our method. 

Experimental results are presented and discussed in section 5. Section 6 provides the 

conclusion and future work. 

2 Grammars for Arabic Language 

Grammar studies the way in which words/morphemes join to form meaningful sen-

tences. It consists of a set of constraints on the possible sequences of symbols ex-

pressed as rules or principles. The construction of grammars is an important task to 

several NLP applications.  Thus, for the Arabic language, many grammars were built 

following various grammar formalisms. The main purpose of a grammar in NLP is to 

serve the parsing task.  

In this section, we present the different grammars that have been designed to repre-

sent Arabic syntax. All these works attempt to cover most of the syntactic rules of the 

Arabic language and its rich linguistic phenomena. 

Habash and Rambow [1] have built a tree adjoining grammar by extracting ele-

mentary trees from an annotated corpus. In order to accomplish this, the authors rein-

terpreted the PATB as a dependency corpus and then extracted the Tree-Adjoining 

Grammar from the corpus. They used part 1, version 2.0 of the PATB, which com-

prises around 160,000 words of annotated Arabic text from newswire sources. Ex-

tracted structures have some variations in their constituent’s positions because of the 
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semi-fixed order of the Arabic language. Thus, some obtained sentences have VSO 

(Verb Subject Object) structure and others have SVO structure.  

The LFG (Lexical Functional Grammar) [2] formalism has been used to represent 

Arabic language syntax. Attia [3] used this formalism to build the grammar. Indeed, 

the developed grammar focuses on the specific features of Arabic, especially nominal 

sentences (sentences without verbs), sentences with a hidden subject, verbal sentences 

etc. Both LFG structures (c-structures and f-structures) are built to each sentence de-

scribed by this grammar. 

The HPSG (Head driven Phrase Structure Grammar) [4] was also used to describe 

the syntax of Arabic in the work of Haddar [5]. The main objective of this work is to 

construct an Arabic HPSG grammar based on a proposed type hierarchy that catego-

rizes Arabic words. In fact, some adaptations were introduced to HPSG at the level of 

features and ID schemata. All linguistic resources (e.g., lexicon, type hierarchy, syn-

tactic rules) are specified in the Type Description Language (TDL). The experimenta-

tion of the constructed grammar was achieved using the Linguistic Knowledge Build-

ing (LKB) platform which contains generation tools. The authors justified the use of 

the IDL by its syntax similarity to HPSG representation. 

In the present work, we chose to induce a PCFG from a treebank. The grammar 

choice is justified by its capacity to give a partial solution for any grammar ambigui-

ty; indeed a PCFG gives some idea of the plausibility of a sentence. Likewise, a 

PCFG is a robust grammar that can admit everything with low probability. In the 

following section, we present the basic definitions of the PCFG grammar and then we 

present our method. 

3 PCFG Basic Definitions 

A probabilistic context-free grammar (PCFG) also called stochastic CFG (SCFG), is 

an extension of the famous context-free grammar, where a certain probability is as-

signed to each rule. Probabilistic context-free grammars are defined by a 5-uplet < N, 

T, R, S, P> as follows: 

 N is a finite set of non-terminal symbols. 

 T is a finite set of terminal symbols. 

 R is a finite set of rules Ri of the form X  Y1Y2 . . . Yn, where X ∈ N, n ≥ 0, and 

Yi ∈ (N ∪ T) for i = 1 … n. 

 S ∈ N is a distinguished start symbol. 

 P is the set of probabilities Pi associated with rules Ri where: ∑ P(X  Yi) =1, ∀ X 

∈ N and Yi ∈ (N ∪ T) for i = 1 … n. 

Note that some sentences may have more than one underlying derivation in case of 

the use of a classic CFG and therefore generates several parse-trees. So the probabili-

ties P in a PCFG are used to determine which parse-tree is the most likely to be the 

best parse for the given sentence. The probability of a parse-tree is obtained by multi-

plying the probability of each used rule at each node of the tree. 
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4 Proposed Method 

Our objective is to automatically induce a PCFG from an annotated corpus. This 

mechanism consists of two steps: The first one is to induce a CFG rules from the an-

notated corpus. The second step is to allocate a specific probability for each induced 

rule. The application of these two steps allows us to obtain a PCFG. Figure 1 illus-

trates the workflow of our method for deriving a PCFG. 

 

 

Fig. 1.Steps of the PCFG induction method 

Given that our method is based on an annotated corpus to build the PCFG gram-

mar, we present in the next subsection the used corpus then we detail the steps of the 

method. 

4.1 The Used Corpus 

In our work, we chose to use the well-known corpus, Penn Arabic Treebank (PATB). 

This choice was motivated not only by the richness, the reliability and professional-

ism with which it was developed but also by the syntactic relevance of its source doc-

uments (converted to several other Treebank representations). Indeed, its annotations 

have the advantage of being reliable. This is proven by its efficiency in a large num-

ber of works in various fields of NLP [6]. The good quality of the text and its annota-

tions are proven by their pertinence for the creation of other Arabic Treebanks such as 

the PADT [7] and the CATiB [8], which converted the PATB to its syntactic repre-

sentations in addition to other annotated texts. 

Indeed, these annotations were manually elaborated and validated by linguists. 

Moreover, this treebank is composed of data from linguistic sources written in Mod-

ern Standard Arabic. This corpus is also the largest Arabic corpus which integrates 

syntactic tree files. The use of a large amount of annotated data in a construction pro-

cess of a grammar increases the quality of the generated linguistic resource.  

The PATB was developed in the Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC) at the Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania [9]. Texts in the corpus do not contain any vowels as it is typical-

ly in use in most texts written in Arabic.  

4.2 Description of the Method 

As shown in Figure 1, the first step of the method is the induction of CFG rules, in-

cluding duplicates which will be used in the second step. A deep study of the PATB 
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allows us to identify rules which guide the CFG rules induction process. Indeed, we 

focused on the morpho-syntactic trees of the PATB and we identified the following 

rules: 

 

R1: Tree root  Start symbol 

R2: Internal tree node  Non terminal symbol 

R3: Tree word Terminal symbol 

R4: Tree fragment  CFG rules 

 

In fact, we noticed that each parse tree is a sequence of context-free rules and each 

one has the same symbol “S” at its root. Thus, the root symbol “S” is taken to be the 

start symbol (S) of the grammar. Non-terminal (N) symbols consist of the set of inter-

nal nodes of the whole parse tree. The set of all words seen in the trees (leaves) repre-

sent the terminal symbols (T). Edges between the nodes of the trees are used to induce 

the CFG rules(R). The following figure presents the process of induction of the PCFG 

elements (S, N, T, R) from a PATB parse tree. 

 

 
(The hands of time turned suddenly backwards.) 

Fig. 2. Induction of PCFG elements from a PATB parse tree  

Note that the tags on the right hand-side of the induced rules are in reversed order 

compared to the parse tree. This is due to the reading orientation of the Arabic lan-

guage which is from right to left. 

In the Arabic language, the word and its determinant are agglutinated as we can see 

in the word  ِالَزَمن (Noun). We chose to keep these elements together in one rule to 

reduce the grammar size. This choice does not influence the analysis quality since 

there is no loss of information. 
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After applying the first step of our method to the example of Figure 2, we obtain 

12 CFG rules composed by 6 contextual rules and 6 lexical rules as presented in the 

following table: 

Table 1.CFG Rules induced from the example of Figure2 

Contextual Rules Lexical Rules 

SVP 

VPV NP NP PP 

NPNN NP  

NPDET+NN  

NPNN 

PPPREP NP   

V       (turned) 

NN           (the hands) 

DET+NN          (time) 

NN          (suddenly) 

PREP      (to) 

DET+NN           (backwards) 

 

Once the CFG rules had been induced from the PATB with all duplicates, we move 

to the second step, which consists in the rule probability calculation (P) to finally 

obtain the PCFG grammar. Each rule probability is estimated using the following 

formula: 

  

𝑃(𝑋 → 𝑌) =
𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝑋 → 𝑌)

𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 (𝑋)
 

 

Where Count (XY) is the number of times the rule XY is seen in the Treebank 

and Count (X) is the count of rules that have the non-terminal X on the left-hand side.  

For example, the rule VPV NP PP is seen109 times in the PATB and we have 

counted 1311 rules that have VP on the left-hand side, thus: 

𝑃(𝑉𝑃 → 𝑉 𝑁𝑃 𝑃𝑃) =
109

1311
 

In the following section, we describe our experiment and expose some interesting 

information about the obtained grammar. 

5 Experimentation and Results 

After applying our method, we obtained the PCFG grammar. We used the PATB 3 

version 3.2 of this corpus, which consists of 599 files, and includes POS tags, mor-

pho-syntactic structures at many levels and glosses. It comprises 402,291 tokens and 

12,624 sentences. It is available in various formats: The “sgm” format refers to source 

documents. The “pos” format gives information about each token as fields before and 

Noun  Det Noun

Det    

Noun   

Noun  Det+Noun

Det+Noun      
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after clitic separation. The “xml” format contains the “tree token” annotation after 

clitic separation. The “penntree” format generates a Penn Treebanking style. And 

finally the “integrated” format brings together information about the source tokens, 

the tree tokens, and the mapping between them and the tree structure. 

As mentioned earlier, the PATB is a very rich corpus and it contains many annota-

tions such as mood, gender, number, etc. The PATB corpus is annotated using a large 

set of annotations which gives a high level of granularity. For example, the Part of 

speech annotation tag set contains 498 tags that provide extensive information: gen-

der, the mood, etc. [9]. There are also 22 syntactic category tags and 20 tags that de-

scribe semantic relations between tokens. In addition to that, stop words, which are 

very numerous in the Arabic language, are also annotated with specific tags. 

The incorporation of all this information within the grammar increases its com-

plexity and its size. The size depends on the granularity level of the categories it de-

scribes: the higher this level, the more these grammars are complex, but the more they 

respect the language specificity. For instance, this tag set 

{ADJ+NSUFF_FEM_DU_NOM, ADJ+CASE_DEF_ACC ADJ+CASE_DEF_GEN 

ADJ+CASE_DEF_NOM} describes adjectives with a high level of granularity. If the 

granularity level is reduced to the minimum, these tags will be reduced into one tag, 

ADJ. This reduction influences the number of grammar rules. We chose to reduce 

POS tags to the basic tags which are about 70 tags for the Arabic language to facili-

tate the use of the grammars for NLP application.  

There is also other tags in the PATB that are generated during the initial tagging 

and parsing process like *ICH*, *O*, *RNR*, NONE and NAC.  Those tags, if con-

sidered in a parsing task, will increase the number of rejected parses because they 

describe morphologic tagging errors and empty categories. Therefore, those tags were 

removed from our tag set to maintain a better consistency of our grammar. 

We present below some statistics about our PCFG grammar. Table2 presents the 

most frequent PCFG syntactic rules generated from the PATB corpus after applying 

our method. Table 3 presents the overall count of rules (contextual and lexical rules). 

Table 2. Most frequent LHS rules 

Left-Hand 

symbol (LHS) 

NP VP S FRAG ADJP UCP PP 

Rule count 1821 1311 1154 360 330 196 150 

Table 3. Rule count extracted from the PATB 

Contextual Rules 5757 

Lexical Rules 38 901 

Total 44 658 
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5.1 Arabic PCFG Induction System 

We developed a tool to automatically induce the PCFG from PATB tree files. The 

system allows the user to:  

 Induce CFG rules with full morphological annotations,   

 reduce the morphological annotations of the induced rules, 

 and generate PCFG from the CFG rules 

The following figure 3 shows the induction interface of our system. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Induction interface 

Besides the PCFG induction, the system allows the user to browse the grammar and 

give some information about it. Indeed, the system can sort grammar rules by the left 

hand symbol to facilitate the consultation of rules. The system also shows useful in-

formation for each selected rule such as the number of rules with the same left hand 

symbol, the number of occurrences of the selected rule, its probability and the number 

of right hand symbols in addition to some statistics of the induced grammar.  
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Fig. 4. Arabic PCFG browsing interface 

6 Conclusion and Future Work 

In this paper, we presented our work in inducing an Arabic PCFG from the PATB 

corpus. As a result, we obtained a new resource which provides a wide coverage and 

inherits PATB qualities such as its reliability, adherence to consensus and rich annota-

tion. The proposed method consists of two steps: in the first one we induce CFG rules 

from the PATB parse trees using induction rules. Tag set of the PATB was factorized 

and filtered to reduce the complexity of the grammar and keeping only useful infor-

mation. Second we calculated the probability of each rule using the frequency of its 

occurrence in the corpus. The obtained grammar is composed of 5757 contextual rules 

and 38 901 lexical rules. 

Our main perspective is to test the performance of this grammar in the parsing task. 

This is a work in progress as we intend to test the obtained grammar using several 

PCFG parsing algorithms such as Viterbi or CYK. Such comparison between parsing 

algorithms results on our PCFG is very interesting. This work is part of a hybrid 

method to parse the Arabic language. The aim of this hybrid method (symbolic / sta-

tistical) is the collaboration of two parsers, the first based on a statistical model ob-

tained using supervised learning techniques [10;11] and the second based on the in-

duced grammar described in this paper. 
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Abstract. This article constitutes an opening to think of the modeling and the 

analysis of Arabic texts within a question-answering system. It is a question of 

exceeding the traditional investigations focused on morpho-syntactic 

approaches. We present a new approach that analyzes a text, transforms it to 

logical predicates and extracts the accurate answer. In addition, we represent 

different levels of information within a text and choose an answer among 

several proposed. To do so, we transform the question and the text into logical 

forms. Then, recognize all entailments between them. So, the results of this 

recognizing are a set of text sentences that can implicate the user’s question. 

Now, our work is concentrated on an implementation step to develop a 

question-answering system in Arabic using the techniques of textual entailment 

recognition. Text features extraction (keywords, named entities, relationships 

that link them) is actually considered the first step in our text modeling process. 

The second one is the use of textual entailment techniques that relies on 

inference and logic representation to extract the candidate answer. The last step 

is the extraction and selection of this answer. 

Keywords: NLP, Arabic language, question-answering, recognition text 

entailment and logic forms. 

1 Introduction  

Today, we usually weigh multiple questions and need accurate information to answer 

this question. With the large volume of information found on the internet and the 

increasing of user’s demands, retrieving accurate information is considered a tedious 

task although the researches in this area do not cease to increase. So, the question-

answer process has become one of the most important researches to deal with 

trustworthy information. It is considered as the heart of the concerns in information 

retrieval (Sitbon et al., 2006). Generally, the common architecture of a question-
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answering system (Q-AS1) developed is practically a process of three phases (see 

Figure 1) (Athenikos and Han, 2010), including (question process, document process 

and answer process). 

 

The potential of question-answering (Wren, 2011) is implemented with the latest 

success of IBM Watson2 on Jeopardy3. Indeed, Watson analyzes the questions to get 

what is asked. In less than three seconds, it launched 200 million pages of natural 

language that contain his memory to find the correct answer and provides evidence 

for the accuracy of the answer. Apart from the television games, the question-

answering technology provided such performance medicine, meteorology, travel, etc. 

This article is structured on four sections: Section 2 introduces past works in 

question-answering systems. Section 3 details our proposed approach for the Arabic 

and its different steps. Finally, section 4 presents conclusions and potential future 

directions. 

2 Related Works in Question-Answering Systems 

Question-answering is a multidisciplinary field where a question-answering system 

often incorporates techniques and eventual resources, including Information Retrieval 

IR, Natural Language Processing (NLP), Information Extraction (IE), Machine 

Learning (ML), etc (Lee et al., 2005). The researches in this area were beginning 

since 1960. There are many approaches and methodologies that are proposed to many 

World languages (Bulgarian, Dutch, English, Finnish, French, German, Indonesian, 

Italian, Japanese, Portuguese, Arabic and Spanish). The question-answering was often 

occured in conferences and workshops, such as, TREC, CLEF, NTCIR, MUC, etc. 

2.1 Question-Answering in English Language 

In Natural Language Processing and Information Retrieval, English is the most 

studied in terms of resources, corpus and systems (Ligozat, 2013). The first question-

answering systems focus on English questions came out in 2000. These systems deal 

with a deep analysis of questions on a restricted or open domain. 

                                                           
1 Question-Answering System 
2 Watson: http://www-03.ibm.com/innovation/us/watson/. 
3 http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jeopardy! 

Fig. 1. Architecture of a Q-AS 
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QALC (Question Answering program of the Language and Cognition group) 

(Ferret et al., 2000), (De Chalendar et al., 2002), was developed in the LIMSI 

laboratory in TREC 1999. This system enables to extract among several candidate 

sentences the 10 first that provide a suitable and accurate answer. This case is suitable 

if the selected sentences have different weights. Else, the accurate answer is founded 

in one of the last sentences as well as in the first ones. Recently, QALC presents an 

adaptation of an existing question answering system for a machine reading task. Grau 

and his colleagues proposed an approach for selecting correct answers relies on 

textual entailment recognition between hypotheses and texts (Grau et al., 2012). 

Voorhees provided a question-answering system for factoid questions (Voorhees, 

2004). It is the best system in TREC 2004 with a precision of 77% (e.g How many 

calories are there in a Big Mac?) and a score of 62.2% to answer the question list (e.g 

list the names of chewing gum). 

Somewhere else, AskHERMES4 (Ask Help clinicians to Extract and aRticulate 

Multimedia information for answering clinical quEstionS) (Cao et al., 2011) is an 

online system allows the doctors to ask complex medical questions in consultation 

and quickly identify the specific answers. This system analyses large volumes of 

documents to produce short texts as answers. The authors evaluated their system via 

4654 medical questions collected in practice. AskHERMES achieved the following 

two scores 76.0% and 58.0% to classify general themes and extract terms. 

Qakis 5  (Question Answering wiKiframework-based System) is a question-

answering system in an open field. It generates SPARQL queries from questions, 

submits them to DBpedia6 and compares the question to the pattern base to identify 

the relationship of DBpedia to identify the answer. Also, it provides an integration of 

multilingual chapters to a DBpedia query with natural language queries.  Moreover, 

QAKiS allows the users to submit a query to a RDF triple store in English and get the 

answer in the same language. Its architecture is composed of four components (query 

generation, named entity recognition, pattern-matching and SPARQL package) 

(Cabrio et al., 2012). 

Recently, Tahri and Tibermacine proposed SELNI system which is based on the 

DBpedia Infobox ontology (Tahri and Tibermacine, 2013). It is focused on the SVM 

algorithm to train the factoid questions and used SPARQL queries to interrogate the 

DBpedia server in order to extract the accurate answer. SELNI affected a precision of 

86% based on TREC 10 test set. 

Finally, the system proposed by (Bhaskar et al., 2012) participates in the main 

task of QA4MRE@CLEF 2012 and QA4MRE@CLEF 2013. The authors combine 

the question and each answer option to form the Hypothesis (H) and removed stop 

words from each hypothesis. This task carried out the associated document based on 

the TF-IDF of the matching query words along with n-gram overlap of the sentence 

with hypothesis H. Each sentence allows defining the Text T and the pair (T, H) 

allocates a ranking score based on textual entailment; each sentence is assigned an 

inference score with respect to each answer pattern. Based on those ranking a 

weighing validation is automatically assigned to each answer. The chosen answer is 

                                                           
4 http://www.askhermes.org/ 
5 http://qakis.org/qakis/ 
6 http://dbpedia.org 
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the one that receives the highest score among the list of option answers. This system 

has a precision of 0.53 and c@1 of 0.65. 

2.2 Question-Answering in Chinese and Japanese Languages 

Chinese is the second most popular language in question-answering; it was performed 

for the first time in 2005 at NTCIR (Lee et al., 2005).  

Marsha, question-answering system, relies on the same techniques used in 

English systems developed from TREC (Li and Croft, 2001). Marsha focused on a 

method based on the TREC question-answering. It has the same performance as some 

English question-answering systems in the TREC 8 track. Li and Croft have used 51 

queries from which 51 they selected 26 queries out of 240 questions collected from 

Chinese students. The rest of queries are specified to reformulate a question or ask 

other slightly different. Marsha contains specific techniques dealing with the Chinese 

characteristics (word segmentation, ordinals processing). It is composed of three 

modules, such as, query processing, Hanquery search engine and answer extraction.  

Some researchers are interested in both English and Chinese questions. They 

investigate an English-Chinese and Chinese-English translation using Machine 

Translation systems. This investigations participate in the CLQA (Cross Language 

Question Answering) task at NTCIR (Kwok et al., 2005). However, ASQA 

(Academia Sinica Question Answering) deals with Chinese to Chinese factoid 

question-answering (Lee et al., 2005). It is based on hybrid architecture evaluated by 

six types of factoid questions: personal names, location names, organization names, 

artifacts, times, and numbers. ASQA combines the Machine Learning and knowledge-

based approaches. It achieved respectively 37.5% and 44.5% Top1 precision for 

correct and unsupported answers.  

Apart from Chinese and English, in NTCIR-6, Mitamura and his associates 

participated in four CLQA subtasks (J-J, E-J, C-C, and E-C) and introduced the 

Japanese language (Mitamura et al., 2007). They developped their JAVELIN system 

where the answers of English questions are extracted from Chinese and Japanese 

documents. JAVELIN III was an extension of a their previous system JAVELIN II 

that was initially designed to monolingual English question answering (Nyberg et al., 

2005). JAVELIN III is specified by a modular, extensible and a language-independent 

architecture. The best run in answer precision obtained 13% for E-J and 19% for E-C. 

Recently, NTCIR-9 introduced for the first time the new task RITE@NTCIR 

(Recognizing Inference in TExt). RITE is a generic task that handles a major 

understanding of the text in various research areas, such as, Information Retrieval, 

Question-Answering (Harabagiu and Andrew, 2006), Text Summarization, Opinion 

Analysis, etc. It is proposed to ensure advancements in textual inference research 

(Shima et al., 2011). According to these authors, RITE4QA subtask is inspired by a 

series of Answer Validation tasks at CLEF (Peñas et al., 2007).  

2.3 Question-Answering in Arabic Language 

The first Arabic question-answering system, called AQAS (Mohammed et al., 1993), 

has emerged in the 90s. AQAS introduces an approach based on a Human-Computer 

Interface. It is based on querying databases to extract the answer; transforms the 
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question into a query to retrieve the answer and seeks answers from structured data 

bases that focused on a knowledge model. However, QARAB (Hammo et al., 2004) 

seeks answers from unstructured documents extracted from the newspaper Al-RAYA. 

The majority of Arabic studies in question-answering focus on NLP techniques to 

extract the accurate answer, they deal with morpho-syntactic approaches. Few of 

these studies provide logic and inference based-approaches. In addition, ArabiQA 

(Benajiba et al., 2007) uses named entities techniques; QASAL (Brini et al., 2009) 

uses NooJ platform to identify answers from an education book. AQUASYS (Bekhti 

et al., 2011) uses the NLP techniques to analyze question and extract answer from an 

Arabic corpus and JAWEB (Kurdi et al., 2014) was constructed on the basis of 

AQUASYS by providing a user interface as an extension. JAWEB was exposed a 

formal model for a lightweight semantic-based open domain yes/no Arabic question-

answering system, it is based on a paragraph retrieval (with variable length). The 

study of (N Bdour and Gharaibeh, 2013) proposed a constrained semantic 

representation using an explicit unification framework based on semantic similarities 

and query expansion (synonyms and antonyms). The system of Trigui and his 

colleges (Trigui et al., 2010), called DefArabiQA, is based on linguistic patterns, it is 

considered the first system provides answers to definition questions. It is based on a 

set of lexical patterns and uses heuristic rules to filter the candidate definitions. 

Recently, Abouenour and his associates (Abouenour et al., 2012) proposed 

IDRAAQ system, it is based on Arabic WordNet and semantic expansion. Without 

using the database collections of CLEF, IDRAAQ achieved a precision 0.31 and a 

c@1 0, 21. ALQASIM proposed by (Ezzeldin et al., 2013) is based on selection and 

validation of the answer, it answers multiple choice questions. This system analysed 

reading test comprehension instead of questions. It achieved a performance of 0.31 

precision and 0.36 c@1 without using any database collection tests. 

Table 1. Comparison of arabic question-answering systems 

Criteria  
 

 

System  

Data 
source  

Answer Performan
ce   

Question  
analysis  

   Text    

analysis  
 

Question 
type  

Features Techniqu
e and 

tools used 

AQAS 

(mohamed 
et al.,1993)  

Structured 

data base  

A 

sentence  

Not 

Mentioned 

No  

 
 

No 

several 

forms 
( declarati

ve 

statements
) 

Stop 

words 
Removal, 

tokenizati

on 

Not 

Mentionn
ed 

QARAB  

(Hammo et 

al., 2004) 

Unstructur

ed data 

base  

A 

sentence  

Precision : 

97.3% 

Recall 
97.3 % 

Yes  

 

 
           No 

Question 

started 

by : 
من،متى، 

 أين، كم

Type and 

category 

of 
expected 

answer. 

Informati

on 

retrieval 
IR 

Natural 

language 
processin

g NLP 
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ArabiQA 
(Benajiba 

et al.,2007) 

Corpus  A 
sentence  

Not 
Mentionne

d 

Yes  
 

 
No 

Factual 
question  

Keyword 
and 

named 
entities 

recognize

d. 

Not 
Mentionn

ed 

QASAL 
(Brini et 

al.,2009)  

Book of 
education  

A 
sentence  

Not 
Mentionne

d 

Yes  
 

 

 
 

No 

  

Factual 
question  

Type of 
expected 

answer, 

focus, 
keywords. 

NOOJ 
platform 

DefArabiQ

A (Trigui 

et al.,2010) 

Web  A 

sentence  

MRR: 

0.81 

Yes  

 

  
 

 

No 

Definition 

question  

Question 

topic, type 

of 
expected 

answer. 

Not 

Mentionn

ed 

AquASys  
(Bekhti & 

Al-Harbi, 

2011) 

Corpus  Short 
answer  

Precision: 
66.25%  

Recall  : 

97.5% 
F1-Score: 

87.89%  

Yes  
 

 

 
 

No 

Factual 
question  

Keywords
;  type 

of 

expected 
answer 

Not 
Mentionn

ed 

IDRAAQ  
(Abouenou

r et 

al.,2012) 

Not 
Mentionne

d 

Not 
Mentionn

ed 

Not 
Mentionne

d 

Yes   
  

 

Yes 

QMC  Keywords
;  type 

of 

expected 
answer 

Not 
Mentionn

ed 

ALQASIM 

(Ezzeldin 
et al., 

2013) 

Not 

Mentionne
d 

A 

sentence  

Precision: 

0.31  
C@1: 0.36 

Yes  

 
           Yes 

QMC  Not 

Mentionn
ed 

Not 

Mentionn
ed 

System of 

(NBdour 
and  

Gharaibeh, 

2013) 

Not 

Mentionne
d 

A 

paragrap
h   

Not 

Mentionne
d 

Yes  

 
No 

Yes/No 

question  

Stop 

words 

IR, NLP,  

artificiel 
intelligen

ce  (AI), 

JAWEB 

(Kurdi et 

al., 2014) 

Corpus  A 

sentence  

Recall: 15-

20%  

Yes  

 

No 

Factual 

question  

Answer 

type ; 

Keywords 

NLP 

 

In Table 1, we present a summary of Arabic studies; the columns represent our 

evaluation criteria and the rows are the works studied. We conclude that the most of 

these studies ensure analysis of the question but do not manipulate the information 

associated in the text. 
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3 Approach   

We propose to deal with the automatic text comprehension. The previous studies are 

based on a superficial analysis of the texts. The originality of our approach lies in the 

in-depth analysis of Arabic texts for the generation of textual inferences. Our method 

consists of five main steps, namely, analysis of the text and the question; 

transformation of the Arabic statements (text + question) into logical forms; the 

recognition of implications generated between these forms and the selection of 

desired answer. In the following subsections we present each one of these tasks in 

detail. 

 

3.1 Preprocessing and Analysis  

Our approach begins by an analysis step, it accepts as input an Arabic text in html 

format and generates an annotated and analyzed text. First, a preprocessing step is 

performed to clean the html text retrieved from the website "Euronews" to produce an 

Arabic text in txt format. Then, a segmentation step determines the division of text 

into tokens (sentences, words). A text analysis without segmentation lead to 

unreliable results (Ghassan, 2001). Afterward, the recognition of named entities is 

performed by ArNER (Zribi et al., 2010) to determine the set of named entities. This 

task is so harder in Arabic than other languages due to the lack of capital letters 

(Shaalan, 2014). Finally, we use Al-khalil parser to carry out the morphological 

analysis in order to identify the grammatical category of text words. Segmentation 

and Morphological analysis play a very important role in most applications of Natural 

Language Processing (e.g. information extraction, automatic summarization, etc.). 

The results of these two tools are presented successively in Figures 3 and 4. 

Fig. 2. Proposed approach 
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The second step of our approach consists in analyzing the user's question. This is 

a preliminary step of the answer research process. Generally, the features extracted 

from this step facilitate the answer extraction. In Arabic, the majority of studies 

focuses on the extraction of keywords and named entity recognition. In our case, we 

focus on the reformulation of the question into a declarative form. This must be used 

shortly for generating logical forms.     

Fig. 5. Steps of text analysis 

Fig. 3.   Annotated text with ArNER 

 

Fig. 4. :  Morphological parser with Al-Khalil 

Fig. 6. Steps of question analysis 
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3.2 Transformation of the Question and the Text into Logic Forms  

In this section, we look at the transformation of Arabic statements (question and text) 

into logic forms which affect the logical meaning of an Arabic sentence. Logic form 

is an intermediary step between the syntactic parse and the deep semantic form 

(Moldovan and Rus, 2001). Semantics is the most difficult level at which the 

language makes a contact with the real world. It is the most important part of Natural 

Language Processing. Practically all researches on the question answering in Arabic 

focus on morpho-syntactic approaches. Although, several approaches had been 

proposed for semantics, very few of them applied to Arabic. Logic-based approaches 

were applied to English and some other languages but none of them has been applied 

to Arabic yet. 

Our approach deals with verbal and nominal simple sentences using AL-Khalil 

morphological parser to determine the grammatical category words in the Arabic 

statements. In the transformation of the Arabic statements into logical forms, we 

create our logic representations from a text and question data which are divided into 

two classes:  

 A verbal sentence begins with a verb, and it has at least a verb (فعل) and a subject 

 The subject can be indicated by the conjugation of the verb, and not written .(فاعل)

separately.  

 A nominal sentence begins with a noun, it have two parts: a subject (مبتدأ) and a 

predicate (خبر). In this case, only nominal elements are used as constituents. The 

subject of the nominal sentence is a noun or a pronoun, while the predicate can be 

a noun, adjective, preposition and noun, or verb.  

For a logical representation, we refer to a semantic representation of statements in 

natural language, especially the logical structure. A predicate expression is a graph of 

predicate-argument relationship, we work with the following example:  

 

  Question:      ؟ 2014 من فاز بكأس العالم لسنة  

  Answer :      2014 (1)                  فازت                  ألمانيا            بكأس العالم لسنة  (Verbal sentence)        

 

 
  

 

Answer :   2014 (2)            ألمانيا                   فازت                 بكأس العالم لسنة   (Nominal sentence)        
  

 

 

 

Arabic is different from English and other languages in the words order, the verb 

and noun criteria and the sentences type. In our case, we deal with verbal and nominal 

sentences. In verbal sentence, we handle the transitive and intransitive verb in order to 

assume the logical representations. In nominal sentence, we care the common and 

proper nouns. The identification of such predicate depends on its context. The 

predictive structure is a graph of predicate-argument relations. 

Remaining words   

Remaining words   

 verb : فعل  subject :فاعل

b 

  Subject :مبتدأ   Predicate :خبر
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Table 2. Mapping the words of a sentence to logical forms  

Sentence words Rules Logic predicates 

Example 1:              (case of a transitive verb)  2014فازت ألمانيا بكأس العالم لسنة              

Proper noun 

 
German 

almania 

      ألمانيا  

logical constant 

 
Germany 

Almania 

 ألمانيا

 
Germany  
Almania 

 ألمانيا   
 

Transitive verb 

 

win 
faza 

 فاز

Two predicates  

 

(Y) (X) win (X,Y) 

(Y) (X) faza (X,Y) 

  (X,Y) فاز   (Y) (X)   

 

 

Y^ X^ win (X,Y) 

Y^ X^ faza (X,Y) 
  (X,Y) فاز Y ^X^  

 

Example 2:                                  (case of an intransitive verb) نام الطفل                           

Common  noun 

 

student  
tilmidh  

  تلميذ

 

One predicate  

 

(X) student  (X) 

(X) tilmidh  (X) 

(X)   تلميذ X)(     
   

 
 

X^ student (X) 
X^ tilmidh (X) 

  (X) تلميذX^ 

Intransitive verb 
 

sleep 

naama 

  نام

One predicate  

 

(X) sleep (X) 

(X) naama (X) 

  ((X  نام  X)(  

 

 
X^ sleep (X) 

X^ naama (X) 
  ((X  نامX^   

 

3.3  Implementation of the proposed approach 

We have implemented our approach with the Java language, in NetBeans. We use 

ArNER to determine the named entities and Al-Khalil parser to identify the 

grammatical category of words. The results of these two steps are grouped into XML 

files. 

In our work, the question analysis determines the expected answer type and 

reformulates the question in the affirmative form in order to generate hypotheses to be 

passed to the logical transformation module.  

Question Analysis module is shown in Fig. 7. 

 

Fig. 7.   Question analysis 
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4 Conclusion 

Logic is a level between the syntactic and the deep analysis, it is the most important 

and difficult level in Natural Language Processing. Logic-based approaches are a rich 

research topic even though there is still room for improvement. This task was applied 

for many other languages (English, French...) but not yet to Arabic. This is due to the 

lack of necessary tools of Arabic and the specificities of this language. Our approach 

is a representative solution for Arabic.  

In this paper, we proposed an original method intended for the Arabic within the 

framework of the automatic Arab statements comprehension to generate logical 

predicates. It is based on logic formulas. This method involves four steps: the textual 

statements analysis, the transformation of the question and text into logic forms, the 

textual entailments recognition and the desired answer retrieval. 

For future work, we will extend this work to cover others cases in Arabic. We 

plan to study the phenomenon of the textual entailment recognition from logical 

forms generated. Then, we address these implications in the process of the desired 

answer selection. We investigate all cases studied logic formulas to generate the 

logical representations of textual statements. Also, we plan to implement this 

proposed model for the generation of the correct answer. 
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Abstract. The automatic speech understanding aims to extract the useful mean-

ing of the oral utterances. In this paper, we propose a hybrid original method for 

a robust automatic Arabic speech understanding. The proposed method com-

bines two approaches usually used separately and not considered as comple-

mentary. This hybridization has the advantage of being robust while coping 

with irregularities of oral language such as the non-fixed order of words, self-

corrections, repetitions, false departures which are called disfluencies. Through 

such a combination, we can also overcome structuring sentence complexities in 

Arabic language itself like the use of conditional, concession, emphatic, nega-

tion and elliptical forms. We provide, in this work a detailed description of our 

approach as well as results compared with several systems using different ap-

proaches separately. The observed error rates suggest that our combined ap-

proach can stand a comparison with concept spotters on larger application do-

mains. We also present, our corpus, inspired from MEDIA and LUNA project 

corpora, collected with the Wizard of Oz method. This corpus deals with the 

touristic Arabic information and hotel reservation. The evaluation results of our 

hybrid spontaneous speech analysis method are very encouraging. Indeed, the 

obtained rate of F-Measure is 79.98%. 

Keywords: Speech understanding, shallow parsing, 3-level HMM, Arabic 

speech processing, stochastic approach, cross-validation.   

1 Introduction 

The context of our work is the automatic Spoken Understanding Language (SLU) and 

finalized Human/Machine Communication (CHM). 

Various kinds of linguistic knowledge are needed for the proper functioning of an 

SLU module. This linguistic knowledge can be of several types: lexical, syntactic, 

semantic, pragmatic and sometimes prosodic for systems taking as input a transcribed 

text. Many forms are offered to describe these linguistic knowledge kinds among 
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them we can mention: context-sensitive grammar [16], cases grammar [11], Hidden 

Markov Models [9], Neural Networks [28], N-gram language models [30], -calculus 

[32], logical [17] or Unification Grammars [1] in his various forms (UCG [19], Unifi-

cation Categorial Grammar; APSG [31], Augmented Phrase Structure Grammar; 

LTAG [22], Lexicalised Tree Adjoining Grammar; STAG [26], Semantic Tree Asso-

ciation Grammar). 

Moreover, we distinguish essentially in automatic SLU two types of approaches for 

the treatment of linguistic knowledge, which are linguistic approach [18] and stochas-

tic approach [24]. In both cases, the statement is divided into word groups. These 

groups are frequently called concepts [9] [24] for stochastic approach and chunks [7] 

for a rule-based approach.  

Whereas, these two approaches frequently used separately, enable a more or less 

effective understanding when dealing with oral speech. In fact, when a speaker speaks 

in a spontaneous way, the syntax or grammar errors are much more common in spo-

ken than in written language. In one side, this problem is not guaranteed by a detailed 

linguistic approach. Besides, linguistic approach, as complete as they are, requires a 

grateful work to analyze corpus by experts in order to extract concept spotting and 

their predicates. This method is limited to specific fields using restrictive language. 

Thus, in the case of relatively opened field, it leads to many difficulties like portabil-

ity and extension which are guaranteed by stochastic approaches. 

In the other side, unexpected oral structures do not also obey to any statistical law 

and may not be satisfactorily modeled by a stochastic approach [23]. Besides, sto-

chastic models do not seem to be able to solve the problem of a detailed language 

analysis. Added to that, the current stochastic models based on the only restricted 

linguistic entities observation sequences (words, syntactic categories, concepts, etc) 

cannot encounter statement deepness structures [23]. Finally, learning or training 

statistical techniques require a large amount of data annotated for learning stochastic 

model which is not always available. 

However, it would be absurd to reject utterances which are syntactically incorrect 

because the goal is not to check the conformity of user’s utterances to syntactic rules 

but to extract rather the semantic content. Hence, semantic level is important to con-

trol meaning of utterances and both syntax and semantic should have to be controlled 

in order to do not cause understanding problems. Stochastic models are more permis-

sive than linguistic one based on formal grammars. They accept all the sentences of a 

language. Even incorrect sentences are accepted. 

Qualities and drawbacks of these two separately-used approaches allowed us to de-

tect certain complementarities between both of them. This observation is the motiva-

tion of our work that attempts to combine the two mentioned-above approaches to 

take advantage of their strengths. In this regard, we have proposed an hybrid approach 

based on linguistic and probabilistic methods to the semantic analyzer development 

for standard Arabic uttered sentence. This is achieved by integrating linguistic details 

describing local syntactic and semantic constraints on an Hidden Markov Model 

(HMM) stochastic model. The later materializes the language model of our Touristic 

Information and Hotel Reservations (TIHR) application. 
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2 Related Works and Motivation 

Oral utterances are so often ungrammatical or incomplete and therefore an important 

part of the information contained in their texts is lost during an only syntactic rule-

based analysis. That is why the analysis covering only syntax aspects is generally not 

effective. Added to that, Automatic Speech Recognition (RAP) systems generate a 

significant number of errors not contoured by grammars. Thus, to deal with all these 

oral treatment problems, some propose either a detailed linguistic phenomena analysis 

such as in [3], or a combination of a syntactic and semantic analysis such as in [31]. 

The others resort to stochastic methods as they are more robust to the transcription 

errors and adapt better to the specificities of oral language. Among these works, we 

cite for example the work of [9] which aims at achieving a stochastic conceptual de-

coding based on HMM with two levels in the context of robust spontaneous speech 

understanding. In the same context, [25] used also a Bayesian stochastic approach to 

speech semantic composition in Human/Machine dialogue systems.  

Unlike Latin languages, the automatic understanding of spontaneous Arabic speech 

using stochastic approaches receives little attention at scientific research. In our 

knowledge, we note that the only work related to the use of stochastic techniques for 

the spontaneous Arabic language understanding are those of [35]. They have used a 

stochastic language model for spontaneous Arabic speech semantic analysis in the 

context of a restricted field (Train Information). 

Thus, the originality of our work is to combine two common approaches used to be 

treated separately (linguistic and stochastic approaches) to the development of a se-

mantic analyzer for standard Arabic utterances. This semantic analyzer is dedicated to 

tourists who communicate with the Interactive Voice Server (IVS) using Standard 

Arabic language in order to learn about touristic information that concerns them. Its 

principal role is then the construction of semantic representations for their utterances.  

This hybrid approach consists, in fact, on integrating linguistic constraints in sto-

chastic HMM model. Linguistic analysis should not inhibit the understanding process 

on the pretext that the input data are grammatically incorrect. According to the Blache 

citation appeared in [7], shallow parsing is a linguistic technique which facilitates 

greatly language processing. It rather conforms to spoken irregularities since it is only 

interested in extracting of word pieces containing only useful information (which are 

called chunks). Hence, a shallow parsing technique was chosen in our case. 

Therefore, results of the linguistic analysis are syntaxico-semantic rules that gov-

erning chunks constituting user utterances. These syntaxico-semantic rules play the 

role of linguistic constraints applied in the first step of our hybrid analysis strategy. 

The second step will obviously be a stochastic HMM-decoding and then, HMM ob-

servations will be these extracted syntaxico-semantic constraints.  

The choice to start with a linguistic analysis is appreciated from the fact that the 

latter does not allow if statements are utterly invalid. Hence, starting with a linguistic 

one prevents the spread of fatal errors between analyzer modules set in pipeline (see 

Fig. 1.).  

We also note that our resulting hybrid model shows a difference from that of 

Bousquet [8]. This difference consists in having a 3-level HMM instead of a 2-level 
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Bousquet HMM. These three levels describe respectively three data types: syntaxico-

semantic rules, conceptual and probabilistic information. Known that our application 

domain (TIHR) is relatively open, given its richness in terms of concepts, we numbers 

83 between concepts and conceptual segment (see Section 4.3) and 163 linguistic 

rules (see Section 4.2). 

3 Difficulties in Arabic Language speech Semantic Analysis 

3.1 Disfluencies in spontaneous utterances 

As indicates their Etymology, disfluencies mean any interruption or disturbance of 

influence [10]. In what follows, we focus on the major phenomena of disfluencies i.e. 

self-corrections, repetitions and hesitations. 

─ Self-correction: this case appears where the speaker made one or more mistakes 

and corrects in the same statement and in the real time. In this case, the wrong 

word (or words) is completely pronounced [8]. 

─ Repeating: this is the case of the repetition of a word or series of words. 

─ Hesitation: it is a break filled in oral production which can be manifested in various 

ways: by using a specific morpheme (e.g. ‘آم’ (Eum), ‘آه’ (Euh) etc.) or in the form 

of a syllable elongation [10]. 

3.2 Semantic difficulties in Arabic language analysis 

Arabic statements semantic analysis is a very difficult task given its semantic rich-

ness. This complexity is due to Arabic language specifics, which are: 

─ Arabic word can mean an entirely expression in English or French language [7]. 

For example the word أرأيت؟ (ara ayta) designs in English language ‘Did you 

see?. Thus, the automatic interpretation of such words requires a prior segmenta-

tion which is not an easy task [35]. 

─ Words order in Arabic sentence is relatively variable compared, for example, to 

English or French languages where words order arrangement in a sentence respects 

perfectly the sequencing SVO (Subject Verb Object). Whereas, in Arabic, we al-

ways have the liberty to begin with terms in order to put the stress on. In addition, 

Arabic oral statements do not generally respect any grammar because of the oral 

spontaneous character. This complicates the task of building a grammar rules to be 

used in the semantic interpretation process. To do this, we must provide in such 

grammar all possible combination rules of words order inversions in a sentence. 

─ The non-capitalization of proper nouns, acronyms and abbreviations makes identi-

fication of such words even more difficult than the Latin languages. 

─ The connection without space of the coordination conjunction ‘و’ (and) to words. 

This makes it difficult to distinguish between ‘و’ as a word letter (e.g. وقف (stand)) 

and the ‘و’ having the role of a coordinating conjunction. But this type of combina-
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tion plays an important role in the interpretation of a statement by identifying its 

proposals. 

─ The pronunciation nature of some Arabic letters, for example:  غ (gh: ghayn pro-

nunciation). These phonemes have no equivalent in other languages, such as, for 

example, French or English. Besides, some letters of the Arabic language, such as: 

  ض (kh: Kha pronunciation) خ  (h: Hha pronunciation) ح ,(f: Fa pronunciation) ف

(d: Dad pronunciation), -are pro ,(z Zah pronunciation)  ظ (d: pronunciation Thal)  ذ

nounced by a strong expiration; so the quality of the microphone can affect speech 

recognition results; 

─ The possibility of existence of many graphemes for the same phoneme (e.g. graph-

emes and ظ ض ), or several realizations for the same phonetic grapheme (e.g. 

grapheme ‘ل’ (lam) has two different output sounds, depending on letters that pre-

cede and follow, as in: ‘باهلل’ (please) and ‘هللا’ (god)). Some graphemes may not be 

considered in pronunciation (‘ـا’ for the elongation sound). This phenomenon 

makes difficult a speech recognition task and, consequently, the task of under-

standing. 

4 Our Hybrid Method Approach 

To carry out a robust Arab statements semantic analysis task, we decided to go 

through the two following steps: 

─ Chunking. This step is done by using a shallow rule-based parsing. Such analysis 

can often make a partial parsing in order to extract only essential elements that 

construct statements. These elements are called the chunks [13]. This analysis is 

guided in our case by a syntactic-semantic Probabilistic Context-Free Grammar 

(PCFG). The choice of opting for a PCFG is dictated by its adaptability to oral 

grammatical irregularities. In fact, in ASP (Automatic Speech Processing) field, 

the PCFG is often used in oral treatment cases. The result of chunking step is set of 

local linguistic constraints which govern extracted chunks. 

─ Stochastic analysis. During this step, a stochastic semantic decoding module trans-

forms linguistic constraints extracted in the previous step on concepts. 
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Fig. 1. The hybrid semantic analysis process 
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Fig. 1 describes our hybrid semantic analysis strategy adopted in Arab statements 

semantic analysis. 

In the following, we detail each step separately. 

4.1 Segmentation and Pretreatments  

Because of the spontaneous utterance nature that contains various types of disfluen-

cies (see at 3.)), an oral statement is inherently rigid and difficult to control. These 

disfluencies are frequent phenomena that appear normally in spontaneous speech. 

Here is an example of hesitation and self correction statement [12]: 

يوجد مطعم خاص بالكباب هنا آه عفوا بالبيتزا هل   

Is there a restaurant special kabab here, ah pizza sorry?  

All these phenomena lead to the ambiguity problems. That is why a pretreatment step 

is required. This later removes duplication and unnecessary information, to divide 

complex utterances into elementary ones, to convert numbers written in all letters, and 

to determine the canonical forms of words [4] [14].  

4.2 Chunking  or Shallow rule-based Parsing  

The basic idea of this analysis is to limit the depth and richness of a full parsing for 

the essentials. It consists on a partial parsing that promises to get minimal linguistic 

structures. These structures are called chunks. They are useful such as in other appli-

cations in that they promote their portability. 

Our choice to use the chunk notion is based on the Blache citation which asserts 

that "chunks facilitate the analysis of a statement" [7]. To achieve this, we use the 

following chunk definition: 

Definition1. A chunk is defined as a result of non-recursive categories formed of a 

head, to which function words and adjacent modifiers may be added [6].  

According to the definition 1, we consider a chunk as typical segment consisting of 

a full word surrounded by functional words and adjacent modifiers. These are con-

nected to the full word by the following linguistic rule: 

 Chunk_Name → NP 

 NP → Det (Num) (Adj) Name 

where the full word appears as a Name, the functional word is the Det and adjacent 

modifiers are (Num) and (Adj). 

Shallow rule-based parsers are often characterized by a two-step process: pattern 

recognition step and word sense disambiguation one. Similarly, we envisage two in-

dependent steps for the realization of our shallow parser. 

─ Chunk identification  

─ Chunk attachment (through linguistic rules) 
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Chunk Identification. The main problem in a shallow rule-based parsing is the 

recognition of chunks. To resolve it, we applied a "Pattern recognition" algorithm 

used by many robust parsers [13] from which they take their robustness. The main 

idea of our algorithm is to loop the input string 𝑛 times while calculating at each time 

the activation chunk degree present in this statement. Given that, according to what 

has been described in the cognitive ACT-R theory, it is possible to characterize a 

chunk by its activation level. This activation is described by the following equation 

extracted from [7]:  

𝐴𝑖𝑘 = 𝐵𝑖 + ∑ 𝑤𝑗𝑗 𝑆𝑗𝑖                                          (1) 

where 𝑘 <= 𝑛. In this formula, B represents the latency degree since the last access 

to the chunk. It is known as the basic activation and stores the frequency and the his-

tory of this chunk access. W corresponds, to the items or terms weight which are as-

sociated to the chunk. These weights are known as the 'sources' that can activate con-

sidered chunks.  

Chunk Attachment. Relationships activating a chunk can be viewed as attachments 

properties that we seek to maximize. Solving chunk attachment problem is reduced to 

the study of two attachment types: intra-chunk attachment, which concerns words 

order inside the chunk, and inter-chunk attachments that defines relationships between 

different chunks constituting statements. 

Intra-Chunk Attachment. The first attachment form affects words order inside a 

chunk. The example below shows a syntactic ambiguity of prepositional group at-

tachment [with mayonnaise PP] either to the verbal group [want to eat VP] or to the 

nominal group [kebab NP]. This syntactic ambiguity causes a semantic ambiguity 

since we know more then, if the kebab is mixed with mayonnaise or the man asks two 

separated entities; one is the kebab and the other is the mayonnaise. 

ريد أكل الكباب بالمايونيزأ  

I want to eat kebab with mayonnaise. 

(the kebab and mayonnaise are baked together) or (the kebab and the mayonnaise 

are baked separately) 

Lexical ambiguities are compounded by the attachment ambiguities, especially 

syntactic ambiguities. In the dialog presented in the Fig 2, the initial user statement 

causes an analyzing system problem because, according to his knowledge, the lexical 

item "Richard" can be categorized either as a noun or as a surname. The rest of the 

utterance is analyzed without difficulty. 
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System: This is VIS system, hello, what is your request? 

User: It is Richard, I would like to have some information about the X hotel reservation.  

System: Is Richard a name? 

User: Yes, it is. 

System: Ok, what do you want exactly? 

Fig. 2. A lexical ambiguity resolution 

Regarding the resolution of lexical ambiguities, it can be assigned to the system in 

order to create an action. This action gives a communicative purpose that leads to the 

statement "Is 'Richard' a name?". The user confirmation of this hypothesis allows the 

system to finish the analysis of the initial user statement, and the search in the user's 

message box. Then we can say here that the interaction is closed by the user. 

However, semantic ambiguities can occur even as in expressions where there are 

no syntactic or lexical ambiguities. For example, "the coast road" can be the road that 

follows the coast or the road that leads to it.  

One example of syntaxico-semantic intra-chunk ambiguities are uses of condition 

constraints when the condition chunk ‘ال.... إال’ (<not> ... <only>) is scattered on two 

fragments:  الشرط and   الشرطجواب  where ' الشرط   ' (the proposal) is the portion that lies 

between locution fragments <not> ... <only> and '  (the proposal response) ' جواب الشرط 

is the portion that comes after <only>. The example below illustrates what we are 

trying to explain: 

 –ال أريد الففر إال على متن طائرة 

-I do not want to travel only by a plane 

where the use of the negation form in the proposal leads to a positive form in the pro-

posal response to emphasize it. This complex formulation can easily and successfully 

be resolved by linguistic rules.    

Inter-Chunk Attachment. The second form of chunks attachment concerns, in this 

case, the rearrangement of chunks within the same proposal. This problem increases 

with the Arabic language where words order is generally not fixed (see at 3.2). In fact, 

the sentence in the Arabic language do not undergo the SVO (Subject, Verb, Object) 

form, as it is the case of French or English languages. We cite two main categories 

which are the basis for the construction of Arabic1 sentences: the first category is 

SVO (Subject Verb Object) that concerns nominal sentences, while the second, VSO 

(Verb Subject Object), is a form that describes verbal phrases. This is particularly 

critical in the case of Arabic language since it is morphologically rich. 

(جملة إسمية)  سوسة مدينة ساحلية   –  

- Sousse is a coastal city (Nominal sentence) 

(جملة فعلية)  أريد الففر إلى سوسة   – 

- I want to go to Sousse (Verbal sentence) 

                                                           
1  The problem is the same for other source languages such as Chinese or Russian, and the 

solutions proposed here will therefore apply in other contexts. 
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Several tricks can also inhibit an automatic understanding of this language. 

Among them we can mention: reversals (تقديم وتأخير) of sentence constituents as it is 

the case of nominal sentences where the proposal (الخبر), putted as a prepositional 

phrase, may precede the theme (المبتدأ). The example below illustrates this reversal that 

results after the preposition placement of (حرف الجر) ‘إلى’ putted at the beginning of 

the subject: 

X  أريد الففر إلى – 

- I want to travel to X  

 – إلى Xأريد الففر  

- To X I want to travel 

A Constraints Grammar. A solution adapted to the intra and inter-chunk attachment 

problem is the description of different attachment constraints by a set of linguistic 

rules. This set is called "selection constraints". In this regard, we have designed and 

specified a probabilistic constraints grammar (see table below) with a probability 

distribution on the set of potentially finite rules defined by: 

𝑝(𝑡) ≥ 0 

∑ 𝑝(𝑐) = 1

𝑐 ∈ 𝑇𝐺

 

where t denotes the derivation tree which generates the constraint selection c ∈ V* 

and TG designs all  the derivation trees with G is a grammar describing all these con-

straints. 

Table 1. Definition of probabilistic constraints grammar 

Sets Description Statistics 

N : Set of non-terminal sym-

bols 

Syntactic, semantic and lexical 

terms : SN, SV, ADJ, VDestina-

tion, etc. 

91 

V : Set of terminal symbols Linguistic constraints: e.g. 

C_El_Jar, cause/consequence, 

condition, WaElMaîya constraint.   

43 

S :  Axiom Chunk_attach - 

R : Set of production rules The set of rules ri linking the con-

straints 

163 

pi : Probability attributed to the 

ri rule  

A positive coefficient attributed to 

each rule ri 

- 

 

The elaboration of grammar constraints consists in the definition of: 

─ The inter-chunk syntax: this is equivalent to indicate how chunks can be arranged 

together. In our case, this information is modeled by bi-gram transitions that relies 

different chunks on each other.   
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─ The intra-chunk syntax: this concerns words ordering within each chunk. Each 

chunk is also modeled by an HMM with bi-grams transition probabilities which re-

lies all words that form the chunk.  

For example, the linguistic selection constraint characterizing the condition phe-

nomenon and connecting two chunks forming the condition rule is: 

Chunk_condition →  not C1 only C2 

C1 →  الشرط 

C2 →  جواب الشرط 

Thus, the probabilistic specified constraints grammar can be represented as a 2-

level HMM as described in the following figure: 

 

C1 C2

C11 C12

oi

R-inter chunk

R-intra chunk

 

Fig. 3. The representation of constraint grammar on a 2-level HMM  

4.3 Stochastic Analysis 

Our stochastic analysis is based on concepts and conceptual segments notions. Their 

definitions are inspired from [9]. To achieve this, we used these two following defini-

tions: 

Definition 2. A concept (C) is defined as "a general and abstract mental representa-

tion of an object", and is independent of the language [8]. 

Definition 3. A conceptual segment (SC) comprises word sequences expressing the 

same meaning unit.  

A word sequence making a conceptual segment is an instance of this conceptual 

segment. For example, the two following word sequences "at five o'clock" and "about 

four or five o’clock" are two instances of the Time conceptual segment. 

According to definition 2. and definition 3., we conclude as a corollary 1. that a 

concept can be instantiated by several conceptual segments. In addition, according to 

the definition 1. and definition 3., we conclude as a corollary 2. that a conceptual 

segment can be formed by one or more disjoint chunks. 

Example: 

 أريد[الذهاب /إلى  سوسة]

I want [to travel \ to Sousse] 
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-chunks form the conceptual Travel seg (to Sousse) إلى  سوسة and (to travel) الذهاب 

ment. 

Statement Semantic Representation Principles.  

The user statement 𝐸 is composed of 𝑛  sequence words noted 𝑚𝑖. 

𝐸 =  𝑚1 𝑚2 ... 𝑚𝑛 

Then, we suppose the following hypothesis: Any statement 𝐸 expresses a suite of 𝑘 

concepts. These concepts are also expressed using a suite of 𝑙 conceptual segments 

and each conceptual segment is formed by a sequence of 𝑗 chunks. 

𝐶 =  𝐶1 𝐶2 . . . 𝐶𝑛 
𝑆𝐶 =  𝑆𝐶1 𝑆𝐶2 . . . 𝑆𝐶𝑙  
𝑆𝐶𝑖  =  𝑐ℎ1 𝑐ℎ2 . . . 𝑐ℎ𝑗   

The statement 𝐸  is linearly decomposed into series of 𝑙  conceptual segments, and 

hence of 𝑗 × 𝑙 suites of chunks. 

𝐸 =   𝑆𝐶1 𝑆𝐶2 . . . 𝑆𝐶𝑙 = (𝑐ℎ𝑗) . . . (𝑐ℎ𝑗)𝑙  

For example, if the statement 𝐸  has five words denoted  𝑚𝑖  (1 𝑖 5) , and each 

𝑚𝑖  belongs to a chunk 𝑐ℎ𝑘 (1 k 2), and if 𝐸 is divided into two conceptual seg-

ments 𝑆𝐶1 and  𝑆𝐶2 where each one belongs to a proper concept, a possible represen-

tation of the statement 𝐸 is: 

 

𝐸 = 𝑚1   𝑚2   𝑚3   𝑚4    𝑚5 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The principle of the statement interpretation with this representation is reduced then 

to divide into chunks, SC and concepts. This modeling with three levels of knowledge 

(chunks, SC and concepts) can be represented using a 3-level HMM.  

Determination of Concepts and Conceptual Segments. The creation of a model 

language of a given application requires the determination of all concepts and SC that 

exist in this application domain. Detailed analysis of the corpus allows determining 

how these concepts are expressed in his different statements and what their corre-

sponding SC refers to.  

However, the relationship between concepts and SC is not always so obvious. In 

fact, many possibilities are offered to the application designer. Added to that, SC can 

overlap and belong to multiple concepts. We postulate that the meaning of a word 

depends on the SC where it is located. For example, consider the following two 

statements: 

 مدينة االنطالق سوسة

𝑐ℎ1  𝑐ℎ2  

 

𝑆𝐶1 ∈ 𝐶1 𝑆𝐶2 ∈ 𝐶2 
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"Departing from Sousse"      (A) 

 في اتجاه سوسة

"On the way to Sousse"        (B) 

The word سوسة (Sousse) exists in both statements but should be interpreted as a depar-

ture city in the statement (A) and as a destination city in the statement (B). So, ac-

cording to the conceptual modeling principles of these statements, سوسة (Sousse) be-

longs to Departure conceptual segment in the statement (A) and to a Destination con-

ceptual segment in the statement (B). 

Another example that shows that the meaning of a word depends on the SC to 

which it is located. Consider the following statement: 

من فضلكدقائق العاشرة و عشرة   

"A ten and ten minutes please"       (C) 

The two numbers, in the statement (C), belong to the same concept Time and yet 

they must be interpreted differently. Indeed, the first number belongs to the Hour 

conceptual segment and the second belongs to Minute one.  

Similarly, the interpretation of SC that compose the statement may depend on one 

other. Consider the following statement: 

 ال أريد سوسة مدينة االنطالق 

 

 

"I do not want Sousse as a starting city" (D) 

 

 

The interpretation of chunks belonging to the Departure conceptual segment de-

pends on chunks presence in the first SC. 

Principles that we select for word interpretations in the context of the statement 

are: 

─ Word interpretation depends on the chunk where it is located; 

─ Chunk interpretation depends on the SC where it is located; 

─ SC interpretation of a SC depends on the concept from which it is issued; 

─ Word interpretation can be modified by the presence of previous or next chunks in 

the statement. 

Semantic Analysis Principal. Semantic analysis principles are useful to interpret 

every word that composes statements according to chunks and SC to which they were 

assigned. The interpretation may eventually be modified later by the presence of pre-

vious or subsequent chunks.  

The two tables below illustrate, in terms of concepts, SC and chunks, the conceptu-

al domain of our application that deals with Tourist Information and Hotel Reserva-

tions (TIHR) (see at 5.1). 

 االنطالق     الرفض

Refuse Departure 
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Table 2. Statistics of concepts, SC and linguistic constraints in our 3-level HMM 

Concept 

(1-Level HMM) 

Conceptual Segment  (2-

Level HMM) 

Constraint rule (3-

Level HMM) 

3 80 163 

 

Table 3. Identification of concepts, several SC and their corresponding chunks for the TIHR 

field 

Concepts Conceptual Segments 

(SC) 

Chunks 

Opening_Closing_Dialog Request {« أريد » (I want), « أطلب » (I demand), 

 {… ,(I desire) « أرغب »
Accept {« أقبل » (I accept), …} 

Refuse {« أرفض » (I do not accept), …} 

Hotel_Reservation Hotel {« نزل » (hotel), « فندق » (hostel), …} 

Room {« بيت » (room), …} 
Tariff {« كلفة » (cost), « ثمن » (price), « سعر » 

(quote), …} 

Number {« عدد », …} 

Touristic_Acknowledgement Living_City  {« مدينة » (city), « بلدة » (town), « قرية » 

(village), …} 

Itinerary  {« طريق » (road), « الثنيا » (route), …} 

Transport_Mean 
 

 {… ,(mean of transport) « وسيلة النقل »}

Price_Ticket {« ثمن التذكرة », …} 

 

Word interpretation depends on the SC where it is located follows the two principles 

below: 

─ Word interpretation depends on the concept that issued it; 

─ Word interpretation may be modified by the presence of a previous conceptual 

segment or according to the statement.  

Semantic statement interpretation principles are useful to interpret every component 

in this statement according to word classes and SC to which it was assigned at the 

conceptual decomposition. The interpretation may possibly be changed later by the 

presence of previous or subsequent conceptual segments.  

The 3-Level HMM Elaboration. The statement semantic analysis requires linguistic 

skills that are represented by a language model. According to our hybrid approach, 

our language model is defined in terms of concepts, SC and chunks attachment rules 

and hence modeled by a 3-level HMM. The observations of the model will be chunks 

simulated by linguistic constraints. These later were extracted by shallow parsing 

method based on PCFG analysis realized in the former step (see at 4.).  
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HMM Basic Principle. HMM models are powerful statistical tools that have been 

successfully used in various fields such as Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) and 

Dialog Management (DM). They allow to model observation sequences putted in 

their two different forms; discreet and continuous form. Thus, we chose to represent 

our language model using an HMM model. 

HMM are also N-grams language models. That is mean that the symbol emission 

probability depends on N-1 previous symbols. In our case, we consider that our HMM 

is a bi-gram language model. 

The HMM model topology must be designed by a field expert of the considered 

application. Nevertheless, HMM parameters are automatically learned from training 

data. Therefore, stochastic models are more portable than linguistic ones where all 

rules must be explicitly written. 

A 1-level HMM consists on two processes: the first is observable and the second is 

hidden. In all cases, following hidden states forms a Markov chain of order 1. A mul-

ti-level HMM is a model where observations of each hidden state are also modeled by 

a Markov model. The embedded Markov models number defines the model level 

number. 

Retained Modeling. To be able to represent all the information that our language 

model carries out (linguistic rules, concepts and SC), a 1-level HMM is insufficient. 

We propose then a 3-level model (see Figure below) where: the first level is described 

by an HMM whose states represent our application concepts. According to the Ta-

ble2. we have in total 3 principal concepts so, they correspond to three 1-level hidden 

states. Each concept is represented, in its turns, by an HMM whose states correspond 

to the conceptual segments (𝑆𝐶𝑖  see Table 2.). Each 𝑆𝐶  will be represented by an 

HMM describing linguistic constraints of its realization. 

Fig 4. shows an overview of our 3-level designed HMM. 

 

Fig. 4. Overview of our 3-level HMM  
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5 The Finalized Considered Application 

To test our application and estimate the HMM parameters, we use a corpus dedicated 

to the study of touristic applications accessing to databases. The main reason for 

choosing this application field is the statistically representative size of the training 

corpus that we have. Moreover, through this corpus, we have the opportunity to pro-

duce an Arabic dialogue corpus in the same manner of those which are produced 

within the Francophone and Anglo-Saxon projects such as MEDIA [15] and LUNA 

[24]. Table 4. below shows a comparison between our Arabic dialog corpus and some 

other oral corpora issued in other fields and in other languages. 

Table 4. Comparison between several International corpora and the our TIHR Corpus 

Corpus Language Field Size (on statement) 

MEDIA 

LUNA 

TELDIR 

ATIS 

PlanRest 

TIHR Corpus 

French 

Polonais 

Allemand 

English 

French   

Arabic 

Touristic Reservation 

Transport Information 

Time Train 

Plan Ticket Reservation 

Restaurant Reservation 

TIHR  

18k 

12k 

22k 

6K 

12k 

35k 

5.1 Corpus Establishment  

Oral corpora represent a significant proportion in the development of the automatic 

Spoken Language Understanding (SLU). These are closely linked to the availability 

of such corpus. However, Arabic speech corpora that deal with ‘Touristic Information 

and Hotel Reservation’ are very rare or even unavailable. Thus, to carry out our ex-

periments in the context of this work, we were to build our own study corpus. 

Our corpus is derived from the simulation of tourist information server and hotel 

reservations. Dialogues enunciated by tourists are in Standard Arabic Modern lan-

guage (ASM). In fact, we consider that tourists are people who do not have Arabic as 

a native language. That is why their conversations were be uttered in the ASM lan-

guage and not in common Arabic parlance. 

These dialogues are about different themes such as: choice of living city, finding a 

route or a tourist event, a satisfaction of a price or date constraint. They were held 

between humans and machines through the Wizard of Oz protocol (Wizard of Oz, 

WoZ). Indeed, during the exchange, users believe converse with a machine while the 

dialogue is actually supported by a human operator that simulates informations and 

reservation server responses. The operator is assisted by the WOZ tool in the genera-

tion of responses to provide the user. After each user sentences, the operator shall 

consult the WOZ tool that offers to provide the answer to reflect the new dialogue 

state. To diversify the operator's responses, the WOZ tool is set at the messages, in-

structions and scenarios. A message sets are associated with the application to vary 

response formulations. With each call, the operator must follow instruction series (e.g. 

pretending not to have understood users to simulate mistakes which would make a 
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real system). These instructions must be provided to the WOZ tool and depend on the 

scenario chosen for the dialogue recording [12]. 

A detailed description of technical corpus characteristics is given in 

Table 5. 

Table 5. Characteristics of our corpus (TIHR Corpus) 

 Dialog 

Number 

Speaker 

Number 

Average Utterance 

Number / Dialog 

Word Total  

Number 

TIHR Corpus 10 000 1000 10 730 000 

 

All queries corpus was recorded and transcribed manually as transcription stand-

ards in XML files, and labeled according to standards proposed by the ARPA com-

munity. Manual transcription was made a loyal way that it was recorded. That is to 

say, words are transcribed as we hear in recordings. Hence, we note disfluencies pres-

ence such as hesitations, self-corrections, repetitions, fault departures, etc. 

In our corpus, we distinguish three query types i.e. independent query context, de-

pendent query context, and absurd requests. The study of the corpus has allowed us to 

identify three concepts namely, Opening_Closing_Dialog, Hotel_Reservation and 

Touristic_Acknowledgement (see at Table 3.). In addition, we have defined SC 

among that we can mention: Living_City, Hotel, Travel, Tariff_Travel, Time_Travel, 

Price_Ticket, Period_Travel, Itinerary, Transport_Mean, Departure_City, Arri-

val_City, etc. Each conceptual segment is associated with a chunks set containing 

reference words relating to our application field. Words constituting chunks are linked 

by linguistic rules governing intra-and inter-chunk relations (see at Table 1.). 

5.2 Tests and Evaluation 

To avoid error propagation of the former linguistic analysis (surface analysis) to the 

second one (stochastic analysis), manual chunk verifications and their produced rules 

is performed just after the linguistic analysis to evaluate the shallow rule-based pars-

ing results. An automation of this verification is suggested as one perspective. For the 

evaluation of the stochastic analysis, Kohavi cross-validation [28] is performed. In 

fact, this latter is used to validate an existing prediction or classification model or to 

find the best model by estimating its precision. It helps with a reduced bias to estimate 

the efficiency measure of our 3-level HMM. This measure is the average of each em-

bedded HMM. The cross-validation technique is useful when the number of observa-

tions is fixed. 

Cross-validation methods principle. 

The cross-validation method principle is to divide the observation set into two sepa-

rate and independent subsets where the first is called training set (that is the greater 

one) and the second is called validation or test set. The training set is used to generate 

the appropriate probabilistic HMM model. Nevertheless, the test set is used to evalu-

ate the trained model according to the evaluation criteria. 
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Cross-Validation Initial Conditions. To perform cross-validation test, three initial 

conditions have to be satisfied. Indeed, we have to: 

─ prepare a sample observation  

─ have prediction model 

─ mesure the method performance for two separate sets either by calculating the rate 

error or by measuring the efficiency, precision, recall, F-score. 

Cross-Validation Method Choices. Various cross-validation methods exist. Among 

them we can mention three principal ones that are respectively called: Holdout (also 

called Test set), Leave-one-out and k-fold. A detailed description of their advantages 

and disadvantages of each method is found in [5]. Therefore, we have not applied the 

Holdout method since it does not give good results because the observation set may 

be small for it. This badly affects the precision of performance values measured for 

model evaluation. In addition, the method of Leave-out-has been abandoned in our 

evaluation task because it is the slowest and the less used method. So we are simply 

satisfied to use just the K-fold method whose principle is to find the compromise of 

the two pre-cited ones. 

K-Fold Method. Knowing that the parameter 𝑘 often used in practice is 𝑘 =5 or 𝑘 =10 

[21], the 5-fold and 10-fold are the two respective training methods which are used in 

our experiments. In both cases, we have divided the observation set in 𝑘 disjoint parti-

tions of equal size where 𝑘 − 1 partitions are used for training and the left partition is 

used for the test. This process is repeated such as each partition is used one time for 

the evaluation. We then obtain 𝑘  models and therefore, 𝑘  accuracy measures. The 

final estimated accuracy value of the model learning from the training set is the aver-

age value of 𝑘 calculated accuracies. 

The Model Learning Step. In this step, the Baum-Welch learning algorithm uses the 

training observations and an initial model for generating a decoding model. Learning 

is to adjust the initial model parameters. The library used in our experiments is 

Jahmm (JAva HMM implementation) [37]. The latter allows the HMM implementa-

tion in Java and contains the basic algorithms for using HMM. To estimate the estab-

lished HMM efficiency, we used the cross-validation method. This latter allows esti-

mating the classification model effectiveness in general and for HMM models in par-

ticular. 

Initial Hypothesis. Initial parameters choice for learning or training an HMM presents 

some difficulties [27]. However, in our case, we treat only discrete symbols. Thus, 

any observation probabilities distribution is applicable to our model.  

Knowing that we have a 3-level HMM, where each level 𝐿𝑖 (1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 3) is charac-

terized by 𝑛𝑖 hidden states, we considered 1 +  𝑛1  +  𝑛2 initial 𝐻𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑗(1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑛𝑖  ) 

which designate the ith level and the jth hidden state HMM. The characteristics of sev-

eral models are shown in the following table. These models are classified as follow:  
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─ 𝐻𝑀𝑀1 for (𝑛1 = 3) concepts in the first level of the 3-level global HMM; 

─ 𝐻𝑀𝑀21, 𝐻𝑀𝑀22, 𝐻𝑀𝑀23 for (𝑛2 =80) conceptual segments in the second level. 

In this level we have (𝑛1 = 3) embedded HMM, where 𝑛1 is the state number of 

the first global HMM level; 

─ (𝑛2 = 80) HMMs for 𝑛3 =163 linguistic constraints in the third level. This num-

ber is equal to the SC number that the second level contains.   

Table 6. Initial models probability distribution features (for the first and the second global 

HMM level) 

 HMM1 HMM21 HMM22 HMM23 

𝝅𝒊 Non-uniform Uniform Randomly  Non-uniform 

𝑨𝒊𝒋 Non-uniform Non-uniform Randomly  Uniform 

𝑩𝒊(𝒐𝒕) Uniform Uniform Randomly  Non-uniform 

The Learned Models. After the learning algorithm execution, the initial models pa-

rameters are gradually refined into a finite iteration number. We empirically chose 10 

iterations. The latter value corresponds to learning algorithm stopping criterion. Fol-

lowing tables show average values of HMM initial probabilities simulated as two 

cases of k-fold cross-validation method applied for the 1-level HMM. 

Table 7. Initial probabilities average value of the first level HMM with 5-fold cross-validation 

method  

 𝝅𝟏 𝝅𝟐 𝝅𝟑 𝝅𝟒 𝝅𝟓 

HMM1 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.15 0.05 

Table 8. Initial probabilities average value of the first level HMM with 10-fold cross-validation 

method  

 𝝅𝟏 𝝅𝟐 𝝅𝟑 𝝅𝟒 𝝅𝟓 𝝅𝟔 𝝅𝟕 𝝅𝟖 𝝅𝟗 𝝅𝟏𝟎 

HMM1 0.1 0.03 0.09 0.07 0.17 0.11 0.25 0.08 0.02 0.08 

5.3 Evaluation  

In order to calculate the performance criteria and thus to assess the decoded utterance 

quality, we generate an n-classes confusion-matrix (Table 3). It is obtained by com-

paring predicted labels sequences (resulting states of the decoding step) and real la-

bels sequence (extracted manually). Real labels sequence is determined by confusion-

matrix rows information. As for predicted labels, they correspond to the confusion-

matrix columns information (see Table 9). 

Diagonal confusion-matrix 𝐶𝑖
𝑗
 cells represent correct predicted labels. They corre-

spond to the 𝐶𝑖  label occurrence number in two state sequences. Besides, confusion-

matrix 𝐶𝑖
𝑗
 cells represent incorrect predicted labels with i ≠ j. They correspond to real 

and predicted 𝐶𝑖   and 𝐶𝑗  label occurrence numbers. 
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Result Interpretation. To evaluate the learning generated models, we have produced 

the most likely predicted states sequence (generated by the learned HMM) associated 

to a given observation sequence (sequence of real states). This is done for all test set 

observation sequences. 

Subsequently, we built confusion matrices from predicted and real state sequences 

according to the chosen cross-validation method. Specifically, we have obtained five 

confusion-matrices using the K=5 method and ten confusion-matrices using K=10. 

To illustrate this, we present a confusion-matrix for three labels representing the 1-

level HMM states. This matrix has been obtained with the method K=5 on its first test 

set. 

Found: L1 L3L1L2L1L3L3L2L3L3 

Predicted: L1L3L1L1L1L3L3L3L3L3 

Table 9. Example of a confusion matrix to 3 classes 

 Prédites 

L1 L2 L3 

Réelles L1 3 0 0 

L2 1 0 1 

L3 0 0 5 

 

In the above-shown confusion-matrix, all label L1 predictions are correct. They are 

equal to three. For label L2, there is no correct prediction. On the other side, for label 

L3, five predicted labels are correct. We have in total eight correct labels among ten 

ones. We conclude then that the model generates a satisfying correct prediction num-

bers. Therefore, the decoding quality is satisfactory. 

Performance Criteria. Table 10 presents precision, recall, and F-score average values 

for HMM1,  HMM21, HMM22 and HMM23 embedded trained models of our 3-level 

HMM using K5, K10 methods. These metrics were calculated from confusion matri-

ces for each test set.  

Table 10. Precision, Recall and F-score average values for some embedded trained models 

using K5, K10 methods. 

Modèles Précision Rappel F-score 

    HMM1       70.00%     71.00 %     73.79% 

HMM21 71.08% 68.99%  74.1% 

HMM22 69.98% 70.89%  72.9% 

HMM23 70.02%      72%   73.77% 

Results Comparison. Comparison results between the Bousquet’s CACAO stochastic 

conceptual decoder [9] and the Zouaghi and Zrigui’s semantic decoder [36] shows 

that the error response rate, obtained by our system, was reached 20.02% which is 

considerably less than Bousquet system (see Table 11). 
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Table 11. Comparison of our hybrid system results with several well-known systems 

 CACAO  Oréodule Project decoder Our analyzer 

Approach type stochastic semantic Hybrid 

% Error rate 29.11% 29% 20.02% 

   

6 Conclusion and Perspectives 

One of most supervised objectives that we hope to achieve when we implemented our 

semantic analyzer system was to fulfill spontaneous spoken Arabic language robust 

parsing while making the application field wider than it is currently done. Linguistic 

approaches are not usually viewed as efficient tools for pragmatic applications. That’s 

why we were interesting in combining two frequently separately-used approaches 

(linguistic and stochastic approaches).  

A second objective was to have rather a generic system, despite a field-based lin-

guistic knowledge use. This constraint is achieved through generic rule definitions as 

well as their probabilities for the third linguistic integrated HMM level training. This 

makes it possible to estimate efficiently its parameters. Our analyzer performances 

show that the two divergent approaches combination can bear comparison with sys-

tems which are based on a lonely approach (stochastic approach for CACAO 

Bousquet’s conceptual decoder and semantic approach for Zouaghi and Zrigui seman-

tic decoder). 

The model was trained using the Baum-Welch algorithm. This adjusts the initial 

model parameters. The learning step was carried out according to different cross-

validation techniques. Then, the model evaluation was also carried out in the quantita-

tively and well-known methods using different metrics such as precision, recall and F-

score. 

As a perspective, we hope to refine our system analysis to be tested in a second 

challenge by evaluation campaign that will focus on the phenomena described in the 

typology that we have proposed. 
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Abstract. Corpora are considered as an important resource for natural
language processing (NLP). Currently, the Dialectal Arabic corpora are
somewhat limited, particularly in the case of the Tunisian Arabic. In
recent years, since the events of the revolution, the increasing presence
of spoken Tunisian Arabic in interviews, news and debate programs, the
increasing use of language technologies for many spoken languages (e.g.,
Siri) [6], and the need for works on speech technologies requires a huge
amount of well-designed Tunisian spoken corpora.
This paper presents the “STAC” corpus (Spoken Tunisian Arabic Cor-
pus) of spontaneous Tunisian Arabic speech. We present our method
used for the collection and the transcription of this corpus. Then, we
detail the different stages done to enrich the corpus with necessary lin-
guistic and speech annotations that makes it more useful for many NLP
applications.

Keywords: Tunisian Arabic, spoken language, corpus transcription, an-
notation

1 Introduction

The colloquial Arabic or Dialectal Arabic (DA) is the natural spoken variety
used in daily communication of the Arabic World and is not generally written.
Indeed, there is no commonly accepted standard for colloquial Arabic writing
system [9]. Today, processing Arabic and spoken dialects is a new area of re-
search that is faced with many challenges. On the one hand, the oral tradition
of the DA and the absence of orthographic standards give rise to the difficulty
of its automatic processing. These characteristics engender the lack of written
resources for the colloquial Arabic. On the other hand, a number of dialects with
linguistic differences on phonological, morphological, syntactic, and lexical levels
increase the challenges of building tools and resources for all the Arabic dialects.

The training and testing of statistical or symbolic systems in Natural Lan-
guage Processing (NLP) require the availability of annotated corpora. Our aim
consists on developing resources and tools for the Spoken Tunisian Arabic (STA);
one of the North African dialects. In the recent years, many researchers were in-
terested in building dialectal Arabic corpora. Generally, the majority of these
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contributions aim to develop textual DA corpora or to set spoken transcriptions
without linguistic enrichments. That is why we have decided, as a first step in
our work, to build a dialectal corpus of transcribed speech that treats multiple
themes. Indeed, since the events of the revolution, the volume of data in Tunisian
Arabic (TA) (oral and written) has increased. The TA has become progressively
used and represented in interviews, news and debate programs instead of Mod-
ern Standard Arabic (MSA) [6]. To constitute the corpus, we are basically based
on the available audio in the web in order to transcribe and annotate them. In
this paper, we present our collection and transcription method for STA. We de-
tail the different stages done to enrich the corpus with necessary linguistic and
speech annotations.

Section 2 presents an overview of Tunisian Arabic. Section 3 presents the
main related works. Section 4 is dedicated for presenting the transcription chal-
lenges for a language with oral tradition. We describe, in section 5, the collection
and the transcription of the TA. Finally, we present, in section 6, the different
types of annotation for enriching our corpus.

2 Tunisian Arabic

Tunisian Arabic (TA) is a dialect of the North African (i.e., the Maghreb) dialects
spoken in Tunisia [29]. It is considered as a low variety given that it is neither
codified nor standardized even though it is the mother tongue and the variety
spoken by all the population in daily usage [24]. Approximately eleven millions
people speak at least one of the many regional varieties of TA [29].

The linguistic situation in Tunisia is “poly-glossic” where multiple languages
(French, Berber, Italian, etc.) and language varieties coexist (MSA and TA) [16].
Indeed, there are many differences as well as similarities points between TA and
MSA in different levels 3. In addition, TA is distinguished by the presence of
words from several other languages. The presence of these languages mainly oc-
curred due to historical facts. We find in Tunisia, a numerous examples of several
languages; We find a significant number of expressions and words from European
languages such as Spanish, French and Italian, Turkish, and even Maltese. In
addition, TA contains several words from the vocabulary of Berber language
[29]. Likewise, Tunisian people code switch easily and frequently between MSA,
TA and the French language in a conversation [30]. This phenomenon allows the
introduction of new words (nouns and verbs) derived from foreign languages.

3 Related Works

Today, processing Arabic and spoken dialects is a new area. There are many
contributions aiming to develop textual DA corpora ([1], [15], [20], [25], [28],
etc.). But, the resources created for Arabic dialects are still in its infancy. The
lack of DA corpus is due to the absence of written standards and the lack of

3 For more details see [29] and [30].
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written material for Arabic dialects. We present in this section some works done
for building dialectal Arabic corpora.

At present, the major standard Arabic dialects corpora are available through
the Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC) by the DARPA EARS program [17] for
developing robust speech recognition technology. The LDC provides conversa-
tional and broadcast speech with their transcripts. The Levantine Arabic is the
object of the LDCs Fisher Levantine Arabic project in which more than 9,400
speakers of the Northern, Southern and Bedwi dialects of Levantine Arabic were
participated in collecting 2,000 telephone calls [17]. Furthermore, the data set
contains approximately 250 hours of telephone conversations. Each call is up to
ten minutes in duration and subjects speak to each other about assigned topics.
Moreover, another Arabic colloquial corpus called CALLHOME Egyptian Ara-
bic Speech was dedicated to the Egyptian Arabic ([12], [8]). Indeed, the data set
consists of 120 telephone conversations between native speakers of Egyptian di-
alect. All calls lasted up to 30 minutes. In fact, Egyptian Arabic corpus contains
both dialectal and MSA words forms.

As well, the Saudi Arabic dialect was represented by the Saudi Accented Ara-
bic Voice Bank which is very rich in terms of its speech sound content and speaker
diversity within the Saudi Arabia [2]. The duration of the total recorded speech
is 96 hours distributed among 60,947 audio files. Indeed, the corpus was exter-
nally validated and used by IBM Egypt Branch to train their speech recognition
engine. English-Iraqi corpus is another Arabic corpora mentioned in [23] and
which consists of 40 hours of transcribed speech audio from DARPA’s Transtac
program. Furthermore, Almeman et al. [3] have building a multi dialect Arabic
speech parallel corpus. This corpus is designed to include three Arabic dialects
which are the Egyptian dialect, the Gulf dialect, the Levantine dialects and the
MSA. The created corpus is limited to a specific domain which is the travel and
the tourism. Their corpus is composed of parallel prompts written for the four
main varieties of the Arabic language which involved 32 speech hours. It is com-
posed of written MSA prompts translated to dialects and then recorded [3]. To
our knowledge, there is no conventional standard used for transcribing dialects.

In a like manner, Masmoudi et al. [18] and Graja et al. [10] have created
speech corpora for STA. To our knowledge, they are the only researchers who
created a spoken transcribed corpus for TA. The works done consists on building
a corpus for limited domain which gathers a set of dialogues between the staff
of the National Company of the Tunisian Railways and the customers who seek
information about train schedules, fares, reservation, etc. The sizes of the two
corpora are respectively 20 hours and 8 hours of transcribed speech.

4 Transcription Challenges for a Language with Oral
Tradition

The transcription task is the operation which consists of replacing each phoneme
and sound in the signal audio to a grapheme language of a writing system [19].
Transcription itself is not a trivial task. It requires a series of operations: choice
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of mode transcription, transcription conventions, segmentation, translation, etc.
[19]. Transcribing spoken languages that don’t have orthographies rules face to
many difficulties. The transcriber is faced to two types of problems. The first
problems are related to the nature of the oral speech. This kind of problems
is shared between all spoken languages. The second type of the problems is
associated to the nature of the treated language which is mainly spoken without
written tradition. Indeed, any transcriber is faced to many difficulties caused
by the speech perception [19]. The bad quality of the signal or the record, the
noisy environment, the presence of too many speakers, the overlaps, etc. are the
principal causes of the bad listening of the speech and consequently the presence
of the errors in the transcripts. Similarly, many transcribers do not always listen
to the same sequence of words as others and altogether they may not hear a
word or a sequence of words. The wrong listening prevents the transcriber to
write faithfully the realized signal. Despite, the transcriber tries involuntarily
to correct partial or incorrect words. He always essays to make sense with the
perceived elements. These problem increases when the speech is spontaneous
dialogue where speakers intersect speech, hesitate, stutter, etc. So, it is difficult
to discern and to identify what whom and when is actually spoken.

On the other hand, TA like other Arabic dialects has no standard orthog-
raphy. Despite, the TA is a variant of the Arabic language. The relationship
between these varieties of Arabic does not prevent the differences between them.
It is characterized by a rich lexicon which is a collection of words from Latin,
Turkish, Berber, and Maltese origin. The massive borrowing and integration to
TA has caused the presence of new phonemes that does not belong to the Ara-
bic language. These particularities of the TA make the transcriber unable to
write some words even some expressions. Owing to the absence of orthographic
rules, the transcription of TA could be with different characters: Arabic char-
acters, Latin characters, alphanumeric (SMS language), etc. This issue presents
another challenge for transcribing TA.

In conclusion, most of the difficulties of oral arise in the preliminary phase
for the transcription. There is a competition between different alphabets and
therefore several orthographic traditions, and transcription tools, methods, and
conventions to adopt [19].

5 Spoken Tunisian Arabic Corpus “STAC”

The transcribing process consists of two basic steps. The first one is providing
voice data in order to be transcribed later. The second step consists in its tran-
scription following transcription guidelines. More details about those two steps
are described in the following sections.

5.1 Data Collection and Description

The first step in our method for corpus creation is the collection of spoken data.
The choice of the speech data content and type is a very important step and
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could be the key of further use of our corpus. We choose to provide both manually
recorded speech audio (part 2) and audio files downloaded from the web (part
1) in order to improve the reuse of our corpus in new research tendency.

Indeed, there are a lot of free resources available on the web. To facilitate the
task of creating a corpus for the STA, we are based on the approach “download”
and “save” proposed by [27] for searching and downloading audio files who’s the
speakers express with Tunisian dialects. Following this approach, we recorded 3
hours and 28 minutes of TA speech from different TV channels and radio sta-
tions (Mosaique radio, Tunisian national TV, Ettounsiya TV and Sfax radio).
It presents a first part of our corpus. These streaming are generally radio and
television talk shows, debates, and interactive programs where the general public
is invited to participate in discussion by telephone. Having a good amount of
spoken recordings is fundamental in the design of the corpus. Also, a high sound
quality is required and will be useful for other future processing for example in
voice recognition system. To keep the good quality of our corpus, we saved only
the files in which the speakers can intervene only on one subject simultaneously.
Similarly, we choose records with a good sound quality. Sometimes, the quality
sound of the recording can vary considerably over time. So, we filter noisy se-
quences (music or other non-transcribed noise) that last more than one second.
The size of the audio files can vary from several tens of seconds to several min-
utes. We take care that all records contain more spontaneous speech and the
percentage of the dialectal content is very higher than MSA or French content.

The second part of our corpus is about 30 minutes taken from the corpus
TuDiCoI (Tunisian Dialect Corpus interlocutor) [10] which is a corpus of spoken
dialogue in TA and it is obtained from a railway information service. It gathers
a set of conversations recorded in the railway station between the staff and
customers who request information about the departure time, price, booking,
etc. [10]. We have redone the transcription of this part following our convention
guidelines.

Including different themes and speakers of TA make our corpus more generic
as possible. It contains spontaneous speech, less spontaneous speech and some-
times prepared speech. In addition, the relatively big number of speakers (about
70 speakers) in our corpus speaking each one with its own style make our cor-
pus a representative sample of TA. We provide both individual and multiple
speakers in our collection to identify different aspects of conversational speech.
Also, the radio and television records have a varied content. There are a wide
variety of speakers and themes (social, health, religious, political, and others).
Providing speech data with a variety of themes will increase the size of the vo-
cabulary in our corpus and will be very useful for further application for example
theme classification [5]. Indeed, we defined the following themes list in our data
selection: religious, political, health, social, and others. The corpus contains di-
alect data from different Tunisian regions. The dialect of Tunis (the capital of
Tunisia) is the most dominant while it is the dialect used in the Tunisian media.
We consider it as the standard dialect of Tunisia because it is understood by all
Tunisian people. It presents about 90% of the totality of our corpus. The table 1
presents some statistics about our corpus.
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Table 1. Statistic about STAC corpus.

Themes Duration

Social 01:01:35
Health 01:30:46
Religious 00:12:38
Political 00:50:50
Other 01:14:42

Total 04:50:31

TA percentage 97.20%
MSA percentage 0.37%
French language percentage 2.43%

There are a few works done for creating corpus for STA ([18] and [10]). To
our knowledge, our corpus is the first resource for TA which contains different
types of annotation and enrichments. It can be a good resource spoken for TA
and can be used for different purposes. Despite, the size is relatively small. The
total size of our corpus is about 5 hours. It is growing, since there are still new
recordings that are planned to being done. In conclusion, STAC could be a good
textual resource for STA. It could be useful for creating tools and other resources
for TA.

5.2 Corpus Transcription

The transcription of spoken speech is a symbolic representation of the spoken
language. In the literature, the researchers have defined fours types of transcrip-
tions [19]: phonetic, phonologic, morpho-phonologic, and orthographic. First,
the phonetic transcription consists on describing as closely as possible the dif-
ferences between sounds using the phonetic alphabets: IPA (International Pho-
netic Alphabet) or SAMPA (Speech Assessment Methods Phonetic Alphabet).
It presents the pronunciation of the speech. This type of transcription is expen-
sive in term of time because the transcribers are not familiarized with phonetic
alphabets. Second, the phonological transcription consists on describing only the
distinctive phonological differences. Then, the morpho-phonologic transcription
is a combination between phonological and syntactical notation [19]. It is an
analysis and decomposition of all speech constituents. This type of transcription
is very expensive in time of writing. Finally, orthographic transcription is a tran-
scription method that employs the standard spelling of the target language. It is
easier to the transcriber to use the usual alphabets for a language. After study-
ing these types of transcription, we choose the orthographic transcription. Our
choice is justified by different reasons. First, according to our objectives which
are the tools development and adaptation in the favour of automatic treating
STA, the best choice for our objective is to use the orthographic transcription
with the Arabic alphabets. Likewise, the orthographic transcription is easier to
the transcriber than to use the phonetic alphabets. Second, we create a corpus,
which is easy to read by everybody.
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To transcribe our corpus, we choose to use Praat tool4. Indeed, the choice
was related to our research group needs. This tool allows the analysis of speech
in phonetics and also supports speech synthesis, including articulator synthesis5.
Praat can provide an aligned transcription between speech and text and facil-
itate the labeling and segmentation of the speech for the linguistic issues due
to the tires provided by its interface. The acoustic signal of audio content may
correspond to speech, music, noise or/and mixtures of them. Furthermore, in
the same record, one or more speakers coexist and discuss many topics in the
same time. Also, the recording sound quality may vary significantly over time.
As a consequence, it is important to define a set of conventions that specify the
orthographic transcription of the different elements which exist in the acoustic
signal.

We utilised two works done for TA for transcribing our corpus. The first
work is for [30] who presented an Orthographic Transcription of TA (OTTA).
The second work is for [29] who proposed a conventional orthography for TA
(CODA Tun.) which is an extension of the CODA map [11] to the TA.

Arabic Orthographic Transcription. To standardize the orthographic tran-
scription of the TA, we applied the orthographic transcription conventions of TA
defined in OTTA and in CODA Tun. The difference between the two conven-
tions is in the phonetic level. Indeed, CODA Tun. is defined in writing TA words
without specifying the phonetic differences between MSA and TA in some cases.
Contrariwise, OTTA mixes widely between the phonetic and the orthographic
transcription. Hence, we created two versions of our corpus using these conven-
tions. Subsequently, the obtained corpus based on two transcription conventions
will be useful for the creation of processing tools for TA such as stemmer, morph-
syntactic tagger, etc. Also, it is useful for the creation of automatic speech pro-
cessing systems such as speech synthesis, automatic transcription systems, etc.
[30]. Table 2 presents an example of a TA sentence written according the two
orthographic conventions.

Enrichment of the Transcription. Textual transcription of the speech is
not sufficient for developing tools and applications for processing automatic
language. Moreover, the standard orthographic transcription doesn’t take into
consideration the observed phenomena of speech (elisions, disfluency, liaison,
noise, etc.). So, we add some orthographic enrichment for the transcribed speech.
We followed the enriched orthographic transcription guidelines described in the
OTTA directive. The guideline proposed by [30] is an adaptation of the En-
riched Orthographic Transcription (TOE in French) [4] which is elaborated by
LPL laboratory to transcribe conversational French corpus. The French conven-
tion is extended with some precisions and modifications for the transcription of
STA [30]. We present here some specifications that we used while transcribing
our corpus.

Our transcription method consists of an orthographic transcription that it
specifies the typical phenomena of the oral. Indeed, the transcript should be close

4 http://www.fon.hum.uva.nl/praat/
5 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Praat
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Table 2. An example of sentences in TA.

OTTA
. 	á£@ñÖÏA« ñ«A

�
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�ð 	PA

�
®Ë @ Ð@ñ�


@ ú




	
¯

�
H@XAK


	QËA«
�
èX@ 	P ñJ
ºm�

	
' �

�AK. ð

wbAš nHkyw zAdh̄ ςAlzyAdAt fy ÂswAm AlGAz wnsÂ lwA
ςAlǍnςkAsAt mtAςw ςAlmwATn.6

CODA Tun.
. 	á£@ñÖÏA« é«A

�
JÓ

�
HA�A¾ª

	
KBA« @ñË


A�

	
�ð 	PA

�
®Ë @ Ð@ñ�@ ú




	
¯

�
H@XAK


	QËA«
�
èX@ 	P @ñJ
ºm�

	
' �

�AK. ð

wbAš nHkywA zAdh̄ ςlAlzyAdAt fy AswAm AlqAz wns ÂlwA
ςAlAnςkAsAt mtAςh ςAlmwATn.

Translation We will talk also about the increase in gas prices and question its impact
on the citizen.

to the signal. We try to write the speech of each speaker and the overlaps speech
as possible as we can hear. Therefore, we use neither acronyms nor abbreviation
in the transcripts. Similarly, we do not correct the atypical accords. STAC corpus
is composed of conversational speech. The script of each speaker is presented
separately in an individual tier. Silence pauses could be at the beginning, mixed
with the transcript, and at the end of a speaker Turn. We isolated pauses (silent
and noisy) which have a minimal duration of 200 ms in a speaking turn. We
mark them with the hash tag symbol “#”. Also, we mark the silences those are
lesser than 100 ms with the plus symbol “+”.

Code switching is a main characteristic of the STA. The orthographic form of
each non TA word should refer to its orthographic rules. We use this annotation
[lan:X, text] for non TA words to be easily recognized (e.g. [lan:FR, deux] for
French language). Table 3 describes some annotations used in our corpus.

6 Corpus Annotation

The enrichment of the corpus is key part of NLP. Many systems now are eas-
ily developed due the availability of annotated corpora for written and spoken
data. Many linguistic annotations could be added to a spoken corpus. Indeed,
transcriptions of speech do not contain punctuation marks. Texts contain lexical
particularities specific to speech; spoken texts are full of disfluencies. Neverthe-
less, most of NLP tools should consider these specificities in order to perform
the proposed task. For this purpose, we enriched our corpus with different types
of annotation (morphosyntactic annotation and disfluencies).

6.1 Morpho-syntactic Annotation

The morpho-syntactic annotation consists on marking up a word in a corpus
as corresponding to a particular part of speech, based on both its definition, as
well as its context. The manual annotation of the corpus is very difficult and

6 Transliteration is coded with Buckwalter transliteration. For more details about it,
see [13].
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Table 3. Some annotations used in STAC corpus.

Transcribed
event

Notation Representation Examples

Proper name
Between two

[ortho7, type]
[½Ó , �

�
¯A

	
®�]

hooks [Sfax, place]

Elisions

The characters
related to the

otho(c)
omitted
phonemes
are

�
�( @)H.

written between not
parentheses

Non-linguistic
noises

Star *
úæ

�
�Ó *

and Inaudible
sequence

* he walks

Laughers Ampersand & &

Tunisian dialect Between equal
otho = letter = ortho

	
Ë


@= 	

à= �
�A¢ªK. P


@

liaison 8 signs fourteen

Reported speech
Between para-
graph

\sequence\ \ �
Iº�@\½Ë

�
IÊ

�
¯

symbols I told to you \shut up\
Specific pronun-
ciation

Between square
brackets

[ortho, buck9] [P@ 	Qk. , zazza:r] butcher

Speech while
laughing

Between double
ampersands

&&ortho&& ù


ëAK.&&ok ok&&

Title
Between

“ortho”
“ ½Ë È(ð)

�
�

	
K AÓ ø



Y

	
J«”

quotation
marks

“I have something to say”

Truncated word Final dash ortho- -�«

expensive in time. Eventually, the development of NLP tools for TA is still in its
infancy. We present in this section our method for morpho-syntactic annotation
of TA.

The main idea of our method is to disambiguate the output of the morpholog-
ical analyzer developed for TA, Al−Khalil [31]. Before presenting our method,
we should define the tags set that we used for annotating our corpus. Usually,
Al-Khalil TA version returns a list of analysis for a given word with different
information (gender, prefix, suffix, number, person, voice, POS, etc). For our
task, we keep all these morphological characteristics. We add four grammatical
categories (i.e. part of speech) which are related to STA. We define NE, FW,

7 “Ortho” is the orthographic transcription.
8 The following rules are applicable when we used OTTA transcription guidelines.
9 “buck” is the transliteration of Buckwalter [13].
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FP, and ONOM for respectively named entity, foreign word, filled pause, and
onomatopoeia.

The annotation process starts by extracting speaker’s text. STAC corpus in-
corporates the transcription of many conversations between at least two speak-
ers. Hence, speech text for each speaker is divided into many speech turns. We
gather the speech turns for each speaker in a unique text. We, then, segment
it manually in utterances. We consider an utterance a semantically meaningful
unit. The automatic identification of utterances boundaries is considered as a fu-
ture work. Speech text includes many annotations; some of them are very useful
in the morpho-syntactic annotation process. Some of others such as noise and
music are removed. Furthermore, all foreign words, filled pauses, onomatopoeia,
and also named entities existing in the corpus are not analysed by Al −Khalil
[31]. We tagged them respectively as FW, FP, ONOM and NE.

To annotate our corpus, we utilized an iterative procedure to semi-automatic
tagging the unannotated data. The iterative procedure starts by dividing our
corpus to 10 folders according to the number of sentences. We begin with a
morphological analysis of the first folder of the corpus. Eventually, the analyzer
gives to each word a set of analysis. We choose the correct analysis according to
the position of the word in the utterance. When the analyzer fails in giving an
analysis for a word, we determine for this word a set of morphological features.
To decrease the number of unrecognized words, we remove all diacritics from the
words when analyzing and we enhance also the Al-Khalil lexicon. We train a first
version of our POS tagger with the first part of the corpus completely annotated
by hand. We applied a multi-class classifier using a rules-based classifier (Ripper)
as the main classifier. The generated rules are used for choosing the correct
analysis for each word. We use the result tagger for annotating the second folder
of the corpus. We manually corrected the output of the tagger, and added the
corrected part to the training corpus. Then, we iterate this process over the
different parts of the corpus. At the end of this process, we obtain a larger
manually corrected corpus (i.e. for each word, all the morphological analysis are
kept and only the correct analysis in a given context is marked). The corpus
consists of 42,388 words that are transcribed. It is composed of 2,252 verbs,
1,457 nouns, and 458 adjectives. The proposed method achieved an F-measure
score of 87%.

6.2 Disfluencies Annotation

Spoken corpus annotation should not be limited to the usual annotations of the
written language. Indeed, a speech transcription is a new form of texts with
specificities which constitute a practical issue for automatic analysis of spo-
ken texts [7]. So, spoken corpus annotation must take into consideration these
specificities, more precisely, the “disfluencies”. Indeed, disfluencies are defined
as a phenomenon occurring frequently throughout spontaneous speech, and con-
sist of the interruption of the normal course of speech [14]. In fact, there are
different types of disfluencies [22]: filled pauses, repetition of words or word
sequences, immediate self-corrections, word fragments. Generally, disfluencies
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could be combined simultaneously with the association of at least two of phe-
nomena mentioned above. The analysis of disfluencies realized by Shriberg [26]
showed that the disfluent sequence can be divided into three regions: the reparan-
dum (word truncation or phrase truncation), break point (filled pauses, silent
pauses, etc.) and the repair. Based on Shriberg analysis, Pallaud et al. [21] have
defined an annotation schema which reflects the proposed structure of disfluen-
cies. The guideline of annotation is developed in order to annotate disfluencies
using Praat. Given the specificities of the TA, especially the code switching, we
noticed the presence of some cases of repetition code switching. So, we added
some annotations that describe this type of repetition which is specific for the
TA. Figure 1 presents an annotated example extracted from our corpus.

Fig. 1. An example of disfluencies annotation

7 Conclusion and Future Works.

The creation of an annotated corpus presents a challenge for NLP application.
Indeed, the Tunisian Arabic is a language with oral tradition without ortho-
graphic rules. This issue makes the creation and the annotation of a corpus for
this language more difficult. In this context, we presented our effort for the cre-
ation of an annotated corpus for spoken Tunisian Arabic. We presented, firstly,
the speech data collection and its transcription according to our orthographic
transcription guidelines. Then, we describe its enrichment with morpho-syntactic
and disfluencies annotations.

Our corpus consists of 5 transcribed hours and we plan to extend it (i.e.
increasing the size of the corpus and adding other themes and domains) basing
on the proposed methods of transcription and annotation in order to make the
corpus as representative as possible of the spoken Tunisian Arabic. In addition,
we plan to use this corpus for developing tools for processing Tunisian Arabic.
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Developing a POS Tagger for spoken Tunisian Arabic is the main focus at the
moment. We intend also to develop a tool that allows the automatic detection of
disfluencies in order to consider these phenomena in automatic parsing spoken
Tunisian Arabic.
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Abstract. Amazighe inflectional morphology poses special challenges to Natu-

ral Language Processing (NLP) systems. Its rich morphology and the highly 

complex word formation process of roots and patterns make NLP tools for 

Amazighe very challenging. In this paper we present an approach for inflec-

tional morphological analysis and generation for Amazighe verbs. The main 

motivation for this work is to obtain a linguistically motivated tool based on the 

concept of patterns and allows, from a verbal entries, to predict the inflectional 

forms. In this context, the present paper sheds light on three axes. The first axis 

deals with the levels of the new approach development. The second axis 

demonstrates the implementation, using finite state transducers, of the extracted 

rules. The fourth axis discusses experimental evaluations conducted to assess 

the performance of the analyzer. Our analyzer exploits the efficiency and flexi-

bility offered by finite state machines in modeling while using the NooJ Finite 

State tools. 

Keywords: Amazighe Language, Natural Language Processing, Finite state 

methods, NooJ, Inflectional Morphology, Verbal Morphology. 

1 Introduction 

One of the core enabling technologies required in NLP applications is a morphological 

analyzer. Morphological component is an important language resource for any language 

technology. It presents a fundamental input to higher levels of linguistic analysis such as 

syntactic parsing. 
Most of the newly investigated languages in NLP are resource-scarce. Amazighe is 

one of the endangered languages of West Africa. However, the creation of a new gov-

ernmental institution, namely IRCAM1  (Royal Institute for Amazighe Culture), has 

made it possible for the Amazighe language and culture to reclaim their rightful place in 

many domains and to get its official status. These changes have strengthened the possi-

                                                           
1  Institution responsible for the preservation of heritage and the promotion of the Moroccan 

Amazighe culture and its development (see http://www.ircam.ma/). 
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bility of promoting the Amazighe language and enabling it to be introduced in the pub-

lic domain including administration, media and also in the educational2 system in col-

laboration with ministries.  

Nevertheless, this language, and like most of the languages which have only recently 

started being investigated for the NLP, still suffers from the scarcity of language pro-

cessing tools and resources.  

Therefore, a set of scientific and linguistic research are undertaken to remedy to the 

current situation. These researches are divided on two categories: (1) computational 

resources which include the optical character recognition (OCR) (Amrouch et al., 2010;) 

, Amazighe corpora (Boulaknadel and Ataa Allah, 2011, Outahajala et al., 2014), and 

(2) NLP tools which have been limited and carried out on light stemmer (Ataa Allah 

and Boulaknadel, 2010a), search engine (Ataa  Allah and Boulaknadel, 2010b), con-

cordancer (Boulaknadel and Ataa Allah, 2010c), verb Conjugator (Ataa Allah and Bou-

laknadel, 2014) and morphological analyzer (Nejme et al., 2012a; Nejme et al., 2012b; 

Nejme et al., 2012c; Nejme et al., 2013a; Nejme et al., 2013b; Nejme et al., 2013c). 

Given that the morphological analyzer is regarded as the first in a series of text pro-

cessing components, this paper presents the continuation of our previous efforts which 

are designed for the purpose of developing morphological analyzer of Amazighe nouns 

and particles (Nejme et al., 2013a; Nejme et al., 2013b; Nejme et al., 2013c; Nejme et 

al., 2012a; Nejme et al., 2012b; Nejme et al., 2012c).  

“Amazighe Verbal Inflectional Morphology: a New Approach for Analysis and Gen-

eration” is a part of the whole analyzer for Amazighe. It investigates the processing of 

the verbal morphology using finite state technology within the linguistic developmental 

environment NooJ. This technology is computationally very efficient for natural lan-

guage processing. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we provide some 

features of Moroccan Amazighe language. In Section 3, we present our inflectional 

system of Amazighe verbs. In Section 4 we give the evaluation results of our experi-

ments while in the last Section we draw some conclusions and highlight our plans for 

future work. 

2 The Amazighe Language 

2.1 Historical background 

The Amazighe language also known as Berber or Tamazight (ⵜⵜⵜⵜⵜⵜⵜⵜ 

[tamaziɣt]), is belongs to the African branch of the Afro-Asiatic language family, also 

referred to Hamito-Semitic in the literature (Greenberg, 1966; Ouakrim, 1995). Geo-

graphically speaking, it covers the Northern part of Africa which extends from the Red 

Sea to the Canary Isles and from Niger in the Sahara to the Mediterranean Sea.  

In linguistic terms, the language is characterized by the proliferation of dialects due 

to historical, geographical and sociolinguistic factors. In Morocco, one may distinguish 

three major dialects: Tarifit in the North, Tamazight in Central Morocco and South-

                                                           
2  It has become common practice to find Amazighe taught in various Moroccan schools as a 

subject. 
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East, and Tachelhite in the South-West and the High Atlas. Since the ancient time, it is 

the mother tongue of approximately half of the population. However for many decades, 

it was, until 1994, only oral exclusively reserved for family and informal domains 

(Boukouss, 1995).  While  by  the creation  of  the  Royal  Institute  of  Amazighe Cul-

ture (IRCAM)  in  2001  and  the  constitution  update  of  July 2011, the status of 

Amazighe has progressively changed.  

The Amazigh language has its own script called Tifinaghe that was adapted by the 

Royal Institute of the Amazighe Culture (IRCAM) in 2003, to provide an 

adequate and usable standard alphabetic system called Tifinaghe-IRCAM. This system 

contains:  

 27 consonants including: the labials (ⵜ, ⵜ, ⵜ), dentals (ⵜ, ⵜ, ⵜ, ⵜ, ⵜ, ⵜ, ⵜ, ⵜ), 

the alveolars (ⵜ, ⵜ, ⵜ, ⵜ), the palatals (ⵜ, ⵜ), the velar (ⵜ, ⵜ), the labiovelars 

(ⵜⵜ, ⵜⵜ), the uvulars (ⵜ, ⵜ, ⵜ), the pharyngeals (ⵜ, ⵜ) and the laryngeal (ⵜ); 

 2 semi-consonants: ⵜ and ⵜ; 

 4 vowels: three full vowels ⵜ, ⵜ, ⵜ and neutral vowel (or schwa) ⵜ which has a 

rather special status in Amazighe phonology. 

Today, the current situation of the Amazighe language is at a pivotal point. It holds 

official status beside Arabic. Its morphology as lexical standardization process is still 

underway. At present, it represents the model taught in must schools and used on media 

and official papers. 

2.2 Amazighe Morphology:  A Brief Overview 

Amazighe morphology is well-known for being rich and complex in terms of its high 

inflections and derivations involving infixation, prefixation and suffixation (Boukhris et 

al., 2008). Amazighe morphology has a multi-tiered structure and applies non-

concatenative morphotactics.  Words in Amazighe are originally formed through the 

amalgamation of roots and patterns, as shown in Table 1. A root is a sequence of one or 

many consonants and the pattern is a template of vowels (V) with slots into which the 

consonants (C) of the root are inserted. This process of insertion is called interdigitation. 

The resulting lemmas then pass through a series of affixations (to express morpho-

syntactic features) and/or clitic attachments (as personal marker: ⵜⵜⵜⵜⵜ [tinid] “you 

say”  the 2nd singular personal marker in the indicative mood ⵜ--ⵜ [t--d] affixed to 

the verb ⵜⵜⵜ [ini] “she said”) until they finally appear as surface forms. 

Table 1. Example of words made following a pattern. 

Root ⵜⵜ [gl] 

Category N N N V V V 

Pattern uCC aCCu aCC’C’a aCC CCCaCC CCCaCaC 

Radical ⵜⵜⵜ 

[ugl - 

tooth] 

ⵜⵜⵜⵜ 

[aglu- 

gizzard] 

ⵜⵜⵜⵜⵜ  

[aglla- 

flank] 

ⵜⵜⵜ 

[agl - 

suspend] 

ⵜⵜⵜⵜⵜⵜ 
[ttwagl - be 

suspended] 

ⵜⵜⵜⵜⵜⵜⵜ 
[ttyagal- be 

suspended] 
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The  Amazighe  morphology  covers  three  main  lexical categories,  which  are  

noun,  verb,  and particles3 (Boukhris et al., 2008). The focus of this work is practically 

on verbal morphology. 

Amazighe Verbal Morphology 

Practically speaking, verbs are the base of the Amazighe morphology because (1) it 

represents a wide morphological class which is remarkably rich and (2) as others can be 

derived from them. It is classified according to the number of consonants of their lexical 

root: there are Monoliteral verbs, Biliteral, Triliteral ones etc. The verb occurs in two 

forms: basic and derived one. The basic form (radical) is formed through an amalgama-

tion of a root and a pattern (Root: ⵜⵜ [gl], Pattern: aCC, Radical: ⵜⵜⵜ [agl] “sus-

pend”). While, the derived one is obtained by the combination of a basic verb with one 

of the following derivational morphemes: ⵜ/ⵜⵜ [s/ss] indicates the factitive form, ⵜⵜ 

[tt] marks the passive form and ⵜ/ⵜⵜ [m/mm] designates the reciprocal.  

The verb, whether basic or derived, inflects in four aspects namely: aorist, perfective, 

negative perfective and imperfective, that is marked with vocalic alternations, prefixa-

tion or consonant gemination/degimination. Moreover, it displays three moods (indica-

tive, imperative and participial), where in each mood the same personal markers are 

used (cf. Table 3). The  indicative  and  the participial moods are based on the four as-

pects, while the imperative mood has two forms simple and intensive that are based 

respectively on the aorist and the imperfective aspects (Boukhris et al., 2008).  

In general, the verbal form of an Amazighe verb can be inflected as shown in Table 2 

and described using the template of Figure 1. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Example of template describing an Amazighe verbal form for the first singular person. 

 

 

 

                                                           
3   That includes all other morpho-syntactic categories other than noun and verb. 
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Table 2. The inflectional forms of the verb ⵜⵜⵜ [agl] “suspend” in the three moods for the 2nd 

person masculine plural. 

                                         Aspects   

Moods Aorist Imperfective Perfective  Negative Perfective Simple Intensive 

Indicative ⵜⵜⵜⵜ 

[aglɣ] 

ⵜⵜⵜⵜⵜⵜ 

[ttaglɣ] 

ⵜⵜⵜⵜ          

[uglɣ] 

 

ⵜⵜⵜⵜⵜ      

[ugilɣ] 

 

 

- 

 

- 

Participial ⵜⵜⵜⵜ

ⵜ [ya-

gln] 

ⵜⵜⵜⵜⵜⵜⵜ  
[ittagln] 

ⵜⵜⵜⵜⵜ 

[yugln] 

ⵜⵜⵜⵜⵜⵜ        

[yugiln] 

- - 

Imperative - - - - ⵜⵜⵜ 
[agl] 

ⵜⵜⵜⵜⵜ 
[ttagl] 

      

 

Table 3. Personal markers for the indicative, imperative and participial moods. 

 Indicative mood Imperative mood Participial mood 

 Masc. Fem.  Masc. Fem. Masc./ Fem. 

Singular 1st pers. ...ⵜ ...ⵜ 2nd pers.      ...Ø    ...Ø ⵜ…ⵜ 

 2nd pers. ⵜ…ⵜ ⵜ…ⵜ     

 3rd pers. ⵜ… ⵜ…     

Plural 1st pers. ⵜ… ⵜ… 2nd pers. …ⵜⵜ/ⵜ/

ⵜ 

…ⵜⵜⵜ/ⵜ

ⵜ 

…ⵜⵜⵜ 

 2nd pers. ⵜ…ⵜ ⵜ…ⵜ

ⵜ 

  

 3rd pers. …ⵜ …ⵜⵜ  

   

 

In the following, we will concentrate on the aspects of verbal inflections – i.e. how 

inflectional aspects are expressed and generated-.  

3 Inflectional Morphology of Amazighe Verbs: Conjugation 

rules 

This section aims to review the formation processes of the verbal aspect: aorist, perfec-

tive, negative perfective and imperfective. 

3.1 Related Work 

Amazighe verbal morphology is already shown in several previous studies. The first 

exploration refers to the works which tend to concentrate on particular dialects as Ait 
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Attab dialect (Iazzi, 1991), Imdlawn Tashlhit (Dell and Elmedlaoui, 1985; Dell and 

Elmedlaoui, 1989) and Ait Ayache one (Ernest, 1971) and which support that the mor-

phological rules that govern the formation of different verb forms take as a basis the 

lexical entry of the verb that has two types of information: CV template and melodies. 

However, these studies are insufficient because they deal with a region within a geo-

graphical border.  

The second one is relies on study of the various conjugation structures inferred of the 

three major Moroccan Amazighe dialects (El gholb, 2009; Laabdelaoui et al., 2012). El 

gholb (El gholb, 2009), given the extent of the Amazighe language on a huge geogra-

phy, has chosen some representative dialects of the three major ones on sporadic basis 

in order to give an overview of all relevant changes. Based on this result, he has pre-

sented a draft in which he adopts the classification by verbal type: monoliteral, bilateral, 

trilateral, etc. but limited only to the conjugation of simple and underived verb of mono-

literal and bilateral types with the structures: /ccv/, /c’c’v4/, /vcc/, /vc’c’/, /vcv/, /cvc/, 

/vc/. Laabdelaoui et al (Laabdelaoui et al., 2012) adopt the class based approach. The 

verbs are arranged into 31 classes along the aorist/perfective, and the aorist/imperfective 

conjugation oppositions. In the first 30 classes, independently of the morph phonologi-

cal alternations, all verbs belonging to a specific class are modeled by the same mor-

photactic rules to get either the perfective or the imperfective forms, whereas the last 

class contains a set of 10 verbs that behave differently. Based on these classification 

criteria, the Amazigh verb and its derived forms do not necessarily belong to the same 

class, since they may not use the same morphotactic rules to be conjugated.  

Class based approach provides a straightforward way of describing a large number of 

verbs in a compact and generalized way but fails to predict the class for a new verbs 

(other than those owned by our list and also for the derived forms resulted) or how it 

forms are morphologically generated. Also, and given the nature of Amazighe morphol-

ogy, it accounts many classes (31 classes) and, deal with regional varieties, may present 

different conjugation classes for the same verb.  

3.2 Our Approach 

Our Approach investigates the mechanism responsible for predicting the conjugation of 

Amazighe verbs in each aspect. Furthermore, we proposed that the inflection of verbal 

aspects is based on the pattern. In this context, we have undertaken to develop a set of 

rules to generalize the inflection model of each pattern. 

In line with our goal, and with the aim of the representativeness of the three Moroc-

can varieties (Tarifit, Tamazight, Tashelhit), we have adopted, as basis of our work, a 

set of 3676 attested and standardized word lemmas from (Laabdelaoui et al., 2012). This 

cross-dialectal perspective has several advantages, the main one being that it contributes 

to a clearer description of the system and allows highlighting the characteristics com-

monly shared by the different dialects, in order to present the variations that occur. 

Starting from this basic list, and in order to simplify the presentation and account for 

different verbal bases, we choose a classification according to the verbal types (monolit-

erals, biliterals, etc.), containing a vowel or not and containing geminate radical or not. 

Then, we extract the rules for each pattern of each type. 

                                                           
4  We use the “C’” in the pattern presentation when a consonant is reduplicated. 
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The following diagram (cf. Figure 2) demonstrates the overall architecture of our ap-

proach.  

 

 

Fig. 2. Verbal inflection architecture. 

Our approach is based on hierarchical structures: 

 The first phase is to determine, from each entry, the verbal type,  

 The second one is to determine the vowel degree (zero vowels or full ones) 

with the pattern (CV), 

 The third one, and based on these two latest, we determine the changes that 

need to be assign to generate the inflected forms for each aspect.  

 

In order to better illustrate our proposition, we consider as an example the lexical en-

try ⵜⵜⵜ [agl] “suspend”, which correspond to the biliteral type with the pattern “aCC” 

(full vowels). For this template, the inflected forms are generated as follows: 

 

Fig. 3. Inflected forms of the lexical entry ⵜⵜⵜ [agl] 

Based on this classification, a set of paradigms were carefully developed to cover six 

verbal types and also to present the verbs inflectional exceptions which require a partic-
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ular study. As a result, we have raised a set of 553 general rules: 329 for regular verbs 

and 224 for exceptional ones. The following table (cf. Table 4) describes these rules in 

more details. 

Table 4. Description of our rules. 

Types Pattern 

Zero vowels Full vowels 

Regulars Exceptions Regulars Exceptions 

Number 

of entries 

Number 

of rules 

Number of 

entries 

Number 

of rules 

Number of 

entries 

Number 

of rules 

Number of 

entries 

Number of 

rules 

Monoliterals 5 2 2 2 59 16 9 9 

Biliterals 117 5 22 10 570 73 72 44 

Triliterals 766 6 64 15 555 88 150 73 

Quadriliterals 285 5 63 16 680 90 100 42 

Quinquiliterals 21 3 13 5 119 35 10 8 

Six literals 1 1 - - 7 5 - - 

Total 1195 22 164 48 1990 307 341 176 

4 The Processing of Verbal Morphology: Implementation and 

Evaluation 

Our main agenda is to develop a highly flexible verbal Amazighe morphological ana-

lyzer consisting of two major parts: 

(1) Construction of our verb Amazighe lexicon “VAmLex” which stands for “Verbal 

Amazighe lexicon”,  

(2) And the formalization of the inflectional morphology raised by our approach. 

To achieve this goal, we use finite state machines within the developmental environ-

ment NooJ (Silberztein, 2005; Silberztein, 2006). The use of finite-state tools was ex-

tremely attractive, it used to generate and analyze several thousands of words per sec-

ond. This linguistic platform will be described inside this paper as the tool used for for-

malization and morphological analysis of Amazighe verbs. 

4.1 NooJ: Linguistic Development Framework 

NooJ5, released in 2002 by Max Silberztein (Silberztein, 2005; Silberztein, 2006), is a 

freeware language-engineering development environment, runs on different operating 

systems such as Windows, Linux and Mac OSX, and provides a set of tools and meth-

odologies for formalizing and developing a set of Natural Language Processing (NLP) 

applications. It presents a package of finite state tools that integrates a broad spectrum of 

computational technology from finite state automata to augmented/recursive transition 

networks. This package allows constructing, testing and maintaining large-coverage 

lexical resources, as well as electronic dictionaries, formal, morphological and syntactic 

grammars, which can be applied to treat texts and large corpora in order to locate mor-

phological, lexicological and syntactic patterns, remove ambiguities, and tag simple and 

                                                           
5  See http://www.nooj4nlp.net/  for information of NooJ. 
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compound words. For each of these levels, NooJ provides linguists with one or more 

formal framework specifically designed to facilitate the description of each phenome-

non, as well as parsing, development and debugging tools designed to be as computa-

tionally efficient as possible, from Finite-State to Turing machines. 

One of the important and useful features of NooJ, regarding morphologically rich 

languages like Amazighe, is its simple description of morphological and syntactic phe-

nomena, efficient morphological processing, its robustness, and also its ability to ana-

lyze texts of several million words in real time. According to all these reasons, we have 

chosen NooJ as our development platform for building local and morphological gram-

mars that should function as verb morphological analyzer. This component would allow 

us to process and take advantage of this readily available data.  

4.2 Verb Lexicon and Rules Formalization 

Given that the linguistic resources required by the morphological analyzer include a 

lexicon and inflection rules for all paradigms, we started by building a verbal morpho-

logical Amazighe lexicon. 

Verbal lexicon 

Lexical entries were developed from Amazighe Conjugation Manual [ⵜⵜⵜⵜⵜ ⵜ 

ⵜⵜⵜⵜⵜ ⵜ ⵜⵜⵜⵜⵜⵜⵜ - adlis n usfti n tmaziṛt] (Laabdelaoui et al., 2012) and also 

from the new grammar of Amazighe (Boukhris, 2008). Our main lexicon contains, actu-

ally, 3676 entries (3166 regular6 verbs and 510 irregular7 ones) represented as a second 

person, singular, masculine and imperative mood. 

Each lexical entry presents the following details: the lemmas, lexical category, type, 

semantic feature and the translation in French and Arabic languages. Furthermore, each 

one is linked to its inflection rule invoked by the property “+FLX=” for the inflectional 

information.  

Rules Formalization 

The purpose of this section is the verbal formalization. This study presents the imple-

mentation of inflectional rules allowing generating from each entry its inflected forms. 

Inflectional Rules 

Relied on the rules presented in the Amazighe Conjugation Manual (Laabdelaoui et al., 

2012) and following our approach we have formalized the verbal inflectional rules. 

Therefore, we have created, through hand-encoded graphs integrated in the linguistic 

development platform NooJ, a set of hand-encoded inflectional paradigms covering the 

exceptional cases. The inflectional descriptions include the mood (indicative, imperative 

or participial), the gender (masculine or feminine), the number (singular, plural), the 

aspect (aorist, imperfective, positive perfect and negative one) and the person (first, 

second or third). By these descriptions we refer to the set of all possible transformations 

                                                           
6  Verbs with aorist formally identical to the perfective. 
7  Verbs with aorist formally different to the perfective. 
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which allow us to obtain, from a lexical entry, all inflected forms. On average, there are 

82 inflected forms per verb entry and 357805 fully inflected forms in the total. 

To give an overview of all these rules, we take as an example the verb ⵜⵜⵜ [agl] 

“suspend”. 

ⵜⵜⵜ,V+Simple+Bilitère+Irreg+Tr+FLX=aC'C'_aff+FR=suspendre+accrocher+être 

suspendu+AR=تعلَّق+ علّق 

Inflectional grammar is looking for the paradigm named “aC'C'_aff” in order to gen-

erate all forms of a headword. Among the 82 inflectional transformations which are 

described in the inflectional paradigm “aC'C'_aff”, here is one:  

ⵜ<L2>ⵜ<LW>ⵜ<S>ⵜ/Acc_Négatif+2+m+s 

This NooJ paradigm, written in NooJ graphic editors, consists of a number of pairs 

describing all the possible forms. The first part of this pair describes a change on the 

word (e.g. <LW>/ - position the cursor (|) at the beginning of the form, <L2>/ - go left 

with 2 character and <S>/- delete next character) while the second part describes fea-

tures that the newly made word is given (e.g. / Acc_Négatif+2+m+s– verb is added 

description that is in negative perfective form (Acc_Négatif), second  person  (2),  mas-

culine  (m)  and  singular  (s)). The meaning of the transformation is: (1) to alternate the 

first vowel ⵜ [a]  ⵜ [u], (2) insert the vowel ⵜ [i] before the last consonant and (3) 

finally, add the personal markers of the negative imperfective aspect which correspond 

to the second masculine person. These operations, applied in succession, generate the 

form: ⵜⵜⵜⵜⵜⵜ (tugild– it has not suspended). 

4.3 Experiment and evaluation 

The performance evaluation of a morphological analyzer has to be observed in terms of 

its impact on the performance of the applications that use it. Hence, the main goal of this 

experiment is to prove the flexibility of our approach and to prove that it can satisfy the 

morphological analysis of the most verbs from the patterns. To do this, at the end of the 

development phase, we have carried out the evaluation of our inflectional rules against a 

list of 701 distinct verbs. The list entries, manually constructed, were not used as part of 

the development of our rules in order to get some feedback and to improve the modeling 

of inflectional morphology of Amazighe verbs.   

After the application of the inflectional rules to the verbs list, we have undertaking a 

manual analysis of the output to evaluate the performance of our rules. The results for 

full analysis can be seen in the following table (cf. Table 5). 

Table5. Amazighe verbal analyzer evaluation. 

Results Verbs correctly analyzed Verbs incorrectly analyzed 

Number % Number % 

Inflectional rules 591 84,30% 110 15,69% 

 

The above results indicate that our verbal system in its current development has so 

far registered success. Out of the lists respectively of 701 distinct verbs, 84,30% were 

found to be correctly inflected.  
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By taking a closer look at the verbs which were not correctly analyzed we could 

come up with the following conclusions the incorrect analyses are mostly due to: (1) 

30% of verbs which patterns are not included in those already treated and (2) to 70% of 

incorrect inflections. A high rate of this part represents the difference in the Imperfec-

tive form (with correct perfective and negative perfective). This difference is due to 

verbs of some regional varieties of the Amazighe language. But the inflections remain 

correct for the standard side. 

5 Conclusion and future works 

We presented a high accuracy morphological analyzer for Amazighe verbs that exploits 

the regularity in the inflectional paradigms while employing the NooJ Finite State tools 

for modeling the language in an elegant way. The research results presented above de-

scribe the first efforts aimed to investigate the mechanism responsible for predicting the 

conjugation of Amazighe verbs based on patterns. 

The accuracy figures as high in evaluation of our method seem to be appropriate and 

encouraging. These results allow us to review, correct and complete all our resources in 

order to improve it. 

In order to emphasize more on the usefulness of our approach towards morphological 

analysis of Amazighe verbs, we plan to add new verbal lemmas and specific tags in 

order to enlarge the lexicon and to handle the regional varieties. Furthermore, the incor-

rect forms and the new patterns will be re-examined for further consideration into the 

morphological system. 
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Abstract. The Named Entity Recognition (NER) is very important
task revolving around many natural language processing applications.
However, most Named Entity Recognition (NER) systems have been de-
veloped using either of two approaches: a rule-based or Machine Learning
(ML) based approach, with their effectiveness and weaknesses. In this
paper, the problem of Amazighe NER is tackled through using the two
approaches together to produce a hybrid system with the aim of enhanc-
ing in general performance of NER tasks. The proposed system is able of
recognizing 5 different types of named entities (NEs): Person, Location,
Organization, Date and Number. It was tested on a corpus of Amazigh
reports containing 867 diverse articles. Furthermore, a comparison with
the baselines of the system based on the case of using just gazetteers
and hand-written heuristics is presented. We also provide the detailed
analysis of the results.

Keywords: Amazighe Language, Named Entity Recognition (NER),
Hybrid Method, GATE

1 Introduction

Named Entity Recognition (NER) is an important subfield of the broader re-
search area in Information Extraction from textual data, aimed at identifying
and associating just some types of atomic elements in a given text to a set of
predefined categories such as names of persons, organizations, locations, dates,
and quantities, called Named Entities (NE)[1]. It serves as the basis for many
other crucial areas such as Information Processing & Management[2], financial
documents[3], business information documents[4] and biomedical texts[5], par-
ticularly involving information retrieval [6]; semantic annotation[7]; classifica-
tion; ontology population[8]; opinion mining[9], filtering and summarization[10];
question answering[11]; machine translation[12], browsing and visualization; and
human-computer interaction in information systems. The term Named Entity
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was first used at the 6th Message Understanding Conference (MUC)[13], where
the importance of the semantic identification of persons, organizations and lo-
calizations, as well as numerical expressions such as time and quantities was
obvious. Although the task is given considerable research attention for so many
languages including English, French, Spanish, Chinese, and Japanese, etc.

Named entity recognition research on Amazighe texts is known to be scarce.
To the best of our knowledge, [14] present the first study on the topic where
a rule based named entity recognition system is proposed and evaluated on an
Amazighe corpus which contains 200 Amazighe texts, the system was able to
extract 3 different types of NEs including Person, Location, Organization. As a
continuation of the previous research work, [15] have presented a system which
carries out named entity recognition using a set of heuristic rules and lexical
resources, they evaluated their system on a corpus containing 289 texts, that
can recognize five NE types including Person, Location, Organization, Expres-
sions of Time, Numbers. Lastly, In [16], authors selected 430 Amazighe texts to
work on, and they employed a set of lexical resources and sets of rules as in-
formation sources, they obtained remarkable results in the detection of Person,
Location, Organization, Expressions of Time and Number entities. In this paper,
we present a hybrid named entity recognizer for Amazighe texts.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a back-
ground of Amazighe language features illustrating the challenges posed to NER.
In section 3 we discuss the details of our approach including system architecture
and the machine learning algorithm used, experimental sets and results obtained
are shown in section 4. Finally, we discuss the results and some of our insights
in section 5.

2 Amazighe Language Features

The Amazighe language, known as Berber or Tamazight, is a branch of the
Afro-Asiatic (Hamito-Semitic) languages [17][18]. In Morocco, this language is
divided, according to historical, geographical and sociolinguistic factors, into
three main regional varieties: Tarifite in North, Tamazight in Central Morocco
and South-East, and Tachelhite in the South-West and the High Atlas. However
in 2001, thanks to IRCAM[19] efforts, the Amazigh language has become an
institutional language nationally recognized; and in July 2011, it has become an
official language besides the classical Arabic.

Nowadays, The Tifinaghe-IRCAM graphical system has been adapted in
writing Amazighe language for technical, historical and symbolic reasons. It
is written from left to right and contains 33 alphabets (27 consonants; 2 semi-
consonants and 4 vowels)[20].

2.1 Challenges Undertaken by Amazighe NER

A lot of Named Entity Recognition Systems have been already done thanks to
the impulse of MUC conferences. However most of these works have been concen-
trated on English and other European languages. Yet, named entity recognition
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research conducted on Amazighe texts is still rare as compared to related re-
search carried out on other languages.

In particular, Applying NLP tasks to Amazighe are very challenging because
of its particularities and unique nature. The main features of Amazighe that
pose non-trivial challenges for NER task are as follows:

– No Capitalization: The absence of the uppercase / lowercase distinction rep-
resents a major obstacle for the Amazighe language. In fact, the NER for
some languages such as Indo-European languages is mainly based on the
presence of capital letters which is a very useful indicator to identify proper
names in major languages using the Latin alphabet. Uppercase letters, how-
ever, do not occur, neither at the beginning neither at the initial of Amazighe
names.

– Complex Morphological System: It is a fact that the Amazighe language is
agglutinative having a rather complex and rich derivational and inflectional
morphology. Names can have several inflected and derived forms; a simple
elimination of suffixes is not enough to reunite words families. Indeed, affixes
can alter the meaning of a word.
Similarly to other natural languages, Amazighe presents uncertainties in
grammatical classes. Actually the same form is suitable for numerous gram-
matical categories, depending on the context in the sentence. For example,
”illi” (transliterated in a french-style) can be considered as an accomplished
positive verb, it means ”there is” or as the name of kinship ”my daughter.”

– Spelling Variants: The Amazighe language has remained essentially an oral
language for a long time. Therefore, the Amazighe text does not respect
the standard writing convention. Furthermore, Amazighe text contains a
large number of transliterated and translated NEs. These translated and
transliterated words may be spelled differently and still refer to the same
word with the same meaning, producing a many-to-one ambiguity. Fig. 1
shows some examples.

Fig. 1. Examples of Variations in Amazighe Texts

– Lack of Linguistic Resources: We lead study on the Amazighe language re-
sources and NLP tools (e.g., corpora, gazetteers, POS taggers, etc.). This led
us to wrap up that there is a limitation in the number of available Amazighe
linguistic resources in comparison with other languages. Many of those avail-
able are not relevant for Amazighe NER tasks due to the absence of NEs
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annotations in the data collection. Amazighe gazetteers are rare as well and
limited in size. Therefore, we tend to build our Amazighe linguistic resources
in order to train and evaluate Amazighe NER systems.

3 Amazighe NER System Architecture

In this paper, we develop an hybrid architecture that is normally better than
the rule-based or machine-learning systems individually. Figure 2 illustrates the
architecture of the hybrid NER system for Amazighe.

The system consists of two modes: rule-based and ML-based Amazighe NER
modes. The processing goes through three main phases: 1) The rule-based NER
phase, 2) The feature selection and extraction, and 3) the ML-based NER phase.

Fig. 2. Structure of our NER System

3.1 The Rule Based Phase

The rule-based component in our hybrid system is a reproduction of the NERAM
system[15] using GATE[22] framework. The rule-based mode is developped with
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the abilility of recognizing the 5 NEs. The recognition process used contains two
principal steps: a lookup procedure, called Gazetteers, including lists of known
named entities; and a finite state transducer, called Grammar, based on a set of
grammar rules derived by analyzing the local lexical context relieved from our
corpus (examples is provided in Figure 3). We arrive at these resources after
examining several sample news articles and try to make their coverage as high
as possible.

Fig. 3. Example rule for Person name recognition

This rule would be able to recognize a person name based on the trigger
words. Example shown in Fig. 4 would be recognized by the previous rule.

Fig. 4. Example Person Name Preceded by Person Title

The GATE environment is used to build the rule-based mode. Table 1 il-
lustrates the number of gazetteers and rules implemented within each NE type.
The system contains a total of 75 rules and 24 gazetteers.

3.2 Machine Learning Phase

The ML-based phase consists on two principal steps: feature extraction and
selection of ML classifiers. The first step is the feature extraction which requires
the selection of classification features. The features explored are divided into
various categories:
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Table 1. The Number of Gazetteers and Rules in each NE Type

Named Entity Type Rules Gazetteers entries

Person 16 2482
Location 15 2017
Organization 13 504
Date/Time 23 170
Numerical Expressions 8 152

Context words: These are the preceding and following words surrounding the
current token, ie, these are the word set adjacent to NE. This feature accounts
the different contexts in which NEs appear in the training data. All of these con-
text relations and similar information can be collected as some useful features
for predicting the unknown named entities. In our implementation, features are
weighted according to their distance from the current instance annotation. In
other words, features which are further removed from the current instance an-
notation are given reduced importance.

Gazetteers: This is the gazetteer feature, gathered from the look-up gazetteers:
handcrafted lists of names of person names, locations (Countries, cities, ...),
organization names (association, institutes, ...), date (hours, days, years, ...) and
numerical expressions (numbers, percent, ...). This feature can be determined by
finding a match in the gazetteer of the corresponding named entity type.

Mention: We prepared our corpus with annotations providing class information
as well as the features to be used. Actually in GATE each class has its own
annotation type (Date, Person, Organization, etc.), but the Machine Learning
processing resource in GATE expects the class to be a feature value, not an
annotation type. So, we have created a class information in the form of a single
annotation type, named ”Mention”, which contains a feature ”class”.

The second step concerns the ML classifier used in the training, testing and
prediction phases. The SVM ML technique has been chosen for their high per-
formance in NER in general and Amazighe NER in particular.

In this work, GATE, an efficient workbench that support a large number of
ML algorithms, is employed as the environment of the ML task.

4 Experimental Datasets

Amazighe Language suffer from the scarcity of language technological advance-
ments. For NER in Amazighe language, suitable corpora have until recently been
unavailable, thus we have created our own corpora, besides as we mentioned in
previous works we have developed a stop word list, a triggers word list, and
gazetteer component, that could be more helpful for our task. In this part we
introduce our resources built for Amazighe.
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4.1 Corpus and Sets used

Our aim was to set up a resource comparable to more traditional general cor-
pus used for other languages, containing a wide range of text types and topics.
We have built a large corpus of Amazighe language constructed by crawling
the ”MapAmazighe”[21] website, which is the Amazighe information portal of
”Maghreb Arab Press(MAP)”, as well it is one of the largest freely available lin-
guistic resources for Amazighe. The corpus contains more than 173 480 tokens.
The corpus is actually a collection of 867 articles. Our goal was to construct
a relatively heterogeneous topics, we have collected the whole news on royal
activities of His Majesty King Mohammed VI (395 articles) and princely ones
(93 articles), Regional (31 articles), Economics (58 articles), Social (60), Politics
news (61), Sport (61), world activities (52 articles) and some general news (56
articles). We have decomposed our corpus into 4 sets, in order to minimize appli-
cation execution times during the experiments. The sets ”1, 2, 3, 4” respectively
contain around ”4168, 5273, 4963, 4281” distinct tokens. We manually annotate
these data sets, using GATE that we used for this purpose, with MUC style
named entity tags.

4.2 Evaluation data sets

We provide below statistical information regarding the evaluation data sets.

Set 1. The manual annotation lead us to a total of 6338 named entities. The
annotated entities encompass 924 person, 1678 location, 332 organization names
along with 582 date and 2822 numerical expressions.

Set 2. We preprocess this data set and the resulting set contains a total of 6827
named entities where 1452 of them are person names, 434 organization names,
1582 location names, 517 date and 2842 of them are numerical expressions.

Set 3. The manual annotation process results in the annotation of 6447 named
entities with 1573 person, 1435 location, 287 organization names in addition to
744 date and 2408 numerical expressions.

Set 4. Similar to the previous data set, we obtained a total of 5039 named
entities after annotation, with 936 person, 985 location, 416 organization names,
491 temporal expressions and 2211 numerical expressions.

5 Evaluation results and Analysis

In this section, we report the details of experimental setup, datasets of experi-
ments and the evaluation results.
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5.1 Metrics

In this work, we choose recall, precision and f-measure as three set-based mea-
sures . The definitions of recall, precision and F-Measure are given below:

Recall =
(

Correct+ 0.5 ∗ Partial
Correct+Missing + 0.5 ∗ Partial

)
(1)

Precision =
(

Correct+ 0.5 ∗ Partial
Correct+ Spurious+ 0.5 ∗ Partial

)
(2)

F −Measure =
(

2 ∗Recall ∗ Precision
Recall + Precision

)
(3)

In the preceding formulae:

– Correct corresponds to the number of named entities extracted by the system
which are exactly the same as their counterparts in the answer key.

– Spurious represents the number of entities spuriously (erroneously) extracted
by the system, they do not have corresponding annotations in the answer
key.

– Missing is the number of named entities which are not annotated, hence
missed, by the system although they are annotated in the answer key.

– Partial denotes the number of named entities extracted by the system which
have corresponding entities annotated in the answer key with the same type,
hence their type is correct but the tokens they contain are not exactly the
same since either some tokens are erroneously missed or included by the
system.

From the definitions, while recall tries to increase the number of tagged entries
as much as possible, precision tries to increase the number of correctly tagged
entries, and F-measure is the harmonic mean of recall and precision.

5.2 Results Obtained

The evaluation results of our system on these data sets are provided in table 2
using the above metrics. Results show that the rule-based approach leads to

Table 2. Performance of Our Rule-based System

Named Entity Type Precision (%) Recall (%) F-Measure (%)

Person 98 100 99
Location 99 100 99
Organization 99 100 93
Date/Time 96 98 97
Numerical Expressions 71 87 79
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good results. Apparently, Rule-based approach has best accuracy on categories
of people, organization and localization as types of NE, but there are many
discrepancies with the rest, this is due to the confusion that our system makes
between Temporal and Numerical Expressions.

Table 3. Performance of Our System

Named Entity Recognition System Precision (%) Recall (%) F-Measure (%)

Rule Based Approach 90 97 93
Hybrid (ML + Rule Based) 81 67 73

For the second experiment, we applied our hybrid system on our corpus, we
splitted the corpus into training and test data, to truly know how well a machine
learner is performing, for training we have selected 3 sets and 1 set for test phase.

Just to remain, we used the LibSVM SVM implementation. In this experi-
ment, we used the linear kernel with the cost C as 0.7 and the cache memory
as 100M. Additionally we used uneven margins, with τ as 0.4. The classification
type is set as ‘one-vs-others’, meaning that the Machine Learning API will con-
vert the multi-class classification problem into a series of binary classification
problems using the one against others approach.

If we focus on results in table 3, we can easily deduce that our hybrid ap-
proach performed quite poorly in terms of precision, recall and f-measure, prob-
ably due to the nature of the dataset, distribution of our training and data
sets, limited surrounding context, spelling mistakes, machine learning parame-
ters and features used for this experiment and this clearly shows the necessity of
determining appropriate feature set for the problem. Although it achieved good
accuracy and we are currently working on expanding rules, testing more features
to help in improving performance.

To summarize, all of the proposed systems achieve promising results on the
test data set which is a meaningful contribution to NER research on Amazighe
Texts, as related work is quite lacking compared to studies on other languages
such as English, French, Chinese, etc., but to the best of our knowledge, our
proposed system is the first to apply hybrid approach to NER on Amazighe
texts.

Yet, we expect that the results should be verified on larger test corpora and
can be improved by increasing the annotated training data set. Other crucial
future task is to make a deeper elaboration of the employed parameters and
features set to better evaluate their effects.

6 Conclusion & future works

Applying Named Entity Recognition for Amazighe language is a challenging,
emerging research area, gaining more significance every day, especially due to the
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increase in the size of Amazighe texts that need to be processed, but nonetheless,
building a NER system for Amazighe Language is still an open problem because
it exhibits characteristics different from English. In this paper, Our hybrid NER
system has the ability to enrich its lexical resources with those that it learns from
annotated texts through learning approach. Both the hybrid system and its rule
based predecessor are evaluated on 4 data sets of different genres: news on royal
activities and princely ones, financial and social news texts, regional and politic
news, sport and world activities texts and some general news. These data sets are
manually annotated by the authors due to the lack of available annotated corpora
for NER research in Amazighe language. The evaluation results shown that our
proposed method achieves promising results, but the rule based approach still
perform better than our hybrid approach.

Finally, this paper envisions possible improvements on the approach in order
to further increase the score ot the proposed system, including larger annotated
corpus, integrating POS tagging processing, deep analysis on features set (e.g.
morphological features, etc) doing to experiment with varying the configuration
file to see if we can produce varied results and appliying other machine learning
mode to decide which one has the best performance on our data.
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Abstract. In this work, we describe the steps and strategies we carried
out on defining morpheme segmentation boundaries of Sinhala words
(which we called Gold Standard Definitions). We measured the cover-
age of the defined resource against three different Sinhala corpora and
obtained over 70% coverage for each corpora. Then we report some in-
teresting facts and findings about the Sinhala language revealed due to
this development and finally about some applications of this valuable
linguistic resource.

Keywords: Sinhala Morphology, Gold Standard Definitions, POS cat-
egories for Sinhala

1 Introduction

Identifying the morpheme boundaries of a word is very essential for modern
Natural Language Processing tasks. It is the fundamental goal of any automatic
morpheme induction algorithm or any rule-based morphological analyzer. The
accuracy of identifying morpheme boundaries effects to the permanence of its
applications such as Speech Recognition, Machine Translation, Information Re-
trieval and Statistical Language Modeling, specially if those are performed with
morphological reach languages.

There are two major approaches for identifying morpheme boundaries of a
word namely; knowledge-based approaches and data-driven approaches. Though
very successful, the knowledge-based approaches are very expensive with respect
to the human resource they require. As a result, research on morphological seg-
mentation is now moving towards more data-driven approaches, which require
less expertise and heuristics, but rely on data [1]. However, in order to pre-
cisely evaluate such data-driven approaches it requires a pre-defined morpheme
definitions, referred to as Gold Standard definitions. Some key competitions on
developing data-driven approaches such as Morpho Challenge Competition [2]
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have used gold standard definitions as one way of evaluating the algorithms and
they have provided some sample Gold Standard definitions for English, German,
Turkish and Finnish [3].

Our goal in this paper is to present the methodology and some findings on
developing such resource for identifying morpheme segmentation boundaries of
Sinhala words. Sinhala is an Indo-Aryan language spoken by more than 16 million
people in Sri Lanka. Sinhala is a highly inflectional language as are many other
Indic languages, and like many of them, can be considered as a low-resourced
language with respect to the linguistic resources available for NLP. Therefore we
assume that developing this kind of resource for Sinhala will provide a potential
infrastructure for future research in Sinhala language. The rest of the paper
describes the work carried out in detail.

2 POS Categories

Defining morpheme segmentation boundaries of words in a particular language
is a highly challenging task, which needs lots of linguistic expertise and heuristic
knowledge. Expert native speaker knowledge is required to classify words in to
basic and sub POS categories . [4] have made some effort to define major POS
categories of the Sinhala language and all the sub-structures of each category
with a comprehensive list of words for each category. We used this work as the
base for defining morpheme segmentation boundaries.

Having observing each POS category defined in [4], we decided to initially
define morpheme segmentation boundaries only for five main POS categories
namely; nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs and function words. [4] have intro-
duced a novel sub classification for each of these categories according to their
inflectional/declension paradigms and these subclasses are mainly specified by
the morphophonemic characteristics of stems/roots.

2.1 Nouns

[4] have introduced 22 such sub categories for nouns based in their morphophone-
mic characteristics at the end of the word. We identified 26 sub categories based
on their behavior in inflections and Table 1 shows all the sub categories defined
for Sinhala nouns with number of words and number of inflected forms generate
from each category with an example. [4] have identified 130 word forms for nouns
in general, but we observed that non of these sub categories are inflected to all
of these 130 forms.

As shown in the 4th column of the Table 1, masculine nouns generate the
maximum number of inflected forms per sub category, which is 58. We classi-
fied 11,970 noun stems into these 26 sub categories and hence we were able to
define morpheme segmentation boundaries for 529,781 distinct Sinhala nouns.
The methodology we used to define these boundaries will describe later in this
paper.
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Table 1. Sub-categories for nouns

Group Subclass Words Forms Example

Masculine

FrontVowel. MidVowel 1,186 58 gAw@(cow)
Germinated Consonant 972 58 bAlu (dog)
BackVowel 190 58 elu (goat)
Retroflex-1.1 48 58 kAputu (crow)
Retroflex-1.2 31 58 utumÄ (lord)
Retroflex-2.1 19 58 kum@r@(prince)
Retroflex-2.2 37 30 sAhAkAru (partner)
Consonant-1 60 58 minis (man)
Consonant-2 9 58 hArAk (bull)
Consonant-3 4 58 girÄ (parrot)

Feminine
FrontVowel. MidVowel 166 47 kum@ri (princess)
BackVowel 72 47 ÄryÄ (lady)
Consonant 13 44 m@w (mother)

Neuter

FrontVowel. MidVowel 4,234 42 mæ̈s@(table)
Germinated Consonant 207 42 kAju (nuts)
BackVowel 1,070 42 putu (chair)
Retroflex-1 122 45 siruru (body)
Retroflex-2 519 45 ir@(sun)
Consonant 2,272 42 gAs (tree)
MidVowel 116 33 kAd@(shops)

kinship
kinship-1 31 42 AkkÄ (sister)
kinship-2 32 46 gurutumÄ (teacher)
kinship-3 102 27 mAllë (brother)

Uncountable
Consonant Ending 187 12 kÄb@n (carbon)
Vowel Ending 214 12 sëni (sugar)

Irregular Animate 57 16 nönÄ (lady)

2.2 Verbs

Even though verbs are playing the most significant role of the meaning of a
sentence, number of verbs in a particular language is far below than the number
of nouns of that language. Hence, the classification of verbs into sub categories
is simpler than nouns. [4] have identified 4 sub categories for Sinhala verbs, but
we further divided one of this category into two by considering their behavior
when generating inflected forms. Table 2 shows all the sub categories defined
for Sinhala verbs with number of words and number of inflected forms generate
from each category with an example.

As shown in the table 2, number of inflected forms of Sinhala verbs are
much higher than nouns. The reason behind of this higher number of inflected
forms for Sinhala verbs is the gerund forms (verbal nouns). There are 3 main
gerund forms for each category and each of those forms are inflected to around
40 different forms as in nouns. All together there are 117 gerund forms for each
sub category. However, some of these gerund forms are high frequency nouns. for
example the word “god@nægill@” (the building) is a high frequency noun and a
general person may not be aware that it is derived from the verb “god@nAg@n@wÄ
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Table 2. Sub-categories for verbs

Subclass Words Forms Example

@-ending 487 206
bAl@
(to see)

e-ending 323 198
sinäse
(smiling)

i-ending-1 47 200
rAki
(to protect)

i-ending-2 44 200
Andi
(to dress)

irregular 108 -
bo
(to drink)

(to build). We decided to consider these gerund forms as derivatives of verbs,
but we can still consider them as nouns whenever necessary since we have tagged
them as gerund. We identified 1,009 Sinhala verb roots in all 5 sub categories
and coverage of it will be described later in this paper.

2.3 Adjectives

There are two main categories for adjectives. One is playing the adjectival role
in a sentence based on its position while the other category is pure adjectives
such as “us@” (tall) or “hond@” (good). Most of the time the noun stems play
the adjectival role as in “putu kAkul@” (chair’s leg) or “minis hAnd@” (human
voice). We only consider pure adjectives under this category and we identified
2,576 pure adjectives for Sinhala. All the adjectives are inflected for 2 forms and
we named them as “conjunction form” (for example “hondAt@” (good and)) and
“final form” (for example “hondAyi” (is good)).

2.4 Adverbs

As adjectives, adverbs can also be divided into two categories as derivative ad-
verbs and pure adverbs. We only considered pure adverbs under this category
and 245 such adverbs were identified. All the adverbs are also inflected for 2
forms as in adjectives.

2.5 Function Words

We identified 6 types function words for Sinhala. 4 of them were further divided
into two groups as “vowel endings” and “consonant endings” and it helps to
programmatically generate the corresponding inflected forms of each category.
We identified 619 function words for Sinhala in all of 6 sub categories and Table
3 shows its distribution over each sub category.
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Table 3. Sub-categories for function words

Group Subclass Words Forms

Conjunctions
vowel endings 17 3
consonant endings 12 2

Determinants
vowel endings 52 3
consonant endings 46 1

Interjections - 44 1

Particles
vowel endings 110 3
consonant endings 35 2

Postpositions
vowel endings 107 3
consonant endings 39 2

Verbparticles - 157 1

3 Methodology

As described in section 2, we grouped all Sinhala words into 43 sub categories
based on their POS categories and word endings. The main objective of this
classification is to programmatically generate the morpheme boundaries for rest
of all the words of each category based on a given definition file from each
category.

3.1 Creating the Definition File

To define the morpheme boundary definitions for each category, we selected a
word from each category and manually define all the morpheme boundaries for
each of its inflected forms with help of native language experts. We defined
two types of definitions for each word namely; “definitions with morphs” and
“definitions with features”.

Definitions with Morphs

In these definitions, we tried to define morpheme boundaries of a word based
on its orthography and we did not consider the orthographic changes happening
into the word ending when adding a suffix. We split a word into its morphemes
and defined its form (the morph realization at the particular word) and the
definition of the morpheme separately. The fundamental rule we kept on splitting
morphemes is that they should be able to produce the relevant word by simply
concatenating all the morphs. The objective of following such rule is to use these
gold standard definitions to evaluate machine generated morpheme boundaries,
which always split a word into morpheme like units based on its spellings. We
used colon (:) to separate the morphs from its name and Table 4 shows a sample
of these definitions for the Sinhala word “ගවයා” (the cow), which is from the
category Nouns-Masculine.FrontVowel.MidVowel.

˜ stands for the empty morph which we used to denote hidden morphs of a
word which is highly utilized in Sinhala Nouns.
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Table 4. Example for definitions with morphs

Word Definition

ගව ගව:ගව-N+RT
(cow-Root)

ගවයා
(the cow)

ගව:ගව-N+RT යා:+SG
˜:+DF ˜:+NOM
ගව:ගව-N+RT යා:+SG
˜:+DF ˜:+ACC

ගවයාත්
(and cow)

ගව:ගව-N+RT යා:+SG

˜:+DF ˜:+NOM ත්:+CJ
ගව:ගව-N+RT යා:+SG

˜:+DF ˜:+ACC ත්:+CJ

ගවයා
(is cow)

ගව:ගව-N+RT යා:+SG

˜:+DF ˜:+NOM :+FN
ගව:ගව-N+RT යා:+SG

˜:+DF ˜:+ACC :+FN

ගවෙයක්
(a cow)

ගව:ගව-N+RT ෙ◌ය:+SG

ක්:+ID ˜:+NOM

Definitions with Features

In these definitions, we defined morphological features of a particular word with
its root or stem. Table 5 shows a sample of these definitions with features for
the same example as above.

Table 5. Example for definitions with features

Word Definition

ගව ගව:ගව-N+RT
(cow-Root)

ගවයා ගව:ගව-N +SG +DF +NOM
(the cow) ගව:ගව-N +SG +DF +ACC

ගවයාත් ගව:ගව-N +SG +DF +NOM +CJ
(and cow) ගව:ගව-N +SG +DF +ACC +CJ

ගවයා ගව:ගව-N +SG +DF +NOM +FN
(is cow) ගව:ගව-N +SG +DF +ACC +FN

ගවෙයක් ගව:ගව-N+RT +SG +ID :+NOM
(a cow)

The objective behind this definition is to use this gold standard definitions
as a resource for a Sinhala Morphological Analyzer / Generator. However, this
is a derivative work of the definitions with morphs, but we kept defining this
separately for the simplicity.
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3.2 Creating the Roots File

The lexicon defined by [4] were used to create list of roots for a particular cate-
gory. For some categories, the root form changes when adding some inflectional
suffixes. For example, the verb root “bAl@” (to see) become “bælæ” when adding
inflectional suffixes for past tense. These changes can not be automatically pre-
dicted for some categories and hence we manually compiled the roots files with
these alternative forms for each category.

After defining morpheme boundaries for all inflectional forms of a selected
word in a category as described above, a computer program used to generate
those definitions for all the other words of its category. The program requires
the definition file and the list of roots of a particular category and it replaces
the definition file’s root with other roots. This approach helped us to generate
such morpheme boundary definitions for most Sinhala words with less effort.

4 Statistics

We managed to compile the first version of Sinhala Gold Standard Definitions
with 736,084 Sinhala words using the above approach. Table 6 shows the number
of root forms covered in each POS category with their percentage with respect
to the total number of stems.

Table 6. Distribution of number of stems of each POS category

Category No. of Stems %

Nouns 11,971 72.90

Verbs 1,009 6.14

Adjectives 2,576 15.69

Adverbs 245 1.49

Function Words 619 3.77

Total 16,420 100.00

As shown in the Table 6, nouns cover nearly 73% of stems. That is expected
because nouns are the most common POS category of a language. However, it is
interesting to see that the number of adjectives in Sinhala is much higher than
number of verb roots. This phenomenon is changed when we consider the total
number of words of each category including their inflected forms. Table 7 shows
number of total word forms of each category with their percentage with respect
to the total number of words.

It is interesting to see that the coverage of nouns with respect to the total
number of defined words are almost similar as it in stems. However, the per-
centage of verb forms of the language is significant with respect to the other
categories other than nouns. As shown in the Table 7, number of adverbs in
Sinhala is negligible with compare the total number of words of the language.
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Table 7. Distribution of number of total words of each POS category

Category No. of Words %

Nouns 529,781 71.97

Verbs 196,873 26.75

Adjectives 7,503 1.02

Adverbs 671 0.09

Function Words 1,256 0.17

Total 736,084 100.00

5 Coverage

We measure the coverage of this defined resource against 3 different Sinhala
corpora. The main resource we used to measure the coverage is the UCSC 10M
words Sinhala corpus described in [5] and 70% of the 10 million words are covered
by the defined resource. Interestingly, the coverage against the unique word
list extracted from the above corpus is only 20.64% and that gives a clue on
applicability of Zipf’s law for the Sinhala language. We figured out that the
most of uncovered words are proper nouns (which are not covered by the defined
resource) and typos.

Second resource we used to measure the coverage of the defined resource is
2.4M words Sinhala news corpus extracted from online newspapers. The coverage
of the defined resource is 72.65% against this news corpus and it is slightly better
than 10M words open domain corpus. The reason behind this slight improvement
may be due to less number of typos in online newspapers.

We used 0.95M words Sinhala news editorial corpus as the third resource for
measuring the coverage and we obtained 78.27% coverage against the editorial
corpus. It can be assumed that the low number of proper nouns and professional
writing styles of newspaper editors are the reasons for this improvements.

6 Applications

One of the main objective of developing such resource is to use these definitions
to evaluate machine learning approaches on automatic morpheme boundary de-
tections. This resource can directly be used to check the accuracy of the output
of such approaches and it will give a precise measure on the performance of
morpheme induction algorithms other than any other evaluation methods. Such
attempt has described in Kurimo et al. (2010).

Another direct application of such resource is a rule-based morphological
analyzer for the particular language. We developed a rule-based morphological
analyzer for Sinhala using this resource and that is the first such tool available for
Sinhala. Currently, this morphological analyzer is using for research on Sinhala
speech recognition and Sinhala-Tamil machine translation and the results of
them are yet to be published. Other than serving as a language resource for
NLP research in Sinhala, this resource is expected to be used as a learning
material for Sinhala.
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7 Conclusion

We presented the approach and the data sources we used to develop the Gold
Standard Definitions on marking morpheme boundaries for Sinhala words. The
defined resource covered over 70% open domain Sinhala words. This is the first
attempt on define such resource for Sinhala language and we hope that this
resource will be useful for many NLP applications for Sinhala in the future.
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Abstract. In this paper, we analyze the errors of NP attachments that occur when
they combine with NP’s ending in possessor clitic. We suggest a simple pattern
based detection and correction solution. We illustrate the errors with examples
from Penn Treebank.

1 Introduction

With the help of the annotated corpora of different size and nature, statistical NLP re-
search has come a long way over the past three decades. Part-of-speech tagged Brown
corpus [1], syntactically annotated Penn-Treebank [2] and sentence aligned Europarl
corpus [3] are arguably the most-cited corpora in their respective subfields of statisti-
cal NLP research. Creating and maintaining such huge corpora need a lot of manual
and semi-manual effort. The annotation errors may have a negative influence on the
performance of the corpus-based research.

To overcome this problem, several error detection and/or correction algorithms are
proposed [4]. Early works concentrate on the detection of errors in the POS-annotation
[5], and they were followed by the works focused on the detection of errors in the
syntactic structure [6]. Not only the users of the corpora, but also the maintainers of the
corpora are also interested in detecting annotation errors. For example, Linguistic Data
Consortium uses Tree Adjoining Grammar (TAG) to check treebank consistency, which
is applied on Arabic and English treebank [7].

In this paper, we focus on the attachment errors that occur when NP attachments
are combined with the possessor clitic. We give examples and statistics from the Penn
Treebank. We propose a simple correction algorithm based on the specific pattern of the
error.

This paper is organized as follows: We give the related work on annotation error
detection/correction in Section 2. After reviewing very briefly the attachment errors
in Section 3, we will discuss the relationship between NP and PP, and show how this
relationship can cause errors in the annotation. We illustrate the errors with example
trees from Penn Treebank in Section 5 and illustrate its implications for tree based
translation. We describe an error correction algorithm in Section 6. Finally, we conclude
in Section 7.

2 Related Work

[8] is one of the earliest works in the annotation error detection. They divide corpus
errors into three; (i) detectable errors which can be automatically detected and fixed,
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(ii) fixable errors which require human intervention at some point in the correction
process, and (iii) other cases, where the markup guidelines do not give any hint to the
annotators and leave them to their own intuitions.

In general, annotation error literature can be divided into two; error detection ap-
proaches and error correction approaches. [9, 10, 5] detect errors in the POS annotation;
[11–14, 7] detect errors in the constituent structure; [6, 15] detect errors in the depen-
dency structure in the treebanks. On the other hand, [9, 16] can correct POS annotation
errors; [4] can correct errors in the constituent structure.

3 Attachment errors

Attachment ambiguity is a source of error for automatic constituent parsers that rely
on structural information. A common example is the sentence “I saw the man with a
telescope”. The PP “with the telescope” can attach either under the NP “the man with
a telescope” or under VP “saw the man with the telescope”. Obviously, a bit of world
knowledge often resolves the ambiguity. When we replace “telescope” with “suitcase”,
it is clear where the attachment goes.

4 NP and PP

Consider the sentence “I read John’s book of quotations.” The Berkeley parser [17]
gives the parse tree given in Figure 1.

S

. .

VP

NP

PP
NP NNS quotations

IN of

NP
NN book

NP
POS ’s

NNP John

VBD read

NP PRP I

Fig. 1. The parse of the sentence “I read John’s book of quotations.”

The PP “of quotations” clearly qualifies the book that happens to belong to John.
Now consider the alternative parse in Figure 2.

Again, “of quotations” qualifies the the book. But this time, parse tree attaches
“book” with the PP first, before attaching the resulting NP subtree to “John’s”. The
difference between the two cases seems minor. Indeed, in both cases, John has a book
and the book has lots of quotations in it.

Let us slightly change the sentence while trying to keep the same semantics. “I read
the book of quotations of John.” So, we got rid of the possessive clitic and tried to ex-
press the sentence with a uniform use of “of”s. But this introduces a genuine ambiguity.
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S

. .

VP

NP

NP
PP

NP NNS quotations

IN of

NP NN book

NP
POS ’s

NNP John

VBD read

NP PRP I

Fig. 2. An alternative parse of the sentence “I read John’s book of quotations.”

Does John have a book that has quotations by many famous people? Or is this a book
that contains John’s sayings exclusively?

Interestingly, both Berkeley and Stanford parsers [18] think the latter interpreta-
tion is more likely, although they slightly disagree on whether to use VP→VBP NP or
VP→VBP NP PP. The Berkeley parse for this reading of the sentence is given in Figure
3.

S

. .

VP

PP
NP

PP
NP NNP John

IN of

NP NNS quotations

IN of

NP
NN book

DT the

VBP read

NP PRP I

Fig. 3. The most likely Berkeley parse of the sentence “I read the book of quotations of John.”

Thus, there are two opposing tendencies in the parsers for NPs expressing posses-
sion. When the possession is expressed with a clitic “’s”, the parser tries to attach the
next noun under the running NP. When “of” is used, the parser tries to group what
comes after “of” into a NP first.

5 Penn Treebank

In this section, we focus on the case that has clitic. The incorrect constituent structure
has a three layer template given in Figure 4. A,B and C are nouns and d is a preposition.

In order to see the frequency of the incorrect attachment in manual annotation, we
searched for the incorrect template in Figure 4 among the 43908 sentences in the Penn
Treebank. 614 of those fit the incorrect template. That is 1.4%, fairly high as the attach-
ment errors go.
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NP

PP
NP NN C

IN d

NP
NN B

NP
POS ’s

NN A

Fig. 4. Template tree structure of incorrect noun attachment after the possessive clitic.

6 Implications for translation

We noticed this NP attachment ambiguity when we were building a parallel treebank
between Turkish and English [19]. In constructing the parallel corpus, we used a subset
of trees in the Penn Treebank and translated them into Turkish using a sequence of only
two operations. One operation permutes the children of a node and the other replaces a
leaf with a stem or a morpheme.

Given the regularity of constituent order in English sentences and the regularity
morphotactics of Turkish, it is possible to translate many sentences between the two
languages using only the permute and replace operations.

An example translation is given in Figure 5.

S

VP

VP
NP

NN window

DT the

VB break

RB not

MD will

NP NNP John

S

VP

MD -yAcAk

RB -mA

VP
VB kır

NP
NN cam-yH

DT

NP NNP John

Fig. 5. The permuting of the nodes and the replacement of the leaves by the stems or morphemes.

Turkish uses postpositional morphemes to construct genitive-possessive noun phrases.
In the construction A-GEN B-POSS, where A and B are nouns, A is the possessor and
B is the entity possessed by A. GEN and POSS suffixes agree in their person mark-
ers. GEN-POSS construction can be chained as A-GEN B-POSS-GEN C-GEN. In this
chain, A possesses B and B possesses C.
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When we translate English trees to Turkish using only permutation and replacement,
both the clitic “’s” and the preposition “of” is replaced with -GEN morpheme. -POSS
morpheme is added to the possessed NP. Thus, food example, we have

(1) kapı-nın kol-u
door-GEN handle-POSS
handle of door

The trees for this pair are given in Figure 6.

NP
PP

NP NN door

IN of

NP NN handle

NP
NP NN kol-POSS

PP
IN -GEN

NP NN kapı

Fig. 6. Parse trees for the sentence pair in (1).

For an error prone example, consider the following NP subtree taken from the parse
of the sentence “With less capital coming in, China’s balance of payments will suffer”.

NP

PP
NP NNS payments

IN of

NP
NN balance

NP
POS ’s

NNP China

Semantically, “of payments” qualifies the “balance” as there is no entity “China’s
balance” that can stand on its own. However, in the parse tree, the annotators preferred
an early attachment and created this entity. For correct literal translation of this NP to
Turkish we have,

(2) Çin-in ödemeler-i-nin denge-si
China-GEN payments-POSS-GEN
balance-POSS

When we replace the functional words the English tree with their Turkish morphemes
only, we obtain the following tree.

Clearly, there is no way this tree can be permuted to read

(3) China-GEN payments-POSS-GEN
balance-POSS

If the original tree had the correct attachment, however, it could be easily permuted to
the tree in Figure 7 with the correct order.
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NP

PP
NP NNS payments-POSS

IN -GEN

NP
NN balance-POSS

NP
POS -GEN

NNP China

NP

NP
NP NN balance-POSS

PP
IN -GEN

NP NNS payments-POSS

NP
POS -GEN

NNP China

Fig. 7. Correct subtree of sentence (3).

We give two more examples of NP phrases from the Penn Treebank with their cor-
rect literal Turkish translations. These translations can not be obtained from the English
tree through permutation and replacement. Note that PPs in these examples contain
prepositions “at” and “for”.

(4) Laurel-in o zaman-ki başkan-ı
Laurel-GEN that time-REL
president-POSS
Laurel’s president at the time.

NP

PP
NP

NN time

DT the

IN at

NP
NN president

NP
POS ’s

NNP Laurel

(5) Girişim-in Thomson için önem-POSS
Venture-GEN Thomson for
importance-POSS
The venture’s importance for Thomson

7 Remedy

We can detect with a template the particular class of attachment errors we analyzed in
this work. In order to correct the relevant subtree, we need to identify and move parts
of it. The general incorrect pattern is given in Figure 8.
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NP

PP
NP NNP Thomson

IN for

NP

NN importance

NP

POS ’s

NN venture

DT The

NP

PP
NP T2

IN C

NP

NN B

NP

POS ’s

NN A

T1

Fig. 8. Pattern for incorrect noun attachement.

Here, T1 and T2 denote nodes possibly with their own subtrees. A, B and C are
terminal symbols. In order to correct the attachment error, the constituents T1, T2, A,
B and C must be moved around such that now the tree has the structure in Figure 9.

NP

NP
PP

NP T2

IN C

NP NN B

NP

POS ’s

NN A

T1

Fig. 9. Corrected tree.

Comparing the Figures 8 and 9, we see that the correction changes the counts of
rules that contain NP on the left hand side. It increases the counts of NP→NP NP
and NP→NN and decrease the count of NP→NP NN. We observed that this creates a
tendency to introduce spurious NP hierarchies.

8 Experiment

To see the effect of these attachment errors on the parser performance, we trained the
Stanford parser with the original and corrected data from WSJ section of the Penn
Treebank. When we use original data for both training and test, we get an F score of
85.53. When we correct the attachment errors in both the training and test data, the F
score becomes 85.4.
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Interestingly, even though we corrected the attachment errors in the training tree-
bank, the parser still consistently makes the attachment error in the test set. This is prob-
ably due to the tendency of the parser to attach NN subtree as a child to the preceding
NP rather constructing a new NP above NN. The changing counts after the correction
do not seem to be enough to reverse this tendency.

9 Conclusion

Phrase attachment ambiguities are sources of parse errors as well as funny newspaper
clippings. In many cases, the ambiguity can be resolved using contextual and lexical
constraints. In other cases, the errors are regular and follow a pattern.

In this work, we analyzed a particular class of noun phrase attachment errors. We
found that this error occurs in about 1.4% of the sentences in the Penn Treebank. We
showed an implication of the error for tree based translation. Finally, we suggested
a template to detect the error in the Treebank and a simple rearrangement to put the
constituents in their proper places. The score with the correct data is slightly lower.
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Abstract. A variety of applications on the problem of short-text mes-
sages require text normalization process that transforms ill-formed words
into standard ones. Recently, many successful approaches have been ap-
plied to text normalization especially for social media text. Since each
natural language has its own difficulties and barriers, we need to design
an architecture to normalize short text messages in Turkish language
which has an morphologically rich agglutinative structure. The model
proceeds from simple solutions towards more complicated and sophisti-
cated ones to reduce time complexity. A variety of techniques from lexical
similarity to n-gram language modeling have been evaluated by exploit-
ing several resources such as high quality corpus, morphological parser
and dictionaries. We demonstrate that unsupervised text normalization
architecture adapting both lexical and semantic similarity for Turkish
domain has shown efficient results that might contribute to other stud-
ies.

Key words: lexical normalization, short text message, microblog, text
preprocessing

1 Introduction

Micro-blogging social environment provides large volume of data on which many
applications with regard to natural language processing (NLP) can easily be
applied. According to reliable resources 1, %75 percent of Internet users are also
active social media users. Facebook has over 1 billion users, Twitter has about
500 million ones. Moreover this trends are dramatically increasing over time. It
is claimed that 30 billion devices will connect to Internet in the next decade.
That creates an huge amount of social data, namely big data, and gives both
challenge and possibility to the scientist and experts in all fields.

Usage of Internet eventually shapes the communication style and more im-
portantly use of language. Texting Language is a new phenomenon for the field
of NLP. Significantly, new generation starts to build their own language codes,

1 http://www.techradar.com/news
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as in Internet slang. Recently many NLP studies have been on Micro-blogging
social media and texting language. Disaster detection, sentiment analysis, event
discovery are among the most popular studies. In texting language, the quality
of the language can vary from slang language to high-quality text. Therefore
text processing tool requires a reliable normalization phase to understand the
meaning of the messages. Short-text messages highly include typos, abbrevi-
ation, acronym, phonetic substitution, number substitution, use of interjection
etc. All these raise an important barrier to be solved. Text normalization process
is, thus, more important step in the preprocessing phase of the many studies.

There are a variety of studies regarding normalization especially in the most-
studied languages such as English, German, and Spanish. Our primary motiva-
tion is to apply text normalization approach to a morphologically rich language,
Turkish. Although it is one of the less-studied languages and its language re-
sources are quite limited, Internet usage in Turkey is significantly higher than
expected, which necessitates such preprocessing tools then. Each language has
its own challenges due to grammar, lexicon, culture, and also political environ-
ment. For instance, some phonetic substitution such as number substitution as
one of the best phenomenon in English, is not widely used in Turkish language.
Having a rich morphological structure of a language turns out the problem a bit
harder for our case.

With various experiments, we observed the structure of Texting Language
in Turkish and we figured out many phenomena. Our normalization phases are
based on those findings. Sufficient volume of both Twitter data and newswire
corpus are mined to extract the rules, to conduct the experiment and to test.
After morphological analysis of a given tweet, the system works on ill-formed
tokens. A corpus and a pre-defined dictionary are exploited to build a look-up
dictionary, namely IV, since that using a simple traditional dictionary cannot
match many cases especially for agglutinative languages and special domains.
The frequent terms occurring in the corpus are added to the IV list. A variety
of assumptions are experimentally compiled and applied. Furthermore lexical
similarity functions are used to correctly normalize the ill-formed tokens. Some
cases such as missing a letter, using ASCII counterpart of a letter are easily
recovered. Finally, an n-gram language model utilizing corpus evidence are ap-
plied to improve system performance. The architecture is designed in a manner
of increasing degree of time complexity

2 Related Works

A variety of sources such as tweets, SMS messages, blogs, etc. have been used for
normalization with different approaches; machine translation models, dictionary-
based approach, language models, finite state transducers, and cascaded meth-
ods. One of the important attempts [1] proposes syntactic normalization with
combining two steps; they first process the tweets to remove noise and feed them
with statistical machine translation (SMT). Other studies have also used MT
models for normalization [2–4].
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Another approach which is an unsupervised model, with using noisy channel
model, is presented by [5, 6] for normalization. The study [7] designs a normal-
ization system that integrates enhanced letter transformation, visual priming,
and string/phonetic similarity for SMS and Twitter data sets.

The study [8] proposed rule-based approach for normalization task. In [9],
parser-centric view of normalization is presented. In study [10], a classifier is
proposed to detect ill-formed words and produce their canonical lexical forms in
standard English based on morphophonemic similarity. Word similarity and con-
text are used to select the correct candidate. In [11], they present that dictionary-
based approach outperforms state-of-the-art performance. The extension of these
studies is proposed with significantly expanded experimentation in [12]

Although Tweet normalization have been widely and generally applied for
English, other languages such as German, Spanish, Malay, French etc. have been
also supported [13–18]. In Turkish, a cascaded approach has been applied to
short text messages [19]. They propose the model by categorizing the problem
into seven steps: letter case transformation, replacement rules & lexicon lookup,
proper noun detection, deasciification, vowel restoration, accent normalization
and spelling correction.

3 Methodology and Experimental Setup

3.1 Social Media Language

As social media continues to ruin the language, the normalization task is getting
challenging. It might share the same problems with spell checking but they differ
in that lexical variants in short text messages are often intentionally generated
due to the need to save characters, for social identity, or due to the some conven-
tion. To normalize an ill-formed word, first we build an in-vocabulary (IV) list.
If a word is both not a member of IV and not parsed by a parser, it is considered
as ill-formed words.

For building a look-up IV, we exploit some resources; a morphological ana-
lyzer, a dictionary and a big reliable corpus. Under some circumference, morpho-
logical analyzer cannot distinguish correct words from ill-formed words. Some
proper nouns cannot be handled by the parser then. Some trendy places, orga-
nizations, actors cannot be either detected by morphological parsed or found in
standard dictionary. To build a broader dictionary, we exploit a reliable corpus
that are mostly compiled from news texts that have been supervised or edited by
experts. It consists of acceptable level of formal language. Most frequent terms
or correctly parsed terms in it are retrieved and considered a reliable IV terms.
Therefore almost all surface forms of a word can be represented by IV. A high
coverage of IV might reduce the OOV rate as in all other morphologically rich
language such as Fin, Turkish.

In study [20], they discuss the need for vocabulary size. For a comparison,
they checked a English corpus consists of texts from the New York Times mag-
azine. Whereas there are fewer than 200.000 different word forms in the 40
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Fig. 1. Architecture of Normalization system
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million word English corpus, the corresponding values for Finnish, Estonian,
Turkish corpora of the same size exceed 1.8 million, 1.5 million and 1 million
words, respectively. When we build a broader vocabulary, we reach the 2.4 M
unique tokens out of 500 million token sized corpus from which all surface forms
of the words are taken.

If a given token is not in IV and cannot parsed by parser, many steps are
evaluated to detect the problems and to find a solution. However, we left some
particular word untouched as listed below.

– By a slang dictionary with the size of ∼200, all slang words are left as-is.
– 1 or 2 sized words are also left.
– a word mixed with numbers such as tr12 are left.
– all hash-tags
– all e-mails, all numbers, digits are detected and left
– tokens containing some non-latin5 characters
– all emoticons are left as-is

All remaining words are passed to the next phases of system. According to
unidentified words, we figured out some phenomena in Turkish Texting Lan-
guage. This depicts how social media users use their language to communicate.
The facts are as follows:

– Number substitution such as 2nite/(tonight) as in English is not a case for
Turkish Texting Language. Just few cases can be observed for the phonetic
substitution.

– Intentionally using ASCII character set is widely spread due to save time
and the reason preventing the message uncorrupted in other system that
does not support latin-5 character set. Turkish has own accented character
set (çöşüığ). In the mobile phones, to type s instead of ş is more easier.
ASCII character set is widely used than Turkish accents. Replacing ASCII
characters by their Turkish counterpart are called deasciifying.

– Clipping or shortening the messages to save time. (Geliyorum− >geliyom,
gelyom : koşacağım− > koşcam, koşcm)

– The Turkish language encompasses a diverse range of accents and dialects
as in other languages. This provides a wide range of pronunciation. Those
pronunciations and dialects can reshape short text messages and their style.
Writing in short text is akin to spoken language. People want to text as if
they talk.

– Interjection are frequently used as in many languages. The words are length-
ened by repeating the letters. When some syllabus is needed to stress, the
repetition is used then.

– The suffix (-da) has two kind of usage in the grammar. First is to code
locative case. Second meaning is “also”: “Ben de istiyorum” (I also want to).
In the latter case, a space must intervened between the word and the da/de
suffix as in the example. Same holds true for the suffix ki (the meaning is
“that is”). In both cases, users can miss or do not care putting space between
words. Therefore the word is left in the unidentified status and cannot be
captured by the both morphology analyzer and the vocabulary.
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3.2 Normalization Process

We develop different solutions for some of the problems listed above. The Figure
1 depicts high-level architecture of the system. In the left-as-is process, some
tokens are left as it is written and tagged by the system. Slang terms, numbers,
emails and other type of tokens are simply detected. Remaining ill-formed tokens
are passed the next process. The further treatment processes are letter repeti-
tion, asciification, lexical similarity and n-gram modeling. After each treatment,
token is checked against the IV. All the phases are ordered by their degree of
complexity.

3.3 Letter repetition treatment

We generate a set of variants by varying the repetitive letters for a given token.
For instance, for a token “gitttikkkkk” (we have gone), after reducing the
repetition number of a repetitive letter two as in (gittikk), we produce all variants
as in the list (gittik, gitikk, gittik, gitik). 2n variants are produced for a given
token that includes n different repetitive letters. In this case the term “gittik”
is found in IV and accepted. If more than one candidates captured in variant
list, decision is made by checking term frequency. This solution is applied in each
phase. If none of them is not in IV, we apply lexical similarity to find the closest
IV word to any of those variant list.

3.4 Turkish Accents vs. ASCII counterpart

Most short messages have this phenomena since that it is more easy to type
ASCII counterpart of the Turkish accents. Some studies called that phenomenon
as asciification. So the solution is called deasciification. The studies immediately
apply this approach for any given potential token. However, before applying this
process, we need to detect a tweet has this kind of asciification sympthom or
not. Instead of working on individual words, we would look entire tweet instead.
Our assumption is that if a user types only ASCII letters, s/he does not use
any Turkish accents in any position, then deasciification process is needed and
applied. Likewise users who types Turkish accent tends not to asciify at all. If
a token does not contain any Turkish accent and potential ASCII counterpart
of Turkish accents, it is considered suspicious tweet in terms of asciification.
This approach dramatically reduces program complexity and prevent applying
unnecessary operations and wasting time. The computed probability of that a
proper tweet contains any Turkish accent is 92%, where a proper tweet refers to
contains at least n tokens, where n is 4. It is, then, said a Tweet (n>=4) is in
Turkish language, it most likely contains Turkish accents.

Turkish characters and their ASCII counterparts are “ğüşıöç” and “gusioc”.
All variants are produced for a given word. The ill-formed token “cocuk” (kid)
contains four potential ASCII character set (c,o,c,u) that are intentionally re-
placed for Turkish accents. And variants of the words are [’cocuk’, ’cocük’,
’coçuk’, ’coçük’, ’cöcuk’, ’cöcük’, ’cöçuk’, ’cöçük’, ’çocuk’, ’çocük’, ’çoçuk’, ’çoçük’,
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’çöcuk’, ’çöcük’, ’çöçuk’, ’çöçük’]. It has four suspicious ASCII characters and,
24, 16 variants are produced. In this list only the term “çocuk“ is in IV. If
more candidates are in the list, we select them according to their term frequency
scores. If any IV word is found, lexical similarity is used between each variant
and IV list.

Another crucial problem is that tweets have both asciificaiton and letter
repetition problem together. Problems are cascaded and multiplied then. We
apply nested procedure to reach normalized form. Again, remaining phases are
the similar to previous one.

3.5 Lexical Similarity

There are many well-known orthographic metrics: edit distance, longest com-
mon subsequence ratio and rank distance. In this study we used longest com-
mon subsequence metric as implemented in python library. If a token cannot be
normalized in all the steps above, the system takes the best matches from the
vocabulary. If the similarity score is lower than a specific threshold k, 0.6 (empir-
ically selected), candidate is rejected. If more than one close matches share the
same score, the most frequent one is proposed as in the entire phases. If there is
no any candidate, it proceeds the next phase. Those tokens that have not been
handled by the system so far are passed to next n-gram language model where
semantic similarity measurements are used for selection as defined in the next
section.

3.6 Simplified N-gram Language Model

N-grams language model is considered still the state-of-the-art language model
to measure semantic similarity. The language model is using only the prior prob-
ability of the word sequence. To extract contextually similar (OOV, IV) pairs
from a large collection of micro-blog site, tokens are represented in context word
vector. The cosine similarity is widely used to compare two context vectors. For a
given ill-formed word, the context words are indexed with their positions within
a context window size. Standard way of construction of contextual similarity is
visiting each occurrence of ill-formed words to produce a vector within a win-
dow size. The candidate whose vector is the closest to that of ill-formed token
is selected. The weak point of this approach is that producing context vector
needs some re-occurrence of ill-formed word. Ill-formed words are more likely to
be unique or low frequent.

Moreover, we simplify the approach to reduce the complexity, when consid-
ering the huge size of corpus and text messages. Thus, simply taking neighbors
of ill-formed words and looking their context vectors could be easier and less
complex. Even a given ill-formed word is unique, the system exploits only those
nearby words. For instance, for a given case (left, ill-token, right), we build a
vector of words that occur with the pattern (left, *, right) as in the formula if
and only if either left or right must be IV word.

arg maxc LexicalSim(c, token), c ∈ matchPattern(left, ∗, right) (1)
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The words captured by the pattern are counted and sorted by their pattern
frequencies and lexical similarities. The main defect of the solution is that both
nearby words are ill-formed.

4 Results and Evaluation

4.1 Evaluation

In this experiment, we build a broader IV list by exploiting dictionary2 and a
reliable corpus. This is more than a standard dictionary in that we need to keep
all formation of the words in order to reduce the time complexity of parsing
a word.The number of unique tokens in Turkish language is very high when
compared to English and some other languages.The size is about ∼ 2.2 million.
For a given token, each step produces normalization candidates that are checked
against that IV and if a match is found, the process is terminated.

Language usage in social media might vary due to culture, society, age, gen-
der etc. When manually checking the system performance on Twitter data in
Turkish Language with size of 1000 entries, we listed several problems and their
distributions as shown in Table 1. In this table, two columns represents model
and model+n-gram, where former refers to all steps until lexical similarity, latter
is entire system including n-gram language model. The main problem originates
from typing ASCII character instead of Turkish accents, with the ratio of 41%.
Second problem is accent usage with the ratio of 16.4% due to socio-cultural,
new generation etc. as discussed in previous sections. Third one is some typos
such as dropping vowels, incorrectly typing some letters etc. Some suffixes -da
-de must be separately added with a space. However, they are mostly typed
adjacent so that the parser and the IV list cannot specify the word. Those are
needed to be specified and solved before.

The system performance is listed in Table 1 for each subproblem where the
baseline algorithm is simply choosing the lexically closest candidate from IV
list. The table suggests that the model successfully solve asciification problem.
Second, accent usage and repetition are also easily captured. While baseline
function gets 40% precision, the proposed model gets about 77% precision and
the n-gram supported model with gets 80%. Even though individual performance
of n-gram language model is acceptable level, it improves system performance
by only 3% increase due to that our initial model can capture many problems
and remaining parts are limited and hard to be solved such that some unsolved
cases could not be normalized by even human annotator.

Beside its contribution to system performance, it is worth testing how much
n-gram model individually performs. We tested n-gram model against both the
real twitter data set and artificially created data set. Success rate on real twitter
set is 53 %. Artificial ill-formed words are automatically malformed by shifting,
repeating, shuffling, deleting of original IV words in tweet data. Thus, we can
measure the system performance against even huge amount of twitter data set,

2 code.google.com/p/zemberek/
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Table 1. Success rate of Models

% Baseline% Model% Model+N-gram%

Accent 16.43 38.04 75.00 75.00
ASCII 41.25 37.66 93.94 94.81
Slang 1.43 12.50 50.00 50.00
Proper 7.68 67.44 76.74 76.74
Vocatives 4.64 30.77 50.00 61.54
Type 9.29 51.92 61.54 67.31
Repetition 3.39 42.11 68.42 68.42
Unknown 6.07 0.00 0.00 0.00
No prob 3.75 28.57 52.38 66.67
Other 0.89 0.00 80.00 80.00
DeASCII 5.18 31.03 41.38 48.28

Average 0.40 0.77 0.80

as huge as possible. For artificially created over 16K ill-formed words, n-gram
model showed a performance of 47% precision.

Artificial word formation is considered risky in other approaches, especially
based on purely lexical based methods. Computer randomization might have
some hidden rules even if randomization process is carefully and well prepared
and that makes the model success invalid. Therefore our purely lexical-based
models are checked against not the artificial data but the real data with real
human mistakes. This is why we used two kinds of test set with different size.
Therefore the size of real data set is less than that of artificial one. Running
only n-gram model on artificial dataset does not have invalidity problem since
that the model check neighbors that are not artificial and appears in real tweets.
Only the target words are malformed. To clarify the situation, the average lexical
similarity between artificially malformed words and their original ones is nearly
70% which is the similar average score in real data set. For example, the similarity
between ”tmrrww“ and ”tomorrow“ is 71%, then it is acceptable level of artificial
malformation whereas n-gram model applies lexical similarity only for sorting
the candidates captured by distributional word space model.

The proposed model performs acceptable level of precision when compared
to other studies. The results in [10] shows that 93% accuracy for English Tweets.
Another proposed approach uses Random Walks on a contextual similarity graph
[6] has 92.43% precision. The study [1] proposed a system that uses SMT with
79% accuracy. In Turkish [19], the proposed model with a 86% accuracy of ill
formed word detection and 71% accuracy for candidate word generation.

In this paper, we propose an architecture of unsupervised text normaliza-
tion Turkish language. The architecture orders the submodules by their degree
of complexity. The important contribution is considered that lexical similarity
functions, building a corpus-based IV dictionary and n-gram language modeling
are integrated within an architecture for Turkish domain. For a better compar-
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ison with other languages, all the experiments and results need to be checked
with same input data and the comparison criteria must be well-designed in term
of time complexity, data characteristics, circumferences and other factors. That
would be in our future plan. Other future work is to create a more reliable
look-up dictionary because automatically augmented dictionaries can contains
some level of incorrect entries. Reducing the those errors improves the system
performance both in accuracy and complexity. Comparing the model with other
studies and using BLEU system as baseline will be in our other future tasks as
well.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose an architecture for Turkish text normalisation. Even
though Turkish is one of the less-studied language, Internet usage of native
Turkish speakers is more than expected. Therefore the studies on social media
texting language are getting important. They necessitates some preprocessing
phases such as text normalization, tokenization, boundry identification etc.

We exploit many resources to normalize a given ill-formed token; tweet data,
a huge corpus and a reliable dictionary. In order to design an architecture, first
we figured out texting language phenomena in social media short text. The
problems can vary; letter repetition, missing vowels, asciification and others.
The submodules are sorted in accordance with their time complexity. We utilized
lexical similarity to compare the candidates and IV words to make a decision.
The last phase of the model is semantic model that includes n-gram language
modeling. We simplified n-gram language model to reduce time complexity. This
module uses word space model to normalize an ill-formed token by looking at
their neighbors. Neighbors are used as semantic space that is very similary to
lexico-syntactic patterns. The candidates that are captured from this phase are
again evaluated in terms of their lexical similarity. So this step actually employs
both semantic and lexical similarity.

We divide our architecture into two models; model and model+n-gram. The
first model is based on only lexical similarity, which refers to all phases except
n-gram. Second is using both lexical and semantic similarity, entire architecture
including n-gram model. First model achieves 77 % precision, second model gets
80 % precision. Both highly outperform baseline function that simply takes the
lexically closest term in IV to ill-formed token and its success rate is about 40 %.
We also evaluated n-gram model separately to check its success. When we run
n-gram semantic model as a separate unit on the data, we get 53% precision.
When running on an artificially created big data, we get about 47%. This shows
us designed n-gram language model can have a sufficient capacity even though
its contribution to entire architecture is limited.

This study might be considered first study that applies both lexical similarity
and semantic similarity together to Turkish text normalization. When compar-
ing the similar studies, the proposed architecture gets sufficient and promising
results. For a better comparison with those studies, all the experiments might
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be tested with same data and conditions. That would be in our future plan.
Another future work is to extend look-up dictionary to reduce level of incorrect
entries, which might improves the system performance. Using BLEU system for
a better comparison will be in our other future tasks as well.
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Abstract. Grapheme-to-Phoneme (G2P) conversion is an important
problem in Human Language Processing development, particularly Text-
to-Speech (TTS). Its primary goal is to accurately compute the pronun-
ciation of words in the input texts. This work examines design issues with
respect to components of the automatic G2P for standard Yorùbá (SY).
The automatic process includes: (i) Tokenisation of Input, (ii) Identi-
fication of nasal characters, (iii) Syllabification, and (iv) Conversion of
Graphemes to Phonemes. The structure of the Yoruba text is described
and a text corpus design for standard Yorùbá TTS is presented. The
analysis of the data was done using Zipf’s law. The outcome of this work
provided adequate requirement for the design.

1 Introduction

Grapheme-to-phoneme conversion (G2P) refers to the task of finding the pro-
nunciation of a word given its written form. It has important applications in
human language technologies

Alphabetic writing systems are based on the idea that the orthographic form
is a conventional representation of a word’s pronunciation [1]. In a perfectly
phonological alphabet such as existed in Yorùbá language, there is a one-to-one
correspondence between letters (graphemes) and phonemes.

The Grapheme-to-Phoneme (G2P) conversion subsystem is a crucial compo-
nent of a TTS particularly for a tone language. TTS is an important human
language technology which requires a good G2P conversion process. It is impos-
sible to have a good-working text-to-speech system without having a tool that
generates correct pronunciation when presented with the word orthography.

2 Standard Yoruba language

Yorùbá language is one of the three major indigenous languages, along with
Hausa and Igbo in Nigeria and it is spoken by over 37 million people [2]. Yorùbá is
a native language of the Yorùbá people, an ethnic group primarily located in
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south-western Nigeria (Lagos, Ò. yó. , Ògùn, Oǹdó, Èk̀ıt̀ı, Ò. s.un and parts of Kwara
and Koǵı states). SY is used in language education, the mass media and everyday
communication [3]. Yorùbá is a tone language in which a pitch of an utterance
is used to express differences in meaning; or when a particular pitch or change
of pitch constitute an element in the intonation of a phrase or sentence, such as
high, mid or low. The tone structure in Yorùbá is made possible by diacritics
- tone marking on top of vowels and syllabic nasals to give meaning to the
contexts.

2.1 Description of Yorùbá Text

Yorùbá alphabet comprises of 18 consonants (represented graphemically by b, d,
f, g, gb, h, j, k, l, m, n, p, r, s, s. , t, w, y ) and 7 vowels represented graphemically
by a, e, e. , i, o, o. , u [4]. It should be noted that the gb is a diagraph i.e. a conso-
nant written with two letters. Five nasal vowels exist in the language by adding
n with the oral vowels (a, e, e. , i, o, o. , u) which is represented graphemically
as an, e. n, in, o. n, un. Also, one syllabic nasals represented graphemically as n
exists. It should also be noted that an and o. n are phonemically the same. The
consonant and vowel systems as well as a more detailed description of SY are
presented in [5].

In SY language, syllables are considered as the basic unit of sound because
it has been established as a perceptually and acoustically coherent unit [4]. In
addition, syllable can be considered as the basic unit of G2P in tone language
as agreed with the work of [6], [7] and [8] established that syllables produce
reasonably natural quality speech. The letters are combined to form syllable
based on the syllable structures and syllables combined to form words. Words
are combined to form statements. There exist five syllables structures in the
language and these are: V (oral vowels ), Vn (nasal vowels), N (syllabic nasal),
CV (combination of consonants and oral vowels ) as well as CVn (combination
of consonants and nasal vowels) [3]

The syllables are the tone bearing elements of the SY language. For example,
in the statement: Ab́ım̄bó. lá ti lo. śı oko (Ab́ım̄bó. lá has gone to the farm), there
are ten syllables. This also implies that there exist ten tones (MHMHH-M-M-
H-MM).

3 Data

The domain for the speech synthesis for this research is in language education,
religious and mass media from various sources such as Internet, digitized printed
material and existing digital materials from non-Internet sources. Two SY news-
paper (Aláròyé and Yorùbá Gbòde) and two SY textbooks ([9], [10]) were se-
lected. The two newspapers were not toned mark, and Yorùbá Gbòde is without
under dots. The texts were edited using Tákàdá text editor (www.sourceforge.net/
projects/takada) and were corrected for graphemic items (tone marks and under
dots) using Àko.tó. Yorùbá [11]. Sample data is as shown in Table 1. To increase
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the quality and coverage of the acquired materials, additional Yorùbá text data
were gathered from existing printed materials by scanning through a process
known as optical character recognition. The volume of textual data generated
using these techniques was about 291,392 words.

Table 1. Sample Data

Yoruba Statement Meaning

Ìbùkún ni fún o. kùnrin náà t́ı kò r̀ın ńı
ı̀mò. àwo. n èǹıyàn búburú, t́ı kò dúró
ńı ò. nà àwo. n e. lé. s. è. , àti t́ı kò s̀ı jókòó ńı
ibùjókòó àwo. n e. lé. gàn. S. ùgbó. n d́ıdùn
inúu rè. wà ńınú òfin Olúwa, àti ńınú
òfin náà ni ó ńs.e àsàrò ńı ò. sán àti ńı
òru. Yóò s̀ı dàb́ı igi t́ı a gb̀ın śı et́ı ipa
odò, t́ı ó ń so èso rè. jáde ńı àkókò rè. ,
ewée rè. k̀ı yóò s̀ı rè. , àti ohunkóhun t́ı
ó bá ńs.e ni yóò máa s.e déédé. Nı́toŕı
Olúwa mo. ò. nà àwo. n olódodo, s. ùgbó. n
ò. nà àwo. n èǹıyàn búburú ni yóò s. ègbé.

Blessed is the man that walks not in
the counsel of the ungodly, nor stands
in the way of sinners, nor sits in the
seat of the scornful, but his delight is
in the law of the LORD; and in his
law he does meditates day and night.
He shall be like a tree planted by the
rivers of water, that brings forth its
fruit in its season; its leaf also shall
not wither; and whatsoever it does
shall prosper. For the LORD knows
the way of the righteous: but the way
of the ungodly shall perish.

Data analysis was done using Zipf’s law, which observed a phenomenon in
human languages (and some other social structures) that indicated that there is
a pattern in the distribution of tokens and that a few very frequent words make
up a very large portion of any text or collection of texts, while the large ma-
jority of words occur relatively rarely. Zipf’s law states that given some corpus
of natural language utterances, the frequency of any word is inversely propor-
tional to its rank in the frequency table. Thus the most frequent word will occur
approximately twice as often as the second most frequent word, three times as
often as the third most frequent word, etc [12].

The analysis of the research data for frequency distribution was performed
using a freeware concordance; Simple Text Analysis Tool (TextSTAT) version
2.9.0.0 [13]. This tool was used to generate the frequency count for the word
tokens in the text data. It was also used to detect words that have incorrect
forms such as wrong diacritics (tone marks and under dots). In the analysis of
the words in the text corpus, 6857 words appeared only once in the corpus and
the word with the highest appearance in the data set (t́ı) occur 8257 times,
followed by ni with frequency of 6358 and followed by àwon with frequency
of 5753. This pattern is expected of natural language [12]. Table 2 shows the
distribution of some selected words in conformity with Zipf’s law for linguistic
data.

Zipf’s law states that there is an inverse proportional relationship between
the rank and frequency of words in a text. Rank is the position of a word in
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Table 2. Ranks and frequencies of the text data

Word type Rank (r) Frequency (f) Proportion (%)

n 10 4365 1.4978
ti 20 2673 0.9173
fún (give) 30 2215 0.7601
ge. (cut) 40 1560 0.5354
èdè (language) 50 1153 0.3957
o (you) 60 947 0.3250
ı̀s.e (doing) 70 786 0.2697
ı̀tàn (story) 80 694 0.2382
po. 90 599 0.2056
ı̀mò. (knowledge) 100 524 0.1798
ı̀ṕınlè. (state) 200 189 0.0649
àtijó. (former) 300 110 0.0377
ýı (turn) 400 77 0.0264
o. jà (market) 500 57 0.0196
Adéye. mı́ (Yorùbá name) 600 44 0.0151
ààyè (opportunity) 700 37 0.0127
àgbàlagbà (adult) 800 30 0.0103
gbeyè. wò (consider) 900 25 0.0086
déés̀ı (translated name) 1000 21 0.0072
kór̀ı́ıra (to hate) 10000 1 0.0003

a table of words ordered by frequency of occurrence (rank one being the most
frequent) [12].

The general nature of Zipf’s distribution as it applies to human language use
whether in oral or written communication or discourse is as highlighted below
[11]:

i. a few word tends to score very high on the frequency table meaning that
they appear regularly in discourse;

ii. a medium number of words or linguistic tokens appears with relatively
medium frequency indicating that they are regularly used;

iii. a huge number of words in a document have very low level of occurrence,
indicating that they are rarely used.

With the proportion of these tokens in relation to the total token count,
it means that these words occurred in many contexts and are good features
to be used in grapheme to phoneme conversion system for Yorùbá language.
The Zipf’s curve for the words whose rank ranges from tens to thousands (the
regularly occur to the rarely occur), to have a wide coverage of the database is
shown in Figure 1. The shape of the curve justifies Zipf’s law for linguistic data.
This means that a few word appear regularly in discourse; a medium number of
words or linguistic tokens appears with relatively medium frequency indicating
that they are averagely used; a huge number of words in a document have very
low level of occurrence, indicating that they are rarely used.
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Fig. 1. Zipf frequency-rank curve for Yorùbá texts

4 Processes in G2P Conversion

The processes involved in the G2P conversion for SY is shown in Figure 2. These
processes include: (i) Input tokenisation process which splits the input sentence
into individual characters, (ii) Nasal characters identification process which de-
tects nasalised vowels, (iii) Syllabification process which accepts input tokens
and produces corresponding syllables, and (iv) Graphemes to Phonemes conver-
sion process. To facilitate this process of converting grapheme to phoneme, the
characters with underdots and the diagraph- è. , é. , ò. , ó. and gb were transformed
to ‘z’, ‘x’, ‘c’, ‘v’, and ‘q’ respectively.

4.1 Input Tokenisation

The input to this process is a text file. Tokenisation takes the input text and
breaks it into sentences marked by a new-line, and each sentence is further
breakdown into chunks called tokens. Tokenisation was done using white spaces
as delimiters. This process was achieved using the split() function of the String
class. This function takes a string and separates them using white space. The
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Fig. 2. G2P Processes

output of the split() function is a List object containing all the tokens. Each
token is separated by a front slash (/).

Figure 3 shows the output for Software processing of tokenisation.

4.2 Process Nasal Characters

This stage processes nasal characters. For example: to convert ’a’ and ’n’ to
’an’ ; ’e. ’ and ’n’ to ’e. n’ ; ’i’ and ’n’ to ’in’ ; ’o. ’ and ’n’ to ’o. n’ ; and ’u’ and ’n’
to ’un’ where appropriate.

It is should be noted that any of the consonant can precede nasal vowel
except l,m and n. E.g.imún, inán as well as lan, le. n, lo. n, lun does not exist
orthographically in SY words. The process is achieved by the following lines of
code.

de f p roce s sNasa l s ( s e l f , sym = [ ] ) :
ind = [ i f o r i , x in enumerate (sym) i f x == ’n ’ ]
f o r i in ind :

i f i != 0 :
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Fig. 3. Screen shot for sentence tokenised

vn = sym [ i − 1 ] + ’n ’
i f vn in s e l f .Vn :

i f i + 1 < l en (sym ) :
i f sym [ i + 1 ] not in s e l f .V:

sym [ i − 1 ] = vn
sym [ i ] = u ’@’

e l s e :
sym [ i − 1 ] = vn
sym [ i ] = u ’@’

# remove a l l x ’ s
f o r i , x in enumerate (sym ) :

i f x == ’@’ :
sym . remove ( ’@’ )

re turn sym

4.3 Syllabification Process

The syllable corpus was created from the word corpus using a process known as
syllabification. The syllabification was achieved using a Push Down Transducer
(PDT) [14]. The PDT employed for the syllabification process extends the func-
tionality of PDA (generalised NFA) beyond language recognition by ensuring
an output on every transition. This is necessary because we are not interested
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in verifying the acceptance of the input, but rather to obtain Yorùbá syllables
from a continuous stream of texts. As a result, the PDT developed is a 8-tuple
defined as:

PDT =< Q,Σi, Σo, Γ, q0, Z0, F, δ > (1)

Where:

– Q is a finite set of states, and
Q = {Q0, Q1, Q2}

– Σi is a finite set of input symbols (tokens), and
Σi = V ∪ Vn ∪ C ∪N , where
V is a set of vowels, i.e.,
V = {a, e, e. , i, o, o. , u, à, á, è, é, è. , é. , ı̀, ı́, ò, ó, ò. , ó. , ù, ú }
Vn is a set of nasalised vowels, i.e.,
Vn = {an, e. n, in, o. n, un, àn, án, è. n, é. n, ı̀n, ı́n, ò. n, ó. n, ùn, ún }
C is a set of consonants, i.e., C = {b, d, f, g, gb, h, j, k, l, p, r, s, s. , t, w, y}
N is a set of syllabic nasals, i.e., N = {m,n, ń, ǹ, ḿ}

– Σo is a finite set of output syllable symbols. This represents the acceptable
sequence of characters that make up a syllable. As such,
Σo = V, vn, CV,CVn, N

– Γ is a finite set of stack symbols, i.e., Γ = C ∪N ∪ {λ}
– q0 ∈ Q is an initial state, and q0 = Q0

– Z0 ∈ Γ is the initial stack symbol, and Z0 = λ
– F ⊆ Q is a set of final states, and F = Q3

– δ is a transition function given as:

Q×Σi × (Γ ∪ ε)→ 2Q×Γ×Σo (2)

A transition of a PDT could be represented using an element (p, a,A, q,B, b) ∈
δ which is represented as shown in Figure 4 is interpreted as: In a state p ∈ Q,
given an input symbol a ∈ (Σi ∪ {ε}), and A ∈ Γ being the topmost stack
symbol, move to state q ∈ Q, pop A ∈ Γ and push B ∈ Γ onto the stack , and
produce an output symbol b ∈ (Σo ∪ {ε}).

pstart q

a,A,B/b

Fig. 4. A transition (p, a,A, q,B, b) ∈ δ of a PDT

As found in PDAs, PDTs have two modes of acceptance which are: acceptance
by final state and acceptance by empty stack. We employed the two modes
of acceptance in the modified PDA such that the PDA accepts the sequence
of symbols w if there is a sequence of transitions from (q0, ai, λ, qi, Bi, b) and
terminates at (qi,#, λ, ε, qF ∈ F, ε, ε). This means that for a sequence of input
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Algorithm 1: Algorithm for the Nasal Vowel Identification and Syllabifi-
cation Processes.

1 V = {a, e, e. , i, o, o. , u, á, à, é, è, é. , è. , ı́, ı̀, ó, ò, ó. , ò. , ú, ù } ;
2 C = {b, d, f, g, gb, h, j, k, l, p, r, s, s. , t, w, y} ;
3 Vn = {an, e. n, in, o. n, un, àn, án, è. n, é. n, ı̀n, ı́n, ò. n, ó. n, ùn, ún } ;
4 N = {m,n, ń, ǹ, ḿ} ;

Data: tokenList: A List of Input Tokens
Result: syllables: A List of Syllables

5 procedure syllabificator (tokenList)
6 for token in enumerate(tokens) do
7 syllables = ”;
8 stack = new Stack();
9 if token ∈ (V ∪ V n) then

10 if size(stack) == 0 then
11 syllables =+ token;
12 else
13 top = stack.pop();
14 if top ∈ (self.C ∪ self.N) then
15 syllables =+ top+ token;
16 end if

17 end if

18 else if token ∈ (self.C ∪ self.N) then
19 if size(stack) == 0 then
20 stack.push(token);
21 else
22 top = stack.pop();
23 if top ∈ self.N then
24 stack.push(token);
25 syllables =+ top;

26 end if

27 end if

28 else
29 syllables =+ token;
30 end if
31 return syllables ;

32 end

33 end procedure

symbols to be accepted the PDT must be in a final state, the stack must be
empty, and all the input symbols must be read. The PDT was implemented
using the algorithm presented in Algorithm 1.

The PDT was simulated in JFLAP using the following input tokens:

tokens = [‘ǹ’, ‘ǹ’, ‘k’, ‘an’, ‘ ’, ‘ḿ’, ‘b’, ‘e. ’, ‘ ’, ‘l’, ‘á’, ‘b’, ‘é. ”, ‘ ’, ‘ò. ’, ‘ò. ’, ‘r’, ‘un]
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The transition table for simulation of the syllabification process using these
input tokens is shown in Table 3, and the output of the simulation is ‘n-n-kan
m-be la-be o-o-run’

Table 3. Syllabification Process for ‘ǹǹkan ḿbe. lábé. ò. ò. run#’

Token Current
State

Current
Stack

Pop Push Resulting
Stack

Output Next State

‘ǹ’ Q0 [λ] λ ǹ, λ [ǹ, λ] ε Q2

‘ǹ’ Q2 [ǹ, λ] ǹ ǹ [ǹ, λ] ǹ Q2

‘k’ Q2 [ǹ, λ] ǹ k [k, λ] ǹ Q2

‘an’ Q2 [k, λ] k ε [λ] kan Q1

‘ ’ Q1 [λ] λ λ [λ] ‘ ’ Q1

‘ḿ’ Q1 [λ] λ ḿ,λ [m, λ] ε Q2

‘b’ Q2 [m, λ] ḿ b [b, λ] ḿ Q2

‘e.’ Q2 [b, λ] b ε [λ] be. Q1

‘ ’ Q1 [λ] λ λ [λ] ‘ ’ Q1

l Q1 [λ] λ l, λ [l, λ] ε Q2

á Q2 [l, λ] l ε [λ] lá Q1

b Q1 [λ] λ b, λ [b, λ] ε Q2

é. Q2 [b, λ] b ε [λ] bé. Q1

‘ ’ Q1 [λ] λ λ [λ] ‘ ’ Q1

ò. Q1 [λ] λ λ [λ] ò. Q1

ò. Q1 [λ] λ λ [λ] ò. Q1

r Q1 [λ] λ a, λ [r, λ] ε Q2

un Q2 [r, λ] r ε [λ] run Q1

# Q2 [λ] λ ε [] ε Q3 ∈ F

4.4 Graphemes to Phonemes conversion

This stage converts all the graphemes resulting from the previous stage into
phonemes. Different methods for building automatic alignments have been pro-
posed, among which there are one-to-one and many-to-many alignments [1]. In
this study one-to-one alignment was adopted because each letter corresponds
only to one phoneme and vice versa. This is achieved by first replacing all trans-
formed characters back to their original characters. For example, grapheme e.
which was formally replaced with ’z’ was converted back to e. before the phone-
mic transcription output was given. Syllables with high, mid and low tones are
transcribed with their tones (H, M, L, respectively) placed in bracket beside
them.

5 Conclusion

The Grapheme-to-Phoneme (G2P) conversion subsystem is a crucial component
of a TTS particularly for a tone language. Attempts have been made to develop
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other components of Standard Yorùbá TTS, but the G2P subsystem is yet to
be addressed.

This work opens the way for synthetic speech to approach the quality of
natural speech. In this paper we outlined the fundamentals of this concept and
gave a detailed progress report on our ongoing research. We gave an account of
the data analysis performed and the process underlying SY text to sound was
examined. Some other design issues were as well discussed . This work provides
adequate requirement for the design and as well provides the basis for research
and development in TTS for SY language.
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Abstract .ig data analytics is increasingly replacing or complementing classical 

data collection methods like surveys. Business intelligence tools and systems 

now play a key role in decision-making and find applications in the areas such 

as customer profiling, customer support, market research, segmentation, brand 

monitoring. Transforming unstructured text data for structured quantitative 

analysis is an important challenge for business analytics. Sentiment analysis is a 

promising method in terms of transforming words into numbers to detect the 

tone of subjective expressions. The aim of this paper is scrutinize the role of 

sentiment analysis for emulating classical attitude and market research tools. 

We used sentiment analysis on product reviews data occurring in the e-market 

place in Turkey. We have applied a variety of machine learning algorithms and 

some term selection algorithms. Unigram approach for the term selection and 

Naive Bayes approach for machine learning have performed better than others. 

Our results suggest that sentiment analysis can be applicable for Turkish lan-

guage after a rigorous text preprocessing and term selection process. 

Keywords: Business Intelligence • Sentiment Analysis • Text Classification • 

Machine Learning 

1 Introduction 

Social media sites provide opportunities for gathering vast amounts of marketing 

intelligence information from naturally occurring data such as comments and evalua-

tion about brands, individuals and products. Contrary to the surveys where attitude 

data can be collected as a one-off occasion, social media users share their opinions on 

a continuous basis in a naturally occurring environment. This provides management 

decision makers with instantly updated information and opportunity to collect data 

from many people which would physically impossible to do so. Although decision 

makers increasingly gather information from social media about the issues such as 

what consumers think about a new advertisement campaign, customer complaints and 

how consumers compare their brand to their competitors, systematic analysis of this 

information is still an emerging issue.  Systematic analysis can establish the links 

between this information and corporate knowledge management systems.  

The high cost of media monitoring of vast amounts of texts through human pro-

cessing brings forth a need for data mining tools that can automatically analyze texts. 
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Accordingly, business intelligence and text analytics tools increasingly complement 

classical data collection instruments such as surveys and polls. These tools find grow-

ing application in the fields such as customer profiling, customer support, marketing 

research, market segmentation, and brand monitoring. However, although social me-

dia applications present a rich information source for data mining, data in this form is 

usually available as unstructured text. In this respect, Natural Language Processing 

and text mining techniques offer opportunities for structuring those data. The aim of 

this paper is to emulate conventional attitude and market research tools by using these 

techniques in the Turkish language context. For this purpose, we made machine learn-

ing based sentiment analysis of Facebook comments about two competing retail 

brands a priori categorized as positive or negative by the customers. 

2 Theoretical Background 

Automatic text analysis finds its grounds in classical content analysis [1]. However, 

this method usually focuses on determining factual attributes of the content by ignor-

ing the evaluative elements in the language. Subjective aspects such as opinions, atti-

tudes, evaluations, styles, etc. are essential for obtaining the gist of a text [2]. Accord-

ingly, sentiment analysis appeared as a promising alternative in recent years to com-

plement content analysis for detecting the evaluative tone of subjective expressions 

[3, 4]. Using text mining methods such as statistical natural language processors, part-

of-speech tags, parsers and advanced lexicons, sentiment analysis claims to automati-

cally detect whether a text contains a positive or negative tone [5]. Although senti-

ment analysis has started with the analysis of movie reviews [5, 6, 7, 8, 9], it now 

extends its domain to a variety of applications. Reviews and discussions on cars, 

banks, travel resorts [10], music, books, mobile phones, kitchenware, hotels [11], 

cameras, printers and baby strollers [12] are amongst the various topics that sentiment 

analysts are interested in.  

Habitual method in sentiment analysis concerns developing automatic classifiers 

with supervised machine learning procedures applied to human annotated texts. This 

method is preferred because of its compelling performance for determining positive or 

negative tones in texts without encountering the constraints of linguistic analysis [5]. 

A notable alternative to this method is building semantic thesauri, which are based on 

processes like the counting of keywords expressing emotional polarity in a text [10]. 

Between these two methods, machine learning is preferred to the latter because it also 

covers the relevant context around the words [3, 13]. While keyword method can 

detect more precisely whether the chosen aspects belong to the predicted class (Preci-

sion: true positive rate), machine learning is strong in terms of retrieving the relevant 

instances (Recall: false negative rate) [14]. 

In supervised learning, the learning algorithm is trained by texts whose classes are 

annotated by humans. The algorithm derives a model from the texts selected as a 

training set through the relationship between input features (terms) and their class 

assignments. Features are weighted to the extent they demarcate between classes. The 

model is cross-validated through a test set not covering the text units in the training 
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set.  The overlap between actual and model predicted classes is accepted as the accu-

racy criteria [15].   

While machine learning is commonly used in English, in other languages keyword 

method is the dominant approach. For example, Mihalcea [16] conducted sentiment 

analysis by translating mood state words from English to Romanian; Mathieu [17] to 

French; Cho and Lee [18] to Korean, and Abbasi [19] to Arabic. The limited success 

of the keyword approach turned the researchers of non-English languages to machine 

learning. For example, Kanamaru [20] has developed a machine learning algorithm 

for determining emotional states for Japanese language, while Xu [21] did the same 

for the Chinese.  Pang [5] remarked that success of automatic classification for the 

languages other than English depends on the feature type selection such as unigrams 

or n-grams as well as the selection of best classifier algorithms. In this vein, this paper 

aims to contribute to the literature by experimenting with different machine learning 

algorithms on Turkish texts and testing the effect of different feature types (unigrams 

and n-gram) on the classification accuracy. 

Sentiment analysis in Turkish is rare except a few cases (i.e. Boynukalın [22] clas-

sified Turkish texts according to emotional state expressions through machine learn-

ing; Eryiğit [23] compared machine learning with dictionary based methods). They 

found that feature selection process is the most critical decision for machine learning 

in Turkish language. Performance of feature selection depends on text pre-processing 

procedures such as stemming and lemmatizing, detection of synonyms, exclusion of 

function words. However this is a complex procedure for morphologically rich lan-

guages such as Arabic and Turkish, which requires special processes [19]. Moreover, 

unconventional language use in the social media context makes this issue more com-

plex. Hence, in this paper we propose different algorithms to solve some of these 

problems.  Our method consists of three steps: text pre-processing, feature selection 

and modeling. 

3 Method 

3.1 Text preprocessing  

On preprocessing phase, we have particularly focused on the symbol use in the social 

media. For example, emoticons like smileys express information on user’s emotions. 

To include them as features, we converted facial expressions (emoticons) into mean-

ingful words such as:  

 

:-) positive; :=) positive; :D  very positive ; <3  love 

 

Besides emoticons, unconventional abbreviations are frequently used in social me-

dia. We converted them into their synonyms for the algorithm not to detect them as 

different features: 

ltf:  please (lütfen); pls: please (lütfen); tşk:   thanks (teşekkürler); inş:   hopefully 

(inşallah); abv:   damn (allah belanı versin). 
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Another unique social-media-only expression that defines the strength of sentiment 

is repeating characters. For example, nooooo is stronger than no. 

The next pre-processing step involves spell checks. For this purpose we have used 

“Zemberek”, an open source Turkish NLP library 

(https://github.com/ahmetaa/zemberek-nlp )  which has a spelling dictionary with 

more than one million words. The example output presents original word and several 

suggestions (Table 1). 

Table 1. The representative output for Zemberek's results  

originalWord suggested1 suggested2 suggested3 

Tartisilir tartışılır Tartışılır  

Ihtiyacimiz ihtiyacımız   

Paylasınca paylaşınca Paylaşınca  

Seninle Seninle Şeninle şeninle 

Arkadaslarn    

 

In the “originalWord” area the actual form of the word is seen. The fields that 

begin with “suggested..” label, show alternative suggestions for the word.  

Hence, during the preprocessing phase we have converted frequently used emoti-

cons and abbreviations into words, corrected misspellings and edited the repeating 

characters. 

3.2 Feature selection 

This step involves the generation and selection of features to be used in the classifica-

tion algorithms. We compared two different approaches: i) “Bag of words”: features 

are generated disregarding syntax and word sequences (unigrams) for keeping the 

variability in the text. ii) N-gram: takes into account word sequence patterns (syntax) 

and phrases. For each syntactic pattern and phrase, it generates a separate feature. 

Social media texts are usually short and do not include many N-grams. While N-

grams have been found to perform better for longer texts, they can discount some 

semantic information in shorter texts in accordance with the Zipf’s law [5]. In table 2. 

we compare the “information gain” scores obtained from both approaches.  Infor-

mation Gain is an established and empirically tested method for high-dimensional 

feature selection. It tells us the information contribution of a feature within a vector 

[24]. In our analysis, Information Gain score obtained from the “bag-of-words” ap-

proach for the unigram word “beautiful” is almost equal to the sum of the word 

“beautiful” and the n-gram “very beautiful”. After repeating the same operation for 

other features as well, we have found that the “n-gram” approach does not provide 

efficient results for social media data. Hence, we have decided to proceed to the mod-

eling phase with the “bag-of-words” approach. 
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Table 2. “Information Gain” scores for bag of words and N-Gram approaches 

Ranked attributes 

of N-gram: 

0.07414  11130  güzel 

0.07136  4191  bir 

0.07113  26802  çok güzel 

0.05936  5013  bu 

0.05771  18932  pahalı 

0.04908  25612  yok 

0.04371  36    1  

0.04358  27643  ürün 

0.04066  23712  ve 

0.04041  23528  var 

0.03682  17380  neden 

0.0364  11663  harika 

0.03486  6543  da 

0.03443  18367  olmuş 

0.03391  21444  sorun 

0.03219  14812  ki 

0.03076  246    2 

0.03076  13815  kadar 

0.03076  1464  alışveriş 

0.02998  27190  çıktı 

0.02998  27102  çünkü 

0.02998  16020  lütfen 

0.02998  4940  bozuk 

0.02998  2559  aynı 

0.02885  12452  i 

0.02772  6967  de 

0.02659  18147  olduğunu 

0.02633  10478  gibi 

Ranked attributes 

of bag of words 

0.14844  403  güzel 

0.08109  1293 harika 

0.07198  688  pahalı 

0.05936  201  bu 

0.05658  1466 olmuş 

0.0541  183  bir 

0.04908  940  yok 

0.04614  869  var 

0.04389  981  çok 

0.04371  4   1 

0.04358  1011 ürün 

 0.0433  838   teşekkürler 

0.04066  875  ve 

0.04033  783  sorun 

0.03682  625  neden 

0.03352  1438 mükemmel 

0.03339  124  aynı 

0.03219  533  ki 

0.03076  81  alışveriş 

0.03076  502  kadar 

0.03076  14  2 

0.03072  701  pozitif 

0.03025  244  da 

0.02998  574  lütfen 

0.02998  986  çünkü 

0.02998  197  bozuk 

0.02998  987  çıktı 

0.02885  268  değil

 

In the next step, we calculated the weight of each feature (word) according to the 

inverse document frequency (idft) transformation method. Idft is a measure of the 

relative importance of a term calculated as the concentration of a term in particular 

documents compared to its appearance in all the documents: 

 idft =  log  
𝑁

𝑑𝑓𝑡
 (1) 

Idft transformation shows us the relative frequency of a term compared to its ap-

pearance in all documents. Words with lower idft carry lower information values.  For 

example, while function words like “the” have lower idft scores; opinion expression 

words like “beautiful” which are not distributed along all documents have higher 

scores.  
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In our study, we have tested the performance of the models including selection of 

features exceeding an idft score threshold against a baseline including all features. 

3.3 Modeling 

We used Naïve Bayes and Support Vector Machines for classification of texts and 

compared the results with and without feature selection. Classification procedures 

were performed on positive and negative texts. 

Table 3. Classification results for Brand-1 (355 texts) 

 Accuracy 

rate 

ROC 

area 

Prec. 

 (Pos) 

Prec. 

(Neg) 

Recall 

(Pos) 

Recall 

(Neg) 

Support Vector Mach 90.44% 0.905 0.924 0.883 0.893 0.917 

Naive Bayes 92.53% 0.983 0.901 0.958 0.966 0.879 

SVM (selected features) 85.97% 0.856 0.836 0.893 0.916 0.796 

Naive Bayes (selected features) 91.44% 0.964 0.878 0.957 0.966 0.847 

Table 4. Classification results for Brand-2 (425 texts) 

 Accuracy 

rate 

ROC 

area 

Prec. 

(Pos) 

Prec. 

(Neg) 

Recall 

(Pos) 

Recall 

(Neg) 

Support Vector Mach 85.41% 0.789 0.838 0.923 0.972 0.606 

Naïve Bayes 86.82% 0.912 0.856 0.909 0.969 0.657 

SVM (selected features) 88.23% 0.823 0.858 0.968 0.99 0.657 

Naïve Bayes (selected features) 86.82% 0.92 0.858 0.901 0.965 0.664 

 

Models with feature selection were found to give more accurate results. We select the 

Naïve Bayes model with feature selection to build the sentiment classifiers. Naïve 

Bayes approach is more robust to the number of features, hence more efficient for 

detecting classes with the lower number of features (Table 3 and 4). 

3.4 Results 

The results from application of the Naïve Bayes model results on Brand-1 and Brand-

2 are shown in Table 5 and 6. 

Table 5. Application of the Naïve Bayes model results on Brand-1 

Brand-1 Frequency Percentage 

Total 2834  

Negative  846 30% 

Positive  1594 56% 

Negative comments about the brands  90 10,6% 

Positive comments about the brands  55 3,5% 
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Table 6. Application of the Naïve Bayes model results on Brand-2 

Brand-1 Frequency Percentage 

Total 1906  

Negative  360 19% 

Positive  1392 73% 

Negative comments about the brands  52 14% 

Positive comments about the brands  70 19% 

 

As the tables suggest, Brand-2 products received more positive comments compared 

to Brand-1. Our results suggest that sentiment analysis can be an alternative or com-

plementary method for attitude polls or surveys.  Of course this approach carries some 

limitations in terms of sampling and instrument design. For example, the results of the 

analysis depend on the individuals who write comments on the Web pointing to a 

potential sampling bias. Moreover,   measurement instrument (sentiment classifier) 

although highly reliable (giving the same results on the same sample) can pose some 

validity problems (measuring attitudes rather than other constructs such as idiosyn-

cracies in language use). After rigorous cross-validating with other instruments like 

surveys and interviews, sentiment analysis has a potential for attitude measurement in 

the social media.  

4 Conclusion  

Application of sentiment analysis to the Turkish language and social media context is 

a challenging issue. Our results provide some evidence that with comprehensive pre-

processing effort and machine learning algorithms, sentiment analyses can be effec-

tively performed in Turkish Language. Future studies can improve the performance 

not only by analyzing the general attitudes towards brands, but also the attitudes to-

wards specific brand attributes. Furthermore, adding a third neutral value to negative-

positive poles can enrich the scale for precision purposes. The results of this study 

provide support to the argument that sentiment analysis can be used to complement 

survey based attitude research. 
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Abstract. Sentiment lexicon-based features have proved their perfor-
mance in recent work concerning sentiment analysis in Twitter. Auto-
matic constructed lexicon features seem to be enough influential to at-
tract the attention. In this paper, we propose a new metric to estimate
the word polarity score, called natural entropy (ne), in order to con-
struct a new sentiment lexicon based on Sentiment140 corpus. We derive
six features from the new lexicon and show that (ne) metric outperforms
the PMI metric which has been used for the same purpose. For evalu-
ation, we build a state-of-the-art system for sentiment analysis in short
text using a supervised classifier trained on several groups of features
including n-gram, sentiment lexicons, negation, Z score and semantic
features. This system has been one of the best systems in both tasks of
SemEval-2015: Sentiment Analysis in Twitter and Aspect-Based Senti-
ment Analysis. We investigate the impact of the lexicon-based features
extracted from existing manual and automatic constructed lexicons on
the system performance and also the impact of the proposed metric (ne).

1 Introduction

The interactive Web has changed the relation between the users and the web.
Users have become an important source of content. This content includes users’
opinions about events, products, or people. The availability of such information
has attracted growing attention from those who want to understand the opinions
and preferences of individuals which may be useful in various domains.
Sentiment Analysis (SA) has become more and more interesting since the year
2000 [1], many techniques in Natural Language Processing have been used to
understand the expressed sentiment on an entity. The basic task in sentiment
analysis is the polarity classification which determines the polarity of a given
text, i.e. whether the expressed opinion is positive, negative or neutral. This
analysis can be done at different levels of granularity: Document Level, Sentence
Level or Aspect Level.
Early work in that area includes [2] and [3] applied different methods for detect-
ing the polarity; they proposed unsupervised, semi-supervised and supervised
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methods. The document representation is a critical component in SA, several
publications have focused on the term weighting, others on the feature extrac-
tion and selection.
In this paper, we focus on the impact of automatic constructed lexicons on the
supervised sentiment classification in short text. Therefore, we build a new auto-
matic sentiment lexicon using new metric called natural entropy (ne) which has
recently been proposed for supervised term weighting [4], this lexicon is built
from sentiment140 corpus [5] which contains 1.6 millions automatically collected
tweets classified as positive or negative depending on the involved emoticons. Af-
ter getting this new lexicon, six features have been extracted and have replaced
the six features extracted from sentiment140 lexicon, which is built from the
same sentiment140 corpus but using PMI (pair-wise mutual information) met-
ric instead. The new (ne) lexicon features outperform those extracted from the
original PMI sentiment140 lexicon. For evaluation purpose, we use two known
data set, the first extracted from twitter, the second from restaurant reviews.
We build two state-of-the-art systems using a Logistic Regression classifier with
different types of features including word n-gram, twitter dictionary, Z score,
sentiment lexicon and semantic features, we also adapts a weighting schema for
tuning the parameters of our classifiers. These two systems are among the best
systems participating in SemEval 2015 task of Sentiment Analysis in Twitter
and Aspect-based Sentiment Analysis. We investigate the effect of sentiment
lexicon features in the two classifiers, as these features play an import role, we
have been enough motivated to propose the using of (ne) metric.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines existing work
in sentence level sentiment analysis. Section 3 describes the data and resources
that have been used. The features we used for representing the document are
presented in Section 4. Our experiments are described in section 5, and future
work is presented in Section 6.

2 Related Work

Two main approaches for sentiment analysis can be identified. The lexicon based
approach which depends on sentiment lexicons containing positive, negative and
neutral words or expressions; the polarity is computed according to the number
of common opinionated words between the lexicons and the text. Many lexicons
have been created manually such as MPQA Subjectivity Lexicon [6] or automat-
ically such as SentiWordNet [7].
The second one is the Machine Learning approach which adapts different classi-
fiers and features. Naive Bayes, Maximum Entropy MaxEnt and Support Vector
Machines (SVM) were adapted in [5], the authors reported that SVM outper-
forms other classifiers, they tried a unigram and a bigram model in conjunction
with part-of-speech (POS) features; they noted that the unigram model outper-
forms all other models when using SVM and that POS features decrease the
results. The Authors in [8] found that n-gram with lexicon features and mi-
crobloging features are useful but POS features are not. In contrast, in [9] the
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authors reported that POS and bigrams both help. In [10] the authors proposed
the use of specific features of tweets like retweet, hashtags, link, punctuation
and exclamation marks in conjunction with features like prior polarity of words
and POS tags. Authors in [11] used the concepts extracted from DBPedia and
the adjectives from WordNet, they reported that the DBpedia concepts are use-
ful with Näıve-Bayes classifier but less useful with SVM. Many features were
used with SVM including the lexicon-based features in [12] which seem to get
the most gain in performance. Other work has also proved the importance of
lexicon-based features with logistic regression classifier [13,14].
Some sentiment lexicons are manually constructed. A label (positive, negative)
or a polarity score is assigned by human annotators. While automatically con-
structed ones assign a score indicating the association with the positive or nega-
tive sentiment, this score is computing with the aid of an annotated corpus or a
linguistic resource. These scores make us capable of ranking the terms according
to their association to the sentiment. Authors in [2] estimated the sentiment ori-
entation (SO) of the extracted phrases using the Pointwise Mutual Information
(PMI). The sentiment orientation of a phrase is computed based on its asso-
ciation with the positive reference word ”excellent” and the negative reference
word ”poor”. Authors in [15] used SO to compute the sentiment orientation of
a given word. In [16] Authors collected a set of 775,000 tweets to generate a
large word-sentiment association lexicon; a tweet was considered positive if it
has one of 32 positive hashtagged seed words, and negative if it has one of 36
negative hash-tagged seed words; the association score for a term was calculated
using SO. Authors in [12] used similar method on the sentiment140 corpus [5],
a collection of 1.6 million tweets that contains positive and negative emoticons;
the tweets are labeled positive or negative according to the emoticons.

3 Data and Resources

3.1 Training and Testing Data

We have used two data sets, the first one is extracted from Twitter which has
been provided in SemEval 2013 for subtask B of sentiment analysis in Twit-
ter [17]. The participants have been provided with training tweets annotated
positive, negative or neutral. We downloaded these tweets using the given script.
We obtained 9646 tweets, the whole training data set is used for training, the
provided development set containing 1654 tweets is used for tuning the ma-
chine learner. The test data set provided in SemEval-2015 containing about
2390 tweets [18] is used for evaluating our system.
The second data set is extracted from restaurant reviews, provided by SemEval
2015 ABSA organizers [19] where each review is composed of several sentences
and each sentence may contain several Opinion Target Expression OTE which
we want to detect their polarities. Table 1 shows the distribution of each label
in each data set.
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Table 1. Sentiment labels distribution in the training, testing and development data
sets in Twitter and Restaurant.

Data All Positive Negative Neutral

Twitter
train 9684 3640 1458 4586
dev 1654 739 340 575
test 2390 1038 365 987
Restaurant
train 1655 1198 403 53
test 845 454 346 45

3.2 Sentiment Lexicons

In this section, we describe the manual and automatic constructed sentiment
lexicons which have been used for realizing our system, and also explain the new
lexicon we have constructed using the natural entropy metric.

Manual Constructed Sentiment Lexicons:

1- MPQA Subjectivity Lexicon: MPQA (Multi-Perspective Question An-
swering) Subjectivity Lexicon is maintained by Theresa Wilson, Janyce Wiebe,
and Paul Hoffmann [6], a lexicon of over 8,000 subjectivity single-word clues,
each clue is classified as positive or negative.

2- Bing Liu Lexicon: A list of positive and negative opinion words or sentiment
words for English (around 6800 words). This list was compiled over many years
starting from this paper [20].

Automatic Constructed Sentiment Lexicons:

1- NRC Hashtag Sentiment Lexicon: NRC Hashtag Sentiment Lexicon
[16] contains tweet terms with scores, positive score indicates association with
positive sentiment, whereas negative score indicates association with negative
sentiment. It has entries for 54,129 unigrams and 316,531 bigrams; the scores
are computed using PMI over a corpus of tweets.

2- Sentiment140 Lexicon: Sentiment140 Lexicon [12] contains tweet terms
with scores, Sentiment140 has entries for 62,468 unigrams, 677,698 bigrams. the
scores are computed using PMI over sentiment140 tweet corpus .

3- SentiWordNet: SentiWordNet [7] is the result of automatically annotating
all WORDNET synsets according to their degrees of positivity, negativity, and
neutrality.
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4- Our Lexicon: PMI metric has been widely used to compute the semantic
orientation (SO) of words in order to construct the automatic lexicons. Senti-
ment140 lexicon is constructed using SO but Sentiment140 corpus is a balanced
corpus, it contains the same number of positive and negative tweets. Therefore,
SO can be rewritten as following:

SO(w) = PMI(w,+)− PMI(w,−) = log(
p(w,+)

p(w).p(+)
)− log(

p(w,−)

p(w).p(−)
)

As p(+) = p(−)=0.5 in the balanced corpus:

So(w) = 1 + log(p(+|w))− 1− log(p(−|w)) = log(a/c)

where + stands for the positive class, - stands for negative class, a is the number
of documents containing the word w in the positive class, c is the number of
documents containing the word w in the negative class. Thus, the SO is positive
if a>c else it is negative. We should note that the probability of the classes does
not affect the final SO score, therefore we propose another metric which depends
on the distribution of the word over the classes which seems more relevant in
the balanced corpus. We constructed a lexicon from sentiment140 corpus [5] a
collection of 1.6 million tweets that contain positive and negative emoticons, we
calculated Natural Entropy score for each term in this manner:

ne(w) = 1− (−(p(+|w).log(p(+|w))− p(−|w).log(p(−|w)))) (1)

where p(+| w): The probability of the positive class given the word w, p(−| w):
The probability of the negative class given the word w. The more uneven the
distribution of documents where a term occurs, the larger the Natural Entropy
(ne) of this term is. Thus, the entropy of the term can express the uncertainty
of the classes given the term. One minus this degree of uncertainty boosts the
terms that unevenly distributed between the two classes [4]. ne score is always
between 0 and 1, and it assigns a high score for the words unevenly distributed
over the classes, but it cannot discriminate the positive words from the negative
ones. therefore, we have used the a and c for discriminating the positive words
from the negative ones; if a>c then the word is considered positive else it is
considered negative.

3.3 Twitter dictionary

We constructed a dictionary for the abbreviations and the slang words used
in Twitter in order to overcome the ambiguity of these terms. This dictionary
maps certain twitter expressions and emotion icons to their meaning or their
corresponding sentiment (e.g. gr8 replaced by great, :) replaced by very-happy).

4 Feature Extraction

Text representation for sentiment analysis can be enriched by many types of
features. Adding syntactic and semantic features may result in important im-
provement on the system performance. In this section, we present several groups
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of features which have proved their performance in many experiments in Se-
mEval 2015.
Word n-grams
unigram and bigram are extracted for each word in text without any stemming
or stop-word removing, all terms with occurrence less than 3 are removed from
the feature space.
Negation features
The rule-based algorithm presented in Christopher Potts’ Sentiment Symposium
Tutorial is implemented. This algorithm appends a negation suffix to all words
that appear within a negation scope which is determined by a negation key and
a punctuation. All these words have been added to the feature space.
Twitter Dictionary
All terms presented in the text and in the twitter dictionary (presented in 3.3)
are mapped to their corresponding terms in the dictionary and added to the
feature space.
Sentiment Lexicons
The system extracts four features from the manual constructed lexicons and
six features from the automatic ones. For each sentence the number of positive
words, the number of negative ones, the number of positive words divided by
the number of negative ones and the polarity of the last word are extracted from
manual constructed lexicons. In addition to the sum of the positive scores and
the sum of the negative scores from the automatic constructed lexicons.
Z Score
Z score can distinguish the importance of each term in each class, their perfor-
mances have been proved in [21]. We assume as in the mentioned work that the
term frequencies are following a multi-nomial distribution. Thus, Z score can be
seen as a standardization of the term frequency using multi-nomial distribution.
We compute the Z score for each term ti in a class Cj (tij) by calculating its term
relative frequency tfrij in a particular class Cj , as well as the mean (meani)
which is the term probability over the whole corpus multiplied by the number of
terms in the class Cj , and standard deviation (sdi) of term ti according to the
underlying corpus. Like in [11] we tested different thresholds for choosing the
words which have higher Z score.

Zscore(ti) =
tfrij −meani

sdi
(2)

Thus, we added the number of words having Z score higher than the threshold
in each class positive,negative and neutral, the two classes which have the max-
imum number and minimum number of words having Z score higher than the
threshold. These 5 features have been added to the feature space.
Semantic Features
The semantic representation of a text may bring some important hidden informa-
tion, which may result in a better text representation and a better classification
system.
-Brown dictionary features Each word in the text is mapped to its cluster in
Brown, 1000 features are added to feature space where each feature represents
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the number of words in the text mapped to each cluster. The 1000 clusters is
provided in Twitter Word Clusters of CMU ARK group. 1000 clusters were con-
structed from approximately 56 million tweets.
-Topic Features Latent dirichlet association or topic modeling is used to ex-
tract 10 features. Lda-c is configured with 10 topics and the training data is used
for training the model, then for each sentence in the test set, the trained model
estimates the number of words assigned to each topic.
-Semantic Role Labeling Features Authors in [22] encode semantic role la-
beling features in SVM classifier. Our system also extract two types of features,
the names: the whole term which represents an argument of the predicate and
the tags: the type of each argument in the text (A0 represents the subject of
predicate, A1 the object, AM-TMP the time, AM-ADV the situation, AM-loc
the location). These encodings are defined by the tool which we used (Senna).
We think that the predicate arguments can constitute a multi-word expression
which may be helpful in Sentiment Classification.

5 Experiments

5.1 Experiment Setup

We used L1-regularized Logistic regression classifier implemented in LibLinear
[23], this classifier has given good results in recent work [24] [14]. We learned
two classifiers one from twitter data set using all features of Section 4 with
the three polarities (positive, negative, and neutral) as labels and the second
from restaurant review data set using only the following features (word n-gram,
negation, lexicon-based, Z score, Brown cluster). A weighting schema is adapted
for each class, we use the weighting option −wi which enables a use of different
cost parameter C for different classes. Since the training data is unbalanced,
this weighting schema adjusts the probability of each label. Thus, we tuned
the classifier in adjusting the cost parameter C of Logistic Regression, weight
wpos of positive class and weight Wneg of negative class. We used the twitter
development set and 10% from the training data of restaurants for tuning the
three parameters, all combinations of C in range 0.1 to to 4 by step 0.1, wpos

in range 1 to 8 by step 0.1, wneg in range 1 to 8 by step 0.1 are tested. The
combination C=0.2, wpos=5.2, wneg=4.2 has given the best F1 score on the
development set of Twitter data set and the combination C=0.3, wpos=1.2,
wneg=1.9 has been chosen for Restaurant set.

5.2 Results

The evaluation score used for twitter data set is the averaged F1-score of the
positive and negative classes as proposed by the task organizers [17] but the
averaged F1-score of all classes for restaurant review. Table 2 shows the results
of our experiments after removing one lexicon features at a time for the two test
sets besides to the experiment which evaluates the effect of using our sentiment
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lexicon which based on (ne) metric instead of sentiment140 lexicon which based
on PMI metric. Note that using the lexicon features provides a gain of 3.31%,
4.50% for the twitter and restaurant test sets respectively. The manual lexicon
features provide a gain of 0.98%, 0.47%, the automatic lexicon ones provide
1.13%, 1.06% which seem to be more influential than the manual ones. The
results after removing each lexicon features shown in tabel 2. Note that some
lexicon features decrease the performance in restaurant review such as Big-Liu,
sentiment 140 and SentiwordNet but all lexicon features are influential in twitter
set, the MPQA and SentiwordNet are the less influential. The last line of table
2 shows the results after removing the sentiment140 lexicon features but adding
our lexicon features instead. Our features improve the performance by 0.62%,
0.48% on the two data set. This extrinsic evaluation is an indicator that using
(ne) metric can be more efficient than using PMI for building a sentiment lexicon.

Table 2. The F-scores obtained on the Twitter and Restaurant test sets, Allfea-
tures run exploits all proposed features (see 5.1), all-lexicons run removes the lexi-
cons features from the first run (the whole feature space), all-automatic run removes
the automatic lexicon features, all-manual, all-MPQA, all-BingLiu, NRC-Hashtag, all-
Sentiment140, all-SentiWordNet remove the manual lexicons, MPQA lexicon, Big LIU,
NRC Sentiment140, and SentiWordNet respectively from the whole feature space, the
last run removes the features extracted from Sentiment140 but adds those extracted
from our new lexicon instead.

Tweet Test Rest Test

Allfeatures 64.27 75.50
all-lexicons 60.96 71.00
all-automatic 63.14 74.44
all-manual 63.29 75.03
all-MPQA 64.11 75.27
all-Bing Liu 63.69 76.33
all-NRC Hashtag 63.90 74.67
all-Sentiment140 63.91 75.62
all-SentiWordNet 64.08 75.60
all-Sentiment140+Our lexicon 64.89 75.98

6 Conclusion and future work

We built two state-of-the-art classifiers for sentiment analysis in short text.
One for Twitter data and other for restaurant reviews. We study the impact
of lexicon-based features on the performance. We also constructed our own sen-
timent lexicon using new metric called natural entropy (ne) which boosts the
terms that unevenly distributed among the classes. This new lexicon features
seem to improve the results more than the features extracted from the same
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lexicon but using PMI metric.
As the sentiment lexicon-based features have proved their performance, future
work will focus on the automatic lexicon construction on testing several met-
rics like Z score and KL-Divergence which we think promising in measuring the
association between terms and sentiment labels.
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Abstract. Informative aspects represent the basic units of information in texts. 

For example, in news texts they could represent the following information: 

what happened, when it happened and where it happened. With the identifica-

tion of these aspects, it is possible to automate some NLP tasks such as Summa-

rization, Question Answering and Information Extraction. Microaspects --a 

type of informative aspects-- represent local segments of the sentence. In this 

paper, we automatically identify microaspects using Semantic Role Labeling, 

Named-Entity Recognition, Handcrafted Rules and Machine Learning tech-

niques. We evaluate our proposal using the CSTNews journalistic corpus, 

which has manually annotated aspects. The results are satisfactory, and prove 

that microaspects can be automatically identified in news texts with acceptable 

performance. 

Keywords: Automatic Summarization, Semantic Role Labeling, Named-Entity 

Recognition, Machine Learning 

1 Introduction 

Informative aspects represent semantic-discursive basic units of information present 

in sentences. Aspects can represent local components of a sentence, like specific loca-

tion or a certain date. They can also appear from the sentence context. For example, in 

natural disasters news, the following aspects could be recognized: when it happened?, 

where it happened?, how it happened?, and what happened?. 

Aspects date back to the work of Swales [14] with the model CARS (Create a Re-

search Space), where schematic structures are used to create/organize scientific texts. 

Recently, the TAC (Text Analysis Conference) – the main conference and scientific 

competition about Automatic Summarization – proposed the use of informative as-

pects to assist the Summarization Guided task (2010/2011). For example, TAC ana-

lyzed and determined that summaries of the category “Attacks” might include specific 

aspects as: what happened (WHAT), casualties (WHO_AFFECTED), perpetrators 

(PERPETRATORS), location (WHERE) and date (WHEN). 

Fig. 1 presents an aspect annotation of a summary of the category “Attacks”. The 

first sentence reports that several attacks occurred (WHAT) in São Paulo (WHERE), 
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on Monday (WHEN). The second sentence identifies the entities (person or organiza-

tion) affected by the attacks (WHO_AFFECTED). Finally, the last sentence identifies 

the criminal entities (PERPETRATORS). 

 

[A new series of criminal attacks happened at dawn of Monday, March 7, in São 

Paulo and near cities.] WHAT/WHEN/WHERE 

[The bandits attacked banks, police stations and public buildings with bombs and 

gunshots.] WHO_AFFECTED 

[Those actions are attributed to the criminal gang “Primeiro Comando da Capital” 

(PCC), which has led twice others attacks.] PERPETRATORS 

Fig. 1. Example of aspects annotation 

The main goal to identifying aspects is to automate some NLP tasks such as 

Summarization, Question Answering and Information Extraction. According to Gen-

est et al. [7], “aspect identification can be useful to determine relevant information 

from source texts and to identify structural constraints to construct summaries”. 

Owczarzak and Dang [10] proposed the use of informative aspects as a deep approach 

to produce coherent and cohesive multi-document summaries for a specific genre 

(e.g., journalistic, narrative, opinion, etc.) and category (e.g., sports, politics, etc.). 

Since TAC, aspects have been used in several studies in the literature to assist the 

summarization task [13,8]. 

Aspects can indicate standard structures (templates) to model criteria of content 

selection and organization to automatically generate coherent summaries. For that 

reason, Rassi et al. [12] manually annotated aspects on multi-document summaries in 

the Brazilian Portuguese journalistic corpus called CSTNews [6]. 

CSTNews was built mainly to assist the Multi-document Automatic Summariza-

tion task. The identification of textual segments in different sentential structural levels 

to determine informative aspects resulted in the classification of aspects in microas-

pects and macroaspects. Microaspects represent local segments that make up a sen-

tence. Macroaspects emerge from the combination of linguistic patterns contained in 

the local segments inside a sentence, or from the relationship between two or more 

sentences. 

In this paper we use two approaches to automatically identify microaspects. The 

first approach is based on semantic roles, named-entities and handcrafted rules. The 

second approach is based on machine learning techniques. We evaluate our proposal 

using a set of aspect-annotated summaries in the CSTNews corpus. In this work, as-

pects are specifically defined for journalistic genre, based on the TAC’s Summariza-

tion task.  

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we introduce 

some related work; in Section 3, we describe the two approaches used to identify 

microaspects; the experiments and results are presented in Section 4; finally, in Sec-

tion 5, we conclude this paper.  
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2 Related Work 

2.1 Text Analysis Conference 

The “Text Analysis Conference” (TAC) is the main conference and scientific compe-

tition about Automatic Summarization (AS). In 20101, aspects have been proposed to 

assist the Guided Summarization task to explore a deeper linguistic analysis of the 

source documents. The goal was to generate a 100-word summary from a set of 10 

"newswire" articles for a given topic. Each topic falls into a predefined category. All 

the participants in the task were given a list of aspects for each category. Finally, the 

generated summary should include all aspects defined for its category. Table 1 shows 

some categories and their defined aspects. The remainder categories are: “Health and 

Safe”, “Endangered Resources” and “Trials and Investigations”. 

 
Table 1. Aspects defined for each category 

Category Aspects 

Accidents and 

Natural Disasters 

What happened (WHAT); date (WHEN); location (WHERE); 

rescue efforts (COUNTERMEASURES); damages caused by 

the accident/disaster (DAMAGES); reasons for accident/disaster 

(WHY); casualties (WHO_AFFECTED). 

Attacks What happened (WHAT); date (WHEN); location (WHERE); 

reasons (WHY); casualties (WHO_AFFECTED); entity respon-

sible for the attack (PERPETRATORS); damages caused by the 

attack (DAMAGES); rescue efforts (COUNTERMEASURES). 

 

Some studies were done using TAC 2010 principles. Steinberger et al. [13] pro-

posed a deep semantic analysis to model informative aspects for multilingual AS. 

Makino et al. [9] and Li et al. [8] automatically identified informative aspects in Wik-

ipedia and generated summaries based on those aspects. Barrera et al. [3] created a 

question-answering system, called SemQuest, based on aspect identification for dif-

ferent categories. Even before TAC, some works presented similar approaches, for 

example, White et al. [15] proposed aspects-based templates for summaries of “Natu-

ral Disasters” texts. 

2.2 CSTNews Corpus 

The CSTNews corpus [6] is a resource that contains 50 Brazilian Portuguese journal-

istic text collections. Each collection has 2-3 documents on the same subject but from 

different sources. The collections were classified into 6 textual categories: Daily 

News (14), Sports (10), World (14), Politics (10), Money (1) and Science (1). In addi-

tion to the raw texts, CSTNews comprises 140 manually generated single-document 

abstractive summaries, 50 manually generated multi-document abstractive summaries 

and 50 manually generated multi-document extractive summaries. 

                                                           
1  http://www.nist.gov/tac/2010/Summarization/ 
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Rassi et al. [12] annotated aspects over the 50 manually generated multi-document 

abstractive summaries from CSTNews corpus. CSTNews categories are different 

from TAC-2010 categories. However, there are similarities between categories, e.g., 

“Daily news” and “World” could contain “Accidents and natural disasters” topics. As 

mentioned before, aspects were divided in microaspects and macroaspects. Microas-

pects represent local segments that make up a sentence. Macroaspects emerge from 

the combination of linguistic patterns contained in the local segments inside a sen-

tence, or from the relationship between two or more sentences. In total, [12] identified 

8 microaspects (see Table 2). It is important to say that aspects were annotated at the 

end of the sentence (sentential level). 

  
Table 2. CSTNews microaspects definition 

Microaspect Definition 

WHO_AGENT Entity (person/organization) responsible for the fact/event 

WHO_AFFECTED Entity (person/organization) affected by the fact/event 

WHEN Date/time of occurrence of the fact/event 

WHERE Physical/geographical location of the fact/event 

WHY Why the fact/event happens (reasons) 

HOW How the fact/event occurs 

SCORE Result of the sport event 

SITUATION Situation when the fact/event occurs 

 

Fig. 2 shows an example of an annotated sentence with aspects of the “World” 

category. Concerning to macroaspects, it is reported a natural disaster event (WHAT) 

and the declaration emitted by the pro-Pyongyang Japanese newspaper 

(DECLARATION). On the other hand, concerning to microaspects, it is reported that 

the disaster happened in July (WHEN), in North Korea (WHERE), because of the 

floods (WHY) and leaving many dead and injured people (WHO_AFFECTED). 

 

[A study from the japanese newspaper that supports pro-Pyongyang says that, in 

decorrence of the floods that hit North Korea in july, at least 549 people passed 

away, 3.043 people were wounded and 295 people are missing.]WHAT,WHEN, 

WHO_AFFECTED,WHY,WHERE,DECLARATION 

Fig. 2. Annotated sentence of a summary in the CSTNews corpus 

2.3 PALAVRAS Parser 

PALAVRAS is a rule-based syntactic parser for Portuguese developed by [4]. In 

addition, it produces a list of semantic tags2. It has two output formats: a simple for-

mat (“flat”), and a traditional syntactic tree format (“tree”).  

According to its author, PALAVRAS achieved a correctness rate of over 99% for 

morphology and part-of-speech. For syntax the figures are 97-98%. In this work, we 

                                                           
2  http://beta.visl.sdu.dk/visl/pt/info/portsymbol.html#semtags_nouns 
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use PALAVRAS as input for the semantic role classifier (tree format) and to create an 

aspect classifier using Machine Learning techniques (flat format).  

2.4 Semantic Role Labeling 

Semantic roles represent the semantic relationships between verbs and their argu-

ments. The task of identifying which phrases act as arguments of a particular verb is 

called Semantic Role Labeling (SRL). For Brazilian Portuguese, [1] proposed a su-

pervised classification system that consists of 3 phases: (1) target verb identification, 

(2) argument identification and (3) argument classification.  

Fig. 3 shows an example of the SRL process. Firstly, the target verb “won” is 

identified. Secondly, arguments (A) are identified: “Brazilian team”, “Finnish team” 

and “in Tampere”. Lastly, arguments are annotated with semantic roles: A0 (agent), 

A1 (patient) and AM-LOC (location), respectively. The “A” terminology refers to the 

“argument” followed by a prototypical number (1-5), and the “AM” terminology 

refers to the “modifier argument”, followed by a type of modifier, such as time, loca-

tion, cause, etc. Semantic roles were defined by [11]. It achieved a F1 measure of 

94.5% in the identification phase and 81.70% in the classification phase, being the 

best system for Brazilian Portuguese. 

 

The Brazilian team [won] over the Finnish team in Tampere. (1) 

[The Brazilian team]A [won] [over the Finnish team]A [in Tampere]A. (2) 

[The Brazilian team]A0 [won] [over the Finnish team]A1 [in Tampere]AM-LOC. (3) 

Fig. 3. Semantic Role Labeling annotation example 

Arguments related to the verb can answer some questions like who, where, when, 

why and how. In the previous example, the answers to the questions who won?, who 

lost? and where won?, are “Brazilian team”, “Finland team” and “Tampere”, respec-

tively. Therefore, semantic roles can define informative aspects such as 

WHO_AGENT (who won?), WHO_AFFECTED (who lost?) and WHERE (“where 

won?). In this paper we propose the use of the SRL system for Brazilian Portuguese 

developed by [1] to identify some microaspects. Table 3 presents the proposed equiv-

alences among some microaspects and the corresponding semantic roles. 

Table 3. Equivalences among microaspects and semantic roles. 

Microaspect Semantic role Name Definition 

WHO_AGENT A0 Agent Subject who did the action 

WHO_AFFECTED A1 Patient Subject affected by the action 

WHERE AM-LOC  Location Where the action happens 

WHEN AM-TMP Temporal When the action happens 

HOW AM-MNR Manner How the action was performed 

WHY AM-CAU Cause Reasons for the action 
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2.5 Named-entity Recognition  (NER) 

Named-entities (NE) are concrete or abstract entities referenced in the text by a proper 

noun. Named-Entity Recognition (NER) is a subtask of Information Extraction that 

aims to identify and classify text entities of predefined categories such as 

LOCATION, TIME, and EVENT, among other categories of interest. 

HAREM3 is an evaluation event of NER systems for Portuguese document collec-

tions. Many works were presented in the two editions of the HAREM. One of the best 

open-source systems, presented in the second HAREM, was REMBRANDT [5]. 

REMBRANDT intensely explores Wikipedia as a knowledge source and executes a 

set of grammatical rules to take advantage of the internal and external indications of 

the NEs to extract its significance. Furthermore, REMBRANDT has a proper inter-

face to interact with Wikipedia, SASKIA, that provides simple category navigation. 

That system has 56.74% F1 measure for NER. 

NE categories can define some informative aspects: WHERE is equivalent to 

LOCATION, WHEN to TIME, and SITUATION to EVENT. Thus, we propose the 

use of REMBRANDT system to automatically identify some microaspects. Table 4 

shows the proposed equivalences among microaspects and NE categories.  

 
Table 4. Equivalences among microaspects and NE categories 

Microaspect NE Category 

WHERE LOCATION 

WHEN TIME 

SITUATION EVENT 

3 Methodology 

The automatic identification process was divided in three phases: (1) to compile all 

the 322 sentences of the 48 CSTNews annotated summaries of categories Daily, 

Sports, World and Politics; (2) to automatically annotate sentences with microaspects 

using the 3 proposed systems, called SRL, SRL+Rules, REMBRANDT; and Machine 

Learning techniques; (3) finally, to get a set of annotated sentences. 

3.1 SRL System 

The SRL system automatically annotates microaspects equivalent to semantic roles 

(cf. Table 3). It covers WHO_AGENT, WHO_AFFECTED, WHEN, WHERE, WHY, 

and HOW. Given a set of sentences, we use PALAVRAS parser tree format to gener-

ate syntactic trees for each sentence. Trees are represented in TigerXML format. Aux-

iliary verbs were not considered. Following, each instance was annotated by the Alva-

Manchego [1] classifier. Semantic roles are then mapped to the corresponding micro-

aspects (see Fig. 4). Finally, all annotated aspects are positioned at the end of the 

sentence. 

                                                           
3 http://www.linguateca.pt/harem/ 
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<aspect SRL="WHO_AGENT"> The Brazilian team </aspect> won <aspect 

SRL="WHO_AFFECTED"> over the Finnish team </aspect> <aspect SRL= 

"WHERE"> in Tampere </aspect>. 

Fig. 4. Microaspect sentence annotation using SRL system 

3.2 SRL+Rules System 

The SRL+Rules system uses handcrafted rules based on patterns founded in false 

negatives and false positives of the SRL system, in order to improve its performance. 

Rules were created for aspects WHO_AGENT, WHO_AFFECTED, WHEN, 

WHERE and WHY. Also, SCORE rules were defined, despite not existing equiva-

lence with any semantic role. It is crucial to specify that all rules were specifically 

created for Brazilian Portuguese. There is a language dependency. 

WHO_AGENT and WHO_AFFECTED rules are only based on false positives, 

because the SRL system does not identify if an annotated segment represents an enti-

ty, person or organization (see Fig. 5). Based on the PALAVRAS’s semantic tags, it 

is possible to determine if an SRL annotated segment has at less a token that repre-

sents an entity, PERSON or ORGANIZATION. 

Rules for aspects WHEN, WHERE and WHY are based on false negatives and 

false positives. WHEN rules follow Baptista et al. [2] theory to identify temporal 

expressions (see Fig. 6). WHERE rules identify local expressions (see Fig. 7) and 

WHY rules identify causative expressions (see Fig. 8). 

Finally, SCORE rules were created based on a few number of annotated sentences 

(10) and integrated to de SRL+Rules system. Thus, SCORE rules are limited to this 

minimum set of annotates sentences. 

 
PERSON4 = [H, HH, Hattr, Hbio, Hfam, Hideo, Hmyth, Hnat, Hprof, Hsick, Htit, hum] 

ORGANIZATION = [admin, org, inst, media, party, suborg] 

∈ = “is an element of” 

∉ = “is not an element  of” 
 

Rule 1: If a sentence has a segment annotated by the SRL system that contains a token associated to 
PALAVRAS’s semantic tags PERSON or ORGANIZATION, and iff the token is not a REPENTINO’s5 

local lexicon, then the segment will be correctly annotated as WHO_AGENT or WHO_AFFECTED. 

Otherwise, the annotation will be removed.  
 

Input: <aspect SRL=WHO_AGENT>The president</aspect> says that some constructions are 

already underway, and <aspect SRL="WHO_AGENT">others</aspect> will start soon. 

president_(Hprof) ∈ PERSON ∉ local_lexicon 

others(diff) ∉ PERSON 
Output: <aspect SRL=WHO_AGENT>The president</aspect> says that some constructions 
are already underway, and others will start soon logo. 

 

Fig. 5. WHO_AGENT/WHO_AFFECTED rules 

                                                           
4 PALAVRAS’s semantic tags for entities PERSON and ORGANIZATION. 
5 Named-entity lexicon created in HAREM-2005 (www.linguateca.pt/repentino/). 
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PREP = [de, em, a, por, para] 

PRON = [ele(s), ela(s), este(s), esta(s), esse(s), essa(s), aquele(s), isto, isso, aquilo, aqui, aí, ali, outra(s)] 

DET = [a(s), o(s), um, uns, uma, umas, à(s)] 
day_lexicon = [segunda-feira, terça-feira, quarta-feira, quinta-feira, sexta-feira, sábado, domingo] 

time_adverb_lexicon = [hoje, amanhã, ontem, anteontem, tarde, madrugada, noite, meia-noite, manhã...] 

time_lexicon = [microssegundo, segundo, minuto, hora, dia, semana, mês, ano, década, milênio, época...] 
"+/-" = follow_or_not 

 

Rule 1: If a sentence has PREP + (PRON|DET) + time_adverb_lexicon + PREP + (PRON|DET) + 
day_lexicon +/- NUM, then the sentence is annotated as WHEN. 

"A chuva complicava o trânsito na manhã desta segunda-feira, 16." 

na_(PREP+PRON) + manhã_(time_adverb_lexicon) + desta_(PREP+PRON) + segunda-
feira_(day_lexicon) + NUM 

 

Rule 2: If a sentence has PREP + (PRON|DET) + day_lexicon, then the sentence is annotated as WHEN. 
"Um terremoto atingiu Japão nesta segunda-feira matando 9 pessoas." 

nesta_(PREP+PRON) + segunda-feira_(day_lexicon) 

 
Rule 3: If a sentence has PREP + (PRON|DET) +/- (TOKEN|NUM) + time_lexicon, then the sentence is 

annotated as WHEN. 

"Aos 18 minutos, Maicon fez o primeiro gol." 
Aos_(PREP+DET) + 18_(NUM) + minutos_(time_lexicon) 

 

Rule 4: If a sentence has PREP + (PRON|ARTG) + time_adverb_lexicon, then the sentence is annotated 
as WHEN. 

"A quarta medida foi aprovada nesta madrugada." 

nessa_(PREP+PRON) + madrugada_(time_adverb_lexicon) 

Fig. 6. WHEN rules 

Rule 1: If a sentence has a segment annotated by the SRL system that contains a PREPOSITION “em”, 
followed or not by the DETERMINER/PRONOUN, followed by a NOUN other than a temporal expres-

sion, then the segment will be correctly annotated as WHERE. Otherwise, the annotation will be removed. 

Input: "<aspect SRL=WHERE>On Sunday</aspect>, a bloody battle took place." 
on_(PREPOSITION) + Sunday_(temporal expression) 

Output:  “On Sunday, a bloody battle took place." 

 
Rule 2: If a sentence has “em” + uppercase expression, then the sentence is annotated as WHERE. 

“O senador Marcos nasceu em São Paulo” 

em_(PREPOSITION) + São Paulo_(uppercase expression) 

Fig. 7. WHERE rules 

cause_lexicon = [por isso, com isso, porque, devido a, por causa de, por força de, em função de, em 
virtude de, em razão de, em decorrência de, em consequência de, pois, visto que, já que, causado] 

 

Rule 1: If a sentence has cause_lexicon, then the sentence is annotated as WHY. 
"O senador teve seu estado de saúde piorado, por causa de complicações gastrointestinais.” 

por causa de_(cause_lexicon) 

 
Rule 2: If a sentence has the PREPOSITION “por” + infinitive_verb, then sentence is annotated as WHY. 

“Já Poliana Okimoto ficará fora de a decisão de os 800m livre por estar com infecção intestinal.” 

por_(PREPOSITION) + estar_(infinitive_verb) 
 

Rule 3: If a sentence has expression “graças a” + DETERMINER, without being part of “dar graças” 

expression, then the sentence is annotated as WHY. 
"Graças ao médico, o paciente sobreviveu." 

Graças_a_(expression) + o_(DETERMINER) 

Fig. 8. WHY rules 
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3.3 REMBRANDT System 

The REMBRANDT system automatically annotates microaspects equivalent to the 

NE categories (cf. Table 4). It covers WHEN, WHERE, and SITUATION. Fig. 9 

shows a sentence annotated using the REMBRANDT system. Note that the segment 

“Pan American Games” represents the entity EVENT, “Tuesday” represents the entity 

TIME, and “Maracazinho” represents the entity LOCAL. 

The Brazilian volleyball team won over the Finnish team this <aspect 

EM="WHEN">Tuesday</aspects> by 3 sets to 0 in <aspect EM="WHERE"> Maracazi-

nho</aspect>, on the <aspect EM="SITUATION">Pan American Games</aspect>. 

Fig. 9. Microaspect sentence annotation using REMBRANDT system 

3.4 Machine Learning Approach 

Nowadays, computers have the capacity to automatically learn tasks based on experi-

ences. These experiences are formed by a set of examples called "instances". In this 

work, the task to be learned is the "microaspect identification". With a manually an-

notated corpus the task follows a Machine Learning (ML) supervised paradigm, 

where the training set is formed by instance-class pairs called labeled data. Thus, the 

instances are represented by the sentences in the corpus, and the classes are represent-

ed by the annotated aspects in the sentences. For that reason, we proposed to use ML 

techniques to create a microaspect classifier.  

Microaspect identification is a multi-label classification problem. In this work we 

apply the “problem transformation methods”, which aims to transform the multi-label 

classification problem into a set of binary classification problems. Therefore, many 

classifiers were created. We only chose the best classifier for each microaspect. In 

total we obtain 8 binary classifiers (see Table 2).  

In total, six types of features provided by PALAVRAS flat format were defined: 

bag of words, lemmas, POS (part-of-speech), semantic tags, lemmas+POS and 

POS+semantic-tags. Each feature is represented by unigrams “(1, 1)”, bigrams “(2, 

2)” and bigrams+trigrams “(2, 3)”. The result of the representation of the six types of 

features generates many classifiers for each microaspect. For example, the classifier 

"(2, 3) POS" was created based on all bigrams and trigrams of the part-of-speech of 

all the words in the corpus. The total number of created classifiers is 144. 

We use the SVM (Support Vector Machine) supervised algorithm to classify mi-

croaspects in a sentential level. This algorithm is the most used in NLP classification 

tasks because, it is the best to deal with big dimensional space vectors. 

4 Experiments and Results 

The evaluation was measured by 4 metrics: R (Recall) – percentage of actually posi-

tive instances that were labeled as such; P (Precision) – percentage of instances la-

beled as positive that actually belong to this class; F1 (F1-score) – harmonic mean of 

the P and R; A (Accuracy) – total number of hits over the total number of instances. 
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All systems were tested on a set of sentences manually annotated with aspects 

from the CSTNews corpus. In addition, we tested the combination of the systems 

(SRL+REMBRANDT, SRL+Rules+REMBRANDT) only on the aspects WHEN and 

WHERE. In total, there are 322 annotated sentences. Table 5 shows the results of the 

best systems. The best result was obtained by the SRL+Rules for SCORE (F1=1.000) 

for the class “YES”, whereas all the SCORE rules were created only for a few num-

bers of false positive sentences. In a majority of cases, the best results were obtained 

by SRL+Rules system. That proves that the handcrafted rules improved the perfor-

mance of the SRL system. The worst result was found in the SRL system for HOW 

(F1=0.040). That happens because the SRL system considerably failed (many incor-

rect annotated sentences), and, in some cases, human annotators failed. 

REMBRANDT is the only system that can identify SITUATION. Note that all results 

of both, F1 of the class “NO” and the accuracy (A), are the highest.   

Table 5. Best results using system approach 

 “YES” class “NO” class 
A 

Microaspect System R P F1 R P F1 

WHO_AGENT SRL+Rules 0.592 0.664 0.626 0.797   0.743 0.769 0.624 

WHO_AFFECTED SRL+Rules 0.417 0.368 0.391 0.836 0.862 0.849 0.758 

WHEN SRL+Rules 0.947 0.504 0.657 0.717 0.978 0.827 0.770 

WHERE SRL+Rules 0.804 0.474 0.596 0.812 0.952 0.876 0.811 

WHY SRL+Rules 0.469 0.789 0.588 0.986 0.944 0.966 0.935 

HOW SRL 0.111 0.024 0.040 0.872 0.972 0.919 0.851 

SITUATION REMBRANDT 0.231 0.750 0.353 0.993 0.933 0.962 0.929 

SCORE SRL+Rules 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 

 

Differently from the previous systems, the ML classifier was trained and tested 

with all the 322 sentences. We used a stratified strategy on the corpus to ensure the 

same proportion of classes in each subset. The corpus was ten times stratified, where 

the sentences were divided into 70% for training (225 instances) and 30% for testing 

(97 instances), for each iteration. Thus, the final result is the average value of the 

iterations. Table 6 shows the best classifier for each microaspect. The best result was 

obtained by the “(1, 1) semantic” classifier for WHEN (F1=0.615). That occurs due to 

the fact that the PALAVRAS semantic tags contain a time lexicon. The worst result 

was obtained for microaspect SCORE (F1=0.000). This happens because CSTNews 

has few sentences annotated with SCORE. Note that most of the best classifiers are 

represented by unigrams “(1, 1)”. Finally, in the majority of the cases the classifier 

“(2, 3) POS+semantic” obtained the best results because it have more linguistic 

knowledge (part-of-speech and semantic) than the others classifiers. 

5 Conclusions 

In this work we proposed a method to automatically identify microaspects. Microas-

pects represent local segments that form a sentence. Firstly, we evaluate a system 

approach based on semantic roles, named-entity categories, handcrafted rules and a 
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combination of them, using de CSTNews corpus. The results proves that the 

SRL+Rules system obtained the best result in the majority of the cases. That means 

that handcrafted rules improved the SRL system performance. However, there were 

some problems in the identification process: the SRL system failed to correctly identi-

fy some sentences, affecting the performance of SRL+Rules system, and the 

PALAVRAS parser failed to analyze some sentences. 

Table 6. Best classifiers using the Machine Learning approach  

Microaspect Classifier R P F1 A 

WHO_AGENT (2,3) POS+semantic 0.538 0.636 0.583 0.691 

WHO_AFFECTED (1, 1) lemmas 0.222 1.000 0.364 0.854 

WHEN (1, 1) semantic 0.522 0.750 0.615 0.845 

WHERE (2, 3) POS+semantic 0.471 0.615 0.533 0.856 

WHY (2, 3) POS+semantic 0.200 0.500 0.286 0.897 

HOW (1, 1) bag_of_words 0.250 1.000 0.400 0.938 

SITUATION (1, 1) lemmas+POS 0.333 1.000 0.500 0.959 

SCORE All 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

 

Secondly, we evaluate a ML approach based on lexical, part-of-speech and seman-

tic features. The results are not satisfactory because of the few number of annotated 

sentences. We believe that ML results could be better with more annotated instances 

in the corpus.  

We can not compare the two approaches, because both approaches (system and 

ML) were tested in different ways. It is important to say that the subjectivity present 

in the process of the corpus manual annotation could affect the performance of the 

two approaches.  

In conclusion, the system approach proves that microaspects can be automatically 

identified for Portuguese news texts. The main goal to identify aspects is to automate 

the Summarization task and to assist other NLP tasks (e.g., Question-Answering). 

This is a novel work for Brazilian Portuguese. Finally, we created a baseline to com-

pare results with future systems, e.g. bag of words (unigramas).  

Future work will focus on creating a macroaspect classifier. Our aim is to build 

automatic classifiers that cover all aspects defined in the CSTNews corpus (previous-

ly defined by TAC). 
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Abstract. The research of sentiment analysis has become fascinating
with the support of emerging Internet language material. In this pa-
per, irony in Chinese is investigated as a sentiment that has not been
meticulously studied. We describe here a set of features and their compu-
tational formalization for detecting irony at a linguistic level. Comments
from online forum are collected and detected whether ironical or not,
with a logistic regression model. The efficacy and validity of our model
is proved by comparison with other popular learning methods and statis-
tical testing. The model achieves a performance close to state-of-the-art
results in English and Italian from recall and accuracy perspective.

Keywords: sentiment analysis, formalized features, intentional mean-
ing, logistic regression

1 Introduction

Irony is an ubiquitous phenomenon in many natural languages. There has been
a long-time discussion in English rhetorics about irony as a figure of speech. In
the discussion the classification of irony and the widely accepted definition of
irony as “saying the opposite of what is meant” are proposed [1]. With the rapid
development of Internet content, the task of irony detection gains significance in
both sentiment analysis and its practice, such as opinion mining. However, the
topic of irony has received little serious computational treatment in the previous
discussion. Thus, works emphasized on sentiment analysis start to employ the
method of summarising and elaborating linguistic features of irony for compu-
tational formalization [2–4].

However, most of previous studies are dominated by irony detection in En-
glish contexts, other languages have been neglected for a long time. Although
[5, 6] starts to discuss automated irony detection in Italian and Brazilian Por-
tuguese, there is still a lack of literature dealing with non Indo-European lan-
guages. While irony is a pervasive linguistic phenomenon, some of the specific
features vary with cultural and structural properties of language. Transplanting
all the features of irony in English to other languages as a whole will meet techni-
cal difficulties, and the performance of the approach will be weakened. To solve
this problem, this paper, accordingly aims to explore characteristic features of
irony in Chinese contexts, and improve the detection techniques.
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The approach to detect irony in Chinese goes in three steps. First, theories on
irony are systematically reviewed to clarify the main features of irony, and their
applicability in Chinese are validated. Second, key features are summarized and
utilized for computational formalisation to form independent variables. Third, a
logistic regression model with threshold is employed to synthesize the features
for a better-performanced solution of irony detection. Since the automatic detec-
tion of irony in Chinese has not been well studied, we take the state-of-the-art
results in English, Portuguese and Italian for comparison. The approach provides
new insights on computational formalisation of irony. Meanwhile, through the
evaluation part, some susceptible hypotheses are tested, hence our knowledge on
Chinese irony from a computational linguistic perspective is extended.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces related
works on irony theories and and illustrates typical examples of irony sentences
in Chinese. Section 3 describes the data we extracted from Internet forums and
the formalisation of features in detail. The performance of the model is discussed
and evaluated in Section 4, highlighting its validity. Section 5 is the conclusion.

2 Irony in Chinese contexts

Theorist [7] suggests that identification of irony, even in face-to-face communi-
cation can be difficult due to perception of irony varying among peoples. Many
people realize irony while others not, because of the ambiguity of language. The
difficulties in irony perception of human indicate the complexity of computer
based irony detection.

Irony can be understood from three perspectives, as a figure of speech, as
mention [3] and as phrasal pattern [8]. Traditionally, irony as a figure of speech,
has been mainly characterised as negation that conveys the original meanings of
utterance. However, Grice in [9] finds out violations as another feature in irony.
He defines irony as “a case of flouting the cooperative principle, by violating
the maxim of quality”. Giora in [10] elaborates Grice’s violations into indirect
negation and graded salience. The former one refers to the linkage between the
literal and implied meanings are indirect but negative. However, the latter one
argues that irony text can be understood polysemously whereas irony occurs
when salience meanings have been processed by speakers over other (mainly
literal) meanings. A further development of this theory is to understand irony as
an indirect speech act [8]. Such theory regards irony as an intentional expression
of insincerity that cannot be limited to assertions but can also be applied to
many other occasions such as congratulations.

Another theory about irony concerns contextual-appropriateness, which points
out that rather than violating maxim of quality, irony shall be defined as men-
tion where utterance seems to be literally not appropriate to its context [3].
Except for unintentional irony, ironical utterance can be inappropriate but rel-
evant to its contexts. The speaker intentionally knows such inappropriateness
while he/she intends the audiences are also aware of these as well. Irony is not
necessarily negative, but utterance with inappropriateness from this angle. This
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theory extends the boundary of irony and suggests that understanding of irony
requires two steps that includes (1) understanding the intentional meaning of
irony, which is probably through graded salience and (2) assessing the semantic
conflicts.

Partington in [11] also mentions irony patterns in phrase usage, mainly by
combining elements within the phrase of opposing evaluative polarity. This is
named phrasal irony. However, in Chinese the concept of “phrase” is more free
than in English. Thus we make extend the range of polarity to a whole sentence.

To conclude, theories based on English contexts have provided a relatively
comprehensive map of irony. Key descriptive features include (1) relevant but
inappropriate to its contexts, (2) intentionally or unintentionally perceived in-
appropriateness and (3) with certain phrasal patterns. Reyes et al. in [12, 13]
proposed corresponding formalizable dimensions called Signatures, Unexpected-
ness and Emotional scenarios and the sub-branches.

The dimensions are basically applicable to irony in Chinese. However, fea-
tures can be different. For example, Reyes et al. in [13] suggested capitalized
words as a hint of pointness, but this phenomenon does not exist for Chinese
characters. Emoticons and punctuation marks are more appropriate for emo-
tional scenarios. Thus in Chinese, signatures mainly consists of counter-factuality
in [14]. Example 1 in Table 11 illustrates the “clever” does not carry its literal
meaning, or he would not be uncomfortable with his father’s words and parental
love. A general idea of irony in Chinese is that, irony is presented as text whose
signifying is different from its signified. In other words, the literal meaning of
the text is different from the real semantic meaning the speaker intended to
express. Unexpectedness suggest that the collocation is not common. In Chinese
the collocation can be sentence level inappropriate. For instance in Example 2,
Chinese cruller can not be normally modified by adjectives like “slick” and “sly”.

Table 1. Typical Examples of Irony in Chinese

Example 1 我那时真是聪明过分，总觉他说话不大漂亮。
I was too clever at that time, as I never thought he spoke appropriately.

Example 2 我不欺不瞒地说，他是个油条，八面见光，是个玲珑灯。
I will not cheat you, he is a Chinese cruller, slick and sly.

Example 3 地沟油也是民生工程之一啊！
Gutter oil is also one of the service offered to the public!

Chinese scholars [15, 16] also point out that irony usually appears in contexts
with certain emotion. For instance, Example 1 shows an emotion of regretting
and self-accusation. Pragmatically speaking, the contraction in meanings is usu-
1 Example 1 is from Chinese essayist Zhu Ziqing’s famous prose “My Father’s Back”;
Example 2 is from Zhu Chunyu’s novel “In a Sea of People”; Example 3 is in our
dataset extracted from the Internet.
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ally used to express certain emotions, to help better highlight some traits of
the objects. Therefore, tracing emotional fluctuation in certain contexts can be
a good indicator of expression of irony. In Chinese, this emotional scenario is
dominated by coexistence of commendatory and derogatory terms. There have
been researches about polarity [17, 18]. Sentence level polarity well represent the
emotional scenario.

3 Model

3.1 Dataset for Irony Detection

In consistent with previous research, the dataset used is extracted from the
Internet. However, Twitter is not the most popular platform for disseminating
and sharing information and opinions in Chinese. In order to make a better
coverage and representativeness, the data comes from three popular Chinese
news forums – Tencent News, Sina Social News and Tianya Forum.

From these news forums, we choose 15 topic articles from the most popular
chart (ranked by page view) in September 2013 and September 2014, each of
which is followed by thousands of feedback and comments. Because irony is not
a frequent phenomenon in natural language, we filtered irrelevant comments to
increase the odds of irony. Literature [19] suggests by incorrectly classifying all
2,795 ironic simile speeches as non-ironic, the system still achieves an overall
F-measure of 0.81. Such a system has no irony detection capabilities at all, yet
achieves reasonable performance just because of the imbalance of non-irony to
irony among speeches.

As a result, 2,602 comments in total are extracted from bellowing these news
articles. 416 comments are marked positive of irony according to the survey,
which suggests an overall ratio of 16.0%. The character count for each comment
ranges from 4 to 191, with a variance of 611.7. Therefore comment length is
regularized in the following formalization.

3.2 Computational Formalization of Irony Features

A speech is defined as a stream of meaningful text that carries emotion and
intention. The specific form of a speech in the experiment is a short online
comment. The intentional meaning of a comment and the article it belongs to
are related. Theme refers to the literal meaning of an article. The intentional
meaning of a comment is assumed the same as the theme of its related article.

Take that U.S. president Barack Obama refuted claims that hostility to his
presidency was due to racism, by noting that “I was actually black before the
election” as an example [19]. This statement was both literally true and ironic.
In this case the literal meaning can be concluded directly from his statement.
However, if we do not know about the context, it would be extremely difficult to
summarize the intentional meaning. In our experiment, we fortunately capture
the intentional meaning by summarizing the article, which is highly probably
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about racism, indicating irony by the difference between literal meaning and
intentional meaning.

Inspired by automatic indexing, we utilized the keyword vector of a text to
represent its literal meaning. Then the vector angle between the keyword vector
of a speech and its theme is a good metric of the deviation from the speech’s
intentional meaning to its literal meaning.

We use Ti to denote a certain theme shared by several speeches Si
1, S

i
2, ..., S

i
j .

i denotes the number of articles and j denotes the number of comments related
to Ti.

α(Ti) = (w1K
Ti
1 , w2K

Ti
2 , ..., wmKTi

m ) denotes the weighted keyword vector of
theme Ti. α(Si

j) = (w1K
Si
j

1 , w2K
Si
j

2 , ..., wnK
Si
j

n ) denotes the vector of speech Si
j .

Ki is the ith keyword, wi is the normalised weight of Ki.

Feature 1: Re(Ti, S
i
j) = cos < α(Ti), α(S

i
j) > measures the similarity of literal

meaning and intentional meaning of Si
j . Therefore Re(Ti, S

i
j) is negatively related

to the probability that Si
j expresses irony. In the calculation, we regard |α(Ti)|

as a constant because the theme apparently generates more keywords to make
|α(Ti)| far more large than |α(Si

j)|. Consequently we are only concerned by the
length of a speech.

Re(Ti, S
i
j) =

α(Ti) · α(Si
j)

|α(Ti)||α(Si
j)|

=
1

|α(Si
j)|

∑
K

Ti
m =K

Si
j

n

wT
mwS

n (1)

Feature 2: If the word vector2 of Si
j has the form (wS

1 , w
S
2 , ..., w

Si
j

q ), I(S) can be
calculated as the number of inappropriate collocation I(S) = N (wS

k , w
S
k+a), k ∈

{1, 2, ...q − a}. The window length a can be adjusted to balance the probability
of missing and mistaken inappropriate collocation.

Feature 3: If each word is assigned a value to denote its polarity, the cor-
responding emotion vector can be written as ϵ(Si

j) = (E
Si
j

1 , E
Si
j

2 , ..., E
Si
j

q ). Let

E+ = |
∑q

r=1 E
Si
j

r |, ∀ESi
j

r > 0; E− = |
∑q

r=1 E
Si
j

r |, ∀ESi
j

r < 0. If E+E− ̸=
0, E(Si

j) = E++E−

1+ρ|E+−E−| , otherwise E(Si
j) = σ(E+ + E−), ρ and σ are coeffi-

cients for smoothing.

To achieve the computational formalisation aforementioned, several tech-
niques are employed. First, the software package, MMSeg for Java lucene Chi-
nese analyzer, is used to deal with Chinese word segmentation. The maximum
2 note the difference between “word vector” and “keyword vector”, which is ignor-
ing the weight values in α(Si

j), A keyword vector of Si
j is obtained as a vector

(wS
1 , w

S
2 , ..., w

S
p ).
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matching algorithm that implemented the conversion from Si
j to (wS

1 , w
S
2 , ..., w

S
p )

is introduced in [20]. Second, we implemented the keyword vector generation al-
gorithm introduced in [21]. The algorithm first builds a graph of the annotated
sentences, then do recursions to estimate the weight of each edge. At the final
stage weights are assigned to the words and those words whose weight equals
to zero are deleted. Third, we referred to the method of fundamental senti-
ment word polarity computation in [18] to modify the emotion dictionary we
constructed, in which each word is quantitatively described with its emotional
intention, part of speech and its synonyms3. The calculation of E(Si

j) is based
on the modified dictionary.

Here is an example of how the formalisation of features works. In our dataset,
there is a theme article titled “星巴克：在中国更贵因为顾客长时间滞留店内喝
咖啡 (Starbucks: More expensive in China for clients stay several hours to drink
coffee)”. The TextRank algorithm generates α(T ) as (1∗ China，0.44∗ Starbucks，
0.41∗ America，0.25∗ coffee，0.23∗ café，⋯，0.1∗ (TV station)，0.1∗ quite，0.1∗ claim，
0.1∗ (raw material)). A speech of this theme, apparently annoyed by the story of
Starbucks, is “Starbucks is just a symbol of American junk food culture”. α(S)
is calculated as (1∗ symbol，1∗ Starbucks，0.1∗ junk，0.1∗ culture). Therefore
Re(T, S) = 0.44×1√

1+1+1+1
, ϵ(S) = (0, 0.1, 0.4,−1, 0.1, 0, 0). We empirically set the

coefficients (ρ, σ, a) to (0.22, 0.35, 2), then E(S) = 1.47, I(S) = 2.

4 Experiment

2,302 randomly separated speeches in the dataset are utilized as the training set
to estimate the coefficient of each feature. The rest 300 speeches form the testing
set. The speeches in training set are annotated as ironical or not, manually
through a survey. All interviewees are native speakers of Chinese with good
education backgrounds. The theme and speech are presented to three different
people for judgement. If more than two people recognized a speech as ironical,
it will be annotated as a speech of irony. For the testing set we presented them
to five people and annotated it as ironical if three or more people recognized it.

Several statistical machine learning methods can be applied for irony de-
tection. The output space is a binary sequence to determine whether a speech
expresses irony or not. Intuitively we choose a logistic regression model to deal
with the classification problem. Instead of investigating to each feature respec-
tively as in [12], logistic regression model synthesizes effects of the features. More
specifically, we adjust the cut-off point to find out a proper probability thresh-
old to balance between precision and recall. We also compared the model with
artificial neural network model and decision tree (C4.5) model. The performance
on testing set is illustrated in Figure 1.

The model is implemented with IBM SPSS Statistics 20. Re(S), E(S) and
I(S) are used as independent variables. Notably in order to increase the accu-
3 We have referred to the Chinese Dictionary of Emotion, works of the Natural
Language Processing and Computational Social Science Lab, Tsinghua University
(http://nlp.csai.tsinghua.edu.cn/site2/index.php/zh/resources/13-v10).
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racy of the model, speech length is a control variable in the model. Descriptive
analysis of dependent and independent variables is illustrated as in Table 2 be-
low. As illustrated in the Table, the three features are significantly relevant to
the property whether a text is ironic or not. Re(S) and E(S) are negatively cor-
related. This phenomenon indicates that the deviation of intentional meaning
from literal meaning usually occurs with strong emotion.

Table 2. Correlations of Independent and Control Variables

Mean Min Max S.D. 0 1 2 3
0 Annotation 0.18 0 1 0.306 1.000
1 Speech Length 28.733 4 191 24.733 -0.85 1.000
2 Re(S) 0.108 0 1.76 0.298 -0.162* -0.119 1.000
3 E(S) 0.52 0 3 0.824 0.159* -0.081 -0.328* 1.000
4 I(S) 1.79 0 7 5.621 0.138* 0.378 0.042 0.139

4.1 Result and Discussion

Table 2 suggests that all independent variables have a significant impact on the
regression. The accuracy of the detection depends on the selection of cut-off point
that indicates the significant level. By comparing the outcome of the regression
model and the manually annotated result of the testing set, we can draw a
confusion matrix to calculate precision, recall and F-measure. Emphasizing on
different aspect of precision or recall, F can be written as (β2+1)PR

β2P+R . We take
parameter β = 0.5 and β = 1 into consideration, set the cut-off point from 0.1
to 0.4 with an interval of 0.05. The performance of regression model is listed in
Table 3.

Table 3. F-measure with different β and cut-off point

Cut-off 0.4 0.35 0.3 0.25 0.2 0.15 0.1
Recall 9.024% 20.109% 47.890% 61.117% 81.198% 89.402% 95.371%
Precision 47.301% 41.083% 39.771% 37.530% 33.119% 28.467% 27.737%
F (β=0.5) 25.591% 33.992% 41.166% 40.669% 37.567% 32.960% 32.321%
F (β=1) 7.578% 13.500% 21.727% 23.251% 23.524% 21.591% 21.487%

From the table we observe that the recall ratio varies violently when different
cut-off point is chosen. However, the change of precision is more smooth. There-
fore the cost to lift precision is high. When β=0.5, the F-measure suggests a set
of cut-off point to 0.3. When β=1, the F-measure suggests a set of cut-off point
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to 0.2. Under the second circumstance, recall almost doubles, while the decrease
of precision is not significant. Thus we set parameter β to 1.

4.2 Evaluation

Table 4. Omnibus test result

Model 1 Model 2
Speech Length -0.085* -0.081**

[0.07] [0.009]
Re – -1.454***

– [0.311]
I – 0.272**

– [0.095]
E – 1.248***

– [0.001]
Constant -1.671*** -1.650***

[0.095] [0.021]
Record Number # 2302 2302
Nagelkerken’s R-sqaure 0.186 0.321
Omnibus chi-sqaure 0.149 17.624***

We employed statistical testing to verify the features investigated in our
model did impact the efficiency of irony detection. In Omnibus test we compare
the two models. Model 1 only includes control variable and constant whereas
Model 2 is a model with additional independent variables to consider formalized
features. Table 4 illustrates the details4. According to Table 4, the three features
significantly improve the performance of Model 1.

Figure 1 demonstrates the performance of the model trained in Section 4
on the testing dataset. It is worth pointing out that results in Cinese, English,
Italian and Portuguese are not strictly comparable because of the differences in
datasets, ratio of ironic texts (in our work 16.0%, in [6] 51.89% and in [5] 12.5%),
and testing methods. This may explain the high precision in Portuguese. The
Logistic Regression model exceeds ANN and Decision Tree on all the three indi-
cators. Generally speaking, on recall and accuracy our model performed almost
as good as in English (the reported accuracy is 71.17% in English, we achieved
60.30% in our model; reported recall ratio in English is 62.17%, and our result
outperforms it at 71.21%). If the purpose of detection focuses on computer as-
sisted classification, accuacy should be considered in the first instance. But the
precision of irony detection in Chinese is remarkably lower. This phenomenon
4 Note: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.10.
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suggests that irony detection in Chinese is more challengeable and other forms
of expression tend to be misunderstood as irony. In fact, however we adjust the
cut-off point, the precision hardly reach 50%.

Fig. 1. Precision, Recall and Classification Accuracy of the testing set under different
machine learning algorithms. The Logistic Regression, ANN and Decision Tree methods
are carried on Chinese dataset. We compare our results with an overall evaluation
of several methods in English [12] and results in Italian and Brazilian Portuguese.
Accuracy in Italian is not reported.

There are reasons to hamper the irony detection result in Chinese to reach
the standard of the other works in English, Italian and Portuguese. One of them
could be the low quality of gold standard, which is generated by human annota-
tors. The disagreement on irony is observed more frequently in Chinese during
the annotation process. Another reason is the poor performance of natural lan-
guage processing tools in Chinese. For example, there can be errors in the word
segmentation step5. A certain word might have different emotional scenarios in
different context. Literature [18] enumerates “骄傲 (pride:arrogance)” as an ex-
ample. This word expresses positive opinion in certain contexts, while negative
opinion in other circumstance. This ambiguity has a negative influence on the
performance of the emotion dictionary because only the most frequent usage is
taken into account.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we introduce a logistic regression model for irony detection in Chi-
nese online texts. Compared with irony detection in English, this model reinves-
tigates features of irony from previous research, and computationally formalized
them to fit the different language environment. The significance of our features is
proved by correlation analysis and Omnibus test. The performance of our model
5 Based on this consideration, we have not discussed features involving part-of-speech.
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comparing to similar works on English and other European languages suggests
that precision of irony detection in Chinese still needs improvement.

Future work includes research on the detection framework and application of
this model on analyzing public opinion.
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Abstract. Tracking current population interests by trends in online me-
dia of entities and topics has become increasingly popular. But while
notable world events often spur online public discussion, some have been
observed originating in social media postings. A natural question arises:
Can analysis of social media trends be used to find mainstream newswor-
thy material? The work reported here takes initial steps towards answer-
ing this by investigating whether some characteristics of trending nouns
and entities originating in blogs could predict a subsequent trend in
mainstream news. Results show that many trends do originate in blogs,
with approximately 12% seen subsequently in news media. Frequency
based ranking provides a basis for selecting the most predictive trends.
The study also suggests that named entity mentions, and co-occurrences
thereof, may provide more focused trends than common nouns.

1 Introduction

The internet contains a wealth of information that is growing and changing all
the time. Increasingly, information is not only provided by professional organisa-
tions via dedicated websites, but also the public at large via forums, newsgroups,
social networking pages and web logs, or “blogs”.. Individuals constantly add to
the information (and possibly mis-information) on the web. Often these blogs re-
flect current circumstances for the authors. Could this wealth of material provide
new interesting news worthy information?

Possession of the most up to date information can be of key commercial or
strategic advantage in negotiation and decision making: “Knowledge is power” as
the old saying goes. Knowledge of developing situations before they are widely
known would therefore be of key advantage. There have in recent years been
several well publicised occasions where social media has essentially broken news
stories before the mainstream media. News of the Haitian earthquake of 2010
was first alerted to the world at large by messages on Twitter, and more recently
the role of social media in supporting the “Arab Spring” popular uprisings are
both examples where key indications were available online before being made
available by the main stream news agencies. It would be desirable, therefore, to
have an automated method of monitoring the social media for the unexpected.
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The tracking of popular entities and topics in online media has become an
increasingly common way to gain an insight into what populations are concerned
about or interested in at any particular time. However, trends may result from
current and recent events reported by the mainstream media outlets, or be of
no significance to the wider world. We may assume that stories that have been
published by the main stream media have been judged to be of interest. Ideally
one would wish for new trending topics to be identified that are not linked to
current or recent news stories. The requirement is for emerging topics to be
identified that the user is not already aware of or can easily find in mainstream
news outlets.

A step towards being able to find novel interesting information would be
to investigate which trends in social media subsequently get picked up by the
mainstream: how prevalent are they and could they be distinguished?

This paper reports on an analysis of trends in social media that do not have
concurrent trends or coverage in the mainstream press . No attempt is made at
this stage to characterise topics that trends relate to, or which will be picked
up by news media. Neither does the study seek to quantify the proportion of
news that occurs first in social media (others have examined this latter aspect).
The aim here is to establish whether a significant proportion of trending fea-
tures originating from social media could be used in news material selection or
prediction, and whether there is advantage in using named entities.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows: section 2 summarises recent
relevant and related work; section 3 provides a description of the data and the
method of analysis employed; section 4 describes the analysis of the results;
section 5 examines feature specificity through bi-grams of trends; finally section
6 gives conclusions and outlines future work.

2 Related work

Traditionally news story production has been dominated by professional sources
and research focussed on news detection and tracking. For example see the TREC
evaluations that ran a number of novelty detection tracks [1].

A popular approach has been to look for bursts of activity as indications
of emerging interest in a topic: Kleinberg [2] in looking for time gaps in term
occurrence in email data found bursts in topics coincided with interest to the
author; bursts of linking activity have been observed by Kumar et al. [3] in
the evolution of the “Blogosphere”; Gabrilovich et al. [4] have investigated the
applicability of several distance metrics in finding novel information; Franco and
Kawai [5] have investigated two approaches to detecting emerging news in blogs,
by measuring linking evolution and by clustering the content of postings. Ha-
Thuc and Srinivasan [6] have investigated using a log-likelihood estimate of an
event within a topic model as an intensity metric; and Glance et al. [7] have
examined bursts in phrases, mentions of people, and hyperlinks in blogs given
a background of blogs published in the preceding two weeks. They hypothesise
that product mentions in blogs may have predictive power for product success.
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More recently work on emerging topic and trend detection has focussed on
data from the micro-blogging web service Twitter, in which messages are re-
stricted to 140 characters, and has been likened to chat rather than publication
by Alvanaki et al. [8]. In their system, named “En Blogue”, they detect emerg-
ing topics by considering pairs of tags (augmented by extracted entities) at least
one of which is frequent. Twitter provides its own proprietary trending topics
service, but others have sought to provide similar functionality, e.g. [9], [10], and
Benhardus [11] has compared different term weighting methods in Twitter trend
detection.

The use of social media to predict future trends would seem to be a nat-
ural area for investigation given the establishment of evolving trends therein.
Predicting the future from social media has seen interest in sectors such as
movie commercial success - for example [12] - and political success - Tumasjan
et al. [13] have investigated whether trends in party mentions can predict elec-
tion outcomes. However prediction of topic popularity beyond news stories has
not seen much investigation.

Research has also looked trend evolution in social media and how content
spreads: Cha et al. [14] have studied the propagation of media content through
the Blogosphere social network; Simmons et al. [15] have examined how quoted
text changes as it is communicated; Clough et al. [16] have investigated whether
a news story dependence on news agency text can be measured; while Asur
et al. [17] have examined how trends persist and decay through social media,
noting that many originate from providers such as CNN.

Evidence that social media content could pre-empt publication in the main-
stream began to emerge in 2006. Lloyd et al. [18] in comparing the most popular
named entities in news and blogs on a mentions-per-day basis found a small
percentage of topics discussed in blogs existed before corresponding news-stories
were published. A similar two-stream method to examine the characteristics of
named entity trends and nouns that originated in blogs is followed here. In a dif-
ferent approach Leskovec et al. [19] looked at the evolution of “memes”, or short
phrases, Although the majority of quotation was found in blogs, around 3.5%
“meme” transfer was from blog entries to news, indicating social media origins.
It is the type of material found to occur by these studies that is of interest here.

3 Data and analytic approach

Topics are often about tangible (named) entities: Azzam et al. [20] suggested
that a document be about a central entity, and there is evidence that names can
be effective in information retrieval tasks [21], [22]. This work investigates nouns
and four types of entity as potentially trending features.

For data, the ICWSM-2009 [23], is used. The dataset, provided by Spinn3r.com,
is a set of 44 million blog posts and news stories made between August 1st and
October 1st, 2008. The data was pre-processed for the experiments here: Blog
posts that have been classified either as “MAINSTREAM NEWS” or “WE-
BLOG” are extracted, while all others are discarded. Posts are not reliably
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language tagged,: no language filtering is applied, thereby maximising recall,
which may also result in cross-language name reference inclusion. English part-
of-speech tagging and named entity recognition are applied using the Stanford
CoreNLP toolset without any modification [24] [25]. Data is grouped by day.

A standard Poisson model is employed for each feature frequency: This as-
sumes that features occur at random and independently, the intervals between
occurrences being Poisson distributed. The reciprocal of the expected interval
gives the expected frequency. If a random variable X has a Poisson distribution
with expectation E[X] = λ then

P (X = k|λ) =
λke−λ

k!
, k ≥ 0 (1)

The mean frequency is simply the inverse of the expected gap between oc-
currences for the feature k, 1/λ. The variance of the Poisson distribution is
also λ. A trend is detected as a significant positive deviation from the expected
distribution, its strength measured as the number of standard deviations in the
associated gap reduction. For feature k with expected frequency 1

λk
and observed

frequency 1
λ′
k

, the strength of a trend in k is given by:

T (k) =
λk − λ′k√

λk
(2)

Frequencies for features are observed over a day. The daily trend in feature
occurrence is measured in standard deviations given by T (k) from the expected
frequency. Expected frequencies are estimated by averaging those observed over
preceding days. This does require a certain amount of “burn-in” time to es-
tablish a reasonable estimate of the average frequency 1/λX for each feature
X = 1, 2, .... Feature frequencies are calculated, therefore, on a daily basis while
average frequencies are calculated on an accumulative one, i.e. no “window” is
applied. (In a larger study a rolling interval would be more appropriate to ac-
count for long term drifts in language use.) Counts are calculated for each feature
in each media category and Laplacian smoothing applied to account for unseen
(new) features.

We may expect small changes in occurrences to be more significant for fea-
tures that do not occur very often than for high frequency features. The use of
Poisson models parameterised by feature counts for each stream affords relative
trend measurements, so that deviations in feature frequencies that have differ-
ent means in each media stream can be compared. Similarly, deviations in the
frequencies of different features can be compared.

4 Trend Analysis

For each experiment a bedding-in time of seven days was arbitrarily chosen.
Thereafter feature counts were calculated for each day and compared to the
rolling average, reporting at the start of the next day. On any one day in the
experimental period the top trending features by deviation from their average
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daily frequency to date are selected subject to a minimum of ten standard de-
viations above the average, and having more than five occurrences on the day.
These thresholds were chosen to minimise trending due to movement caused by
natural variation and to have some resilience to poor frequency estimation for
very rare features. Any feature trending in the news is tagged and is not con-
sidered for the following seven days. If a news-trended feature does not trend
in the news for a period of seven days it is then re-established as potentially
blog-trending.

Feature types examined are those tagged as Nouns, Person names, Place
names, Organisation names and Miscellaneous entities (others of undermined
type). The number of trending features that were unique to blogs in the period
and the number that subsequently trended in the main stream news media are
shown in Table 1. Features may have trended more than once during the period
but are only counted once.

Table 1. No. of trends originating in blogs & subsequently trending in news

Type Trenders News post trend %

Nouns 9450 1741 18.4%
Misc 4350 221 5.1%
Location 4650 571 12.3%
Person 5450 740 13.6%
Organisation 5250 589 11.2%

Totals 29150 3862 13.2%

Blog trending features may not necessarily trend subsequently in the news,
or even appear at all. Ranking by trend strength would seem to be a natural
choice for prioritising and selecting trends as likely to trend subsequently in the
news. However, as shown in Figure 1 graphs (a..d), having separated trending
features into classes of those that subsequently trend in news, those that appear
without trending in news, and those that appear uniquely in blog vocabulary,
one finds that ranking by trend strength , measured in std. deviations, favours
vocabulary that is unique to blogs. Ranking by feature frequency on the day
of the trend, however, favours vocabulary that appears in the news, including
that which subsequently trends. Note that ranking by frequency does not yield a
proportion of subsequently trending features that is proportional to the number
of ranked features. This is more marked for nouns than named entities.

Graphs (e) and (f) in Figure 1 show the proportions of feature type broken
out from subsequently trending features and blog-unique features respectively.
Miscellaneous entities are most likely to be unique to blogs, while Locations are
the most likely to trend subsequently in news for the highest ranking features.
However, overall, subsequent news-trending nouns are more likely to be selected
than any particular entity type while being least likely to be a feature unique to
blogs.
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Fig. 1. Proportions of feature types in future news trends when ranked: (a) Nouns by
trend strength, (b) Entities by trend strength, (c) Nouns by raw count, (d) Entities
by raw count. (e) Prediction of news trend precision with raw count ranking. (f) Blog-
unique features with raw count ranking.

For each feature type the top fifty blogs trends, having not trended in the
previous seven days of news stories, were further examined. Note that this rep-
resents only a minority of all trends in social media, but the most significant
for the purposes here. Although only the most significant trends originating in
social media are examined, one should not expect all trends to be reflected in
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subsequent news stories; they may simply not reflect news-worthy material, or
have been overlooked by media organisations. This is indeed the case with on av-
erage 38% of blog trending features (46% of top fifty by type) seen subsequently
trending in news.

The number of mentions of selected terms in weblogs per day is greater
than that in news stories. However, as the counts have not been normalised for
number of posts, this should not be surprising as the number of blog posts is
much higher than mainstream media articles (by about 20:1 for this corpus). Blog
posts mentioning top trending nouns are particularly higher in number than the
number of corresponding news articles, while generally less so for named entities
An explanation for this is could be the higher number in average use of nouns
compared with particular named entity mentions indicating a large background
use of the nouns in question. This would suggest that trending named entities
are more topically specific than trending nouns.

Figure 2 shows the evolution of the top two trends for each of the feature
classes. In these graphs, only positive trending behaviour is shown. The trend
strength is measured in number of standard deviations from the expected value.
Trend activity in news is plotted on the negative y-axis (i.e. trend strength ×
-1). A solid line on the plot indicates when the trend behaviour in the blog is
valid, i.e. not filtered from a previous or current news trend. Note that with
even within the top selections illustrated one can observe a range in feature
trend patterns. It may be possible to identify some patterns for features that
would allow elimination or promotion (e.g. periodic trending). This is left for
future work.

Just because a feature may trend in social media and then in the news does
not mean that they are topically linked. It is well known that some features,
be they generic nouns or named entities, are more specific in what they refer
to than others. Unsurprisingly many topics can be found in posts giving rise to
trends in generic nouns seen here. For example posts featuring “design” on 9th

August include such diverse topics as the Olympics, a design conference, website
design, guild badges, and peta-scale computing to name just a few. Subsequent
news stories for “design” are similarly diverse, covering jobs, product reviews,
etc.

Named entities seem little better. For example, trending location entities of-
ten result from a higher than average number of posts that refer to different
events from those places. For example, “Mass.” arises from many posts about
activities from multiple locations within Massachusetts. Subsequent news stories
also have a wide spread of topics. However, some topics referring to a location
are related to later news stories: “Pune” trends from posts of multiple topics
including rain storms, Indian celebrities, and personal travel, but also commen-
tary on a gang rape and murder that had occurred there. The subsequent news
story is about lack of progress in the case.

Some named entities are more specific, though, and therefor topically more
predictive. “Fannie” refers to the U.S. mortgage company Fannie Mae. The eco-
nomic crash of 2008 had just got underway when ICWSM 2009 corpus was
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Fig. 2. Trend history for top two nouns and entity types trending in blogs prior to
news. Trends (positive deviation from expected) in blogs plotted as positive deviation,
and in news plotted as negative deviation.

collected, and there was much speculation about whether Fannie Mae (and its
counterpart Freddie Mac) would need a U.S. government bailout. The news story
trend occurred as various U.S. political figures reacted to market concerns, call-
ing for appropriate aid, the following headline from the Chicago tribune being
typical:

“U.S. plans mortgage bailout”
- http://chicagotribune.com/business/

Another example where an entity name was sufficiently specific to a topic is
“PGA Championship” which referred to the 90th PGA golf championship. Blogs
centred on discussion surrounding players ahead of the playoffs as in:

“Jack Nicklaus Isn’t Sure if Sergio Garcia Will Ever Win a Major”
- http://golf.fanhouse.com/2008/08/20/
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Fig. 3. Bi-gram type densities: (a) as proportion of uni-gram selected blog posts; (b)
ranked by ratio of post frequency to expected frequency given independent uni-grams

while the next day news articles reported the playoffs’ opening session:

“Mahan fires 62 to open PGA playoffs”
- http://sportsnet.ca/golf/2008/08/21/

“Mahan leads by 4 shots at The Barclays”
- http://cbs.sportsline.com/golf/story/10942213/rss

Feature specificity would seem to be important to find meaningful and po-
tentially predictive information. Employing methods to refine trending features
into the topics that gave rise to them is likely to be beneficial therefore.

5 Feature specificity

One may argue that to impact information about something one must express
some relation between it and some other concept. The set of relationships be-
tween the key concepts, such as entities, expressed in a document could be said,
then, to be the document’s topic. Here we employ a similar technique to Al-
vanaki et al. [8] taking pairs of trending features (a trend bi-gram) to be our
key concepts and examining their co-occurrence in source blog postings, the as-
sumption being that frequently co-occurring nouns and named entities would be
more likely to be linked topically.

Counts of trend co-occurrences are calculated on a by blog post basis for the
day the individual trends occur. Nouns and named entity types are not examined
separately here so that the analysis includes finding information across different
feature types (e.g. a Person and a Location). If we assume that a topically related
collection of documents would contain more than one feature in common and
that for trending stories this would include more than one trending feature, we
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can examine topical consistency in posts selected by a single trending feature
and by a trend bi-gram. Correspondingly this will give an indication of how
topically specific any single trend feature is.

A bi-gram of each trending feature and its most highly co-occurring trend for
each trending feature can be created. The proportion of the uni-gram selected
posts the bi-gram appears in gives an indication of how well related the posts
are and therefore specificity of the unigram under an assumption of feature
independence. The average proportion for bigrams of nouns was found to be
15% (variance 1.6%), but 20% (variance 6.7%) for entity bigrams suggesting
entity selected posts are more likely to be topically related. Assuming that the
higher the proportion of bi-grams in a sub-set of posts, the more likely that they
are to be topically linked, a rank-ordering of proportion of uni-gram selected
posts by bi-gram coverage allows bi-gram types to be compared against likely
topical coherence. Graph (a) in Figure 3 shows that when bi-grams are present
in more than 90% of the posts containing a given uni-gram trend, there is a
better than 55% likelihood that both the trending features will be entities, while
there is less than 31% likelihood that both trend features in the bi-gram will be
nouns.

We estimate specificity by the point-wise mutual information of the bigram
features at the document frequency level. This is similar to the topic coherence
measure proposed by Newman et al. [26] which sums PMI in term frequency,
but calculated intrinsically as in the coherence measure proposed by Mimno
et al. [27]. Denoting by St(a) the number of posts containing feature a on day t
the PMI for a bi-gram feature {a, b} is given by:

R(a, b) =
St(a, b)

St(a)St(b)
Pt (3)

where Pt is the number of posts with at least one trending feature on day t.
Graph (b) in Figure 3 shows the proportion of each bi-gram type in an

averaged rank ordering of the daily bi-gram trends. Bi-grams consisting of two
entities are found predominantly at the top of the ranking, followed by those with
including one entity. Assuming from the analysis above that bi-grams consisting
of entities are more topically specific, this suggests that trending topics can be
found by selecting posts containing bi-grams of trending entities scored by how
unlikely they are to co-occur at random.

6 Conclusions

This study has considered whether there is evidence to support the idea that
social media content could be used to predict or inform news stories. By filtering
out trends originating in news, this study has focussed on the small percentage
of topics that previous studies, [18], [19], have found not to have originated in
mainstream news articles. It has also examined whether named entities could be
more useful than common nouns as a feature for finding information.
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The analysis has shown that named entities, and nouns in general, can be
found trending in blog postings that have not previously trended in the main-
stream media. On average approximately 12% of these features (18.4% of tagged
nouns, 11.1% of tagged entities) subsequently trended in news stories (Although
the total number of trending entities exceeded that of nouns). Given 3% of news
stories start in social media, this suggest that either the majority of significant
social media originated trends are not sufficiently interesting to professional news
organisations, or are missed. However, pre-emptive trending features do exist,
and simple ranking of trending features by the number of occurrences on the day
of trending gives reasonable performance in promoting those that subsequently
trend in news. We can conclude, then, that there is potential data in blogs with
which to investigate methods for prediction of (or sourcing material for) news
stories.

Improved entity tagging, filtering by language could be beneficial. Some
trending entities are referred to by different forms of their names which sug-
gests and co-reference resolution could all help in characterising and detecting
trends.

Trending entities may not be the subject of topic(s) of interest, and subse-
quent stories may be indirectly related, on developing events, or take a new angle
(a “meta-story” if you will). Examples of all these have been seen in the data
examined here. However, not all subsequent trending news stories are related in
any significant way to the preceding blog topics sharing the mention, and trends
often arise from from multiple topics having the feature in common. These seems
to be more likely the case with nouns than with named entities.

Preliminary investigation into topic specificity of trending features has shown
that blog posts that are more likely to be related can be identified through co-
occurring trending features, and that sets of features are more likely to contain
entities than nouns. Selection of bi-grams can be achieved through a rank order-
ing of how unexpected its co-occurrence is.

Future work will examine whether trend selection or ranking can be improved.
It will also look further at trend co-occurrence as it seems like this may be a
basis for selecting posts more likely to be topically linked. Clustering of posts
with trending features may also be a suitable method. These refinement methods
could also assist the observer in assessing the likely interest as a news story. Such
topic specificity refinement may also allow sufficient characterisation of trending
topics originating in social media to make predictions as to which are likely to
be picked up by news media.
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Abstract. Given the rapidly changing face of technology, keeping up with the 

trends and identifying potential areas to be explored for research or commer-

cialization is a challenging task. Decision makers, research analysts, scholars, 

research directors all make use of digital collections, use of which is facilitated 

by search applications developed on top of them. However, search is a human-

driven activity and the result of such analysis is largely dependent on the initial 

inputs that are provided by the expert. Besides, aggregating and assimilating all 

the information returned by a search engine is no less daunting. In this paper, 

we propose intelligent methods for presenting search results to help information 

assimilation. We also present methods for analyzing large collections of docu-

ments in an automated way to generate insights that can prove to be useful for 

analysts. Starting from time-stamped collections of research publications and 

patent documents, we present several Information retrieval (IR) techniques that 

can successfully extract and present insights about emerging, popular and re-

ceding trends in research along with their current levels of commercialization. 

We present results of experiments based on research abstracts made available 

by digital libraries and US patent office. 

Keywords: Topic Extraction, Information Retrieval, Commercialization score 

1 Introduction 

As an off-shoot of the popularity and accessibility of world-wide web there has been a 

phenomenal rise in the number of research articles, conference proceedings, archived 

research results, patent filings and grants and several other technical publications 

which are available online. Though this collection is extremely useful for academic 

and industrial researchers, searching for any information results in a huge list of doc-

uments. Assimilating information from this huge list is a formidable task. While re-

searchers query research collections to understand evolution of an area or topic, state 

of the art etc. business users may be querying the same collection to remain abreast of 

the latest in research and look for possible ideas of commercialization to retain com-

petitive edge. In this paper, we present our work towards developing a search and 
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analytics system that can aid in retrieving relevant information and insight generation 

from an integrated collection of research publications and patent applications. 

Advances in search and information retrieval technology ensure that large volumes 

of text can be searched efficiently when appropriate queries can be formulated. The 

focus of text mining research on the other hand has been towards insight generation 

from large collections of technical documents. Identifying new trends in research 

topics is a popular area of research. Identifying and exploring relations among re-

search communities is also a popular area. Visualization of information is also a deep-

ly researched area. Some authors have also studied topic evolution over patents and 

research publications.  

However presently there is no search and analytics system that goes beyond listing 

of articles for an integrated collection of scientific publications and patent documents. 

Though a listing provides numerical assessment about the potential presence of arti-

cles, it does not allow users to easily perceive (a). Content-based relationship among 

different research areas either at theoretical or application level or (b). the true extent 

of commercialization of an area or topic. The utility of such a system can be manifold. 

It can help researchers understand the applicability of research topics. For strategists 

and decision makers, it would be of help to find yet untapped areas of research and 

potential areas of new application developments. 

The unique aspects of the present paper are as follows: 

1. A novel method is presented to identify topic evolution using topically significant 

phrases, where topics are extracted from time-stamped collections using standard 

Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). The topical phrases are also used to present a 

graphical representation of how the underlying topics have evolved or morphed 

over the years. We have proposed new topic-similarity measures based on Infor-

mation retrieval (IR) principles that take into account relevance of a document with 

respect to a topic, rather than word-based measures.  

2. The paper proposes new measures to compute the extent of commercialization of a 

research topic with respect to a patent database. We term this as commercialization 

score of a research topic. While we have conducted experiments and presented re-

sults from the US patent database for the sets of applied and granted US patents 

over the years 2005 to 2014, the measures are generic and can be used in conjunc-

tion to any such database.  

3. We present a method for analyzing commercialization scores and commercializa-

tion trends to generate insights about further prospects of a topic or an area. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a review of related 

work. Section 3 discusses how topic similarities are computed to generate a topic 

evolution graph. Section 4 presents the proposed methods to compute commercializa-

tion score and commercialization trends. Section 5 presents some results obtained 

over a publicly available data set. Finally section 6 concludes with future work. 
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2 Review of Related Work 

A large number of research communities are actively engaged in analyzing scientific 

articles and patent applications. An interactive prototype system named Action Sci-

ence Explorer (ASE) was presented in [1], to help researchers with reference man-

agement, analyzing topical and citation statistics, text extraction and natural language 

summarization for single and multiple documents. It supported network visualizations 

to see citation patterns and identify author clusters. ArnetMiner was proposed in [2]. 

This paper proposed a unified tagging approach using Conditional Random Fields to 

generate profile tags for researchers based on publication data extracted from the web. 

It also proposed a unified topic model called Author-Conference-Topic (ACT) to 

simultaneously model different types of information in the academic network. Rex-

plore [4] supports graph-based exploration to understand bibliographic data, research 

topics and trends. It exploits the Klink algorithm [3] which identifies relations across 

different research areas using semantically annotated data. [5] proposed several met-

rics of influence, coverage, and connectivity for scientific literature which can be used 

to create structured summaries of information, called metro maps. Metro maps are 

targeted at capturing the developments in a field. An iterative topic evolution learning 

framework was proposed in [17] based on an inheritance topic model that leveraged 

citations among documents to analyze topic evolution in an explicit way. 

Several groups have also tried to capture researcher communities and group dy-

namics [6-8] from content and not just from citation. [6] used a key-word based ap-

proach to identify topics. In [7] which is an extension of [4], authors proposed the 

notion of diachronic topic based on communities of people who work on semantically 

related topics at the same time. It was used to detect events that denote topic shifts 

within a research community; the appearance and fading of a community; splitting, 

merging and spawning of new com-munities etc. [8] presents a detailed study on the 

factors that affect research collaboration among individuals and organizations.   

[9] presents a comprehensive literature review on research around analysis of pa-

tents. A topic-driven patent analysis and mining system was presented in [10] which 

studied the evolution of patent network composed of companies, inventors, and tech-

nical content using dynamic probabilistic model. It also proposed analytics tools for 

IP and R&D strategy planning, including a heterogeneous network co-ranking meth-

od, a topic-level competitor evolution analysis algorithm, and a method to summarize 

the search results. [11] proposed an analytical technique called patent trend change 

mining (PTCM) to capture changes in patent trends. This work, based on association 

rule-mining was aimed at generating competitive intelligence to help managers devel-

op appropriate business strategies based on their findings. [12] presented a patent 

analysis system called TechPerceptor which used Natural Language Processing tech-

niques to generate patent maps and patent net-works based on semantic analysis of 

patents. The system can be used to observe technological hotspots and spot patent 

vacuums. [13] proposed the use of text mining techniques to develop a Technology 

Tree(Tech Tree) that can compute similarity scores between patents.  

None of the existing systems perform joint analysis of publications and patents us-

ing the content of both publications and patent applications. Most importantly none of 
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the systems provide insights about the extent and diversity of research topics and their 

commercialization to help technology planners. 

3 Topic Evolution and Diversification 

Latent Dirichlet Allocation [14] is an unsupervised latent variable model that employs 

Bayesian inference to identify semantic clusters of words in document collections that 

resemble topics. LDA assumes a range of possible distributions of words with the 

constraint that they are drawn from Dirichlet distributions. This enables it to learn 

latent topic models in an un-supervised way ensuring that the topic models are maxi-

mally relevant to the underlying data collection. For the proposed work, the LDA 

model was first applied on yearly collections of publications, which yields topic dis-

tribution for each document.  Each topic comprises bag of words along with proba-

bilities of each word being generated by that topic. 

Word-based representation of topics is useful, but not easy to understand. Instead, 

the present system adopts phrase-based representation of topic that was proposed in 

[16]. For each topic, its representative phrases are chosen from among frequently 

occurring three-grams and two-grams in documents that have a high probability of 

that topic. Since each document has a probability of each topic being present in it, 

[16] presented equations to compute the probability of a phrase belonging to a topic 

based on the occurrence frequency of phrases within documents that contained the 

topic with a probability greater than a pre-specified threshold. The maximally 

weighted phrase is used to name the topic. Phrases in the current context refer to N-

grams that are faster to compute than natural-language phrases and are also resistant 

to noise like incorrect grammar or incorrect formatting. N-grams also preserve spatial 

relationship of words thereby making them closer in appearance to natural language 

phrases though obtained at much lower computational cost. The frequent n-grams 

selected to represent a topic are termed as topical phrases. Figure 1 shows phrase 

based representation of topics that contained the phrase “association rule mining” 

over the years 2006 to 2009. 

Figure 1 shows that a research topic does not remain static over the years. Topics 

grow, evolve and diversify. A topic’s growth can be tracked by watching the trends in 

number of publications that continue to cover the topic. Topic evolution can be 

tracked by watching the changing content. This cannot be tracked using simple word-

based representation of topics since the words are difficult to interpret without their 

context. For example, the word “information” can make many topics look similar, 

though in reality the topics “Information Retrieval”, “Information Security” and 

“Management Information Systems” are quite different. Also, new words or phrases 

emerge and become frequent while old ones phase out. It is therefore proposed that 

co-occurrences of phrases can better capture continuation and evolution of topics.  

Topic diversification captures inter-mixing of topics or adoption of a topic into an-

other topic etc. Figure 2 presents year-wise view of frequently co-occurring N-grams 

for the query “association rule mining”. It may be noted that the context of “associa-

tion rule mining” is different from its topical representation shown in figure 2. In fact 
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the 2010 collection did not yield a topic named “association rule mining” though the 

phrase occurred in the context of “genetic programming” and “traffic prediction”. 

This obviously indicates that areas like “intrusion detection” or “web traffic predic-

tion” had started adopting association rule mining techniques from 2009 onwards.  

We now present a new method to capture topic similarity and then go on to show 

how this can be used to capture topic evolution and diversity. 

Let Ti and Tj represent two different topics of the same year or different years.  The 

topical similarity between Ti and Tj, denoted by 𝜎(𝑇𝑖 , 𝑇𝑗), is computed in terms of 

their topical phrases as follows. 

Let Si and Sj be the sets of top n topical phrases associated to Ti and Tj respective-

ly. Let pi and pj represent two phrases where 𝑝𝑖 ∈  𝑆𝑖  𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑝𝑗 ∈  𝑆𝑗 . 

Let 𝐷𝑖  𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐷𝑗 denote the collections of documents that contain pi and pj respective-

ly. 𝐷𝑖  𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐷𝑗  may be identical, overlapping or completely disjoint. The degree of 

overlap of these two sets captures the neighborhood similarity of pi and pj, denoted by  

ƞ(𝑝𝑖 , 𝑝𝑗) and is computed as follows: 

 ƞ(𝑝𝑖 , 𝑝𝑗) =  
|𝐷𝑖  ⋂ 𝐷𝑗|

|𝐷𝑖  ⋃ 𝐷𝑗|
                                    (2) 

For each phrase 𝑝𝑖  ∈  𝑆𝑖,  let 𝛼𝑗 𝜖 𝑆𝑗   be the phrase with maximum value for 

ƞ(𝑝𝑖 , 𝛼𝑗) i.e. ƞ(𝑝𝑖 , 𝛼𝑗) ≥  ƞ(𝑝𝑖 , 𝑝𝑗) ∀𝑝𝑗 ∈  𝑆𝑗 . In other words, the phrase 𝑝𝑖  of topic Ti 

co-occurs maximally with 𝛼𝑗  of Tj. Similarly, for each phrase 𝑝𝑗  ∈  𝑆𝑗  let 𝛽𝑖𝜖 𝑆𝑖  be 

the phrase with maximum value for ƞ(𝛽𝑖 , 𝑝𝑗) i.e. ƞ(𝛽𝑖 , 𝑝𝑗) ≥  ƞ(𝛽𝑖 , 𝑝𝑗) ∀𝛽𝑖 ∈  𝑆𝑖.  

It is obvious that the neighborhood similarities for a pair of phrases are not sym-

metric in nature. The similarity between a pair of topics is computed as the average 

neighborhood similarity between all pairs of topical phrases for pair.  

 𝜎(𝑇𝑖 , 𝑇𝑗) =  
1

2𝑛
(∑ ƞ(𝑝𝑖 ,𝑛

𝑖=1 𝛼𝑗) + ∑ ƞ(𝛽𝑖 ,
𝑛
𝑗=1 𝑝𝑗))     (3) 

It may be noted that unlike most similarity measures that are computed on the basis 

of shared words or terms, 𝜎(𝑇𝑖 , 𝑇𝑗) computes similarity of topics in terms of shared 

documents in which representative terms of Ti and Tj co-occur. 
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Fig. 1. Topic - "Association Rule Mining" phrases through years 2006 – 2009 

Topical evolution is captured through intra-year and inter-year topic similarity ma-

trices. An intra-year topic similarity matrix captures pair-wise topic similarities for 

topics belonging to the same year. An inter-year similarity matrix captures pair-wise 

similarity for topics of consecutive years. Thus for a time-stamped collection contain-

ing articles published over N consecutive years, we obtain N intra-year similarity 

matrices and N-1 inter-year similarity matrices, each of 𝑘2 dimension, where k is the 

number of topics per year.  

The similarity-matrices constructed as above can be considered as adjacency-

matrix representation for a multi-layered labeled and weighted graph G in which 

nodes represent topics. Each layer contains nodes representing topics of the same 

year. Nodes within a single layer are connected by weighted, undirected edges where 

the weight of an edge is equal to the similarity of the topics connected by it. Absence 

of an edge indicates no similarity. A pair of nodes from two different layers is con-

nected by a weighted edge if the layers denote consecutive years. The weight is again 

equal to the similarity of the two topics it connects. A node in this graph is denoted by 

𝑇𝑖
𝑚 where i is a topic index and m is a year-index. 
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Fig. 2. Evolution of "Association Rule Mining" through contextual collection of topical phrases 

It is proposed that topic evolution and diversification can be obtained as strongly 

connected components of the above graph. The algorithm proposed below finds 

strongly connected components within the layered graph. It uses two parameters ε and 

κ, which are defined below. 

Definition 1: ε is defined as the similarity_threshold of the topic evolution graph. 

Two topics 𝑇𝑖 , 𝑇𝑗  are considered to be ε-related if and only if 𝜎(𝑇𝑖 , 𝑇𝑗) > ε. ε-related 

does not imply that one topic has evolved from another topic. It is the minimum re-

quirement for evolution.    

Definition 2: κ is defined as the connectivity_threshold for topic evolution. The 

value of κ lies between 0 and 1. A set of λ nodes are said to be κ_connected to each 

other, provided each of them is ε-related to at least κλ number of nodes from this set.  

When κ is equal to 1, the set of nodes are fully connected to each other. 

We now explain the algorithm to find κ_connected components of ε-related topic-

similarity matrix. 

4. Input ε and κ.  Initialize 𝐶 to NULL. 𝐶 will finally contain a set of independent 

components, where each component will denote a set of connected topics. 
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5. Let B = (D, E) be a sub-graph of G which is constructed as follows. E contains on-

ly those edges of G which satisfy the following condition 

𝜎(𝑇𝑖
𝑚, 𝑇𝑗

𝑛) >  𝜀 𝐴𝑁𝐷 (( 𝑛 = 𝑚) 𝑂𝑅 (𝑛 = 𝑚 + 1)) 

Consequently, D contains only those nodes of G, which have at least one ε-related 

edge incident on it. In other words B contains all topic nodes that are ε-related to at 

least one more topic within the same year or across consecutive years. 

6. For each edge in B, the weight 𝜎(𝑇𝑖 , 𝑇𝑗)  is now recomputed as follows: 

 𝜎(𝑇𝑖 , 𝑇𝑗)  = 𝜎(𝑇𝑖 , 𝑇𝑗) /ν                                                (4) 

where ν is the maximum of degrees of 𝑇𝑖 and 𝑇𝑗 . This reduces the weight of those 

edges that are connected to nodes which in turn are ε-related to many other nodes. 

Topics that represent generic and basic areas may overlap with many areas. Edges 

emanating from these topics get less priority. This step helps in suppressing noisy and 

obvious evolutions while giving priority to area-specific evolutions.  

7. Arrange edges of B in decreasing order of associated weight 𝜎(𝑇𝑖 , 𝑇𝑗).  

8. Remove the first element of B and initialize a cluster 𝐶 with this element.  

9. Repeat steps a to d until B is empty 

(a) Remove the top-most element e of B.  

(b) Add e to an existing cluster X of 𝐶 if its addition maintains the κ connectivity 

in 𝐶. If e satisfies this relation with more than one cluster of 𝐶, add e to all such 

clusters.   

(c) Otherwise start a new cluster 𝐶′. 
(d) Update clusters 𝐶 = 𝐶 ⋃ 𝐶′ 

10. Output 𝐶. 

The output of the above algorithm is a graph of connected components, where each 

component is a layered graph. A visualization of the graph is generated in which each 

layer is assigned a unique color. The layers are then presented in terms of increasing 

index of years from left to right. 

Figure 3 illustrates two independent clusters from the topic evolution graph that was 

generated using all topics extracted from publications from 2007 to 2012. The bigger 

cluster shows the relationship of the areas Natural Language Processing (NLP), se-

mantic web, gaming systems, online learning systems and social networks. This is 

obviously a correct and interesting evolution. It illustrates the continuing and im-

portant applications of natural language processing techniques to game-based learning 

and intelligent tutoring systems. The second cluster in figure 4, lower right corner 

shows continuing interest in support vector machines as a stand-alone topic. 
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Fig. 3. Topic Evolution Graph (partial) 

Table 1 summarizes the evolution history for a few popular topical phrases, using our 

method and c-ITM proposed in [17]. Most of these phrases were found by [17]. Col-

umns 2 and 3 show the top phrases in predecessor and related topics of same or later 

years identified by the proposed method. Column 4 shows the topic names given for 

related topics as presented in [17]. Column 5 shows manual judgment about the rela-

tionship between these human-assigned topic names given by c-ITM and the topic 

phrases yielded by the proposed method.   

 

Table 1: Topic Evolution - comparing proposed method with c-ITM 

 

Top topic 

phrases and 

the year   

 

Topical 

phrases of 

Predecessor 

Topics (pro-

posed method)  

 

Topical Phrases of 

Related topics - 

Contemporary or 

Later (proposed 

method) 

 

Predeces-

sor Topic 

as per c-

ITM [17]  

 

Our observation  

 

ad hoc net-

works (2000) 

Intersymbol 

interference 

isi(1995), Ahn 

collision detec-

tion(2000), 

Multicast rout-

Vehicular ad 

hoc(2006), Heuris-

tics analytics sys-

tem(2007)  

 

Network 

communi-

cation 

since 1994 

All phrases in 

columns 2 and 3 

related to Network 

Communication 
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ing proto-

cols(2000) 

wireless sensor 

(2002) 

Wavelength 

division multi-

plexing(2001) , 

Bluetooth 1.1 

(2001), Sensor 

network sys-

tems(2002)  

Underwater Sensor 

networks(2006) , 

Ubiquitous compu-

ting technolo-

gies(2007) , IP 

multimedia subsys-

tem(2007)  

sensor 

networks 

since 2003 

Sensor Networks 

as a phrase was 

detected in 2002. 

Lot of related 

phrases were 

detected in 2001. 

content based 

image retrieval 

(1995) 

Markov random 

fields(1995) , 

Optical flow 

fields(1995) 

Shear warp algo-

rithm(2002) , Re-

mote sensing im-

age(2007), Context 

intelligent diagno-

sis(2009) , Medical 

image segmenta-

tion(2011) 

hidden in 

infor-

mation 

retrieval 

from 1993 

Topical phrases in 

column 2 show 

evolution from 

Image Processing, 

Graphics and 

Hidden Infor-

mation Retrieval 

intrusion detec-

tion (2002)  

Virtual private 

networks(2001), 

Denial service 

attacks(2001)  

Access control 

policies(2003)  ,  

protocol 

security 

since 2000 

Topical phrases 

are related to 

Protocol Security 

support vec-

tor(2001) 

Neural net-

works(2000) , 

Self organizing 

map(2000) , 

Principal com-

ponent analy-

sis(2000) 

Hidden markov 

models(2002), Faci-

al expression recog-

nition(2006) 

neural 

network 

since 2000 

Topical phrases 

show evolution 

from Neural Net-

works 

semantic web 

(2004) 

Xml powered 

web(2003) , 

Web usage 

mining(2003) 

Intelligent tutoring 

system(2005) , 

Service oriented 

computing(2006) , 

Web ontology lan-

guage(2007), For-

mal concept analy-

sis(2007) , Social 

text Streams(2007) 

evolved 

from 

knowledge 

ontology 

since 2002 

Topical phrases of 

predecessor and 

related topics 

depict significance 

of web ontology 

and xml based 

web architecture 

to semantic web 

signature 

scheme (1995) 

Public key 

infrastruc-

ture(1995) , 

Role based 

Access(1995) , 

Access control 

mecha-

nisms(1995) 

Buffer overflow 

attacks(2003) , 

Stolen verifier at-

tack(2003), Key 

management sys-

tem(2006) 

protocol 

security 

since 2004 

Significant meth-

ods/technologies 

related to protocol 

security emerge 

through Topical 

phrases of prede-

cessor and related 

topics 

fading chan-

nels(2000) 

Code-division 

multiple ac-

cess(1995), Bit 

error 

rate(1995), 

Multiple access 

interference(2002) 

channel 

coding 

since 2004 

Topical phrases 

show evolution 

from channel 

coding 
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Channel Im-

pulse re-

sponse(2000) 

xml data (2000) Synchronized 

multimedia 

integra-

tion(2000) 

Jsp xml web(2002) , 

Database manage-

ment systems(2005) 

, Nearest neighbour 

queries(2005)  

evolved 

from data-

base since 

2003 

Role of database 

in the emergence 

of xml data for-

mats is visible 

energy con-

sumption(2007) 

 Wireless sensor 

networks(2007), 

Sensor network 

applica-

tions(2007) 

Dynamic voltage 

scaling(2007) , 

Pervasive compu-

ting environ-

ments(2008) , Ener-

gy harvesting sys-

tems(2010) 

N/A  

 

4 Computing Commercialization Score of Topics  

We now present a method to compute and present to the end-user a comprehensive 

view about the current state of commercialization of a research topic based on the 

patent volumes and patent trends applied in the area. Each topic is assigned an aggre-

gate commercialization score based on its strength in an associated collection of pa-

tent applications. Presently, we have considered all patent applications that have been 

filed and/or granted with USPTO during the period of 2005 to 2013. However, the 

proposed method is generic and applicable for any collection.  

Patents are also time-stamped documents. Each patent document is first subjected 

to phrase extraction. All 2-grams and 3-grams are extracted and used for indexing the 

patents. The Lucene indexer is used for the purpose of indexing and retrieving patent 

documents for a given topic.  

Let Ti be a research topic belonging to the year y generated from publication analysis. 

Let Si be the set of n topical phrases representing Ti. Let Ψ(Ti) represent the 

commercialization score of Ti which is computed using an aggregated relevance score 

of the documents that are retrieved by Lucene for phrases in Si as follows. 

Let Pi denote all patent documents that contain at least one phrase from Si. A 

document is said to contain a phrase if all the words of the phrase are found to lie 

within a window of w words in the document. 

For each document retrieved by Lucene 𝑑𝑖  ∈ 𝑃𝑖  relevance of 𝑑𝑖  to topic Ti, 𝑅(𝑑𝑖 , 𝑇𝑖) 

is computed as follows 

  𝑅(𝑑𝑖 , 𝑇𝑖) = 𝑝𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟(𝑇𝑖 , 𝑑𝑖) ∗ 𝑡𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚(𝑇𝑖) ∗ ∑ (𝑓(𝑝, 𝑑𝑖)
2 ∗ 𝐼(𝑝)2 ∗ 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘(𝑝))𝑝 ∈ 𝑆𝑖

 

where 𝑓(𝑝, 𝑑𝑖)  term frequency of 𝑝  in 𝑑𝑖  and 𝐼(𝑝)  is the inverse-document fre-

quency, 

𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘(𝑝) is normalized significance of phrase p where the most significant phrase 

in Si has maximum significance, 
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pFactor(𝑇𝑖 , 𝑑𝑖) is the normalized score based on how many phrases of Si are found 

in 𝑑𝑖 , where the document that contains most topical phrases receives maximum 

weights,  

tNorm(Ti) is a normalizing score computed as follows: 

𝑡𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚(𝑇𝑖) =
1

√𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑂𝑓𝑆𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑠
, 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑂𝑓𝑆𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑠 = ∑ 𝐼(𝑝)𝑝 ∈ 𝑆𝑖

     (5)  

A document may contain phrases belonging to more than one topic, though its rel-

evance to each topic may differ. tNorm ensures that the document is considered more 

relevant to a topic Tx (say) than another topic Ty (say), if it contains highly significant 

phrases of Tx but less significant phrases of Ty. 

Finally Ψ(Ti) is computed as the logarithmic transform of the aggregated relevance 

scores of all documents containing topical phrases of Ti as  

Ψ(Ti) = log (∑ 𝑅(𝑑𝑖 , 𝑇𝑖)𝑑𝑖∈𝑃𝑖
).                                               (6) 

The commercialization score is further discretized into a 5 point scale, using equal 

discretization over all non-zero scores, and are denoted by VERY HIGH, HIGH, 

MEDIUM, LOW and VERY LOW. Figure 4 presents a heat-map that illustrates the 

extent of commercialization for each of 100 research topics of 2012. The text pop-up 

shows that the topic of wireless-sensor networks has been heavily commercialized. 

 

Fig. 4. Heat map showing aggregated commercialization of research topics of 2012. Wireless 

sensor Networks have been heavily commercialized 

Figure 5 presents a graph, each of whose nodes are topics that represent the area of 

Wireless Sensor Networks, which is the same as the topic-evolution graph component 

for the area, with one difference. The size of a node in this graph is proportional to its 

commercialization score. The number of nodes in a particular year is indicative of the 

diversity of the topic as a whole. This graph also depicts that interest to file patents in 

this area had reached its peak in 2010.  
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Fig. 5. Commercialization trends of topics related to "Wireless Sensor Networks".  

4.1 Analyzing Commercialization Trends 

The history of commercialization of research topics can further lead to an understand-

ing and categorization of commercialization of research areas into emerging, receding 

or yet-to-be-explored for potential commercialization. In order to detect trends, for a 

particular topic, say 𝑇𝑖
𝑚, for a given year m, we first find all topics of past years that 

are maximally related to 𝑇𝑖
𝑚 using the topic evolution graph. Let Li

m denote this list. 

Year-wise commercialization score for 𝑇𝑖
𝑚  is then computed using aggregate com-

mercialization scores for all topics in Li
m with the document collection restricted to 

those patent applications that have been filed in the year m only. Thus the yearly 

commercialization score for a topic 𝑇𝑖
𝑚 is given by 

 𝐶(𝑇𝑖
𝑚) =  ∑ 𝑅(𝑑𝑖

𝑚, 𝑡)𝑑𝑖
𝑚 ∈ 𝑃𝑖

𝑚,   𝑡∈𝐿𝑖
𝑚                             (7) 

where 𝑃𝑖
𝑚 denotes the collection of patent applications that have been filed in the 

year m and contains at least one topical phrase from the topics in 𝐿𝑖
𝑚.  

The total commercialization score along with trends of yearly commercialization 

scores are used for insight generation.  
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5 Experiments and Results 

In this section we present some results from an implementation of the proposed meth-

ods to design a search system. The system has been implemented over a SOLR1 based 

platform as a web-service. Research abstracts for the purpose were collected from 

sites dl.acm.org and csxstatic.ist.psu.edu/about/data, which have been made available 

by ACM and Citeseer respectively. The collection contains abstracts of Computer 

Science related publications along with title of paper, authors, venue and date of pub-

lication. After crawling, cleaning and indexing, the data has been stored locally on a 

server. All the proposed analytical methods run off-line to generate the similarity 

matrices and commercialization scores. Users can access the system as a web-

application to search, drill-down and also see visualizations of topic evolution, com-

mercialization etc. through appropriate inter-active visualizations. 

 

 
Fig. 6. Topic Evolution Graph (Partial) 

  

                                                           
1 Lucene.apache.org/solr 
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Figure 6 presents a few components of the topic evolution graph generated from all 

the topics for all years. Few nodes from two components have been highlighted. The 

first component on the left shows how areas of machine-learning and biological data 

mining have interacted over the areas. Similarly the component on the right shows 

that wireless technologies and privacy and security related research have influenced 

each other. 

Table 2 presents the most commercialized research topics yielded by the system 

using the proposed commercialization scores, where research topics are extracted 

from the research publications. Table 3 presents some actionable insights generated 

from analysis of commercialization trends as stated at the end of section 4. On ex-

treme left the column shows research areas that are hot, have commercial potential 

and not yet fully exploited. The second column indicates areas which are well-

established and commercialization is on the rise. The third column shows areas that 

are very well-explored and saturated with patents and thus may be highly competitive 

to enter at this point. The fourth column shows areas which are theoretically well-

explored and show declining trend of patenting. 

Table 2. Top 10 most commercialized research topics (2005 - 2013) 

Top 10 most Commercialized topics (2007 - 2013) 

Using Mobile Devices 

Cryptography 

Wireless Sensor Networks 

Real Time Systems 

Image retrieval 

Brain Computer Interface 

Predictive Control for Autonomous Vehicle 

Embedded Systems 

Reduced Power Consumption 

Intrusion Detection System 

Table 3. Insights generated from Analysis of commercial Trends 

New Research 

Areas - Very Few 

Patents - Rising 

Patent Trend 

Hot Research 

Areas - Many 

Patents - Rising 

Patent Trend 

Popular research area 

– Large number of 

patents - Steady Pa-

tent Trend 

Receding Research 

Area - Many patents 

- Patent Trend De-

creasing 

Wheeled Mobile 

Robot 

Multi-agent Sys-

tems 

Wireless Sensor Net-

works 

Collaborative Filtering 

Human Robot 

Interaction 

Support Vector 

Machines 

Semantic Web  Service Oriented 

Architecture 

 Social Network 

Analysis 

Time Series Classifica-

tion 

  

  Artificial Neural 

Network 

 Error Correcting Codes   
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  Magnetic Reso-

nance Imaging 

 Information Security   

  Cyber Physical 

Systems 

 Commercial Cloud 

Services 

  

  Electronic Health 

records 

    

 

Figure 7 presents the list of top 20 companies in USPTO database which have filed 

maximum patents in the areas listed in Table 2 between 2005 and 2013 along with the 

number of patents filed by them. Figure 8 (left) presents the most frequently occurring 

3-gram phrases in patent applications for top 3 companies. On the right it presents 

phrases from patents by 3 companies which have filed a large number of patents in 

the areas listed in Table 1 only, though do not appear in the list of Figure 7. This 

shows an interesting aspect of commercialization. These are niche companies filing 

patents in specific trending areas of research. The established companies have a more 

diverse portfolio which includes many well-explored areas of research. 

 

Fig. 7. Top 10 Companies filing patents in the above areas 
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Fig. 8: Patent profile of companies through frequent phrases 

6 Conclusions 

In this paper, we have presented methodologies for analysing large volumes of re-

search publications for information gathering and insight generation. We have pre-

sented results from an instance of implementation which currently analyses hundreds 

of thousands of research abstracts and patent applications jointly. The objective of the 

joint analysis is to come up with insights about current states of commercialization of 

research areas. Such a system helps in understanding current state of research as well 

as look for new ideas of commercialization. It also helps in understanding the existing 

competition. 

Our future work lies in complete automation of the decision making process by 

aligning the content with external hierarchical indexing mechanisms like Wikipedia, 

journal content hierarchy etc. to explore inter-disciplinary topical relationships. This 

will help in better understanding of application of research areas and technologies to 

different areas for better decision making purposes. 
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Summarization of Technical Articles: Modeling User’s 

Expectation from a Summary Using Specificity Score 
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Abstract. Conventional importance based extractive summarization methods 

face many difficulties as notion of importance is malleable. Instead, users ex-

pectation from a summary could possibly be defined in more precise manner – 

say by some of the discourse properties. In this paper we use specificity score – 

a measure of how specific or generic a particular text is – to characterize the 

types of documents, and further encode the expectation from a summary. We 

further demonstrate use of specificity score to summarize technical articles. Our 

hypothesis is:  users expect summary sentences to convey more specific infor-

mation from a technical article. 

1 Introduction 

Extractive summarization techniques create summaries by selecting sentences that are 

important - in some sense - to the document. In abstractive summarization also, im-

portant sentences are extracted and then subsequently paraphrased to the required 

length of summary. Many techniques assign the importance to the sentences and order 

them accordingly to select top scoring k sentences as a summary. There are many 

methods for deciding the importance of the sentences: simple word frequency based, 

key words based, centrality based and so on. 

Conventional - importance based summarization - has two difficulties: First, decid-

ing important information for summary is a nontrivial task. Notion of importance is 

malleable and subjected to change based on point of view. Disagreement between 

summaries by experts is a well-studied behavior [1], [2], [3], [4]. Disagreement be-

tween experts on potential best summary affects the summary evaluation task as well. 

So instead of taking one model summary for evaluation, summaries from two three 

experts (may be more) are taken for comparison with peer summary [5], [6], [7]. Sec-

ond, the sentences extracted might be important but not the expected one. The expec-

tation from the summary sentences can be expressed in the form of discourse relations 

(or any other suitable property). For example; contradictory sentences should not be 

extracted, sentences should provide specification and so on. Traditional summariza-

tion techniques do not incorporate the mentioned expectation measure in the process. 

The mismatch between summaries by experts and summaries by importance based 

algorithms [8] is because of expectation mismatch. 
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A case in this point: Technical articles. Generally speaking, we expect more specif-

ic sentences from a summary of technical articles such as scientific publications, re-

search report etc. Table 1 shows summary of Relative Utility (RU) paper by Radev et. 

al. [2] generated by one of the standard algorithms. These selected sentences are from 

the list of 15 (~15 %) sentences extracted as a summary by Lexrank algorithm [9]. 

They are ordered according to the sequence number of the sentence in the original 

document. 

Table 1. Lexrank summary of RU paper 

The main problem with traditional co-selection metrics (thus named because they measure the 

degree of overlap between the list of sentences selected by a judge and an automatically pro-

duced extract) such as Precision, Recall, and Percent Agreement for evaluating extractive 

summarizers is that human judges often disagree about which the top n% most important sen-

tences in a document or cluster are and yet, there appears to be an implicit importance value for 

all sentences which is judge-independent. 

We have measured the utility correlation for three judges on 3,932 sentences from 200 docu-

ments from the HK News corpus. 

We will call this observation the principle of Summary Sentence Substitutability (SSS). 

 

From the extracted sentences we can see that the sentences are important and in-

troductory (introducing topic to the reader) or generic. If reader is interested in know-

ing most prevailing topic, or generic discussion in the paper, then this summary would 

perform reasonably well. But on the other hand, if reader expects more detailed in-

formation such as research findings, comparative assessment of method and so on 

then the sentences do not convey required information. Reader would expect sentenc-

es such as these (Table 2): 

Table 2. Alternative expected summary sentences for RU paper 

The average value of R across all documents at the 5% target length is 0.598 while the average 

value of J is 0. 799. The corresponding values for the 20% target length are R = 0 635 and J = 

0.835. 

Second, MEAD and WEBSUM score approximately the same on all metrics with MEAD doing 

slightly better on the Word overlap, Bigram overlap, and longest common subsequence 

measures and WEBSUM on the cosine metric. 

 

In this paper we propose to use specificity of the sentences as a criterion to select 

the sentences for summary. We take two important types of documents; news articles 

and technical articles (papers) and show how specificity score can be used for summa-

rization and for modeling expectation from a summary by the reader. The features for 

specificity (of a sentence) used in this paper are very similar to work by Deshpande 

et. al. [10], [11] and the work by Louis et. al. [12]. 

What is generic (information) and what is specific is less subjective than im-

portance. The disagreement between experts on classifying sentences into specific and 

generic class is quite low [11] compared to the disagreement on important sentence 

(selected for summary). Moreover, summary can be determined by nature of infor-
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mation imparted by the sentences that is if generic, or more specific, or a healthy mix 

of generic and specific sentences is required. 

Predominantly, research in summarization is driven by intrinsic properties (for ex-

ample, importance of a sentence) of the document. Whereas, using extrinsic criteria 

for driving summary process completely might be still impractical, deciding how 

specific or how generic information the summary should have - for performing a par-

ticular task - is a viable option. Only specificity score might not be sufficient to con-

vey all the aspects of extrinsic measure, but it certainly helps in expressing the expec-

tation from summary in more objective way – which in turn can be used to drive the 

summarization process. 

2 Related work 

The feature model for specificity for document understanding tasks first appear 

in [10], [11], and then in [8], [12]. Both of these models use very similar features such 

as length, semantic depth, named entities (NE) to characterize the specificity of a 

sentence. Louis and Nenkova [12] use supervised learning approach to classify sen-

tences from model and peer summaries into specific and generic. Whereas, Desh-

pande et. al. [10], [11] use unsupervised approach to rank the sentences according to 

their specificity and then select top k sentences as very specific feedback from cus-

tomer comments. Though these studies indicate complete model for specificity of the 

sentences and direct usage of specificity score for some of the document understand-

ing tasks, earlier researchers indicate – explicitly or otherwise - need for studying 

nature of information (in sentences) for its generic and specific tendencies. 

Jones [13] in her important work on the term indexing for information retrieval 

task, argues that indexing term specificity should not be decided semantically but 

rather should be defined statistically. Thus, highlights that the words appearing less 

frequently tend to be specific. 

Hassel [14] tests his hypothesis, that sentences containing NE would be more im-

portant for summary without much success. The summaries created with NE feature 

do not show improvement in recall. The lack of improvement in recall rather decrease 

in recall can be explained using specificity scores: NE indicates more specific sen-

tences (in general) than generic sentences. Naturally, evaluation of such summaries 

with model summaries with more generic sentences is bound to perform poorly - as in 

this case. 

Halteran et al. [1] propose use of factoids – self-contained information units – for 

summary evaluation and study extensively how factoids from different reference 

summaries can be used to create consensus summary. In the study, they found more 

general factoids in reference summaries than more specific factoids (similar observa-

tion is reported by Louis-Nenkova [8]). The study reveals two observations that are 

important in present context:  First, human tendency towards expressing facts in the 

documents (news articles in this case) in more general way than specific and second, 

intuitive hypothesis that importance and generalization are inversely proportional to 

each other (for some type of documents). 
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Jing et. al. [15] use three step process in producing summary – sentence extraction, 

sentence reduction, and sentences recombination. During the sentence recombination 

step, one of the substitution operations they suggest is to replace sentence (or its part) 

with more general or more specific information. They identify rules for these substitu-

tions by manually analyzing human summaries. 

Further discussion is organized as follows:  Section 3 provide higher level ap-

proach for summarization studies using specificity score. Section 4 discusses sum-

mary generated by algorithm and its analysis. Section 5 concludes the work. 

3 Methodology 

3.1 Objectives 

Broad level goal for the specificity experiments for summarization is to find the 

mapping between summarization factors and specificity – that is given a summariza-

tion factor (say PURPOSE – audience and use) [16], can we define specification of 

summarization system in terms of specificity? Specific goal for present work is to 

study a) how specificity score vary for summaries of different types of documents, b) 

how specificity vary for news articles with single lead (single story and its details) 

and multiple leads (single story with multiple sub-stories with its own details)? c) 

What are the characteristics of lead sentences (which are good summary sentences) in 

terms of specificity? We want test our hypothesis: a) more specific sentences are ex-

pected as a summary for some types of news reports (such as finance, interesting 

court or electoral cases, natural calamities), b) generic sentences are expected for 

research paper summary which is very close to the abstract of a paper, c) specific 

sentences form good summary for information such as research findings, scientific 

claims and so on. 

3.2 Algorithm 

In this section we provide glimpses of the specificity features and algorithm (Table 3) 

and describe how the specificity score is used for document understanding and sum-

marization tasks. We show the results on news articles and technical papers. First, we 

calculate specificity scores for sentences of article of our interests. The plot (Fig. 1) of 

specificity score and sentences number reveals structure of the document in terms of 

specificity of information provided by each section. These plots are used for analyz-

ing intentional structure of the document.  

We begin with extracting various semantic and statistical features of a word and 

then of a sentence. Semantic Depth (SD) measures number of edges, in the hypernym 

tree from the WordNet [17], between the root word and a given word. For example, 

apple is more specific word than the word “fruit”. Average Semantic Depth (ASD) is 

a sentence level metric that measures average semantic depth of all the words in that 

sentence. Semantic Height (SH) is reciprocal of Semantic Depth and it measures 

number of edges from the leaf node in the hypernym tree from WordNet [17]. SH is 
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averaged over all the words in a given sentences to give Average Semantic Height 

(ASH). Total Occurrence Count (TOC) measures how many times a word occurs in 

the ontology such as WordNet [17]. More specific words tend to occur less frequently 

(generally speaking with a few exceptions) in the WordNet like ontology. We take 

three lowest count words and sum TOC of them to indicate TOC for a given sentence. 

Named Entity (NE) count and length are simple measures indicating number of NEs, 

and length (number of words) for a given sentence respectively (Please see [11] for 

detailed implementation). After calculating specificity scores for each sentence, sum-

marization can be approached as follows: 

1. Specify the expectation from a summary using specificity score, that is, if user ex-

pects more generic information or specific information. For technical articles if ab-

stract like summary is required extract generic sentences. If the technical summary 

is required, extract more specific sentences. 

2. Sort the sentences according to the expectation set by user: For technical summary 

sort sentences by descending order of the specificity score (larger values first). 

3. Choose top k sentences as per the length or set the threshold for specificity as per 

the requirement. Absolute maximum score is 10 times number of features used in 

calculating specificity score. For 5 features, maximum score is 50. Hence threshold 

can be set a front. Our experience shows that threshold of 40 performs well for cre-

ating shorter summaries.  

4. Further, the sentences can be reordered to keep the original sequence in the docu-

ment. Reordering would improve readability of the summary if desired. 

Table 3. Specificity score calculation 

for each record r =1…n(r) do 
 form sentences 
       for each sentence s =1…n(s) do 
 POS tagg the sentence s  
 Tokenize the sentence s  
  for each token t =1…n(t) do 
   If (t  is not a stopword) 
               then added as a valid token 
                     Identify semantic depth of t  
    Identify semantic height of t   
    Identify whether it is a NE t  
    Identify total occurrence count of t  
    Identify whether t  is a Proper noun 
                     end if 
  end for //for tokens 
  aggregate the average semantic depth, average se-
mantic height, NE count, average total occurrence count, Sen-
tence length, Number of proper nouns of the sentence s  
  Based upon the above aggregated values identified, 
calculate the specific score of the sentence 
 end for //for sentences 
end for//for records 
Store sentences according to the specificity in descending or-
der. 
Extract the top % of sentences to represent as summary 
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4 Experiment Results and Discussion 

4.1 News Articles  

 
a 

 
b 

Fig. 1. Sentence number vs specificity score a) for news article d01a/SJMN91-06290185, b) 

average specificity score from 50 news articles (DUC 2001) 

 

The Fig. 1 shows how specificity score vary with sentence order (number). The 

chart appropriately models intentional structure of news article:  The example news 

article can be divided into ~8 blocks (Fig. 1a, a, b, c, d etc.) – each block covering 

sentences from high specificity score to the next sentence with high specificity score 

(excluding the next peak). The lead sentences are marked by the sentences with high 

specificity score and subsequent sentences providing further background in the con-

text of leads are indicated by gradually decreasing specificity score. Interestingly, all 

the lead sentences are having very high specificity score. Close inspection of these 

sentences (Table 4) reveals that these sentences introduce sub stories around the main 

story which is introduced by first sentence. 

Table 4. Lead sentences and their specificity score (sco.) for SJMN91-06290185 

Sentence sco. 

Clarence Thomas, triumphing over eleventh-hour charges of sexual harassment, 

won Senate confirmation by only four votes Tuesday night to become the young-

est member of the Supreme Court and its first black conservative. 

43.46 

It was the closest Senate confirmation of a Supreme Court nominee since Lucius 

Q. C. Lamar, an appointee of President Grover Cleveland, also squeezed through 

by four votes in 1888. 

44.36 

“Today the Senate sacrificed the integrity of the Supreme Court, its own reputation 

and the rights of American women to the Bush-Reagan agenda," the Women's 

Legal Defense Fund said in a statement released after the vote. 

42.95 

Law Professor Anita Hill, once an aide to Thomas, declined to comment specifi-

cally about the Senate vote 

41.32 
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Model summary of this article contains only one sentence from the above list that 

is 1st sentence and other supporting sentences for this lead sentence. The specificity 

score of this sentence is second highest - second to the sentence number 6 (“It was the 

closest Senate confirmation of a Supreme Court nominee since Lucius Q.C. Lamar, an 

appointee of President Grover Cleveland, also squeezed through by four votes in 

1888”). One can argue in this case – the very reason the Clarence Thomas wining 

senate confirmation is a news (apart from its own merit) because it was similar to 

earlier event (someone winning by 4 votes).  

In one embodiment summary can have all the lead sentences without any support-

ing sentences (as reflected in news story structure). The example (Table 4) can be one 

of such summary that picks up first k=4 sentences above some threshold specificity 

score S=40. Variety of such algorithms can be devised very easily with specificity 

score as the parameter. Current analysis of specificity score for summarization is per-

formed using 5 features (excludes length) and the absolute maximum score a sentence 

can have is 50. Hence setting up threshold a front or fine turning it for the given set of 

news stories won’t be very difficult. News articles (DUC 2001) about other types of 

events show similar structure (Fig. 1b). Further comprehensive exploration is required 

to cover all other types of news. 

4.2 Technical Articles 

Summary of technical articles also can be seen from specificity perspective. 

Whereas news article exhibit multiple alternatives of choosing sentences using speci-

ficity score (4.1), technical article summary might have limited options. Most of the 

time summary of technical article is expected to have only specific or only generic 

sentences. Generally, reader of the technical articles is interested in details such as 

results, conclusion of the work etc. For example, we want to create a bulleted list of 

research findings. Such expectation from the sentences of a summary can be ex-

pressed using high specificity scores directly and hence can be used for generating 

summary of a technical document. Same is true for technical reports. We begin our 

investigation with structure of the document as revealed by specificity score. 

 

 
a 

 
b 

Fig. 2. Specificity score vs sentence number for a) [2] b) average from [2], [18], [19], [20], [21] 
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Structure of the document – in terms of information imparted to the reader – is 

nicely revealed by the specificity scores. One can easily identify smaller blocks of 

sentences beginning with low specificity scores and then ending with high specificity 

score sentences. This is natural given that the technical article would begin with in-

troducing topics to the reader with increasing details as we go on. In this case struc-

ture indicated by specificity score overlaps with paragraph structure and can be ex-

pected to be a trend for the other technical articles too (Fig. 2b). The difference in 

technical article and news article is: each block in technical article begin with more 

generic information and ends with sentences with more and more specific information 

(further examination with larger dataset is required for higher confidence on this ob-

servation, especially for news articles if they begin with more specific sentences). 

With increase in sentence number specificity score also increases – that is subsequent 

paragraphs are providing more specific information than the beginning paragraphs. 

Considering the difference between studies of two types of documents (that is news, 

and scientific publications), we are tempted to suggest that specificity score can be 

effectively utilized for identifying genre (technical/news etc.) of the document too. 

Table 5 shows summary of Relative Utility paper by Radev et. al. [2] generated by 

selecting 10% of sentences. Table 6 shows first 5 sentences of summary of same arti-

cle generated by lexical chaining algorithm [20]. Note that sentences are not reordered 

according to the original sequence. 

Table 5. Summary of paper by Radev et. al. [2] using specificity score (sco.) 

Sentences Sco. 

Second, MEAD and WEBSUM score approximately the same on all metrics 

with MEAD doing slightly better on the Word overlap , Bigram overlap , and 

Longest common subsequence measures and WEBSUM on the cosine metric. 

42.60 

We used the Hong Kong News summary corpus created at Johns Hopkins Uni-

versity in 2001. 
40.45 

Third , even though the performances of MEAD and WEBSUM S also increase 

with summary length , MEAD normalized version D decreases slowly with 

summary length until the two summarizers score about the same on both S and 

D for longer summaries. 

40.36 

The single document results tables compare MEAD with WEBSUM and the two 

baselines RAND and LEAD. 
34.72 

In fact , the interjudge agreement as measured by RU for this example is0. 76. 

RU agreement see next section is defined as the relative score that one judge 

would get given his own extract and the other judge sentence judgements. 

34.12 

A summarizer could have an RU agreement with judge J1 as low as 0.14 and an 

agreement with judge J2 as low as0. 38. In other words , given that interjudge 

agreement is significantly less than 1.0 but significantly more than the worst 

score possible , an automatic summarizer might score as low as .70 and still be 

almost as good as the judges themselves. 

33.13 

Using metrics such as P&R or PA [1 , 2] to evaluate summaries creates the pos-

sibility that two equally good extracts are judged very differently. 
32.67 

The average value of R across all documents at the 5% target length is 0.598 

while the average value of J is0. 799. The corresponding values for the 20% 

target length are R = 0 635 and J = 0 835. 

32.66 
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We will address some advantages of RU over existing co selection metrics such 

as Precision , Recall , percent agreement , and Kappa. 
32.57 

Using P&R or PA , system A will be ranked much higher than systemB. It is 

quite possible however , that for the purpose of summarization , sentences 2 and 

3 are equally important , in which case the two systems should get the same 

score. 

32.24 

Table 6. First 5 sentences of lexical chaining summary of the RU paper 

The main problem with traditional co-selection metrics (thus named because they measure 

the degree of overlap between the list of sentences selected by a judge and an automatically 

produced extract) such as Precision, Recall, and Percent Agreement for evaluating extractive 

summarizers is that human judges often disagree about which the top n% most important sen-

tences in a document or cluster are and yet, there appears to be an implicit importance value for 

all sentences which is judge-independent.  

These include word based cosine between two summaries, word overlap, bigram overlap, 

and LCS (longest common subsequence). These metrics are all based on the actual text of the 

extracts (unlike P/R/Kappa/RU, which are all computed on the sentence co-selection vectors).  

In the formula for U0, "j (multi-judge summary characteristic function) is 1 for the top e 

sentences according to the sum of utility scores from all judges.  

Relative Utility provides an intuitive mechanism which takes into account the fact that even 

though human judges may disagree on exactly which sentences belong in a summary, they tend 

to agree on the overall salience of each sentence.  

The Relative Utility (RU) method [3] allows ideal summaries to consist of sentence sets 

with variable membership. 

Table 7. Summary of paper by Helteran et. al. [1] and specificty score (sco.) 

Sentences Sco. 

Some of the generalisation links are part of 3- or 4-link hierarchies, e.g. “FV40 

Victim outspoken about/campaigning on immigration issues” (26 mentions) to 

“FV41 Victim was anti immigration” (23) to “FV42 Victim wanted to close borders 

to immigration” (9), or “FV50 Victim outspoken about race/religion issues” (17 

mentions) to “FV51 Victim outspoken about Islam/Muslims” (16) to “FV52 Victim 

made negative remarks about Islam” (14) to “FV53 Victim called Islam a backward 

religion” (9). 

43.18 

In principle , the comparison can be done via coselection of extracted sentences Rath 

et al. , 1961; Jing et al. , 1998; Zechner , 1996 , by string based surface measures Lin 

and Hovy , 2002; Saggion et al. , 2002 , or by subjective judgements of the amount 

of information overlap DUC , 2002 . 

40.00 

In the past years, there has been quite a lot of summarisation work that has effective-

ly aimed at finding viable evaluation strategies Sparck Jones , 1999; Jing et al. , 

1998; Donaway et al. , 2000 . 

36.48 

The factoid approach can capture much finer shades of meaning differentiations than 

DUC style information overlap does  - in an example from Lin and Hovy (2002), an 

assessor judged some content overlap between “Thousands of people are feared dead 

and “3, 000 and perhaps . 5, 000 people have been killed.” 

36.21 

Pim Fortuyn , a Dutch right wing politician , was shot dead at a radio station in 

Hilversum. 
35.67 
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The text used for the experiment is a BBC report on the killing of the Dutch politi-

cian Pim Fortuyn. 
35.10 

However, Lin and Hovy 2002 report low agreement for two tasks producing the 

human summaries around 40% , and assigning information overlap between them. 
35.02 

Largescale conferences like SUMMAC Mani et al., 1999 and DUC 2002 have unfor-

tunately shown weak results in that current evaluation measures could not distin-

guish between automatic summaries - though they are effective enough to distin-

guish them from human written summaries. 

35.01 

In summarisation there appears to be no “one truth”, as is evidenced by a low 

agreement between humans in producing gold standard summaries by sentence 

selection Rath et al. , 1961; Jing et al. , 1998; Zechner , 1996 , and low overlap 

measures between humans when gold standards summaries are created by reformu-

lation in the summarisers' own words e.g. the average overlap for the 542 single 

document summary pairs in DUC-02 was only about 47% . 

34.41 

Lin and Hovy 2002 examine the use of a multiple gold standard for summarisation 

evaluation, and conclude \we need more than one model summary although we 

cannot estimate how many model summaries are required to achieve reliable auto-

mated summary evaluation . 

33.50 

Table 8. First 5 sentences of lexical chaining summary of Helteran et. al. [1] 

We present a new approach to summary evaluation which combines two novel aspects, 

namely (a) content comparison between gold standard summary and system summary via fac-

toids, a pseudo-semantic representation based on atomic information units which can be robust-

ly marked in text, and (b) use of a gold standard consensus summary, in our case based on 50 

individual summaries of one text. 

If we decide to use a single human summary as a gold standard, we in fact assume that this 

human's choice of important material is acceptable for all other summary users, which it the 

wrong assumption, as the lack of consensus between the various human summaries shows.  

All in all, the use of consensus summaries and factoid analysis, even though expensive to set 

up for the moment, provides a promising alternative which could well bring us closer to a solu-

tion to several problems in summarisation evaluation. 

In summarisation there appears to be no \one truth", as is evidenced by a low agreement be-

tween humans in producing gold standard summaries by sentence selection (Rath et al, 1961; 

Jing et al, 1998; Zechner, 1996), and low overlap measures between humans when gold stand-

ards summaries are created by reformulation in the summarisers' own words (eg the average 

overlap for the 542 single document summary pairs in DUC-02 was only about 47%). 

3, There is no such thing as overall consensus, but there is a difference in perceived im-

portance between the various factoids, We can determine whether this is the case by examining 

how often each factoid is used in the summaries, Factoids that are more important ought to be 

included more often, In that case, it is still possible to create a consensus-like reference sum-

mary for any desired summary size. 

5 Conclusion 

We demonstrated how summarization can be driven by a parameter other than im-

portance. Summary produced by such a method provide mechanism for choosing 
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right sentences as per the users expectation from the summary. Summary using speci-

ficity score outperforms (assessed using sample cases) summaries by some popular 

summarization techniques in case detailed information from summary is expected by 

more informed reader. Evaluation of such a summary is not possible by existing 

summary evaluation methods that use model summaries by experts as such summaries 

tend to provide introductory information. Some of the specific observations are: 

─ Specificity score per sentence provides easy way to assess the structure of the doc-

ument from information perspective and could be used further for identifying type 

of the document. 

─ Specificity score based approach can create a summary to have detailed or intro-

ductory information in the given document by setting a threshold for the score, or 

using sorted list and then by selecting top k sentences as required. Further, com-

plex strategies for choosing right mix of specific and generic sentences can be de-

vised for appropriate summary: Let’s say we have a budget of score S (say 150) 

and task is to choose right sentences within the limits – one extreme case would be 

choosing many low scoring sentences and another a few high scoring ones. 

Design of summarization system need to consider three context factors namely 

INPUT, PURPOSE, and OUTPUT1. INPUT factors and OUTPUT factors (Material, 

style, expression etc.) characterize input material and output material respectively, 

and PURPOSE factors (audience, use etc.) are related to the usage of summary [16], 

[22]. It is natural to think that robust summarization system then needs some parame-

ters characterizing each of the above mentioned factors - mainly purpose and output. 

Many of these factors influence each other in complex way with varying degree (for 

example, style and expression, brevity and use). The influence on each other can be 

leveraged to create system specifications (for summary) with only limited number of 

factors. Especially in some cases PURPOSE fully determines the OUTPUT [22], for 

example, if the reader is reviewing papers for literature survey then abstract like 

summary might be fine but if he is more informed reader then he would be more in-

terested in scientific claims, results and so on. Such couplings between context factors 

are usually reflected in more observable parameters such as discourse relations. For 

the technical paper example in this paper, specificity controlled the summarization 

process as one would be looking for more specific information. Thus, specificity 

shows potential to characterize some of the PURPOSE and/or OUTPUT factors of 

summary. Consensus on summary factors (and their definitions) is required for further 

elaborate investigations on how summarization can be driven by factors like specifici-

ty. 
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Abstract. Extractive summarization is the process of precisely choosing a set
of sentences from a corpus which can actually be a representative of the original
corpus in a limited space. In addition to exhibiting a good content coverage, the fi-
nal summary should be readable as well as structurally and topically coherent. In
this paper we present a holistic, multi-document summarization approach which
takes care of the content coverage, sentence ordering, maintenance of topical co-
herence, topical order and inter-sentence structural relationships. To achieve this
we have introduced a novel concept of a Local Coherent Unit(LCU). Our results
are comparable with the peer systems for content coverage and sentence ordering
measured in terms of ROUGE and τ score respectively. The human evaluation
preference for readability and coherence of summary are significantly better for
our approach vis a vis other approaches. The approach is scalable to bigger real-
time corpus as well.

1 Introduction

Automated text summarization enables the reader of the summary to understand the
essence of information contained in a big corpus of documents without going through
the entire set. Extractive summarization techniques try to achieve this by selecting a
proper subset of sentences from the corpus, which constitute the summary. Most of the
techniques adopted for extractive summarization can be understood to perform three
basic steps.

1. Create an intermediate representation for the target text such that the key textual
features within are captured.

2. Using the generated intermediate representation, assign scores for individual sen-
tences within the text.

3. Finally select a set of sentences which maximizes the total score as the summary of
the target text.

Possible intermediate representations are created by Topic Signatures, Word fre-
quency count approaches, Latent Space Approaches using matrix factorization or Bayesian
Approaches. In almost all of the approaches the smallest linguistic unit which is to be
scored and selected for summarization is a sentence. Most of the prevalent scoring func-
tions consider quantifying the priority of the sentence for better content coverage. In
these approaches, the output set of sentences are later fed to a distinct sentence-ordering
component which reorders the sentences. By the time a precise subset of sentences are
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chosen, most of the information related to the inter-sentential structural dependency are
lost. Most of the re-ordering algorithms can achieve only a topical order leaving behind
the possibility of out-of-context sentence usage as given below.

e.g. Nevertheless this object pulls everything which enters its event horizon.

The above sentence might secure a high score in terms of topical significance if the
corpus is on Black hole but can still result in an out-of-context sentence placement.
This can cause an incoherent reading or sometimes result in an erroneous inference.
We propose a novel concept called as a Local Coherent Unit(LCU) which enforces
a contextual constraint for sentence extraction. An LCU is a unit of text containing
sequence of sentences such that, excluding the first sentence, every subsequent sentence
within the unit has an explicit discourse dependency with the preceding sentence. The
explicit discourse dependency can be of any type such as an event adverbial related to
previous sentence, anaphoric reference, deictic pointers to previous entities etc. These
are realized in sentences as structural dependency cues.

We discuss about the relevant works done on summarization and sentence ordering
in Section 2. In section 3 we discuss an overview of all the components of our sys-
tem and their organization. The section comprises of the subsection 3.1 which explains
about a stand-alone component which identifies LCUs. Then we elaborate about the
topic modelling, document merging, topic segmentation in subsections 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4
respectively. The role of topic segmentation and LCU in our summarization process is
explained in subsections 3.5 and 3.6. Finally the experimental results are discussed in
section 4.

2 Related Work

Extensive work has been done on extractive summarization which tries to achieve a
proper content coverage by scoring and selection of sentences. All these previous works
seek the help of a second component to re-order the set of extracted sentences. Most
of the extractive summarization researches aim to increase the total salience of the sen-
tences while reducing redundancy. Approaches include the use of Maximum Marginal
Relevance [1], Centroid-based Summarization [2], Summarization through Keyphrase
Extraction [3] and Formulation as Minimum Dominating Set problem [4]. Graph cen-
trality has also been used to estimate the salience of a sentence [5]. Approaches to
content analysis include generative topic models [6], [7],[8] and Discriminative models
[9].

ILP2 [10] is a system that uses Integer Linear Programming(ILP) to jointly opti-
mize the importance of the summary’s sentences and their diversity (non-redundancy),
while also respecting the maximum allowed summary length. They use a Support Vec-
tor Regression model to generate a scoring function for the sentences. Woodsend and
Lapata [11] arrived at a scoring function which holds linear components to quantify the
salience of bi-grams, salience of parse tree nodes and a component based on a language
model which penalises the unlikely sentences. An approach based on the distribution of
some important concepts in the summary was done by [12]. The concepts are bi-grams
in the corpus to be summarised. They formulated an ILP objective function in the space
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of candidate summaries that maximizes the total concept weight score of the summary
to be chosen.

Takamura and Okumura [13] have treated multidocument summarization as a max-
imum concept coverage problem with knapsack constraint(MCKP). They have also ex-
ploited the possibility of decoding algorithms in solving MCKP in the summarization
task. Lin and Bilmes[14] formulated summarization as a sub-modular function max-
imization problem in the possible set of candidate summaries with due respect to the
space constraint. All the above methods have concentrated on content coverage but have
the drawback of out-of-context sentence usages.

As far as sentence ordering is concerned, Li et al. [15] used context inference to
achieve better sentence ordering while McKeown et al[16] used majority ordering algo-
rithm to sort sentences. Lapata [17] provided an unsupervised probabilistic model for
sentence ordering while Ji et al [18] used a cluster adjacency based approach. Though
the sentence ordering approaches can achieve a topical order of sentences, the local
structural relations of the sentences are never captured.

The work which pioneered a holistic approach towards multi-document summariza-
tion by bringing sentence selection and coherence under a single umbrella is G-Flow by
[19]. They built a graph which stored discourse relations with proper edge weights to
quantify coherence. This value was linearly combined along with salience and redun-
dancy in the scoring function of sentences to formulate multi-document summarization
as a constraint optimization problem.

The system has taken into consideration the readability of the extracted sentences
in output summary by quantifying its coherence by means of discourse graph. With the
increase in corpus size, the space complexity of generating discourse graph with large
‘n’ is of the order O(n2). The optimization function in this case cannot take a greedy
approach for inducing coherence while selecting and discarding sentences for output
summary. This is because the coherence is measured for the whole chosen candidate
summary and there is no way to greedily choose potentially coherent sentences indi-
vidually. As per [14], having the objective function as a submodular non-decreasing
function can incorporate a greedy approach that guarantees a solution at the most as
good as the best solution with a factor of 0.632. Hence we have used an LCU based
submodular non-decreasing function in our summary extraction step while letting LCU
ensure the required readability and coherence.

3 Our Approach

More than sentence scoring and content selection which aim only at content coverage,
a summary should be readable and intelligible to a human reader without any previous
knowledge on the content of the corpus. A summary which is topically uniform may
not capture different topical aspects of the corpus and a summary which is too diverse
can take the form of a short note which can only be understood by a person having prior
knowledge about the content of the corpus. So an optimal topical coherence, which
conveys a gist of the various topics of the corpus, packed within the constraints of
target summary size along with a proper sentence order needs to be achieved.
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The main intuition behind the choice of our approach begins with a crucial question
about the linguistic nature of a text. Is text a bag of words every time? It need not be
so because, for instance, the first sentence taken from each paragraph of a document
can account for a reliable summary of the whole document. Psycholinguistic studies
suggest that local coherence plays a vital role in inference making during the reading
[20]. Local coherence is undoubtedly necessary for global coherence and has received
considerable attention in Computational Linguistics. (Marcu [21], Kintsch et al[22],
Althaus et al[23], Karamanis et al [24]).

To handle the explicit structural coherence created by the sentences in a document,
we conceptualized a notion called as Local Coherent Unit(LCU). An LCU is a unit of
text containing a sequence of structurally dependent adjacent sentences in a document.
The LCU will be used as a basic unit of processing for summary extraction which im-
plicitly imposes restriction of out-of-context sentence usage and hence more readable.
The next section describes in more detail what is meant by structural dependency be-
tween sentences, how to identify Local Coherent Units etc.

Fig. 1. System Architecture

The architecture of the system is shown above. A brief explanation of the above
system architecture is as follows:

1. Given a corpus of multiple documents, a complete, non-overlapping set of LCUs in
every one of those documents are identified. Now the basic unit of processing for
every document is a sequence of LCUs, not sentences.

2. A HLDA tree which represents the latent topic structure based on term distribution
is created for the entire corpus by considering paragraphs as documents i.e the
entire set of paragraphs is the input corpus for HLDA

3. Word2Vec tool takes a text corpus as input and produces the word vectors as out-
put. It first constructs a vocabulary from the training text data and then learns vec-
tor representation of words. The word vector so generated contains top ‘n’ list of
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words closer to the current word based on cosine distance between them. Such a
Word2Vec model is created for the entire corpus.

4. Word2Vec vectors of all the terms in an LCU are calculated. Now the mean of all
the word vectors in the LCU is considered to represent the LCU itself in meaning
space. Any two LCUs can be compared for topical similarity using cosine similarity
of their mean word vectors. Two LCUs can likewise be compared for parent-child
hierarchy of their terms using HLDA tree.

5. Using the above topic models, a total topical ordering of the LCUs in the entire
corpus is performed. We call this step as document merging. The merged document
now is the single output containing sequence of all LCUs in the corpus in topical
order.

6. A topic segmentation is performed explicitly on the merged document to identify
topic boundaries thus creating segments of topics. Again a topic segment is just
a sequence of LCUs in the merged order since we have not disturbed it in topic
segmentation. This step is required on top of the merged document in order to
scale up the coherent summary extraction approach for bigger corpus with multiple
documents containing larger text.

7. Final summary is something that has to be extracted from diverse non-redundant
topics while the sentences extracted have to be readable in the sequence of extrac-
tion.

8. For this, we find topic priority of each topic segment to identify its contribution
to the final summary. Finally noise-free representatives of LCU are chosen from
every topic segment proportional to their priority such that the extracted summary
is optimal.

3.1 Local Coherent Units Identification

Every document in a corpus is a set of sentences which together form a discourse.
For summarization it is necessary to retain the discourse level relations between sen-
tences and make use of those while extracting content for summary. Typically discourse
level relations can be identified by a discourse parser developed based on Rhetorical
Structure Theory[25], Penn Discourse Tree Bank[26]. Usefulness of discourse indica-
tors for content selection in summarization has been explored [27] and the robustness
of structure information in the identification of importance of a text has been discussed.

However we observed that instead of explicitly modelling the discourse relations
between sentences, representation of document as a set of Local Coherent Units helps
capture the inter-sentence structural dependencies that can be best utilized for sum-
mary extraction incrementally. The structural dependency is defined in terms of a set of
linguistic cues obtained from the dependency tree for every individual sentences. The
identification of these local coherent units can also be done for languages which do not
have a fully developed discourse parser and hence we decided to apply this strategy as
a component in multi-document summarization.

Initially we start with one empty LCU. Once we have the parsed output of the cur-
rent document from a dependency parser1, the decision that has to be taken for each

1 Stanford Dependency parser Version 3.3.1,
http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/lex-parser.shtml#Download
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Algorithm 1 LCU Identification Algorithm
Require: DEP PARSE TREES, DEP CUES, ARG CUES

for each i ∈DEP PARSE TREES in the document do
cue dep stack← ”ROOT”
cue arg stack← ””
flag← 0
while cue dep stack 6= ”” do

temp← cue dep stack.pop()
cue arg stack← searchRightArg(i,temp)
while cue arg stack 6= ”” do

temp2← cue arg stack.pop()
if temp2 is an entry in DEP CUES then

flag← 1
Break from immediate while loop which checks cue arg stack

else
cue arg stack.push(temp2)

end if
if flag==1 then

ADD THE CURRENT SENTENCE i TO EXISTING LCU
else

ADD THE CURRENT SENTENCE i TO NEW LCU
end if

end while
end while

end for

sentence is whether it belongs to a previous LCU or begins a new one. Some linguistic
cues(’nsubj’ modified by demonstratives etc.) were used to decide whether the current
sentence has a structural dependency on previous sentence. If such a dependence exists
the current sentence is added to the existing LCU. If not, a new local coherent unit is
created and the sentence is added to it. This is continued till the end of the document
and as a result the document will be segmented as a series of LCUs. By processing all
the documents of the corpus in the same manner, we get a representation now where
the documents are understood as a series of LCUs which can be used later for applying
statistical methods.

Example for a local coherent unit is given below.

e.g. Black holes are intriguing ideas. However they are not likely to account
for much dark matter.

The above LCU has two sentences in it. However is a CC in the main clause of the
second sentence which shows structural dependency with first sentence. By a simple set
of rules which take the cues tabulated in Table 3.1 and using a finite set of arguments
for such dependency relations mentioned below LCU can be formed.

The dependency parsed output of an entire document is taken as the input and the
Algorithm 1 is run to get the sequence of LCUs identified within the document. For ex-
ecuting the algorithm we need set of cue dependencies and a set of cue argument values
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Algorithm 2 Search Right Arguments Recursively
Require: DEP TREE, CURR DEP RELATION
arg stack← {}
for All lines throughout the parse tree do

if Right argument of CURR DEP RELATION occurs as Left argument in one of
DEP CUES then

Add the Right argument to arg stack
end if

end for
return arg stack

Table 1. Cue dependencies called as DEP CUES for LCU Identification

Relation Meaning Examples
nsubj Subject of main clause He,She
dobj Direct object of main verb He,They
det Determiner,Demonstratives This,The
mark Subordinate marker that, if
nsubjpass Subject of passive He,It
advmod Adverbial modifier Still, thus
CC Coordinate conjunction And, Yet

which trigger structural dependency with preceding sentence are finite in number. We
have chosen the below list of dependencies and arguments.

1. Dependency cues DEP CUES root, nsubj, dobj, det, mark, nsubjpass, advmod, cc
2. Argument cues ARG CUES - All third person pronouns and their inflected forms,

Demonstratives, 20 adverbs which act as explicit discourse connectives such as so,
thus, still etc

There are many discourse markers and information structure cues English. But as
a preliminary approach we have chosen the above ones as these exhibited a reasonable
coverage of correct LCU identification as shown in 4. The approach can be extended
by using other discourse relations as well. The dependency parse tree of a line consists
of entries of the form Dependency Reln(leftarg, rightarg). The Algorithm 2 tries to
find recursively all right arguments which are present as left argument for some cue
dependency relations in the parse tree. All such identified right arguments are added to
the stack cue arg stack and returned.

3.2 Word2Vec and HLDA Modelling

Reliable topic models created for the corpus can enhance the process of automated sum-
marization. Topic Hierarchy of the corpus is identified by creating an HLDA model2

[28]. The paragraphs in a document hold the explicit topic-wise organization of text

2 https://github.com/chyikwei/topicModels
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conceived by the author. So the paragraphs hold a sufficient amount of prior informa-
tion about the topic-term distribution. Therefore for the purpose of HLDA tree creation,
we treat paragraphs as documents and the entire set of paragraphs as input corpus for
HLDA. As paragraphs are usually fine grained on a few topics in a well written docu-
ment, variable α for HLDA which corresponds to the prior for per document(paragraph)
topic distribution is kept at a very low value. We have created a Word2Vec model3 to
find the semantic similarity between any two text units. Each word is vectorised by
choosing top ‘n’ similar words from Word2Vec and their corresponding similarity val-
ues. To vectorise a text unit we take the mean vector of all word vectors in the text
unit.

3.3 Document Merging

Once each document is represented as a sequence of LCUs, each LCU in the corpus is
assigned a corpus level Id . Local coherent units are relatively much larger than a sen-
tence and hold enough information to decide their topical identity. The task of summa-
rization becomes easier once we could merge these documents into a topically coherent
document without violating inter-sentence structural relationships. As LCUs already
hold inter-sentence structural relationships, arriving at a sequence of corpus-level LCU
ids which exhibits maximum topical order and coherence can result in the best merged
document that is possible. For this purpose we utilise the HLDA and Word2Vec model
created for the corpus. Document merging can be framed as an optimization problem
where we maximize the function given by the Equation (1) in the space of all possible
sequences of LCUs.

Q(Z) =

N−1∑
i=1

100 ∗W2V(LCUi,LCUi+1) +

DD(LCUi,LCUi+1) − DD(LCUi+1,LCUi)

(1)

where

Z→ Possible sequence of LCUs in the corpus
N→ Total number of LCUs in the corpus.
W2V→ Word2Vec cosine similarity
LCUi → ith LCU in the sequence.
DD→ Function call to Algorithm4

Algorithm(4) quantifies the extent upto which the topics dealt in the LCU2 belong to
the sub-topic category of LCU1. First term in the above Equation (1) brings all coherent
units which deal with semantically similar topics together. Second and third terms ar-
range them in a proper topic to subtopic order. Since the framing of document merging
as an optimization problem can be costly for real-time usage, we have used a greedy
algorithm which approximates the function in the Equation 1. For the convenience of

3 http://radimrehurek.com/gensim/models/Word2Vec.html
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greedy approximation at each step we have refreamed the 2 as below.

F(LCU1,LCU2) = 100 ∗W2V(LCU1,LCU2) +

DD(LCU1,LCU2) − DD(LCU2,LCU1)
(2)

Algorithm 3 Document Merging Algorithm
Require: Doc1, Doc2, HLDA model

maxScoringPair← (0,0)
currentFnValue← 0
maxvalue← 0
for each LCU i ε Doc2 do

for each LCU j ε Doc1 do
currentFnValue← F(i,j)
if currentFnValue > maxvalue then

maxScoringPair← (i,j)
maxvalue← currentFnValue

end if
currentFnValue← F(j,i)
if currentFnValue > maxvalue then

maxScoringPair← (j,i)
maxvalue← currentFnValue

end if
end for
if maxScoringPair = (i,j) then

insert i above j in Doc1
end if
if maxScoringPair = (j,i) then

insert i below j in Doc1
end if

end for
return Doc1

The Algorithm(3) uses the above function F in Equation(2). It takes two documents,
arranges the LCUs from two documents in the optimum order and returns the merged
document. In the algorithm 4 H stands for the height of HLDA tree, x.level is the level
of topic node in the HLDA tree to which the term x belongs with a maximum chance,
AncestorNodes(i) is the set of all ancestor nodes of the node in the HLDA tree to which
term i belongs with maximum chance, DescendentNodes(i) is the set of all descendent
nodes of the node in the HLDA tree to which the term i belongs with maximum chance.

Overall we are trying to find the insertion position of coherent unit in the document
which maximizes the above function given by Equation 2. The merge algorithm starts
with first two documents to form a single merged document. This merged output is
further merged with the third document and the process incrementally continues until
all the documents in the corpus are merged into a single structure.
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Algorithm 4 Descendent Level Difference Calculation
Require: LCU1,LCU2,HLDA model

levelDiff← 0
for each term i ε LCU1 do

for each term j ε LCU2 do
if j ε Descendents(i) then

levelDiff← levelDiff+H-(j.level-i.level)
end if

end for
end for
return levelDiff

3.4 Linear Topic Segmentation Using Affinity Propagation Algorithm

The larger merged document formed as a sequence of all local coherent units in the
corpus is linearly segmented into topic segments which contain more than one local
coherent units. Each topic segment exhibits a high level of topic uniformity. We employ
the implementation of ‘Linear text segmentation by affinity propagation’ by [29] for
segmenting the merged document.

Affinity propagation algorithm for segmentation receives a set of pairwise similari-
ties between data points and decides the topic segment boundaries and segment centres.
A segment centre is a data point which best describes all other data points within the
segment. Data points in our merged document are local coherent units. The similarity
measure to be supplied to the topic segmentation algorithm is calculated by the cosine
similarity between mean word vector of local coherent units. Another important param-
eter for topic segmentation algorithm is the set of preference values which represents
the a priori belief of each data point to become a segment centre. Preference value of
a local coherent unit during linear topic segmentation is calculated as the mean cosine
similarity between k neighbouring local coherent units in the merged document4.

3.5 Prioritization of each Topic Segment for Summarization Process

As an analogy to understand the topic segments, it can be seen that reduction of an im-
age from a richer dimension to lower dimensions can cause certain objects in the image
to get eliminated and some among them to get abstracted. Topic segments in the merged
document are analogous to the objects in the high resolution image. We prioritize the
topic segments and identify their level of participation in the final summary. During this
process some among them get abstracted and some get eliminated to generate a coher-
ent summary that is best conveyable within the allowed summary space. The priority of
the topic segment T is decided by the Equation (3) below.

P(T) = ω1 ∗ SDI(T) + ω2 ∗G(T) (3)

where P(T) refers to the priority of the topic segment T, SDI(T) refers to Shannon’s
diversity index of the topic segment T and G(T) refers to the generality of the topic
segment.

4 The value of ’k’ is experimentally optimized.
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The first component decides the information content of the topic segment where
the second one decides the generality of information contained. The two terms SDI
Shannon’s diversity index and Generality are given by

SDI(T) =
∑

pi ln(pi) ∀ term i ∈ T (4)

where pi is the normalized frequency of term i in T.

G(T) =
∑ (H− (t.level)

n ∗H
∀ terms t ∈ topic segment T

(5)

where H is the height of HLDA tree, n is the total number of terms in topic segment T.
The segment priorities calculated from Equation (3) are normalized between 0 and 1.
The proportional contribution binsizei of each topic segment i for the final summary is
calculated as

binsizei = P(i) ∗ Targeted summary size (6)

3.6 Summarization of each Topic Segment

Topic segments are summarized by selecting noise-free representatives of LCUs till the
allotted bin size of the topic segment is exhausted. These noise-free representatives are
called LCURs.

We have identified Local Coherent Units to avoid an out-of-context sentence usage.
But when a non-pruned local coherent unit which is relatively larger than a sentence
is directly included as a representative in the final write-up, it can result in a noisy
summary in terms of relevance and generality. We have to extract a noise-free combined
representative of a local coherent unit without disturbing the structural dependency that
is preserved within an LCU.

For this purpose we consider that every sentence in an LCU is depending on all of
its previous sentences. So the possible candidate representatives of an LCU containing
sentences S1, S2, S3 and S4 are {S1}, {S1,S2}, {S1,S2,S3}, {S1,S2,S3,S4} and we
call them local coherent unit representatives(LCUR). This combination was currently
chosen to ensure that even after an LCU is pruned the structural dependency between
the resulting sentences should be retained. If we choose a combination such as S1,S3
from within an LCU, the possible structural dependency of sentence S3 with S2 would
be lost. Such pruning would defeat the purpose of having an LCU.

We use a variant of greedy version of Maximum Word Coverage Algorithm[13]
for summarization. We greedily choose the LCUR with highest normalized score of
Equation (7) as the candidate representative of the given LCU. At any given instance
if a candidate LCUR is chosen, all other LCURs from the same local coherent unit are
discarded.

SF(LCUR) = λ1 ∗
∑ (TF-IDF(wi))

n
+

λ2 ∗ µ+ λ3 ∗ (TZ) + λ4 ∗ (FZ);
(7)

where
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Wset→ set of words chosen so far in summary at the current iteration of greedy algo-
rithm.
Word wi∈ LCUR and wi /∈ Wset.
n→ Number of words in LCUR.
µ→ Average size of sentences in LCUR

TZ→ Size of LCU to which LCUR belongs
Topic segment size

.
FZ→ Bin size allotted for the topic segment

SizeofLCUR

Topic segments are treated as documents to calculate TF-IDF of words wi. The
second term in Equation (7) gives a small priority for the LCURs containing longer
sentences while the third term in the function gives a slight priority for an LCUR of
a longer LCU. FZ term encourages the selection of LCURs from different LCUs. In
each iteration the Greedy algorithm selects the maximum scoring LCUR and continues
to include them till the topic segment summary equals or just crosses the segment’s
allotted bin size. We do not form topic segment summaries less than the allotted bin
size in order to avoid an aggregate deficit in the targeted summary.

We repeat this for all topic segments and aggregate the set of LCURs from each of
the topic segment summaries. The total size of the summary formed out of these bunch
of aggregated LCURs could slightly exceed the targeted summary length(Because for
every topic segment we chose topic summary of length >= binsize). Now the same
greedy algorithm with the above mentioned scoring function is applied on the aggre-
gated LCURs such that the final summary does not exceed the targeted summary size
in number of bytes.

In the objective function used above, the average TF-IDF score for an LCUR is
calculated only for the words which are uncovered by the summary till the current iter-
ation of greedy algorithm. This avoids the explicit usage of diversity measure. As this
component of the function is submodular and non-decreasing and all other components
have constant values for an LCUR at any stage of iteration, the function SF is submod-
ular and non-decreasing. The LCURs extracted are arranged in the same order in which
they occur in the merged document.

4 Experiments and Results

Different components of the system such as Local Coherent Unit Identification, Docu-
ment Merging, Sentence Ordering and Content Coverage are evaluated using DUC 2004
Task2 Dataset 5 as it contains documents of sufficient size for HLDA modelling[28]. As
proper sentence ordering is a consequent of document merging, both need not be tested
separately. DUC 2004 contains 50 cluster of documents each containing 10 documents
and 4 manual summaries.

4.1 Content Coverage

We have taken DUC 2003 as our development set on which function weights of Equa-
tion (3) and Equation (7) and HLDA parameters are optimized using grid search. HLDA

5 http://www-nlpir.nist.gov/projects/duc/data/2004 data.html
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parameters α, β and γ are optimized for achieving better ordering of merged document
for each cluster in terms of Kendall’s τ (Lebanon, 2002) measure.The weights of Equa-
tions (3) and (7) are optimized for achieving maximum ROUGE score [30] with refer-
ence summaries. The major systems which has reported results on DUC 2004 dataset
for Content coverage are [31] [13], [14] and G-FLOW [19]. We have chosen domain
independent generic features for summarization and got comparable results in terms of
ROUGE-1 recall and F-measure values. We have tested the system with and without
topic segmentation. Results of content coverage are tabulated in Table 2.

Table 2. Content Coverage Results

Approach Rouge-R Rouge-F
Nobata&Sekine(2004) 30.44 34.36
G-FLow(2013) 37.33 37.43
Our system (Without Topic Segmentation) 37.65 37.70
Our system (With Topic Segmentation) 36.42 36.65
Takamura&Okumura (2009) 38.50 -
Lin & Bilmes(2011) 39.35 38.90

When the system was tested without employing the topic segmentation thereby
treating the whole merged document as one topic segment, the content coverage was
high but readability and coherence was relatively lesser. With topic segmentation, it
can be seen that the content coverage was comparable while at the same time sentence
ordering is improved.

4.2 Sentence Ordering

In addition to content coverage, we have compared the results of our approach with the
results of existing sentence ordering approaches of [15], [16], [17] and [18].

As the reference summaries of DUC 2004 Task2 contained human framed sentences
for each sentence we have chosen the offset of LCU in the merged document which
has maximum cosine semantic similarity with the sentence to represent its position
with respect to our system. Offsets of sentences in a reference summary has to be in
increasing order. The difference of the actual order with a desired increasing order is
measured using Kendall’s τ . Our average measure for the corpus is comparable with
other peer systems for sentence ordering. The results are tabulated in table 3.

4.3 LCU Identification Accuracy

To find out how accurate the identified Local Coherent Units are, we compare it against
the manually identified local coherent units on the test corpus. We had chosen a collec-
tion of 5 sample documents from DUC corpus for which we had manually identified the
Local coherent units. The percentage accuracy of proper identification of local coherent
unit is measured as the number of edit operations required to align the system output
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Table 3. Sentence Ordering Results

Approach Kendall’s τ
McKeown et al. 0.143
Lapata et al. 0.144
Our System 0.387
Ji et al. 0.415
Li et al. 0.432

with the ideal manual annotation of LCUs. The number of sentences moved/split during
this alignment is used to calculate the accuracy.

Accuracy = (1− (EC/N)) ∗ 100 (8)

Here EC is the number of edit operations required to match the system output LCU with
human-identified LCUs and N is the number of sentences in the document. Our overall
accuracy for identifying LCUs was 78.26%. Details are tabulated below in Table 4.

Table 4. Local Coherent Unit Identification Accuracy

DocNo. Edits Sentences Accuracy%
1 10 52 80.76
2 35 134 73.88
3 16 68 76.47
4 14 55 70.91
5 6 56 89.29

4.4 Overall Summary Quality

In order to test the overall readable quality and coherence of our summary we per-
formed a readability evaluation experiment in which 6 participants were given pairs of
summary - one generated by state-of-the art summarization system by G-Flow and the
other generated by our system - for all the clusters in the DUC 2004 dataset. The 6 eval-
uators were the research students of Computational Linguistics, who could effectively
decide the summary quality in terms of readability and coherence. The two candidates
of summary pair were shown in random order and the evaluators had to choose which
candidate summary rated better. If the evaluator was ambiguous about his choice he
could stay indifferent and mark the rating as ‘ambiguous’. As seen below, the prefer-
ence for our system is more than the G-Flow.

We also have compared the summary quality of the system with and without per-
forming topic segmentation. The overall quality of the summary was higher when topic
segmentation is performed.
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Table 5. Overall Summary Preference

Our approach G-Flow Ambiguous
47% 41% 12%

Table 6. Summary preference within our approach

With topic seg-
mentation

Without topic
segmentation

Ambiguous

60% 33% 7%

5 Conclusion

Treating summarization as a content coverage optimization problem by selecting indi-
vidual sentences as candidates can achieve a flexible content coverage but may result
in incoherent summary. We have treated summarization not just as an optimization of
content coverage but also have retained the inter-sentence structural relationships at
the level of LCU intact. For now, we assumed a linear structure for the local coherent
unit(LCU) as a starting point for the approach.

Going forward we can incorporate a graphical structure for a local coherent unit
which gives a more noise-free LCUR. We have used a variant of concept coverage
algorithm without any corpus dependent features which makes this approach general
enough for a domain-independent summarization. The merits of HLDA topic model
can be better realized for real-time bigger documents which have better paragraph or-
ganization structure thus improving ordering of sentences.
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Abstract. In this work we present various metrics to measure diver-
sity of a domain-speci�c crawl. We evaluate these metrics using domain-
speci�c crawl originated from ODP URLs and �nd that these metrics
are indeed able to capture diversity. We argue that these metrics can
be used for comparing seed sets and crawling strategies with respect to
diversity.

1 Introduction

With exponentially increasing content on Internet the use of domain speci�c
search engines are on rise [13]. Several researchers have argued that using focused
crawlers for building domain speci�c search engines is more e�cient [5] [11].
Traditionally, a focused crawler is judged based on its ability to fetch relevant
(to a domain) documents. While document relevancy is an important aspect of
retrieval, crawl diversity of content is equally important factor that impacts the
quality of a domain speci�c search engine. To a large extent, crawl diversity
depends on the focused crawler of a search engine. The e�ciency of a focused
crawler in turn depends on the choice of seed URLs [12] (the list of URLs that
the crawler starts with) and the crawling strategy it uses. Though signi�cant
e�ort has gone into building various focused crawlers, not enough research has
been done in evaluating them. Even the very few ones which evaluate focused
crawlers rely on metrics related to precision, harvest ratio (rate of change of
precision), crawl robustness, etc. To the best of our knowledge, there is no work
which discusses metrics to measure diversity of a domain-speci�c crawl.

In this work we propose various metrics to measure diversity of a domain-
speci�c web crawl. To achieve this, we use four di�erent methods: semantic dis-
tance, statistical dispersion, average similarity and topic modeling. These metrics
can be used to better analyze and compare di�erent seed sets and focused crawl-
ing strategies as shown in �gure 1. In �gure 1, we say Seed set S1 is more diverse
than Seed set S2, if the diversity score of crawl C1 is strictly greater than that
of C2. The same applies for comparing focused crawlers as well.

2 Related Work

The notion of diversity has received great attention in the problem of search
results diversi�cation [8][4][18][16][14]. The problem of maximizing search results
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Fig. 1. Comparing Seed sets and Focused Crawlers based on crawl diversity

coverage with respect to di�erent aspects of a query is NP-hard [1]. Most previous
works on search result diversi�cation are based on a greedy approximation to
this problem [17].

Santos et al. use a sub-query based method for search results diversi�cation
[17][15]. They assume queries submitted to a retrieval system are ambiguous.
Based on this assumption they submit several sub-queries to the retrieval system
wherein each sub-query captures a di�erent �aspect� of the query. They present
to the user the merged list of ranked retrieved documents.

Dou et al. [3] argue that search results should be diversi�ed in a multi-
dimensional way, as queries are usually ambiguous at di�erent levels and dimen-
sions. They mine subtopics from anchor texts, query logs, search result clusters,
and web sites and propose techniques to diversify search results based on mul-
tiple dimensions of subtopics. They claim that, by incorporating multiple types
of subtopics, their models improve the diversity of search results over the sole
use of one of them.

Apart from search results, diversity also plays a crucial role in recommender
systems. Zhou et al. [19] mention that the key challenge in making useful rec-
ommendation is that while the most useful individual recommendations are to
be found among diverse niche objects, the most reliably accurate results are ob-
tained by using user or object similarity. They come up with a hybrid approach
to resolve this dilemma. They use two features to judge the diversity, which they
call 'personalization' ( inter-user diversity) and 'surprisal/novelty' (capacity of
the recommender system to generate novel and unexpected results to suggest
objects a user is unlikely to know about already).

As discussed above, there are several metrics to evaluate retrieval systems and
recommender systems w.r.t diversity, but there is no single work which evaluates
a focused crawler w.r.t diversity. Even the very few ones which evaluate focused
crawlers rely on metrics related to precision, harvest ratio (rate of change of
precision), crawl robustness, etc. Menczer et al. [7] propose various methods for
evaluating topic speci�c crawl. In the Assessment via Classi�ers method, they
train a classi�er for each topic and evaluate the precision of the crawled set.
This requires huge amount of accurate training data (manual tagging) which is
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labour intensive. The second method assessment via a retrieval system is based
on the intuition that a crawler should retrieve good pages earlier than the bad
ones. The last method Mean Topic Similarity measures the cohesiveness of the
crawled set with the topic as the core. The underlying assumption is that the
more cohesive the crawled set the more relevant its pages. To the best of our
knowledge, there is no work which discusses metrics to evaluate a domain speci�c
crawl.

3 Approach

In this section we present various approaches to measure the diversity of a given
web crawl. Each web page is represented in the form of a text document which
contains the parsed text of the web page. In the rest of this paper we refer to a
web page as a document.

3.1 Semantic Distance

This measure uses semantic distance of documents within a crawl to calculate its
diversity. The main intuition behind this metric is that a more diverse web crawl
will have a higher semantic distance between its documents when compared to
a less diverse web crawl. Semantic distance between two documents is de�ned
as the average Wordnet distance between their top k keywords (described in
equation 1). The crawl diversity(D1 score) is then computed as the average
semantic distance between every document pair as shown in equation 2, where
N represents the total number of documents present in the crawl. The Wordnet
distance is calculated using Wordnet similarity as used by Pedersen et al. [10].
The Wordnet distance function is designed in a way that highly similar words
(or same words) get a score 0 and highly dissimilar words get a score of 1.

SD(dx, dy) =
k∑

i=1

k∑
j=1

Wordnet Distance(wxi, wyj)
1 (1)

where SD(dx, dy) represent the semantic distance between documents x and y
respectively and wxi, wyj represents ith word of document x and jth word of
document y respectively.

D1 Score =

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

SD(di, dj)

N2
(2)

1 http://rednoise.org/rita/wordnet/documentation/riwordnet_method_

getdistance.htm
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3.2 Dispersion around a single centroid

Dispersion refers to the spread or variability in a variable. We measure the
variance across the crawled set of documents to judge its diversity. The D2 score
or variance, as shown in equation 3, is calculated as the average squared distance
of all documents from the mean. Here di refers to ith document represented as
a vector, µ represents the mean of all di

′s and N represents total number of
documents.

D2 Score =

N∑
i=1

(di − µ)2

N
(3)

In the above equation we have represented each document as a vector. We
consider two feature spaces i.e. bag of words and context vectors.

Bag of Words In this model each document is represented as bag-of-words or
a vector of words over entire vocabulary. The value corresponding to each word
is its frequency within the document.

Context Vectors Since the bag of words model su�ers from the problem of
sparsity, we also use the context vector model. The context vector is a much
more compact representation of a document, where the document is represented
as a centroid of the top n word vectors. Figure 2 shows the context vectors of
two documents dA, dB (shown in red) with word vectors wA1, wA2 and wB1,
wB2 (shown in black) respectively. The word vectors of both the documents are
projected onto a common feature space consisting of words occurring in both the
documents. Figure 2 depicts the common space as containing the words i and j.
A word vector is a vector of k words surrounding it, where k can be understood
as the window size. Again, the value corresponding to each word is its frequency
within the document. The concept of context vectors is explained in detail in
[9].

3.3 Average Similarity between Document Pairs

In this metric, diversity is measured using the average cosine similarity between
every pair of documents. This is shown in the crawl shown in equation 4. The
crawl diversity is then calculated as shown in equation 5. The intuition behind
this metric is that, higher the similarity between the documents, lesser is the
diversity of the crawl. We use two document representations of a document in
this metric as well. The diversity is calculated as the inverse of average cosine
similarity.

ACS =

k∑
i=1

k∑
j=1, j ̸=i

Cosine Similarity(di, dj)

number of document pairs
(4)
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D3 Score =
1

ACS
(5)

3.4 Using Topic Models

In this metric, we run LDA [2] on n documents randomly picked from the crawl
to get k topics. The D4 score is calculated as the sum of KL divergence [6] values
between every two topics as shown in equation 6.

D4 Score =

k∑
i=1

k∑
j=1, j ̸=i

KLDivergence(ti, tj) (6)

where ti and tj represent topic i and topic j, and

KLDivergence(ti, tj) =

|V |∑
v=1

ln

(
ti(v)

tj(v)

)
ti(v) (7)

where ti(v) and tj(v) represent the probabilities of word v in topics i and j
respectively and |V | represents vocabulary size. Hence a web crawl covering
varied topics will have a higher diversity score than the crawl containing similar
topics.

4 Evaluation Methodology

In this section we validate the metrics discussed in section 3. We argue that a
crawl diversity metric is valid if and only if, it satis�es the constraint: diversity
score of a web crawl, generated by a diverse seed URL set is strictly greater than

diversity score of a web crawl, generated by a less diverse seed URL set. For
generating a diverse and a less diverse domain-speci�c crawl, we selectively pick
two sets of URLs of same size from ODP. The �rst set contains URLs of a wide
range of topics of a particular domain and the second set contains URLs from
the subset of these topics. For instance, in case of a Health speci�c crawl a set of
ODP URLs under the top level categories - aging, �tness, nutrition, insurance,
etc. would correspond to a diverse set of URLs. ODP URLs under the deeper
level category of dietitian would correspond to a less diverse set of URLs. This
is illustrated in �gure 3. We crawl these two sets of URLs thus giving rise to
more diverse and less diverse web crawls.

5 Experimental Setup

For this work, we experiment on three domains - tourism, health and sports. For
tourism, we pick lodging as the corresponding less diverse seed set. Similarly,
for health and sports, we pick dietitian and badminton respectively. 200 URLs
are picked from each of these to be used as seed URLs, and a depth 1 crawl is
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Fig. 2. Context Vectors

Fig. 3. Picking URLs from ODP Hierarchy

performed. These URLs and their respective crawls have been publicly released
for research purposes 2. In the methods using context vectors, we use 5 context
vectors per document and word vectors are generated using a window of 4 sur-
rounding words. In case of the topic modeling approach, we use number of topics
as 5. The hyper-parameters for LDA are α is 50 and β is 0.01.

2 https://www.dropbox.com/sh/i66hzq5cu9aq50k/0_idXZ5s0L
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6 Results

Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4 show the diversity scores for the metrics based on semantic
distance, topic modeling, average similarity between document pairs and disper-
sion respectively. MD refers to the more diverse crawl (i.e. crawl originated from
diverse seed set) and LD refers to the less diverse crawl (Crawl originated from
less diverse seed set). The term "Ratio" refers to the ratio of diversity score of
MD to diversity score of LD.

MD LD Ratio

Tourism 0.788 0.779 1.01

Health 0.759 0.721 1.05

Sports 0.764 0.769 0.99
Table 1. Semantic Distance Based Metric

MD LD Ratio

Tourism 4.475 4.470 1.001

Health 4.645 4.406 1.054

Sports 4.470 4.420 1.011
Table 2. Topic Modeling Based Approach

Feature
Space

Bag of Words Context Vectors

MD LD Ratio MD LD Ratio

Tourism 53.19 31.35 1.69 83.33 46.26 1.77

Health 49.54 18.61 2.66 83.34 26.52 2.91

Sports 37.60 14.07 2.67 55.55 18.21 3.04
Table 3. Similarity Based Metric

Feature
Space

Bag of Words Context Vectors

MD LD Ratio MD LD Ratio

Tourism 118.31 109.42 1.08 38.37 36.82 1.04

Health 169.58 110.56 1.53 52.79 37.07 1.42

Sports 118.55 100.48 1.17 40.70 36.21 1.12
Table 4. Dispersion Based Metric

7 Analysis and Insights

We observe that the diversity measure based on average similarity between doc-
ument pairs outperforms the rest of the approaches. We also �nd that the se-
mantic distance metric fails to distinguish diverse and less diverse crawls. In
fact, it wrongly identi�ed a diverse sports crawl as being less diverse and vice

versa i.e.
D(MDsports)
D(LDsports)

< 1. Upon deeper inspection, we �nd that many words and
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their spell variations are not present in Wordnet. This has adversely a�ected the
performance of the metric. Also, we �nd that our crawl contains ill-parsed and
non-English language documents because of which meaningful topics were not
formed, thereby a�ecting the performance of the topic modeling based approach.

8 Conclusions and Future Work

This work presents four metrics to measure diversity of a domain-speci�c crawl
which are useful in the context of domain-speci�c search engines. We rank these
metrics based on their ability to di�erentiate between crawls originated from
diverse and less diverse seeds. From the experiments on the tourism, health and
sports domains, we observe that the cosine similarity based metric outperforms
all others. In both cosine similarity and dispersion based measures context vec-
tors proved to be a better feature space than bag of words. All the proposed
metrics, except the semantic distance based metric, are language independent.
Even, the semantic distance metric can be easily extended to other languages
for which a concept hierarchy like Wordnet is available.

In future, we would like to work on the relevant and correctly parsed portions
of the crawl with the help of state of the art parsers and classi�ers. The proposed
metrics can be used to better analyze and compare di�erent focused crawling
strategies. Moreover, more e�cient focused crawlers can be built by analyzing
the diversity of the previously crawled content, thus leading to higher diversity
of the resultant domain-speci�c crawl. The current work does not use domain
knowledge or any external resource to evaluate the crawl diversity. In future, we
wish to use the subtopic structure of a domain to evaluate crawl diversity.
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Abstract. The expansion in volume of information organized according
to a structure in multiple applications introduces a new equivocal in mul-
timedia retrieval in semi-structured documents. We study in this paper
the impact of introduce a structural context on multimedia retrieval in
XML document thus we present a indexing model which combines tex-
tual and structural information. We propose a geometric method who use
implicitly of textual and structural context of XML elements and we are
particularly interested by improve the effectiveness of various structural
factors for multimedia retrieval. Using a geometric metric, we can rep-
resent structural information in XML document with a vector for each
element. Experimental evaluation is carried out using the INEX Ad Hoc
Task 2007, ImageCLEF Wikipedia Retrieval Task 2010 and ImageCLEF
Plant Task 2014 in the framework of our participation in CLEF 2014
campaign. The results show that integration of structural context signif-
icantly improves compared results of using a single textual context. Our
proposed method perform as compared to other systems evaluated on
two coolection INEX 2007 and ImageCLEF 2010.

Keywords: Structural context, Textual context, Approximative resolu-
tion, XML element, Image retrieval

1 Introduction

The joint evolution of user needs and electronic semi-structured documents con-
stantly raises new challenges in the Information Retrieval (IR) field. The need
with this kind of information is justified by quick change of scopes of appli-
cation which use structural documents (format HTML or XML) what imposes
new challenges in the field of search for information. Indeed, nowadays XML
document passed a simple tool for exchanging data to a new storage medium.
XML document includes textual element and multimedia element such as im-
age, audio and video. These elements are organized according to structure which
includes information notably although there is not only one manner to organize
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contents. However, the choice of structure depends greatly on the context of
use of the textual contents. Mainly in the literature, there are two main classes
of approaches in the field of multimedia retrieval: retrieval methods based on
multimedia content (MR-content) and multimedia methods to retrieval based
on context (MR-Context).

The approaches of the multimedia retrieval based on content use specific
features of low level according to type of media [1]. We can cite for example
image retrieval that exploits visual features (the color, texture, forms · · · ). These
methods have proven effective with media ”image” in well defined fields such as
medical field this is due to requirement for thorough knowledge of distinctive
media. This type of research can be applied to only one type of media in system
due to lack of semantic representation in media content.

The approaches of the multimedia retrieval based on context do not depend
on type of media in question [2] [3]. Indeed, these methods rely on information
surrounding the multimedia element representing its semantic description. Mul-
timedia retrieval based on textual context is most used, although the structural
context remains an obvious source which plays a part paramount in understand-
ing of structured documents.

Multimedia retrieval based on textual context is most used, although the
structural context remains an obvious source which plays a part paramount
in understanding of structured documents. In this paper, we are interested in
Context-based MIR techniques, and more precisely in MIR based on textual and
structural context in XML documents. Image context is composed all textual
information surrounding the image. For retrieve image presentated in Figure 1,
we can use text surrounding image such as document title, image name, image
caption, etc

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<Image>

  <ObservationId>18228</ObservationId>

  <FileName>6.jpg</FileName>

  <MediaId>6</MediaId>

  <Vote>4</Vote>

  <Content>Flower</Content>

  <caption> Flower Papaver </caption>

  <ClassId>30269</ClassId>

  <Family>PAPAVERACEAE</Family>

  <Species>Papaver rhoeas L.</Species>

  <Genus>Papaver</Genus>

  <Author>liliane roubaudi</Author>

  <Date>26/05/13</Date>

  <Location />

  <Latitude />

  <Longitude />

  <YearInCLEF>PlantCLEF2014</YearInCLEF>

  <IndividualPlantId2013 />

  <ImageID2013 />

  <LearnTag>Train</LearnTag>

</Image>

Fig. 1. Example of a multimedia element context.

The textual context remains insufficient in most of time. In this context,
[4] say: ”Ignore the document structure is to ignore its semantics”. There are
other sources of evidence that were used as visual descriptors, information from
link around the image, structure of XML document. Indeed, We focus on XML
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documents don’t have a homogeneous structure. What makes the structure as
new source of evidence.

In this article, we focus on techniques for multimedia retrieval based on tex-
tual and structural context in XML documents. This type of document includes
textual information and structural constraints. So, XML document cannot be
effectively exploited by classical techniques of IR, which regard document as a
plane source of information. The implicit incorporation of multimedia elements
in XML documents requires the exploitation of textual context for multimedia
retrieval. However, the textual context remains insufficient in most of time. The
idea is to calculate the relevancy score of media element based on information
from the textual and structural context to answer a specific information needs
of user, expressed as query composed of set of keywords.And seeking the most
appropriate manner to combine two sources of evidence: text and structure.
Our main inspiration is to use the structure to involve each textual informa-
tion depending on its position in XML document, that is textual information
that gives the best possible description of multimedia element. In our work, we
will be interested by media ”image”. Most existing work in this area uses the
information from textual description of image. There are other sources of ev-
idence that were used as visual descriptors, information from link around the
image [5], structure of XML document. To resolve difficulties in mutlimedia re-
trieval field, you must define adequate source of evidence for representation a
multimedia element and defining appropriate indexing model. In this context,
we present our structural indexing system combining conceptual information for
semi-structured documents dedicated to approximate retrieval data. In Section
3, we presents the details of our proposed method where detailing the prepro-
cessing, extraction of textual and structural and phase calculation relevance of
multimedia element in information a better response to needs expressed by user
and we describe our structural indexing system combining conceptual informa-
tion for semi-structured documents dedicated to approximate retrieval data. In
Section 5, we presents the results of her applying on three data sets ”INEX
2007”, ”ImageCLEF 2010” and ”ImageCLEF 2014”. The last section provides
our conclusions and future works.

2 RELATED WORKS

The advent of structured documents has caused new problems in information
retrieval world, and more specifically in multimedia elements retrieval. These
problems are strongly related to nature of these documents that provide the
structure as a new source of evidence. Thus, nowadays, XML documents in-
clude multimedia elements of different types (audio, video and image)implicitly
embedded in the textual elements. These multimedia elements (such as phys-
ical objects) do not contain enough information to be able to answer a given
query. Therefore, the calculation of relevance score of multimedia element must
be linked to textual and structural information provided by other nodes XML
[5]. Indeed, XML document is used to describe a set of data by a structure that
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provides a semantic lexicon. Thus, it facilitates the presentation of information
in terms of interpretation and exploitation. Replying to this need, new works
appear in the field of multimedia retrieval that takes in account the structure as
source of relevant information. Existing work in structured retrieval of multime-
dia elements is decomposed in two classes.

The first class includes some works which proceed to adopt some traditional
technical of retrieval information as language model. In this context, the team
CWI/UTwente performs a step of filtering results to keep the fragments con-
taining at least one multimedia element [6][7].

The second class includes the specific work to be structured multimedia re-
trieval. This class uses the structure as a source of evidence in the process of
selection of multimedia elements. As first step, [8] proposed a method which
combines structure of XML document (XPath) with the use of links (XLink).
This method consist to divide XML document into regions. Each region repre-
sent a area of ancestors of the multimedia element. His score is calculated in
function of the scores of each region. This method exploits vertical structure
only. In a second time, [9] have used the addition of horizontal structure to the
notion of hierarchy. [9] use a method called ”CBA” (Children, Brothers, Ances-
tors), which takes into consideration the information carried by the children ,
brothers and fathers nodes for calculate the relevance of multimedia elements.
The authors propose an alternative method ”OntologyLike” which is based on
the identification of XML document to ontology. To calculate the similarity be-
tween nodes the authors use similarity measures that are mainly based on the
number of edges to calculate the distance between nodes.

There are other approaches to multimedia retrieval are based on exploitation
of links in XML document [10]. This work was improved by proposing a hybrid
approach that combines structure with using of links who is consider as semantic
links [11]. This method above to divide the document into regions according the
hierarchical structure and the location of image in document. This factor plays
a role in the weighting of links for compute the score of image.

In this paper, we propose a new metric for multimedia retrieval in XML doc-
uments which involves the use of geometric distances to calculate the relevance of
each node from the multimedia node. This method consists of placing the nodes
of XML document in Euclidean space and define each node by a vector of coor-
dinates to calculate then the distance between each pair of nodes. This distance
will play a beneficial role in to calculate the score of multimedia element.

3 Proposed Approach

We focus on techniques for multimedia retrieval based on textual and structural
context in XML documents. XML documents cannot be effectively exploited by
classical techniques of IR, which regard document as a bog of words. Therefore,
the calculation of relevance score of multimedia element must be linked to textual
and structural information provided by other nodes XML [5]. Thus, it facilitates
the presentation of information in terms of interpretation and exploitation. Re-
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plying to this need, we propose a new method in the field of multimedia retrieval
that takes into account the structure as a source of evidence and its impact on
search performance. We present a new source of evidence dedicated to multime-
dia retrieval based on the intuition that each textual node contains information
that describes semantically a multimedia element. And the participation of each
text node in the score of a multimedia element varies with its position in there
XML document. To compute the geometric distance, we initially place the nodes
of each XML document in an Euclidean space to calculate the coordinates of each
node by algorithm 1. Then, we compute the score of a multimedia element de-
pending on the distance between each textual node. Figure 2 shows the steps

<image id="248236" file="images/25/248236.jpg">

 <name>Coronation of Louis VIII and Blanche...</name>

 <text xml:lang="en">

  <description>Coronation of Louis VIII ...</description>

  <comment>Coronation of Louis VIII ...</comment>

  <caption article="text/en/1/308531">a miniature from ...</caption>

  <caption article="text/en/2/314411"> ... circa 1450.</caption>

 </text>

 <text xml:lang="fr">

  <description>Couronnement de Louis VIII le Lion  fol...</description>

  <comment>Couronnement de [[Louis VIII of Fra)</comment>

  <caption article="text/fr/1/501190">Couronnement de Louis VIII ...</caption>

  <caption article="text/fr/5/540615">Couronnement de Louis VIII ...</caption>

 </text>

 <comment>({{en|Coronation of Louis VIII and Blanche...</comment>

 <license>Public Domain</license>

</image>
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Fig. 2. The steps of passing an XML document to geometric representation.

of passing an XML document to a geometric representation of the XML ele-
ments in a Euclidean space. The first step consist to present a XML document
as XML tree to take into account XML document properties. An XML tree is
described by a set of relationships between nodes. Formally an XML tree is a
pair A = (E,R) where E is a set of XML elements and R ⊂ E2, ((p, q) ∈ R if
p is the parent of q) is a set of relations satisfying:

∃!r ∈ E,∀q ∈ E − {r}, (r, q) ∈ R (1)

With r is the root of the tree.

∀p ∈ E − {r},∃!q ∈ E, (p, q) ∈ R (2)

Each node has a parent except the root r. In second step, we will spend to
presentation of XML tree in a geometric representation. This step is mainly
based on equalities extraction in XML tree according to our proposed hypothe-
ses. The XML tree representation allowed us to unveil certain relationships of
neighboring, brotherhood and offspring. Indeed, the distance d which separate
two or more brothers with their common ancestors iteratively is the same. And
brothers of the same hierarchical level are equidistant. These distances are de-
fined according to the relationship of contiguity and semantic similarity between
nodes. These distances are not quantized but will be extracted in function of the
position of each textual node in XML tree. All these properties result in: For all
qi = (xi1, xi2 · · ·xim) and qj = (xj1, xj2 · · ·xjm) where Q is a set of vectors in
Rm.
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– In the same hierarchy, if there are more than two brothers then their adjacent
nodes are equidistant:
property 1

∀qi, qj , qk ∈ Q, if A1(qi) = A1(qj) = A1(qk)
d(qi, qj) = d(qi, qk)

– The distance between any node and its descendants is the same:
property 2

∀qi, qj , q ∈ Q,n ∈ N, An(qi) = An(qj) = q
d(qi, q) = d(qj , q)

With ∀n ∈ N∗, we define function An by: ∀q ∈ E,

An(q) =

{q} if n = 0
An−1(p) if ∃ p ∈ E, (p, q) ∈ R and n > 0
∅ else

From these relationships, we can generate system of equations taking into ac-
count for kinship relationships nodes based on hierarchy and adjacency. These
relationships are decried by equalities in this order (these equations are only
examples)(Figure 2):

d(n1, n2) = d(n1, n3)
d(n1, n2) = d(n1, n4)
d(n1, n7) = d(n1, n8)
d(n1, n7) = d(n1, n9)

These distances are defined according to the relationship of contiguity and se-
mantic similarity between nodes. They are not quantized but will be extracted
in function of the position of each textual node in the XML tree. The resulting
system is nonlinear, its resolution requires the use of an approximate resolution
iteratively method where we used iterative solution method (see Algorithm 1).
The process begins by assigning to each XML node a random vector. It Tries
to improve the coordinate values of each node according to an error value (the
sum of the squared deviations). At each iteration, the coordinates are improved
together with the minimization of this error. The algorithm stops when the error
reaches its minimum value (no improvement is possible). Let Q the set of vectors
obtained at a given iteration during the running of the algorithm, the error is
defined by:

error(Q) =
∑

qi,qj ,qk∈Q,
A1(qi)=A1(qj)=A1(qk)

(d(qi, qj)− d(qi, qk))2

+
∑

qi,qj ,q∈Q,n∈N,
An(qi)=An(qj)=q

(d(qi, q)− d(qj , q))
2
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Algorithm 1 Resolution algorithm approximate nonlinear system of equations

Require: (Q = (q1, q2...q|Q|), R) :an XML tree as qi=(qi1,qi2...qim) ∀i ∈ [1, |Q|]
m:dimension
for (i, j) ∈ [1, |Q|]2 do

qij ← random value
end for
Q1 ← (q1, q2...q|Q|)
repeat

P ← Q1

for (i, j) ∈ [1, |Q|]2 do
Q2 ← (q1, q2...qi−1, qi + dj(1), qi+1 · · · q|Q|)
Q3 ← (q1, q2...qi−1, qi + dj(ε), qi+1 · · · q|Q|)
Q4 ← (q1, q2...qi−1, qi + dj(1− ε), qi+1 · · · q|Q|)
t← 0
while error(Q1) > error(Q2) > error(Q3) > error(Q4) do

Q4 = (q1, q2...qi−1, qi + 2tdj(1), qi+1 · · · q|Q|)
t=t+1

end while
t← 0
while error(Q1) < error(Q2) < error(Q3) < error(Q4) do

Q1 = (q1, q2...qi−1, qi − 2tdj(1), qi+1 · · · q|Q|)
t=t+1

end while
while |error(Q1)− error(Q2)| > ε do

Q5 ←
Q1 + Q2

2
let Q5 = (p1, p2...p|Q|)
if error(p1, p2...pi−1, pi − dj(ε), pi+1 · · · p|Q|) > error(p1, p2...pi−1, pi +
dj(ε), pi+1 · · · p|Q|) then

Q1 ← Q5

else
Q2 ← Q5

end if
end while

end for
until P = Q1

Where m is the dimension of the Euclidean space and ∀v ∈ R, Dj(v) =
(d1, d2 · · · dm) is such as:

dk = {0 if k 6= j
v otherwise

3.1 Multimedia Element Representation by Textual and Structural
Context

A multimedia element (eg image) does not contain textual content. Its score is
based on textual nodes in its neighborhood. The transition from the XML tree
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structure representation of elements in an Euclidean space, where we exploit the
dissimilarity distances separating a multimedia node and other textual nodes, is
performed by extracting the equations satisfying the properties defined earlier
and the application of algorithm 1. To calculate the distance between a node n
and multimedia element H, we will try to use several geometric distances such as
Manhattan distance, Euclidean distance and Minkowski distance between their
respective feature vectors qn and qH described by the following equations:

distManhattan(n,H) =

m∑
i=1

| qn − qH | (3)

distEuclidean(n,H) =

√√√√ m∑
i=1

(qn − qH)2 (4)

distMinkowski(n,H) = p

√√√√ m∑
i=1

| qn − qH |p (5)

With m is the dimension of the Euclidean space and p=1. qn is defined by:
qn=(xni1, xni2 ... xnim) with xn are the vector characteristics of node n. And
qH is defined by: qH =(xHi1, xHi2 ... xHim with xH represent the coordinates
compose the vector characteristics of a node H. We calculate the score for each
textual node depending on the frequency of each term (tf) and the number of
elements in the corpus according to the number of elements containing the term
(idf). A textual node is presented by: n = (n1, n2 · · ·n|v|) where ni is the weight
of the term ti, v is the set of indexing terms:

ni = tf(ti, n)× idf(ti) (6)
With

idf(ti) = log(
N

Ni
) (7)

Where N is the total number of XML elements in the corpus, Ni is the number
of elements that contain the term ti and tf(ti, n) is the frequency of the term
ti in node n. The score of textual node depends on the weight of each indexing
term. A query is made by the list v = (v1, v2 · · · v|v|) where vi ∈ {0, 1} (0:not
exist, 1:exist) according membership ti at the query. The score of textual node
n for the query q is defined by:

rsv(q, n) = q × nT =

|V |∑
i=1

qi × ni (8)
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Where µ is the set of textual elements. The score of multimedia node H is defined
by:

rsv(q,H) =
∑
n∈µ

rsv(q, n)

dist(n,H)
(9)

With dist(n,H) is the distance (Manhattan distance or Euclidean distance or
Minkowski distance) between the feature vectors corresponding to the nodes n
and H. This equation leads to assign the importance of contribution of all nodes
in computing the score of multimedia element that shows its beneficial impact
in multimedia retrieval.

4 Indexing System

We propose a indexing system MXS − index composed by two parts: part of
textual indexing and part of structural indexing. Our indexing methodology as
schematized in Figure 3. The first part consists of four main steps: Pretreatment,
term extraction and term weighing using NLP (Natural Language Processing)
techniques to extract the candidate XML nodes of the resulting indexing. The
first step is to split text into a set of sentences, prune the stop words for each
XML node of the corpus and radicalize terms using the algorithm PORTER
[12]. The second step is term extraction and the last step is calculating term
importance. That is a fundamental step in information retrieval process and it is
determined through term frequency (tf) and inverse document frequency(idf). In
Second part, we built structural index using information extract from XML tree
and geometric metric. Each XML node will presented by characteristic vector.
We start by extract geometric proprieties. And we compute coordinates of each
XML nodes. This part is accompanied by generating XML data model which
processes ancestor, descendant and proximity relationships (Figure 3). The step
of selection of descriptors of each node consists in associating each XML node
own these textural and structural descriptors to better combine.

5 Evaluation and Results

We evaluate our system on three databases extracted from three collections :
INEX 2007 (Initiative for the Evaluation of XML Retrieval) Ad Hoc task [13],
ImageCLEF 2010 Wikipedia image retrieval task [14] and ImageCLEF 2014
Plant task [15]. The first two databases are composed by XML documents ex-
tracted from Wikipedia. The latest dataset is collected by scientific community
for testing and validation of their approaches (Table 1).

The aim of the experiments in this section is to show the effectiveness of
XML structure in multimedia retrieval. For this purpose, we evaluated sepa-
rately the use of textual context only (TC), as well as the combination of the
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<Image>

  <ObservationId>18228</ObservationId>

  <FileName>6.jpg</FileName>

  <MediaId>6</MediaId>

  <Vote>4</Vote>

  <Content>Flower</Content>

  <ClassId>30269</ClassId>

  <Family>PAPAVERACEAE</Family>

  <Species>Papaver rhoeas L.</Species>

  <Genus>Papaver</Genus>

  <Author>liliane roubaudi</Author>

  <Date>26/05/13</Date>

  <Location />

  <Latitude />

  <Longitude />

  <YearInCLEF>PlantCLEF2014</YearInCLEF>

  <IndividualPlantId2013 />

  <ImageID2013 />

  <LearnTag>Train</LearnTag>

</Image>

Corpus

NLP

tools

Pretreatment Extraction of geometric descriptors

Compute coordinates of XML nodes
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Terms weighing

Selection of descriptions for each node
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Fig. 3. Architecture of our indexing model MXS − index.

Table 1. INEX 2007, ImageCLEF 2010 and ImageCLEF 2014 collections

Company INEX 2007 CLEF 2010 CLEF 2014

Task Collection XML Ad Hoc Wikipedia Retrieval Plant Retrieval

Number of XML document 659388 237434 47815

Number of image 246730 237434 47815

Topics 19 70 8163

two (TC and TS). For INEX 2007, ImageCLEF 2010 and ImageCLEF 2014
test set, we respectively obtain the following MAP values: 0.2376, 0.1674 and
0,2488 using textual context only (figure 4). We compare between the use of
Manhattan distance, Euclidean distance and Minkowski distance. We observed
that the difference of results between the three distances is very signicant in
the INEX 2007 test set, ImageCLEF 2010 test set and ImageCLEF 2014 test
set. The Euclidean distance gets a most suitable representation of multimedia
element which is none other than the dissimilarity distance between XML nodes.
Indeed, the evaluation results show that this distance provides a MAP which is
equal to 0.2572 as MAP with using ”ImageCLEF 2010” collection. The result has
been improved significantly with the ”INEX 2007” collection to 0.3102 as MAP
relative to Manhattan distance (0.2376 for ”INEX 2007” collection, 0.1754 for
”ImageCLEF 2010” collection and 0.2276 for ”ImageCLEF 2014” collection) and
Minkowski distance (0.2876 for ”INEX 2007” collection, 0.2245 for ”ImageCLEF
2010” collection and 0.3267 for ”ImageCLEF 2014” collection). This increase is
due to nature of ”INEX 2007” collection who includes XML documents with
heterogeneous structure. So in ”INEX 2007” collection we find documents with
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0 0,1 0,2 0,3 0,4 0,5

TC 

TC and TS  Manha!an

TC and TS  Euclidean

TC and TS  Minkowski

MAP

ImageCLEF 2014

ImageCLEF 2010

INEX 2007

Fig. 4. Results of the impact our approach on INEX 2007, ImageCLEF 2010 and
ImageCLEF 2014 based in MAP(Mean Average Precision).

high depth. This factor highlights structural information and amplifies effect
textual information based on computed distances. For against, our system is
more stable with ”ImageCLEF 2010” collection, this is due to rapid convergence
of results. With our measure, we have shown that combined use of textual and
structural context can properly determine the relevance of multimedia element,
and the structure plays a primordial role in multimedia retrieval (Figure4). We
can conclude that an using structural information returns better pertinence in
case uses multimedia retrieval with using ”ImageCLEF 2014” collection with
MAP equal to 0.4406. In fact, this collection contains quite specific documents
include descriptions of plants which reduces textual concepts; see Figure 4.

After evaluation of our system on the three described collections, we will try
to position itself compared to participants in INEX 2007 and ImageCLEF 2010.
Our system gives better results using INEX 2007 collection (figure5). Indeed,
comparing work proposed by IRIT system, we obtained a MAP equal to 0.31
[13][9]. Our system also gives a better MAP which is equal to 0.25 compared
to XRCE system with using textual context with ImageCLEF 2010 collection
(figure 6) and he got the better result with textual and visual context a MAP
value which is equal to 0.27 [14].

6 CONCLUSION

This approach allowed us to calculate the score of element multimedia accord-
ing the textual context provided by nodes in proximity and structural context
from distance between nodes and multimedia element. This method was eval-
uated with using of three collections ”INEX 2007”, ”ImageCLEF 2010” and
”ImageCLEF 2014”. In this work, we studied the impact of textual and struc-
tural context on multimedia element retrieval, where the user need can be a
multimedia element (text). We plan to investigate the impact of a mixture of
text and multimedia element(text+image) with to using visual descriptors.. In
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0,28 0,29 0,3 0,31

CBA

OntologyLike

Proposed approach

INEX 2007

CBA

OntologyLike

Proposed approach

Fig. 5. Compared results on INEX 2007 collection with MAP(Mean Average Precision)
metric.

0,2 0,22 0,24 0,26 0,28

XRCE Textuel

XRCE Textuel et visuel

Proposed approach

CLEF 2010

XRCE Textuel

XRCE Textuel et visuel

Proposed approach

Fig. 6. Compared results on ImageCLEF 2010 collection with MAP(Mean Average
Precision) metric.

the future, we want to exploit another factor to calculate the relevance of mul-
timedia element such as the title of image, the weighting of the links in XML
document ... As well as another source of evidence as visual descriptors.
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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a novel method for improving the classifi-

cation performance of short text strings using conditional random fields (CRFs) 

that combine morphological information. Experimental results on three datasets 

(Uyghur, Chinese, and English) demonstrate that our method can yield higher 

classification accuracy than Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier and 

Maximum Entropy Model (MEM) classifier. Moreover, we show that our 

method can greatly decrease error rates, particularly if the number of training 

texts or the size of the strings in the train set is small.  

Key words: Uyghur, Short text, Morphological information  

1 Introduction 

With the rapid growth of the available information on the Internet, text classification 

is becoming one of the key techniques in organizing, filtering and handling a large 

amount of text data. Since constructing text classifiers by hand is difficult and time 

consuming, it is desirable to learn classifiers from training data that do the category 

assignments automatically. Text classification task has provoked much interest in 

machine learning. As an aspect of text classification, short text classification is a par-

ticular challenge. 

Uyghur is an agglutinative language with a rich and complex morphology, which 

is very different from the morphology of other languages, such as Chinese (Isolating 

language) and English (Inflecting language). Uyghur is written from right to left and 

words are separated by a blank space. Observe the following examples: 

Sen Kitabxanigha Mang (You go to bookstore)                                 سەن كىتابخانىغا ماڭ 

The first and the third words (counted from right to left) are kept unchanged 

whereas the second word كىتابخانىغا (to bookstore) is decomposed into two parts, غا 

(inflectional suffix) and, كىتابخانى (corresponding to bookstore), a “quasi-word” that 

can never appear in the lexicon. After phonetic harmonization [1], the sentence be-

comes: سەن  كىتابخانا  غا  ماڭ . Note that كىتابخانى is now changed to كىتابخانا 

(bookstore) which is a word in a lexicon. 
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It is worth noting that “to bookstore” is a word, or a phrase-like unit in Uyghur, 

“to” within it is a case-marker-like inflectional suffix. This means that the morpholog-

ical information of Uyghur words in a sentence is associated with the classification 

features.  

This classification problem is usually viewed as supervised learning, where the 

goal is to assign predefined category labels to unlabeled documents based on the like-

lihood inferred from the training set of labelled documents. The text categorization 

algorithms are to assign each test document set to one or more pre-specified clas-

ses [2].  

Uyghur information society is facing the challenge of handling massive volume 

of online documents, news, and so on. The amount of data and increment rate is so 

high that this process cannot be done by hand. Hence, erotic recognition, filtering of 

spam mails, monitoring ill gossips and evil messages, quick search of interesting top-

ics from large databases, and retrieving the information based on user’s preferences 

from information sources, are some other examples where text classification can play 

an important role. If an automatic classification engine is developed, classification 

task can be achieved with less cost and in less time, while improving analyst’s 

productivity. To use the Internet more efficiently, it needs to be classified. When we 

classify, seek to group things that have a common structure or exhibit a common be-

havior. 

On the contrary of other languages, there is not much study on Uyghur texts. In 

this study, a system is mainly developed for automatic short text classification of 

Uyghur texts. The articles are classified into 7 different classes and 68% success ratio 

is achieved. 
As there are no previous researches devoted to short text classification and being 

short of related works that we could use as a base for our research; in this paper, we 

compare our CRFs-based approach [3] with Support Vector Machine (SVM) [4] clas-

sifier and Maximum Entropy Model1 (MEM) [5] classifier. 

Text classification task has drawn a large body of research in machine learning 

community [6][7].  

As a special aspect of text classification, short text classification is a particular 

challenge in that, short text examples tend to share few terms. It is particularly diffi-

cult to classify new instances and common comparisons between texts because they 

often yield no useful results. Short texts are typically sparse and ambiguous [8]. 

Nevertheless, to classify these short texts into certain target categories is a diffi-

cult but important problem. It is crucial in many information systems to classify short 

text segments, such as titles of documents and queries from users, into a well-formed 

topic hierarchy [9].  

For example, in some time-consuming task and because of resource limitations, 

we deal with the title or the keywords of the document instead of the full text.  

On the other hand, many search engines provide users with the ability to use nat-

ural language queries to ask questions and search for manually prepared answers. By 

using query classifications, queries in similar topics can automatically be clustered. 

Therefore, short text classification can make the preparation of answers to the queries 

more efficient.  
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Although widely used, classification of short text snippets, such as titles and 

search queries, work poorly. Traditional document classification measures are often 

few, in any terms common between two short text snippets.  

Short lengths text segments do not provide enough word or shared context for a 

good similarity measure. That is the reason why normal machine learning classifica-

tion approaches usually fail to achieve desired accuracy. 

Previous work attempts to overcome the data sparseness to get a better classifica-

tion performance and  deal with the feature sparse problem, external resources are 

used in short text classification task.  

In [10, 11, 12, 13], search engines are employed in order to expand and enrich the 

context of data. In [14, 15, 16], online data repositories, such as Wikipedia or Open 

Directory Project, are used as external knowledge sources. With the help of external 

resource, we can improve the performance. However, the use of external resource, 

such as the search engine, is quite time-consuming, not suitable for real-time applica-

tions. 

In order to speed up our short text classification approach, external resources are 

not used. Instead, we take advantage of the characteristics of short texts to improve 

the classification algorithm. The underlying idea is that features have strong relation-

ship in very short texts.  

The contributions of this paper are twofold. First, we investigate the change of 

words under different lengths of texts; second, we propose a novel CRFs-based meth-

od to improve the short text classification performance. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides our analy-

sis about short text. Based on our analysis, a CRFs-based short text classification 

method is proposed in section 3. In Section 4, our experimental results are demon-

strated. There are different kinds of short text classification applications, so in our 

experiment section we conduct experiments on different applications to get a compre-

hensive evaluation. The last section summarizes our contribution and outlines future 

goals. 

2 Consistency of features in very short texts 

In this section, we want to investigate the characteristics of short texts. The adja-

cent features of short texts tend to talk about the same topic. On the other hand, the 

topic might be changed along with the increase of text length. We will analyze these 

issues as follows. 

2.1 Analysis of short texts  

Text segments do not provide enough features in common in short length, so they 

suffer from the feature sparse problem. 

Nonetheless, short texts have their advantage for classification task. Many short 

texts focus on one topic because of their short lengths. But manual labelling text may 

be too short to learn new features, and too short to obtain proper word statistics. 
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Instead, long texts usually contain segments that belong to different topics. For 

example, a full text about sports may have a segment talking about football, and an-

other segment talking about history. In short texts, this kind of problem seldom hap-

pens, because short texts focus on one topic. The features of short texts have strong 

relationship. If a feature is related to a topic, the features in the near contexts also 

incline to this topic. In this work, we use tokenization to indicate this kind of charac-

teristic. 

In [17], the author proposes a text categorization method in which documents are 

split into fragments. And instead of classifying the full text, they classify the segments 

and use the segment category to yield the result. This method can yield some im-

provements of text classification performance. This work also gives us the clue that 

text segments have special characteristics. If properly used, it can help us to improve 

classification accuracy. 

3   CRFs-based Classifier 

Based on our observation in the previous section that short texts focus on one topic, 

and that the features of short texts have strong relationship; and that when a feature is 

related to a topic, the features in the near contexts also incline to this topic. In other 

words, features in very short texts are quite consistent. It is expected therefore that 

this kind of characteristic can be used properly, and we can improve the short text 

classification performance. CRFs can be used to add constraints among features.  

CRFs are undirected graphical models trained to maximize a conditional proba-

bility first introduced by Lafferty, such as natural language processing to the indexing 

of the string to learning tasks. 

However, CRFs cannot be used in short text classification directly, because it is a 

sequence labelling algorithm. Therefore, we need to convert short text classification 

problem to sequence labelling problem. In this section, we will propose our CRFs-

based classifier. We borrow the character tagging approach, which is widely used in 

Chinese word segmentation task [18][19], to covert our classification problem to a 

sequence problem, so that CRFs can be used in our approach. Finally, we propose our 

novel short text classification method based on CRFs. 

3.1 Proposed algorithm 

In this subsection, we borrow the tagging approach to reformulate short text classifi-

cation task as a sequence labelling problem.  

This approach is used in both train and test step. Nevertheless, our algorithm tags 

every character with the category of the short text. We will use an example to illus-

trate our proposed algorithm.  

Assume we have such a short text in train set, 

Uyghur characters:                   ۈئچتە ياخشى وئقۇغۇچىالر تەقدىرلەندى 

Uyghur Latin characters: Üchte Yaxshi Oqughuchilar Teqdirlendi 
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("Three good" student was praised). 
This text belongs to Education class. 

Uyghur characters:                     ستىۆئ پىرسەنت ئككى باھاسى ۆئي يىل بۇ    

Uyghur Latin characters: Buyil Öy Baxasi Ikki Pirsent Östi 

(House prices rose two percent in this year). 
This text belongs to Business class. 

Uyghur characters:                    ارشى خەلىقائرا سەھىيە تەشكىالتى زۇكامغا ق
 ۋاكسىنىنى نامرات دۆلەتلەرگە ئەۋەتتى

Uyghur Latin characters: Xeliqara Sehiye Teshkilati Zukamgha 

Qarshi Waksinini Namrat Döletlerge Ewetti 

(WHO send swine flu vaccine to poor countries). 
This text belongs to Health class. 

Uyghur characters: 
يدىغانلىغىنى ا قايتۇرلىشتىن ئەنسىرەچېگرادىن چىقىرىلغان ۆئزبەكلەر قىرغىزتانغ 

 بىرلەشكەن دۆلەتلەرتەشكىالتىغا خەۋەر قىلدى

Uyghur Latin characters: CHëgradin CHiqirilghan Özbekler Qirghiz-

tangha Qayturlishtin Ensireydhghanlighini Birleshken Döletler 

Teshkilatigha Xewer Qildi 
(The deported Uzbek people told the UN fears returned to Kyrgyz-
stan). 

This text belongs to Politics class. 

Uyghur characters:   امغا ېئرىشتىبارسېلۇنالىق مېسسىي بۇ يىل دۇنيا توپ چولپىنى دېگەن ن  

Uyghur Latin characters: Barsëlunaliq Mëssiy Bu Yil Dunya Top 
CHolpini Dëgen Namgha Ërishti 

(Barcelona's Messy named World Player of the Year). 
This text belongs to Sports class. 

Uyghur characters:                       تىجېكسوننىڭ ۆئلىمى دۇنيانى تەۋرەت  

Uyghur Latin characters: Jëksonning Ölimi Dunyani Tewretti 

(Jackson's death shocked all over the world). 
This text belongs to Play class. 

 

If we turn the short texts with category to labeled sequence, CRFs algorithm can 

be used to train models, which can be used in test step.  

Assuming we have such a short text in test set, 

Uyghur characters:                                              لدىئككى تالىبان ائفغانىستاندا ۆئ  

Uyghur Latin characters: Ikki Taliban Afghanistanda Öldi 

(Two Taliban dead in Afghan city gun battle).  

This text belongs to Military class. This short text is turned into a labeled se-

quence as shown in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. Graphical structures of linear chain 

In Fig. 1, square nodes indicate characters and circle nodes indicate tags accord-

ing to the characters. We will use CRFs algorithm to infer its category.  

We use the CRFs model obtained in the train step to infer the category of short 

text in test set.  

 

Fig. 2. Graphical structures of linear chain 

In Figure 2, we get the category of the short text. This short text belongs to “Mili-

tary” class.  

Our analysis shows that tokenization changes under different lengths of texts, has 

a slight negative correlation with the length.  

The problem of short text classification can be formally stated as follows: Given 

a sequence of token wi…wn, we want to find the corresponding sequence of classifi-

cation tags t1…tn, drawn from a set of tags T, which satisfies: 

P(t1…tn|w1…wn)= 


n

i

CitiP
1

)|(  (1) 

where Ci is the context for token wi.  

The best feature templates used in our short text classification experiments: 

Unigram features: 

Ui-1: previous word in sentence 

Ui: current word in sentence 

Ui+1: next word in sentence 

Bigram features: 

Ui-1Ui, UiUi+1 

We incorporate morphological information in Uyghur by using a morpheme ana-

lyzer [20].The features of very short texts tend to be consistent. From the graphical 
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2http://www.sogou.com/labs/resources.html 
3http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/libsvm 

structure of linear chain CRFs, we can find constraints among the hidden variables. In 

other words, there are constraints among the topics. This method calculates similari-

ties between two strings (e.g. texts or sequences) by matching the common substring 

in the strings. Therefore, our CRFs-based approach is expected to yield promising 

performance. 

The main idea of the algorithm is to select feature words from each document; 

those words cover all the ideas in the document. The results of this algorithm are a list 

of the main subjects founded in the document. Also, in this paper the effects of the 

Uyghur text classification on Information Retrieval have been investigated. The goal 

was to improve the convenience and effectiveness of information access. We will 

quantitatively evaluate our method in the next section. 

4   Experiments 

In the data preparation step, only long titles are eliminated, noisy text such as stop 

words are still in our dataset. Therefore, the accuracies of both classifiers are relative-

ly low. Nevertheless, our CRFs-based approach still outperforms SVM classifier. 

Three different datasets are used to evaluate our CRFs based approach.  

Uyghur datasets compose titles of web documents. Sogou2 short text corpora are 

Chinese datasets, which compose of titles of web documents. Ohsumed-all dataset is 

an English corpus, which consists of medical abstracts.  

In our experiments, unigram and bigram features are used. On the other hand, we 

focus on very short texts. Therefore, the lengths of all the texts we used are less than 

twelve. It is just an empirical value, because there is no clear definition of “very short 

text”. In Uyghur texts, the limit is twelve token and In Chinese texts, the limit is twen-

ty characters, while in English texts, and the limit is ten words.  

In the next subsections, we compare our CRFs-based approach with SVM classi-

fier in the evaluation forms. Libsvm3 is used as our basic classifier as it has been 

proved to be effective on many machine learning tasks especially text classification. 

We use probability SVM models in this paper. 

4.1 Uyghur Short Text Classification 

Uyghur Energy（UE）corpus is a relatively small dataset. Therefore, we conduct 

experiments on it to verify our results. UE short text corpora are used in this subsec-

tion.  

Uyghur titles of web documents corpus has seven subject categories and 59,992 

single-labeled documents. We use the titles of web documents as a short text corpus.  

All the short texts are used in seven class classification experiments. "sports", "mili-

tary", "play", "health", "politics", "education", "business" classes are used in our ex-

periments. The whole corpus is randomly divided into train set and test set with dif-

ferent proportion.  

The classifying accuracy and train time (second) comparisons according to dif-

ferent proportions of train set and test set (7.5:2.5, 5:5, 3:7) are shown Figure3-5 (Ta-

ble 1-3) and Table 4-5 as follows: 
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Fig. 3. The classifying accuracy comparisons on UE corpus (train: test=7.5:2.5) 

Fig. 4. The classifying accuracy comparisons on UE corpus (train: test=5:5) 

Fig. 5. The classifying accuracy comparisons on UE corpus (train: test=3:7) 
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Table 1: The classifying accuracy on UE corpus (train: test=7.5:2.5) 

Train set length MEM 
(Before token) 

MEM 
(After token) 

6 51.22 54.84 

12 66.83 67.79 

Table 2: The classifying accuracy on UE corpus (train: test=5:5) 

Train set length MEM 
(Before token) 

MEM 
(After token) 

6 42.11 41.27 

12 54.78 53.96 

Table 3: The classifying accuracy on UE corpus (train: test=3:7) 

Train set length MEM 
(Before token) 

MEM 
(After token) 

6 40.58 43.55 

12 54.09 56.10 

Table 4: The train time comparisons on UE corpus (train: test=7.5:2.5) 

Before Token 
Train set length SVM CRFs 
6 14100 2400 

12 16140 4260 

After Token 

Train set length SVM CRFs 
6 14820 8760 

12 16440 9900 

Table 5: The train time comparisons on UE corpus (train: test=5:5) 

Before Token 

Train set length SVM CRFs 
6 5400 1740 

12 5880 3000 

After Token 
Train set length SVM CRFs 
6 5580 4080 

12 6240 5880 
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Experimental results in the tables above demonstrate our CRFs-based approach 

can yield promising performances. Two different datasets are used to evaluate our 

CRFs based approach.  

UE and UE-tokenized short text corpora are Uyghur datasets, which are compose 

of titles of web documents. 

On the experiments on UE corpus, our proposed CRFs-based approach outper-

forms SVM classifier and MEM classifier.  

4.2 Chinese short text classification 

Sogou web documents corpus is a public dataset. We use the titles of web document 

as a short text corpus. After eliminating long titles, we finally obtain 14 subject cate-

gories (sports, military, play, health, politics, education, business, women, culture, 

house, news, information, education, travel, and auto) and 40894 single-labeled doc-

uments.  

Previous work [21] shows that Chinese character bigram has better performance 

than Chinese word unit. Besides, we don’t need to take Chinese word segmentation 

into consideration. The classifying accuracy comparisons according to different pro-

portions of train set and test set (7:3) are shown Table 6 as follows: 

Table 6: The classifying accuracy comparisons on Sogou corpus 

Train set length (characters) SVM CRFs 
10 0.693 0.745 

20 0.791 0.801 

Experimental results in the tables above demonstrate our CRFs-based approach 

still outperforms SVM classifier. Our method is also valid on Chinese datasets.  

4.3 English short text classification 

We also conduct experiments on English corpora. Ohsumed (MEDLINE) is used in 

this subsection. Ohsumed-all dataset is composed of 50216 medical abstracts classi-

fied into 23 categories (C1,C2…C23). After eliminating long titles (longer than ten 

words), we finally obtain 28399 very short texts in 23 different classes. We conduct 

experiments on 4 class classification and 5 class classification tasks. 

Table 7: Performance comparisons on Ohsumed corpus (four class classification) 

 SVM CRFs 
C1~C4 0.560 0.627 

C5~C8 0.457 0.494 

C9~C12 0.501 0.564 

C13~C16 0.590 0.619 

C17~C20 0.432 0.475 
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Table 8: Performance comparisons on Ohsumed-all corpus (five class classification) 

 SVM CRFs 
C1~C5 0.501 0.558 

C6~C10 0.431 0.479 

C11~C15 0.501 0.531 

C16~C20 0.382 0.421 

In the data preparation step, only long titles are eliminated, noisy text such as 

stop words are still in our dataset.  

Therefore, the accuracies of both classifiers are relatively low. Nevertheless, our 

CRFs-based approach still outperforms SVM classifier. Our method is also valid on 

English datasets. 

Experiment results demonstrate that our CRFs-based approach can yield promis-

ing performances. CRFs-based short text classification approach outperforms SVM 

classifier on all datasets.  

5   Conclusion 

In this paper, we presented a brief overview of the text classification task. We applied 

two supervised learning algorithms, SVM and CRFs, for Uyghur, Chinese and Eng-

lish short text classification. We also compared their performance with different pro-

portion of train set and test set. 

This paper presents enhanced, effective and simple approach to short text classi-

fication. The approach uses an algorithm to automatically classify documents. 

The main idea of our work is that features have strong relationship in very short texts. 

The features of very short texts tend to be consistent. On the other hand, from the 

graphical structure of linear chain CRFs, we can find constraints among the hidden 

variables. In other words, there are constraints among the topics. Therefore, our 

CRFs-based approach is expected to yield promising performance. 

Three different datasets are used to evaluate our CRFs based approach and that 

both datasets are used in our evaluation section. 

Our method can greatly decrease error rates, particularly if the number of examples or 

the size of the strings in the training set is small. All experiment results demonstrate 

that our proposed algorithm can yield stable and significant improvements on differ-

ent kinds of classification tasks. Therefore, our approach can also be used in regular 

text classification task.  

In comparison with large train languages, such as Chinese and English, our sys-

tem has less performance. This could be caused by the limited number of train words 

which are not enough to cover the UE. But our research will be very useful in the 

development of Turkic language families (include Turkish, Azeri, Uzbek, Kazakh, 

Turkmen, Tatar, Kyrgyz and others) text classification and other related research. 

How to use it properly will be our future work.  

In future, we plan to conduct more experiments on SVM and CRFs with multi-

class documents, which is a large number of single class documents (include micro 

blogs) and multi label documents. 
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Abstract. In this work we address the problem of Language identifica-
tion (LI) on short segments of text. The central idea is to compute the
entropy of a document in different contexts and assign it to the category
where the entropy is maximal. Only word distributions are needed for the
task, no other training is done. For LI the contexts are the languages,
and classification is done by just evaluating the high order entropy of
the text. Our results show that the language of the text, in the challeng-
ing case of short texts, can be accurately identified, matching state of
the art approaches reported in the literature. Our method is also fast,
given its simplicity, it is easy to code and needs no training, aside from
the estimation of words distributions for each language, if not already
available.

1 Introduction

The information in social media is growing exponentially. An important part
of this corpus is made of short texts, these messages tend to be written in an
informal tone, using different languages and are often not grammatically correct.

The problem of language identification (LI) is interesting on its own. However,
in many practical applications LI can be seen as step of a more complex text
processing task. Accurate LI can facilitate the use of background information
about the language and the use of more specialized natural language processing
approaches dealing with a collection or a stream of texts [10].

There is widespread misconception of LI being a “solved task”, generally as
a result of isolated experiments over homogeneous datasets[5, 12]. Part of the
motivation for this paper is to draw attention to the fact that, as a field, we are
still a long way off from perfect LI of web documents, mainly due to the small
size of the texts and the number of languages available on the Web.

The popularity of social media, including Twitter and social networking sites,
has generated research on social media data analysis, such as opinion mining.
Accurate LI on short and grammatically-ill text messages is thus, required to
support advances in these areas.

We consider LI as a text classification problem –the assignment of natural
language texts to one or more predefined categories (languages in this case) –
Text classification poses many challenges for inductive learning methods since
there can be millions of word features. The resulting classifiers, however, have
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many advantages: they are easy to build and update, they depend only on in-
formation that can be easily obtained (i.e., samples of items that are within
the same categories), they can be customized to specific categories of interest
to individuals, and they allow users to smoothly tradeoff precision and recall
depending on their task.

In this work, we propose the use of an approach for text classification based
on the Contextual Entropy (CE) [4], with a modification that considers that all
words in each category (language) have equal probability. Thus, we compute the
contextual entropy value using different word distributions, one for each docu-
ment class, then classify the document as belonging to the class which maximizes
the entropy (or a higher moment of it).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we define the prob-
lem of language identification. In section 3, we define and explain contextual
entropy. Section 4, presents experimental results comparing the performance of
our approach to LI with previous results. Finally, section 5 contains our conclu-
sions and suggestions for future work.

2 Language Identification

LI is a supervised learning task, particularly a plain single label multi-class
classification [10]. Given some historical or training data in which for each text
t there exists a label l, the language in which this text is written, the goal is
to learn a model such that given some previously unseen text, it can identify,
as accurately as possible, in which language this text is written. Some cases to
classify text in LI are: a) When a text written partly in one language and partly
in some other language and someone would like to get both labels as an output.
b) Language groups or any other dependencies between the language labels.
Case (a) can be solved by chopping the text in small portions (for example by
segmenting the text in phrases and classifying each phrase independently). Case
(b) refers to languages that have many common words, like italian, spanish,
portugues, etc. Both problems can be solved by aiming at short text analysis,
as we do in this paper.

A recent study [11] established that the best known technique to address
this problem is to classify documents according to rank order statistics over
character n-gram sequences between a document and a global language profile
[1]. Other statistical approaches applied to LI include Markov models over n-
gram frequency profiles [3], dot products of word frequency vectors [2], and string
kernels in support vector machines [7].

In contrast to purely statistical methods, linguistically-motivated models for
LI have also been proposed, such as the use of stop word lists [6], where a
document is classified according to its degree of overlap with lists for differ-
ent languages. This latter idea is taken into account in the development of our
approach.
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3 Contextual Entropy

In previous work [4] we have shown that entropy is effective in text categoriza-
tion for formal as well as for intuitive reasons. The entropy is a statistic that
depends both on the object itself (the text) and the context (the vocabulary
distribution). This fact is strong, specially because it accounts for the property
we are seeking: Putting the text in the right context. Formally measuring the
amount of information in the process of communication was introduced by Shan-
non’s work [9], the amount of information in the text can be determined by the
value of entropy, according to equation 1.

H(X) = −
∑
i

pilog(pi) (1)

Where X is a discrete variable, and {pi} are the probability of taking the
value i. The above equation 1 plays a central role in information theory as a
measure of information, choice and uncertainty [8]. Shannon suddenly jumps
from the description of information production to information itself, choice, and
uncertainty. H measures the amount of information transmitted in the com-
munication process as a product of the selection of one out of several possible
messages, reflecting the occurrence of one event out of several events in the
information source.

Higher order moments of the entropy has been shown to be more accurate for
the task, and Contextual Entropy, defined according to equation 2 [4] optimizes
for a certain value of n. This optimal classification value need to be estimated
empirically.

H(c)(X) = −
∑
i

p(c)i logn(p(c)i) (2)

In equation 2, H(c) is the entropy computed in context c, and X is a a
document, p(c)i is the probability of the word i in context c. The value n is
empirically obtained. The document is assigned to the language maximizing
the higher order entropy. In figure 1 the entropy with highest value computed
correspond to the distribution that belongs the test document.

To show how the value n affects the computation of equation 2, consider that
each element in the W distribution is equally probable, i.e. have the same value
given by p = 1

|W | . If we have multiple distributions ( Wm ) and they give close

entropy values, when we increase n and compute H the net effect is an increase
in the gap values. Figure 2 shows the effect of the computed values for H for
various values of n . The results better for some specific values of n.

3.1 Classification

The classification can be speed up with a rather simple procedure. We only need
to verify common/unique words in each one of the distributions and compute
the cumulative contextual entropy accordingly. Lets see the details. Let WA be
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Fig. 2. Increasing n from equation 2.

the distribution of class A, and let WB be the distribution of class B, such
that Pi = {p1, p2, . . . , pd} represent the probability distribution of the words wd

obtained from class i, i = {A,B}, in our approach all pd are equal, for 0 ≤ pd ≤ 1,
d is the number of words in the dictionary W , and∑

d

pd = 1

Let a new document x = {x1, x2, . . . , xl} where xl is the word wd in the document
x. First we compute the entropy using PA and PB .

HA(x) =
∑
l

pllog
n(pl)

HB(x) =
∑
l

pllog
n(pl)

Then we obtain the max(Hi) and decide the language to which the new docu-
ment belongs. Figure 3 shows a flow diagram that summarizes the process for
LI.

The computational complexity for training the model in our approach is given
by O(c|D|), where c is the number of clases, and D = {D1, D2, . . . , Dk} denote
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Fig. 3. The CE of document x is calculated for each distribution Wi or information
sources in the system. The class k with highest entropy coincides with to the document
x class.

a training set of k documents where each document has been assigned a label
from the classes label set. To classify a new document x, we use only the words
of the document x to compute the entropy in each class c, so the classifcation
complexity is O(cL(x)), with L(x) the length of the document to be classified.

4 Experimental Results

4.1 Data Sets

The dataset provided by [10], consist of 9066 tweets for 6 languages of at most
140 bytes. The six languages are English, French, German, Spanish, Dutch and
Italian. These are languages we have sufficient knowledge of to identify. Note
that Spanish, French and Italian presents a challenge as these languages contain
a lot of similar word extensions.

4.2 Experiments

In order to compare the accuracy of the methods reported in [10], we train a
model with one part of the data called train. We vary the size of the train data
to establish the influence of the corpus’ size. We use 5%, 10%, 25% and 50% of
the entire dataset stratified per language and sampled uniformly.

In all cases we compare the mean accuracy of the CE for n = 2 and n = 5.
The mean accuracies are obtained by taking the mean of 50 different repeated
random sub-sampling validation experiment runs.
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The main results are presented in table 1 which shows, averaged over 50
experiments runs, the accuracies and standard deviations for CE using n = 2
and n = 5, LIGA and N-gram reported by [10].

Table 1. Accuracy averaged over 50 runs.

Train
Docs.

LIGA N-gram CE n=2 CE n=5

5% 94.9 ± 0.8 87.5 ± 1.5 97.1 ± 2.5 97.3 ±2.0

10% 96.4 ± 0.5 90.6 ± 1.0 97.9 ± 1.3 98.2 ±0.5

25% 97.3 ± 0.5 92.5 ± 0.9 98.6 ± 0.9 99.0 ±0.4

50% 97.5 ± 0.5 93.1 ± 0.8 98.9 ± 0.5 99.2 ±0.1

To show the performance of the classifier respect to n, another experiment
was carried out using 50% of the documents for training and the rest to test the
classifier at different values of n in the equation for entropy contextual. Table 2
and figure 4 present the averaged accurate of this experiment.

Table 2. Accuracy averaged for CE over 20 runs for 50% of documents for trainig at
diferent values of n.

n value Accuracy Variance

2 98.92436 0.53479

3 99.09331 0.26163

4 99.11911 0.19739

5 99.22973 0.14092

6 99.24737 0.15320

7 99.29478 0.17751

8 99.25101 0.18417

9 99.09037 0.41025

10 99.11566 0.45383

11 99.15769 0.34583

12 99.11285 0.43935

13 99.02434 0.57851

14 98.75165 0.96047

15 98.44259 1.65902

In figure 4 we can see the behavior of CE classifier to different values of n,
that as in [4] the best results are obtaining on the first values of n.

5 Conclusions and future work

We presented a new approach for language identification using contextual en-
tropy. Our empirical analysis shows that CE is better than state of the art tech-
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Fig. 4. Average accurate at some values of n to the CE classifier.

niques used in LI. Even more interesting is the change of perspective, seeking
the overlap in the distribution that considers each word equally probable.

The computational complexity for LI of a new document using CE is O(cL(x)),
where c is the number of classes, and L(x) is the length of the document to be
classified.

Our preprocessing step consists only in obtaining the different words in the
training set to generate the distribution of each language and count the words,
we don’t need another text operation.

We are currently working in filtering the vocabulary to increase the intra-
class entropy as well as decreasing the inter-class entropy. We are also working on
other applications of text categorization that may benefit from our method, such
as sentiment analysis, mood detection and language identification in multilingual
documents.
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Abstract. In some languages, gender is a grammatical property of the
noun. Grammatical gender identification enhances machine translation
of such languages. This paper reports a three staged approach for gram-
matical gender identification that makes use of word and morphological
features only. A Morphological Analyzer is used to extract the morpho-
logical features. In stage one, association rule mining is used to obtain
grammatical gender identification rules. Classification is used at the sec-
ond stage to identify grammatical gender for nouns that are not covered
by grammatical gender identification rules obtained in stage one. The
third stage combines the results of the two stages to identify the gender.
The staged approach has a better precision, recall and F-score compared
to machine learning classifiers used on complete data set. The approach
was tested on Konkani nouns extracted from the Konkani WordNet and
an F-Score 0.84 was obtained.

1 Introduction

Gender is a grammatical property of nouns in many languages3 including Indian
language such as Sanskrit, Hindi, Gujarati, Marathi and Konkani. In such lan-
guages adjectives and verbs in a sentence agree with the gender of the noun.
For example translation of “He is a good boy” and “She is a good girl” in
Hindi is “vaha eka achchhaa laDakaa haai4” and ”vaha eka achchhii laDakii
haai”, respectively. We see that adjective good is translated into “achchhaa” or
“achchhii” based on the gender of the noun. Using a freely available and highly
used Google Translate machine translation system, translation of “It is a nice
river” to Hindi is “yaha eka achchhaa nadai haai”. The grammatical gender

3 List of languages with type of grammatical gender followed is listed at
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List of languages by type of grammatical genders)

4 In the paper we have used transliteration for Hindi and Konkani examples that
resembles ITRANS (http://www.aczoom.com/itrans/html/tblall/tblall.html).
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of river i.e. “nadai” in Hindi is feminine hence “achchhii” should be used in
place of “achchhaa” for the translation to be more appropriate. Thus, machine
translation into any language with a grammatical gender will need to predict
the grammatical gender of the noun to ensure agreement. Hence, determining
grammatical gender of nouns in these languages is essential.

Features such as grammatical gender of nouns required for machine transla-
tion can be obtained from a lexical resource like WordNet. However all WordNets
do not maintain gender of nouns. Many WordNets in Indian Languages namely
Marathi, Konkani, Gujarati, Bengali, Sanskrit etc. have been created using the
Expansion Approach[1] with Hindi WordNet as source. Hindi nouns have either
masculine or feminine grammatical gender whereas Bengali nouns do not pos-
sess grammatical gender. Nouns in Marathi, Konkani, Gujarati and Sanskrit can
have either masculine or feminine or neuter grammatical gender. Grammatical
gender of nouns was not directly borrowed from the source WordNet as all lan-
guage do not share the same grammatical gender. There is a need to augment
the WordNet nouns with grammatical gender so that WordNet can be a valuable
resource for machine translation, specially for languages which have an agree-
ment system with another aspect of the language, such as adjectives, articles or
verbs.

In this paper we present an automatic three stage gender identification ap-
proach using word and morphological features, which can be used to assign
grammatical gender to nouns in a WordNet. Our method was tested for nouns
in Konkani WordNet5 . The main contributions of this work can be summarized
as follows:

– Grammatical Gender Identification rules obtained using association rule
mining.

– Classification model for grammatical gender identification where association
rule found insufficient.

– New grammatical gender category called non-neuter6

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 is devoted to related
work. A description of grammatical gender identification is discussed in section
3. The staged approach used for grammatical gender identification is described
in section 4. In Section 5, experimental results and evaluation are discussed.
Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Related Work

Related work for lexicon extension include semi-supervised approach used to
predict lexical properties like grammatical gender for Wambaya[2], a low den-
sity language. Here co-occurrence frequencies with demonstratives and machine

5 The Konkani WordNet can be accessed at
http://konkaniwordnet.unigoa.ac.in/public/wordnet/wordnet.php?langid=19&id=2

6 Discussed in section 3
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learning using context windows are used to predict the lexical properties. Gender
classification, for Dutch nouns, has been attempted for rule-based MT genera-
tion tasks[3]. In which information derived from large annotated monolingual
corpora, a set of context-checking rules based on co-occurrence of nouns and
determiners are used. An SVM based tool has been developed for Romanian[4]
to distinguish neuter gender which uses n-gram features.

General sound of the language has been exploited to determine the gram-
matical gender for German and Romanian[5]. Noun’s ending have been used as
a strong clue for gender in French[6]. Cognitive aspects of grammatical gender
for Italian nouns referring to animals have been tested[7]. Bootstrapping process
which make use of word forms, determiners, quantifiers and adjectives to predict
gender for nouns in context[8] have been carried out.

Other reported work on gender identification has been for anaphora reso-
lution wherein gender information has been extracted from enhanced part-of-
speech tagger[9]. Methods to classify all occurrences of nouns in a document
using a wide variety of contextual, morphological and categorical gender fea-
tures have been done[10]. These works are targeted towards biological gender
identification and not grammatical gender.

Most of the work reported is for non-Indian languages and make use of deter-
miners or gender-marked pronouns like his, her etc. Some of these methods are
used for gender identification within a context. Other methods require manual
preparation of annotated data like morphological suffix list with corresponding
gender which is time consuming.

3 Grammatical Gender Identification

Noun-class[11] in linguistics refers to a particular category of nouns. Some nat-
ural languages categorize nouns into noun-classes based on either semantic cri-
terion, morphology or some arbitrary convention. Noun-classes form a system
of grammatical agreement. Some examples of common criteria that define noun
classes include:

– animate vs. inanimate
– rational vs. non-rational
– human vs. non-human
– masculine vs. feminine
– masculine vs. feminine vs. neuter
– common vs. neuter

Grammatical gender[12] is a specific form of noun-class system. In languages
with grammatical gender, every noun inherently carries one value (masculine
or feminine or neuter). The values present in a given language are called the
genders of that language7

7 The grammatical gender for a noun mostly coincides with natural or biological gender
but not always. For example “chalii (girl) in Konkani, “Madchen (girl) in German
have grammatical gender as neuter and natural or biological gender as feminine
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In Indian languages such as Sanskrit, Marathi, Konkani and Gujarati, the
grammatical gender property of nouns is one of the gender values namely Mas-
culine, Feminine or Neuter. Earlier profession names (job titles) like doctor,
lawyer, professor, “aadaogada (advocate) etc were assigned Masculine gender
because such professions were only practiced by men. However with changing
times we see many women taking up such profession. Profession names now be
used in either feminine or masculine sense and gender value can only be deter-
mined in the context of usage. For example “Professor baraii shaikayata” can
be translated as ”The professor teaches well” or ”She is a good professor”. Here
the noun “Professor” refers to a female professor which we can induce from the
adjective agreement “baraii” in the sentence. However, the example “Professor
barao shaikayata”, translated as ”The professor teaches well” or ”He is a good
professor” where the noun “Professor” refers to a male professor which we can
induce from “barao”. As a result such profession names cannot be assigned Mas-
culine gender in languages like Konkani. To reflect this changing behavior in
language a new gender value namely Non-Neuter was proposed. WordNet for
languages like Konkani do not maintain two different entries for male Professor
and female Professor, in such cases it is more relevant to assign Non-Neuter as
grammatical gender value.

Definition Non-Neuter : Non-Neuter is a grammatical gender value assigned
to a noun when the noun gender value can be either masculine or feminine based
on the context and cannot be determined out of context.

3.1 Problem Statement

Given a set of nouns N = {n1, n2, ... , nk: ni is Konkani noun} and a set W
={(w1,f1), (w2,f2), ... , (wm,fm): wi ∈ Corpus C, fi is the frequency count of wi

in C} the objective is to automatically identify appropriate grammatical gender
for nouns in N and create set NG={(n1,g1), (n2,g2), ... , (nk,gk): ni ∈ N , gi ∈
G} where set G = { Masculine, Feminine, Neuter,Non Neuter}

Input : Nouns

Output : Gender label (Masculine, Feminine, Neuter or

Non_Neuter).

Resources/tools used: Raw corpus, Morphological Analyzer and

WordNet.

Hypothesis: Morphological features along with word features can be

used to identify grammatical gender of nouns.

To identify grammatical gender, we first identified all possible morphological
and word features for nouns. We than prepared a data set based on these features.
We describe the details of data set generation in the following sub-sections.

3.2 Data Set Generation

The features in the data set are grouped into two categories namely word fea-
tures and morphological features. The morphological features are generated using
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the Konkani Morphological Analyzer[13]. The desired output feature, gender, is
manually assigned for each tuple in the data set. The features used are listed in
Table 1.

Let set α and set β hold all possible values for features BeginVowel and
EndVowel respectively. To generate our data set we followed the following data
preprocessing steps:-

Step 1: Extract nouns from the WordNet.
Step 2: Compute word features listed in Table 1 for each noun. Convert
Unicode based string features to ASCII based string features using a map
table.8

Step 3: Compute set α and set β
Step 4: For nouns extracted with each feature in set α and set β, randomly
pick ten nouns of each word length wherever possible.
Step 5: Prune noun entries corresponding to morphological variants.9

Step 6: For each noun, compute values for morphological features in Table 1
using Morphological Analyzer tool for the language in this case Konkani.
Step 7: For each noun, manually assign gender feature.
We have a total of 1264 nouns in the data set used and the same can be found

on http://www.cicling.org/2015/data/119/. The data set was used to identify a
model for gender identification using supervised machine learning techniques. We
ran various classification algorithms on our data sets10 using 66% as training set
and the rest as test set to determine the best training model. The performance of
machine learning classifiers on our data set is presented in the next subsection.

3.3 Performance of Machine Learning Classifiers

The performance of various types of machine learning classifiers were tabulated
based on word features only, morphology features only and both word and mor-
phology features. The results11 obtained for each feature type are tabulated in
Table 2.

Analysis of Results: The performance of the various classifiers indicate that
word + morphological features give better classification results compared to word
features or morphological features used alone. The ZeroR Rule-Based classifier,
which simply outputs the most common class irrespective of the attributes, is
used as baseline or lower bound to evaluate classifier performance. Bayesian

8 A map table assign a roman transliteration code to every Unicode characters. This
mapping was done to execute machine learning classifiers which expect ASCII strings

9 We found that some entries in WordNet were plural forms of the noun which were
pruned

10 Such data sets used to select a learning model are some times referred to as devel-
opment (dev) set.

11 Here Precision (P), Recall (R) and F-score (F) are the weighted average values
generated
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Table 1. Data Set Features.

Feature Name Feature Description

Word Features

Begin Vowel The vowel attached to the letter with which the word
begins. If the word does not have a vowel attached to
first letter, then this feature is set to null.

End Vowel The vowel if any with which the word ends. If the word
does not end with a vowel, then this feature is set to null.

Length The number of characters in the word.

Morphological Features

PID The matching paradigm identifier.

SOFS The suffix attached to the noun base to get the singular
oblique stem for the noun.

POFS The suffix attached to the noun base to get the plural
oblique stem for the noun.

PDCS The suffix attached to the noun base to get the plural
direct form of the noun.

FreqDSF Number of times the direct singular form of the noun
occurs in the corpus

FreqDPF Number of times the direct plural form of the noun occurs
in the corpus.

FreqSOF Number of times the oblique singular form of the noun
occurs in the corpus.

FreqPOF Number of times the oblique plural form of the noun
occurs in the corpus.

TotSOV Total number of oblique singular forms of the noun oc-
curring in the corpus.

TotalPOV Total number of oblique plural forms of the noun occur-
ring in the corpus.

SOVWin Distinct number of types amongst oblique singular forms
of the noun occurring in the corpus.

POVWin Distinct number of types amongst oblique plural forms
of the noun occurring in the corpus.

SR Rule applied to obtain the noun stem.
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Table 2. Performance of Machine Learning Classifiers.

Features

Algorithm Word Morphological Word +
Morphological

P R F P R F P R F

Bayesian

Naive Bayes 0.676 0.679 0.658 0.770 0.781 0.766 0.775 0.784 0.769

Bayes Net 0.672 0.677 0.656 0.769 0.786 0.774 0.781 0.802 0.788

Function

Logistic 0.696 0.712 0.689 0.788 0.809 0.792 0.786 0.805 0.794

MultilayerPerceptron 0.694 0.705 0.693 0.804 0.812 0.798 0.756 0.763 0.752

RBFNetwork 0.653 0.670 0.646 0.776 0.784 0.765 0.765 0.781 0.759

SimpleLogistic 0.709 0.691 0.661 0.774 0.805 0.786 0.792 0.821 0.803

SMO 0.721 0.681 0.644 0.775 0.807 0.787 0.783 0.816 0.798

Instance-Based

IB1 0.713 0.714 0.697 0.757 0.767 0.759 0.774 0.781 0.766

KStar 0.728 0.714 0.697 0.747 0.753 0.744 0.761 0.763 0.754

Ensemble

AdaBoost 0.416 0.563 0.437 0.605 0.576 0.467 0.496 0.626 0.542

Bagging 0.702 0.723 0.702 0.802 0.805 0.791 0.773 0.802 0.787

Random Sub Space 0.720 0.698 0.668 0.761 0.795 0.775 0.796 0.828 0.811

Decorate 0.688 0.714 0.695 0.801 0.814 0.800 0.802 0.819 0.804

Logit Boost 0.712 0.695 0.667 0.760 0.788 0.769 0.811 0.819 0.803

Rule-Based

PART Decision List 0.701 0.723 0.700 0.770 0.786 0.776 0.790 0.809 0.798

Ridor 0.678 0.572 0.583 0.720 0.740 0.727 0.779 0.802 0.788

ZeroR 0.248 0.498 0.331 0.248 0.498 0.331 0.239 0.488 0.320

Decision Tree

Random forest 0.726 0.726 0.708 0.777 0.791 0.779 0.784 0.809 0.794

Logistic Model Tree 0.709 0.691 0.661 0.774 0.865 0.786 0.799 0.826 0.811

REPTree 0.707 0.723 0.702 0.807 0.809 0.792 0.781 0.814 0.795
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classifiers use a probabilistic framework, Instance based classifiers use near-
est neighbor, distance based method for solving classification problem. These
perform better than ZeroR the baseline used but don’t provide the best learn-
ing model for the data. The Function based classifiers like Logistic Regression,
Multilayer Perceptron fit a function on the attribute vectors in the training
data to determine the class. They have been used as a good training model
for many applications. However for grammatical gender identification, Logistic
Model Tree classifier that combines logistic regression and decision tree learn-
ing performs better and is more appropriate learning model. Ensemble learning
method namely Random Subspace which is a decision tree based classifier has
a performance similar to Logistic Model Tree. These observations suggest that
a combination of classifier provide a better model for grammatical gender iden-
tification. One amongst Random subspace and Logistic Model Tree can be used
as a supervised machine learning model to identify grammatical gender with a
F-Score of 0.811.

We were curious to know if we could extract some rules from our data which
could be directly used to determine grammatical gender, and if so what is the
precision or confidence level of such rules generated. Grammar books[14] and
linguistic resources[15][16] available for the Konkani language do not explicitly
specify any grammatical gender identification rules but suggest possibility of
such rules. We wanted to check if the rules suggested and any new rule were
generated by our data set and if so the precision or confidence level associated
with such a rule. This motivated us to use a three stage grammatical gender
identification approach described in the next section.

4 Staged Grammatical Gender Identification

4.1 Approach

A three stage approach was used wherein stage one used association rule mining
to obtain a list of grammatical gender identification rules. Stage two used ma-
chine learning classifiers to identify grammatical gender of nouns that could not
be identified in stage one using grammatical gender identification rules. In stage
three the rules generated and best classification model obtained were combined
to calculate the performance of the staged approach on a separate test data set
with 200 entries. We describe the three stages used in the following sub-sections.

4.2 Stage One: Association Rule Mining

Predictive apriori association mining algorithm available in knowledge analy-
sis tool WEKA 3.6.11 was used to generate gender identification rules. Three
different experiments were conducted and rules were generated based on

1. Word features only
2. Morphological features only
3. Both word and morphological features.
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For each type of feature multiple grammatical gender identification rules were
obtained. Only those rules which had more than 0.95 confidence were accepted.
Table 3 tabulates the number of rules extracted and some sample rules for each
feature type. The rules obtained when both word and morphological features

Table 3. Grammatical Gender Identification Rules obtained.

Features # Grammatical Sample Grammatical Gender
Used Gender Rules Identification Rules Obtained

EndV owel = o → Gender = masculine
acc:(0.99498)

Word 13 EndV owel = ehm → Gender = neuter
acc:(0.99497)
BeginV owel = se EndV owel = a →
Gender = feminine acc:(0.99454)
......

PID = 20 → Gender = masculine
acc:(0.99496)

Morphological 10 PID = 19 → Gender = neuter
acc:(0.99493)
PID = 13 → Gender = feminine
acc:(0.99476)
......

PID = 13 → EndV owel = be
Word + Gender = feminine acc:(0.99469)
Morphological 35 PID = 9 → EndV owel = a

Gender = feminine acc:(0.99433)
......

were used had some rules which were same as rules obtained using only word
features and only morphological features. In addition some rules got combined
to give more refined rules. Repetitive rules and refined rules were pruned and 16
rules were retained and implemented as Gender Identification Rule (GR).

The main contribution of using association rule mining is the 16 gender
identification rules obtained with confidence above 0.95 for each rule. These
rules alone can be used to determine gender of 49.76% of entries in the data
set with a precision of 0.97. The grammatical gender rules were not sufficient
to identify grammatical gender for the entire data set. A substantial number of
nouns remained unassigned. Hence original data set was reduced to create a new
data set which held only those entries which cannot be assigned a grammatical
gender using a rule. This new data set created is referred to as Reduced Data
Set (RDS) The best model for Reduced Data Set (RDS) was picked by training
various machine learning classifiers on reduced data set.
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4.3 Stage Two: Classification

The reduced data set had 635 entries for which gender could not be determined
using association rule mining. To decide which classification model will best rep-
resent our data, various classification algorithms available in WEKA 3.6.11 were
executed. Table 4 gives the best performing classifications algorithm. Table 4

Table 4. Classification Algorithm Results.

Features Algorithm Precision Recal F-Score

IB1 0.768 0.758 0.692
Word LogitBoost 0.528 0.726 0.611

MultilayerPerceptron 0.657 0.705 0.615
Random Forest 0.612 0.747 0.63

IB1 0.598 0.579 0.588
Morphological LogitBoost 0.698 0.695 0.697

MultilayerPerceptron 0.589 0.579 0.584
Random Forest 0.669 0.684 0.676

IB1 0.705 0.705 0.705
Word+Morphological LogitBoost 0.528 0.726 0.611

MultilayerPerceptron 0.734 0.716 0.723
Random Forest 0.72 0.747 0.712

indicates that word and morphological features used together provide a bet-
ter classification model with best F-score of 0.72312 obtained by Multi-layer
Perceptron. This neural network function based classifier works well with both
categorical and continuous attributes, performs well on the test set and hence is
chosen as a learning model for training.

4.4 Stage Three: Staged Approach

The rules obtained in stage one and training model namely multilayer perceptron
obtained in stage two were combined into a staged approach. The pseudo-code
of the algorithm used by the staged approach to assign grammatical gender to
noun entries in test data set is illustrated in Figure 1.

The experimental results obtained and evaluation are presented in the next
section.

5 Experimental Results and Evaluation

The goal of the experiment was to build a grammatical gender identification
system. Two approaches namely machine learning classifiers approach and staged

12 Here Precision, Recall and F-score are the weighted average values generated
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Algorithm 1: Assign Grammatical Gender to Nouns in WordNet

for each noun in WordNet

if noun compatible with grammatical gender rule GR

gender = GR(noun);

else

gender = MultilayerPerceptronClassifier(noun);

end if

end for

Fig. 1. Algorithm for assigning grammatical gender to nouns in WordNet.

approach were used for the same. A separate test data set with 200 entries
was created to test the performance of the approaches. The staged approach
algorithm presented in Figure 1 was tested on the test data set to determine
its performance. Table 5 tabulates the results obtained using staged approach.
Table 6 compares the staged grammatical gender identification approach with

Table 5. Grammatical Gender Identification using Staged Approach.

Grammatical True False False Precision Recall F-Score
Gender Positives Positives Negatives

Feminine 91 5 4 0.95 0.96 0.95
Masculine 50 11 15 0.82 0.77 0.79
Neuter 31 12 7 0.72 0.82 0.77
Non-neuter 0 0 2 0 0 0

best performing machine learning classifier. A minor improvement is seen in the
weighted average values of precision, recall and F-score in the staged approach.
The results obtained were analyzed and are presented in the next subsection.

Table 6. Staged Approach Vs Machine Learning Classifiers.

Algorithm Precision Recall F-Score

Staged Approach 0.854 0.86 0.84
Random Sub Space 0.78 0.807 0.79
Logistic Model Tree 0.807 0.837 0.82
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5.1 Analysis of Results

To find out where the algorithm fails, the results obtained were analyzed from
two perspectives namely association rule mining and classification model.

Association Rule Mining Analysis: Analysis of grammatical gender identi-
fication rules generated by association rule mining indicated that the feminine
gender is identified using these rules . As expected the precision and recall for the
feminine gender is high as can be seen in Table 5. An example where assignment
of feminine gender fails is for the Konkani word “shaeta” (goldsmith) which
has grammatical gender masculine but is assigned as feminine. This is an excep-
tional case wherein its morphological features resemble those of a feminine noun.
Another example of failure is word like baenagalaii (Bengali language/Bengali
person) which has multiple senses wherein the different senses have different
gender namely in the Bengali language sense the noun is feminine and in the
Bengali person sense the noun is masculine. The algorithm fails for such cases.
A few instances of masculine and neuter gender can be identified using rules,
but most of masculine and few neuter gender nouns cannot be identified based
on rules. There are no rules generated corresponding to non-neuter gender.

Classification Model: The classification model has been used mainly to iden-
tify masculine, neuter and non-neuter genders. This word and morphological
features used can classify nouns in the above stated gender values with a best
F-Score of 0.72. Additional features like context based features may be used to
improve the performance of such classifiers.

6 Conclusion

Grammatical gender of a noun in Konkani can be determined based on mor-
phological and word features using a staged approach, with a weighted average
F-Score of 0.84 thus supporting our hypothesis. On examination of grammatical
gender identification rules we found that some morphological paradigms suggest
grammatical gender. For some words like lawyer two paradigms get assigned
suggesting that the noun has non-neuter grammatical gender. Some associa-
tion rules example BeginV owel = NULL EndV owel = o → PID = twozero
Gender = masculine acc:(0.99315) generated can also be used to automatically
assign morphological paradigms to new noun entries based on word features.
Future work will be focused on finding word, morphological or context features
which give more clues to determine masculine and neuter gender.
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